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ABSTRACT
Remote Tabletop Collaboration (RTC) is a fairly new and unexplored research field 
within Human Computer Interaction (HCI) and Computer Supported Cooperative Work 
(CSCW). Most tabletop research focused on effects of the characteristics of technology and 
individual aspects of co-located or remote collaboration. However, a holistic picture of how 
RTC works and the dynamics of RTC has not yet been given. Understanding the dynamics of 
RTC is of great importance in order to design appropriate tabletop systems and tabletop 
systems that support users (individually and collaboratively) in different group constellations 
and in different environments (co-located and remotely) while performing different tasks. 
Thus, three components have to be considered while studying users and groups of users in 
RTC: the system, the task and the users. This requires a method that allows studying all three 
components of remote tabletop collaboration in interrelation with one another, which raises 
the question of how can we develop a useful methodology that holistically studies RTC?
Current research methods, qualitative and quantitative, used in HCI and CSCW are 
either inadequate to study complex group constellations in remote tabletop collaboration in 
order to design advanced applications, or under-specified in terms of employing them to gain 
useful insights; Inadequate, because the relevant methods only allow investigating isolated 
aspects. A method that allows studying and understanding the dynamics of remote tabletop 
collaboration, so the interrelation of different group processes that indicate how RTC works, 
has not yet been found. This might require a pragmatic approach in terms of being open to 
what works best and how it can be combined and applied to achieve the best outcome. This 
thesis proposes a new qualitative method, a combination of Qualitative Content Analysis, 
Grounded Theory and Activity Theory to study dynamics of RTC: Qualitative Remote 
Collaboration Analysis.
By applying this multi-dimensional approach, a holistic picture of the dynamics of 
RTC has been obtained and extended the scope of RTC within different research 
communities. Two experiments have been conducted that addressed the challenges discussed 
above. These user studies investigated dyadic and multi-user interaction in RTC by applying 
different qualitative research methods. Furthermore, the findings have been used to deduce 
design ideas and recommendations for existing and new tabletop collaboration systems.
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1 CHAPTER 
Introduction
1.1 Research Interest
Remote tabletop collaboration (RTC) is a fairly new and unexplored research field 
within the research area of human computer interaction (HCI) and computer supported 
cooperative work (CSCW). In remote tabletop collaboration, people are coming together, 
combining their skills and experience to accomplish a task. This is common practice in any 
kind of organisation and different constellations of work groups can be formed, ranging from 
the simple two-person teams to multiple-person teams interacting co-located and remotely at 
the same time (synchronously). Having different group constellations is understood as 
‘complex group constellation’. Studying and understanding the dynamics of complex group 
constellations in remote tabletop collaboration holistically, in order to design appropriate 
interfaces, has its difficulties: the system used for collaboration has to support users 
individually and collaboratively at the same time, in both co-located and remote 
environments. The orientation of co-located partners needs to be aligned with that of remote 
partners, talk needs to be addressable to particular individuals regardless of location, multi­
way pointing and gestures need to be possible and noticeable, and private and public artifacts 
need to be supported. Studying and understanding these complexities is a challenge for HCI, 
which historically has looked only at individual human computer interaction. It is also a 
challenge for CSCW, which has examined real-time mediated group interaction, but often in 
co-located or remote situations separately and rarely through tabletop surfaces. This shows 
that researchers as well as designers need to understand the dynamics of RTC in order to 
design useful RTC systems.
Although tabletop collaboration has been the subject of considerable research in recent 
years, most research focused on characteristics of technology and specific individual aspects 
of collaboration. But it is still unclear how remote tabletop collaboration actually works. This 
leads to a core research question for this thesis, which is: What are the dynamics o f RTC? 
Dynamics of collaboration are often referring to group dynamics and to the interactive nature 
of individuals within a group (Forsyth, 2006). This explanation implies that the term 
dynamics is fairly broad but can be understood as processes that occur between people, 
systems and the environment, which can be categorised as group processes between artefacts. 
Keeping this explanation in mind, this thesis tries to understand the dynamics of RTC by
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reviewing the research literature and analysing data sets from two experiments in different 
ways.
Understanding the dynamics also requires an adequate research method that considers 
various contextual factors of collaboration, e.g. different interaction levels such as human- 
computer interaction (HCI) and human-human interaction (HHI), different environments such 
as co-located and remote and the fact that users are different, hence have different abilities 
and skills to collaborate, operate systems and perceive their environment. So far, HCI is 
understood as single user interaction between a user and a computer, however in this thesis it 
also refers to multiple users who interact with multiple tabletop systems.
Because of the complexities aforementioned it is difficult to know how to study its 
dynamics, which leads to a second research interest of this thesis to find a qualitative 
research method or a combination o f methods applicable to study the dynamics o f RTC and to 
deduce design recommendations for the improvement o f existing remote tabletop 
collaboration systems. This research interest emerged during the process of acquiring 
background knowledge and familiarisation with the research area and field. It appeared to be 
a common problem within this research field that an adequate method to study RTC has not 
been presented yet. Due to the fact that RTC is embedded in the research area of HCI, where 
engineering based quantitative methods such as traditional usability methods (Hiltz et al, 
1980; Kuzuoka, 1992; Nielsen and Landauer, 1993; Nielsen and Philips, 1993; O’Connail et 
al, 1993; Whittaker et al, 1993; Sanderson & Fisher, 1994; Cooke et al, 1996; Veinott & Fu, 
1999; Michaelson and Pohl, 2001, Salinas, 2005) are more common practice, qualitative 
research methods have always been in debate as valid instruments of analysis. This idea is 
based on the diverse and complex character of qualitative research methods. Qualitative 
findings cannot be easily comprehended and replicated as opposed to quantitative ones.
Quantitative methods are easy to replicate as a well-defined algorithm and associated 
formulae are mostly presented, which allows researchers to follow the analytical process 
easily and to assess the findings as valid and reliable. However, quantitative studies only 
consider the hypotheses they want for assessing e.g. task performance or the significance of 
usability problems. This diminishes the researchers openness to the emergence of other 
contextual aspects or dynamics of collaboration. Consequently, the collaborative behaviour or 
dynamics of remote (tabletop) collaboration have widely been neglected by quantitative 
studies. However, the complexity of remote (tabletop) collaboration system yields numerous 
contextual aspects valid to be studied in-depth in order to improve tabletop interfaces. These 
include, for instance, the investigation of actions and activities that take place in remote 
(tabletop) collaboration during different tasks and the users’ abilities: the impact of certain
group activities towards the collaborative behaviour of remote groups carrying out a certain 
task, the impact of different tools used to interact with the technology directly or indirectly 
towards the users’ collaborative behaviour or the interplay between social processes and the 
users interaction with the system during a certain task. Gaining these insights would help to 
design user-oriented interfaces or even personalised user interfaces deployable in a complex 
collaborative tabletop environment for complex group constellations.
Thus, finding a qualitative research method or a combination of methods useful to 
study remote tabletop collaboration in order to understand RTC and improve existing tabletop 
collaboration systems is all the more relevant. This involves identifying existing methods and 
assessing their applicability, testing applicable methods and outlining the analytical procedure 
to allow other researchers to follow the analytical thinking process, evaluating the qualitative 
findings of different methods as reliable, valid and useful in order to use these findings for the 
design of tabletop collaboration systems. Before embarking on these activities, it seems 
worthwhile to describe the research context in which this dissertation is embedded, followed 
by the research background and problem, research questions and objectives, the 
methodological approach this thesis will present, into main results and contributions and a 
thesis overview.
1.2 Research Context
This dissertation falls under the general field of Computer Supported Cooperative 
Work, CSCW (Greenberg, 1991; Baecker, 1993; Bannon, 1992). Several scholars made the 
attempt to define CSCW (Bannon et al, 1988; Greif, 1988, Hughes et al, 1991; Suchman, 
1989; Robinson, 1990; Greenberg, 1991). Bannon et al (1998) used the words “umbrella 
term” in conjunction with CSCW meaning that CSCW is somehow an umbrella term that 
refers to the use of computers to support activities of people working together. Greif (1988) 
defined CSCW as “ ...an identifiable research field focused on the role o f the computer in 
group work y Another interesting definition has been given from Suchman (1989) who 
describes CSCW as “...the design o f computer-based technologies with explicit concern for  
the socially organized practices o f their intended users” Such a definition is indeed 
interesting, because Suchman (1989) includes the terms users and design in her definition. 
The latter has also been found in a definition given by Robinson (1990). He describes CSCW 
as the investigation of distinctive qualities of co-operative work processes and as the field of 
asking design questions regarding how computers fit into and support these co-operative work
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processes. However, Robinson (1990) only talks about working processes and does not 
mention the user as a central figure.
Despite this it becomes clear that the focus of CSCW is on studying group in­
interaction with computer-based technologies and that CSCW is somehow a new research 
area. Bannon (1992) states “CSCW can be seen as a new research field involved in exploring 
a wide range o f issues concerning cooperative work arrangements and its support via 
information technology.” Further, Bannon (1992) points out that CSCW developed out of 
dissatisfaction with methods and results grounded in the field of HCI, but nevertheless he 
argues that CSCW is not just an extension of HCI, it is a new research field: ‘7 /C / 
concentrates on replacing human skills with intelligent systems, whereas CSCW intends to 
support people via the design o f better computer tools”.
From this point of view the computer becomes a medium that enables people to 
perform work activities by communicating with one another. This understanding is familiar to 
the idea of computer-mediated communication (CMC), which is not part of HCI or CSCW 
(Bannon, 1992). CSCW is interested in the nature of the work performed and the role and 
design of the technology to support the group, whereas CMC is interested in aspects of 
communication possibilities and effects, affordances offered by the technology and the 
evaluation of systems. Hence, CMC asks questions of the purpose of communication, 
whereas CSCW asks questions regarding the nature of collaboration. This indicates that 
CSCW is open for researchers from many disciplines ranging from computer and software 
engineering to psychology, sociology or anthropology. Wilson (1991) identified three kinds 
of systems that researchers study in CSCW: shared work space systems, shared information 
systems and group activity support systems. Based on the definitions outlined above, the 
following elements can be deduced that encompass CSCW:
■ People working together through computers
■ Different conceptual frameworks are used as long as they refer to the collective (social 
psychology, cognitive science, socio-cultural science, activity theory)
■ Addressing interdisciplinary research issues by fusing social sciences with system 
developers and work experience of actual users
■ Conducting qualitative, interpretative or ethnographic studies mostly in real situations
■ Using actual users to deduce findings
■ The duration of CSCW studies range from small scale studies of under an hour to large 
scale studies of several weeks or months
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Drawing on these conclusions, this PhD research can be positioned within the research 
area of CSCW and HCI as it explores collaborative processes of small groups (multiple users, 
two to four people) collaborating over a tabletop system with one another and interacting with 
the tabletop system while physically dispersed. Figure 1.1 illustrates the research context of 
this PhD thesis.
Research interest 
of PhD Thesis
Mixing
Qualitative
Methods
to understand
RTC
Selected research 
perspective within the Tabletop
research field Collaboration
Research Field of Interest
Specified research focus TCS
within the research area Tabletop Collaboration Systems
T e “ a r in Shared Workspace System s
CSCW & HCI
Research Area Computer Supported Cooperative Work
& Human Computer Interaction
Figure 1.1 Research Context of PhD Thesis
This research has been supported by Thales Research and Technology (TRT) UK who 
are part of the global network of research centres supporting the Thales group. In order to 
conduct this research TRT (UK) provided two NuVa desks, which are virtual desktop 
collaboration systems. Thus, the findings of this research are based on an existing 
collaboration system that has been developed by a group of engineers over a period of five 
years.
1.3 Research Background and Problem
Tabletop collaboration is a young research perspective within the research area of 
CSCW and HCI that interested researchers since the early 1990s starting with the rise of 
shared work space systems (digital or analogue) to support group activities (Ishii, 1990; 
Whittaker et al, 1993, Tang and Isaacs, 1993). Based on these early studies, more advanced 
shared digital workspaces for co-located and remote collaboration have been developed, so
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called tabletop collaboration groupware or tabletop collaboration systems. Thus, researchers 
either focused on co-located or remote collaboration over tabletops. Substantial research has 
mostly been conducted in co-located tabletop collaboration and findings were crucial for the 
improvement of existing tabletop systems and for the design of new ones (Tang, 1991; 
Underkoffler & Ishii, 1998; Forsberg et al, 1998; Buxton et al, 2000; Dietz & Leigh, 2001; 
Tandler et al, 2001; Scott et al, 2003, Ryall et al, 2004; Rogers et al, 2006; Greenberg et al, 
2008). The method(s) used to explore co-located tabletop environments were mostly 
quantitative in nature (e.g. Parker et al, 2005), however some researchers also used either 
purely qualitative approaches (e.g. Kruger et al, 2003; Scott et al, 2004), or in combination 
with quantitative methods (e.g. Rogers and Lindley, 2004; Ryall et al, 2004; Tang et al, 2006; 
Rogers et al, 2006; Ha et al, 2006; Tse et al, 2008). Although many studies do have a 
qualitative component, the analytical procedure is often not explained and only the 
observational findings presented after they have quantified them.
In contrast, remote tabletop collaboration has aroused less research interest in the 
beginning of the 1990s and became more popular recently due to several geopolitical changes 
that affected organisations financially. Thus, studies concentrated on the technical aspect of 
systems and considered collaborative relationships secondarily. Due to the fact that research 
showed that these systems save travel time and costs and organisations had to think about cost 
reduction, the improvement and development of existing and new technology prompted 
further investigations in this research field. This also led to the establishment of virtual teams 
and virtual organisations, which increased the interest to improve and design more advanced 
technologies that support these new established virtual teams (Hiltz and Turoff, 1978; Heath 
and Luff, 1991; Jaegers et al, 1998; DeSanctis and Monge, 1999; Ahuja and Carley, 1999; 
Warkentin and Beranek, 1999). Virtual teams are defined as a group of people who engage in 
a common task communicating via digital means and interacting mainly online (Piccoli et al, 
2004). Studies on virtual teams, however, focused more on the virtual team structure and 
performance, hence virtual team management and were based on traditional team 
management research (Potter et al, 2000; Piccoli et al, 2004; Horwitz et al, 2006). Questions 
such as how to train virtual teams to achieve the best outcome within the shortest time frame 
became more and more important to organisations and researchers, and team efficiency has 
been assessed quantitatively.
However, this implies that members of such a virtual team must be able to use the 
technology, which in turn challenged researchers to think about usability and utility (Maguire 
and Dillon, 1993; Nielsen and Landauer, 1993; Nielsen, 1994; Joleka, 2003; Tromp et al, 
2003; Schroeder et al, 2006; Swindler et al, 2006). Thus, researchers were interested in
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exploring the contextual and non-contextual factors that hinder users to collaborate via such 
systems effectively which involved aspects of orientation, workspace awareness, task 
coordination, communication, visibility of gestures, territoriality, group size, table size, 
adding audio and video channels to mention the most important ones (Whittaker et al, 1993; 
Kuzuoka, 1999; Gutwin and Greenberg, 2000; Tang et al, 2004; Luff et al, 2006; Tuddenham, 
2008). Most of these aspects have been analysed quantitatively (Yang and Barber, 2006; 
Pauchet et al, 2007). However, similar to studies focusing on co-located tabletop 
environments, observational studies have been conducted that produced qualitative data 
(Tang et al, 2004; Luff et al, 2006) and were followed by a large-scale quantitative study 
(Whittaker et al, 1993; Kuzuoka, 1999; Gutwin and Greenberg, 2000).
Independently from the nature of the research method used, studies revealed that 
people adapt their behaviour to the technological limitations and develop so called “work 
arounds” (Luff et al, 1992). This implies that technology has an effect on people’s behaviour’ 
and performance thus the characteristics of the technology play a substantial factor. Next to 
the characteristics of the technology, the task as well as the group constellation, have also 
been found to challenge the users’ interaction during remote collaboration. These are 
understood as the three factors that have to be considered in co-located and remote 
collaboration research (McGrath, 1984; Hollingshead et al, 1993; McCarthy and Monk, 1994, 
Masoodian, 1996). In this thesis, three factors will be recognised as substantial factors that 
have to be kept in mind. Considering these dimensions emphasises the complexity of studying 
remote tabletop collaboration and the relevance of finding a method that allows exploring 
contextual factors of each dimension qualitatively.
Specifically, the factor of different group constellations plays an important role. In 
collaboration people can work in pairs, groups of three or four, co-located or remote, 
synchronously and asynchronously. Studying pairs in interaction in a remote environment is 
the simplest way of collaboration, also called dyadic interaction (Newcomb, 1965). Another 
possibility and thus more complex constellation, but also more common in the real world, is 
the combination of co-located teams collaborating remotely with another co-located team, so 
called mixed presence groups (Tang, 2006) or multiple user interaction. Both terms will be 
used in this thesis interchangeably and are understood as complex group constellation.
Although the studies mentioned above (e.g. Whittaker et al, 1993; Kuzuoka, 1999; 
Gutwin and Greenberg, 2000; Tang et al, 2004; Luff et al, 2006; Tuddenham, 2008) yield 
interesting and at the time useful findings, the qualitative approach used was only suitable for 
studying either single user interaction, dyadic remote interaction or co-located tabletop 
collaboration. Additionally, researchers focused more on presenting the findings for the
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design of new systems than outlining the analytical process to understand collaboration 
processes qualitatively. Outlining this analytical process is all the more relevant in qualitative 
research if qualitative research wants to achieve an equal acceptance within the engineering- 
oriented HCI community. A common practice in HCI and CSCW is combining different 
research methods, which increases the level of complexity of a study. However, the focus 
shifts from presenting the analytical thinking process that leads to the findings to just 
presenting findings. Thus, researchers are unable to reproduce the study or even to 
comprehend the findings. Unsurprisingly, this causes debates within the community of 
research methods as to what extend the combination of research methods is reliable or 
contradicting if not reproduceable? However, some researchers came to the conclusion that 
combining different approaches can be seen as complementary rather than contradictory to 
understand collaboration (Monk et al, 1993; Carroll and Kellogg, 1989; Hmelo-Silver, 2003; 
Martinez et al, 2003; Palakshappa and Gordon, 2006), [... only by mixing methods ... 
collaborative knowledge construction can be well characterized], Hmelo-Silver, 2003, 
p.397).
This methodological criticism becomes even more relevant when studying phenomena 
such as collaboration. And, combining different qualitative methods to gain deeper insights 
into remote tabletop collaboration has not yet been attempted. Certainly, this approach is an 
unconventional and pragmatic way and will provoke even more discussion among 
researchers. But, referring to Hmelo-Silver (2003) rather than using a rigid methodological 
orthodoxy, the combination o f methods used must be tailored to one’s research questions -  
which aspects o f interaction ... one seeks to understand (p. 417). Palakshappa and Gordon 
(2006) proclaim a multi-method approach that enables the researcher to delve deeper into 
each collaborative relationship ...to  step back and examine collaborative relationships from  
a fresh perspective (p.392). More importantly, the authors point out that a multi-method 
approach helped to explain how and why collaborative business relationships were important 
in order to coordinate activities and achieve goals. At the same time, Palakshappa and Gordon 
(2006) note that broad studies that adopt a more holistic approach to the examination o f  
collaborative performance appear absent from literature (p.392). This illustrates the need of 
this thesis clearly. Concluding the ideas of Hmelo-Silver (2003) and Palakshappa and Gordon 
(2006) it is crucial to find an adequate method, or a combination of multiple methods, that 
help to answer one’s research question. This might reveal multiple perspectives of the 
problem and in fact may not even need further quantification.
Monk et al (1993) used the expression of mixing oil and water (Monk et al, 1993) when 
combining different approaches. However, Monk et al (1993) state that the merging of two
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approaches already starts when it comes to methods of data collection. Another point of 
concern the authors emphasise is that especially the practical differences between positivist 
and interpretative approaches have to be made clear in terms of data interpretation and 
discussed in order to highlight how they may be blended into a smooth emulsion (p.4). 
Drawing on these ideas, it becomes clear that combining different qualitative methods as 
attempted here is not an easy undertaking. Attention needs to be paid to their underlying 
philosophies as well as their overt procedures of analysis.
The studies presented in this thesis are based on experimentation, which implies 
another difficulty as most qualitative research methods introduced and used in this thesis refer 
to data collected in field studies. In contrast, this thesis approaches the data following the idea 
of applied experimentation and rich qualitative description, which includes being sensitive to 
the context of the behaviour observed, paying attention to richness of data of human 
behaviour, letting categories emerge and favouring observation, and capturing the 
subjectively defined meaning of the behaviour being observed (Monk et al, 1993; Landauer, 
1987; Glaser and Strauss, 1967). Monk et al (1993) state the differences between applied and 
pure experimentation and the advantages applied experimentation has to understand human- 
computer interaction. However, applied experimentation requires that people perform a real 
task in a real work environment, which was not possible in this case. Here, activities had to be 
developed and users recruited in order to simulate a “real-life” work environment. For the 
purpose of this thesis, it is more important to find a method that allows analysing RTC of 
multiple users and this search can be undertaken by experimentation. Just as experimentation 
is used to abstract the substance of some real world phenomenon for study, so it is used here 
to abstract suitable methods of study.
Drawing on the complex aspects this thesis tries to cover, this thesis will contribute to 
several communities in different ways, which will be outlined later on in this chapter.
1.4 Research Questions
Based on the insights gained, three central research questions guide this thesis. Each 
question refers to a research objective or even two and will contribute to different areas of 
research. Following the discussion of not having found an adequate method for studying the 
dynamics of RTC the first question is:
1 . What combination o f qualitative research methods is appropriate to study and
understand remote tabletop collaboration?
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Having found a method should allow investigating the dynamics of RTC in-depth and 
yield a holistic picture of how RTC works. This formulated the second research question:
2. What are the dynamics o f remote tabletop collaboration?
After gaining a broad understanding of the elements of RTC and factors that influence 
the collaborative process in such an environment, ideas about the requirements such systems 
have can be generated and design recommendations deduced, which frames the third research 
question of this thesis:
3. What are the requirements and recommendations for the design o f remote tabletop
collaboration systems?
Research question 1 will reveal insights of different kinds of qualitative research 
methods appropriate to investigate the selected research perspective of the research field. A 
pragmatic approach will be taken to answer this question by combining different qualitative 
methods and philosophies, which will prove that qualitative research methods are applicable 
instruments to understand remote tabletop collaboration.
Research question 2 will be concerned with understanding how RTC works. Only by 
gaining a deep understanding of how the collaborative process unfolds can design 
recommendations be deduced. By applying different and combined qualitative research 
methods, this question should be answered and unveil the dynamics of RTC.
Research question 3 will address the remits of HCI and CSCW research areas by 
unveiling design recommendations deduced from the findings of qualitative data analysis, 
which will prove the viability of combining specific qualitative research methods and 
philosophies in tabletop collaboration research.
By answering these questions, new insights should be obtained regarding methods that 
can be adapted and used in different ways, the nature of RTC in general and requirements for 
RTC systems in order to improve existing ones and design new systems or groupware 
applications.
1.5 Research Objectives
Based on these research questions this thesis will address four goals by conducting 
general and focused investigation activities of the subject. Research objectives one and two 
refer to the first research questions, whereas research objective three relates to the second
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research question. Research objective four relates to the third research question, which is 
concerned with design requirements and recommendations for RTC systems (see Table 1).
1. Identifying and assessing pure and hybrid qualitative research methods applicable to 
study RTC.
Based on the literature review it became clear that studying RTC is a complex 
undertaking, as various factors have to be considered. Due to the fact that most studies 
focused on specific aspects of collaboration, researchers either used purely quantitative or 
qualitative methods or combined quantitative and qualitative methods to investigate the 
aspect of interest closely. However, studying RTC requires a different approach that 
allows only one researcher to study multiple users and multiple videos at the same time. 
Thus, it is necessary to review different research methods that addressed similar research 
interests in a digital or non-digital environment in order to find applicable methods to 
study RTC. Each method will be explained briefly, the research interest covered by the 
specific method will be outlined and the usefulness of the method to study RTC will be 
discussed. The discussion should reveal a selection of specific qualitative research 
methods suitable when studying RTC.
After identifying different qualitative research methods, it seems necessary to assess 
their applicability for studying RTC. Assessing will be achieved by discussing four 
different aspects, which are understood as criteria. These criteria refer to Badgley (1961) 
who developed questions for the assessment of research methods. Four criteria will be 
used for assessment. The first criterion has mainly been answered in the previous section 
finding reasons why a specific method has been used and might be useful to study RTC. 
Here, the reasons why a specific method has been chosen will be re-elaborated in order to 
clarify its suitability. The second criterion refers to the clarity o f research method, 
specifically the analytical process used to study a phenomenon. Here, the orientation of 
each method will be considered deeper. The third criterion looks the usefulness o f the 
specific method regarding properties o f RTC (HCI and HHI), co-located and remote 
environments, dyadic and multiple users interaction etc. The consideration of both levels 
of interaction has been found to be crucial for the design of collaborative systems 
(Bannon, 1992), thus it seems fundamental to include this aspect for assessing the 
usefulness of the chosen qualitative research method. Although these three criteria seem to 
be useful to assess the suitability of a certain method, other aspects might also contribute, 
which are more practical than analytical, e.g. how much commitment from the participants 
is required when applying this method or how many researchers are needed to analyse the 
data? Thus, a fourth criterion will be considered Practical aspects o f choosing a specific
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research method. After assessing the usefulness of the chosen research methods, 
conclusions will be drawn and testing of the methods can start.
2. Testing the applicability o f the selected methods to study remote tabletop 
collaboration.
After identifying specific qualitative research questions, the selected methods will be 
tested. This is based on two detailed experiments conducted in June 2007 and June 2008. 
The first experiment focused on dyadic user interaction in remote tabletop collaboration 
and three different qualitative methods were used and tested for their applicability to study 
dyadic RTC: Objective Hermeneutics, Qualitative Content Analysis and Grounded 
Theory. Qualitative Content Analysis was also combined and tested in combination with 
Grounded Theory.
Based on the insights and encountered limitations of the first experiment, the second 
experiment conducted in June 2008 was developed and carried out, which focused on 
complex group constellations (multiple users co-located and remote) in remote tabletop 
collaboration. The data collected in experiment two was analysed by means of one 
research method, so called Qualitative Remote Collaboration Analysis, which is a 
combination of analytical research methods and a philosophical, conceptual approach 
combining: Qualitative Content Analysis, Grounded Theory and Activity Theory.
3. Understanding the dynamics o f  remote tabletop collaboration
In the course of testing different methods for analysing RTC a number of substantiate 
discoveries were made about its dynamics organisation. These address research question 2 
and contribute to the literature of RTC behaviour. Additionally, these findings lay the 
formulation for design recommendations.
4. Developing a set o f design recommendations based on the findings and proposing a 
groupware suitable fo r  RTC.
The last research goal of this thesis illustrates how the findings emerged from 
qualitative data analysis can be interpreted and used to deduce requirements for remote 
tabletop systems and give design recommendations. In order to deduce these design 
recommendations, the findings will be discussed in relation to the existing literature and 
design suggestions stemming from earlier research studies in the field. The deduced design 
recommendations should help to design a theoretical interface that supports multiple users 
in remote tabletop collaboration in different levels of interaction. The deduced design
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ideas and the theoretically derived application should provide evidence for the 
applicability and viability of using an unorthodox methodology, a combination of different 
qualitative research methods.
Table 1.1 gives an overview of the research question this thesis tries to answer, the research 
objectives this dissertation will meet and the contributions of this research.
Research Questions Research Objectives Research Contributions
What combination of 
qualitative research 
methods is useful to study 
RTC?
Identifying and assessing the 
applicability of hybrid 
qualitative research methods 
that might be suitable to 
study RTC.
Testing the applicability of 
selected research methods to 
study RTC.
Contributing to issues of using 
research methods within the 
communities of HCI, CSCW 
and Social Research Methods
What are the dynamics of 
remote tabletop 
collaboration?
Understanding the dynamics 
of remote tabletop 
collaboration
Contribute to existing 
literature and knowledge 
about tabletop collaboration 
research, hence HCI and 
CSCW.
What are the requirements 
and recommendations for 
the design of remote 
tabletop collaboration 
systems?
Developing a set of design 
recommendations based on 
the findings of experiment 1 
and 2.
Contributing to the 
community of Design 
Research and Information 
Management.
Table 1.1 Relationships between Research Questions, Research Objectives and Research 
Contributions
1.6 Methodological Approach
The methodological approach of this thesis is qualitative in nature and can best be 
described as the comparison, evaluation and testing of qualitative research methods suitable 
to study RTC. A suitable method should allow researchers to understand RTC as well as to 
answer questions of design and improve existing tabletop collaboration systems. This prompts 
the question: Why qualitative? Most of the studies concerned with the investigation of 
tabletop collaboration are based on the idea to improve the system by analysing quantitatively 
the systems characteristics in relation to user interaction or group processes. This implies that 
a hypothesis has been developed, which has to be tested and proven (hypothesis-testing
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research). So, the researcher knows in advance what he or she is looking for and interprets 
statistical outcome based on predetermined criteria.
While quantitative methods have been found to be highly beneficial in some 
circumstances (Hatton, 2005) they can also be hindering as results only represent objective 
measurements of specific variables separated from the subject matter, which indicates that 
contextual detail relevant to understand the subject matter comprehensively is missed out. 
Furthermore, research questions that guide the investigation of a certain research interest 
become obsolete. Understanding the contextual detail, however, is fundamental for 
understanding tabletop collaboration where collaborative processes happen in relation to 
artefacts in a specific context or contexts; this/these “context(s)" is/are crucial to understand 
RTC and in the long run improve RTC systems.
Qualitative research allows the investigation of this/these “context(s)” as the remit of 
qualitative research is to analyse and interpret any kind of data in order to discover 
meaningful patterns descriptive of a particular phenomenon. The investigation of this/these 
“context(s)” include identifying phenomenon and generating theories of events, activities and 
actions that take place during remote tabletop collaboration, which qualitative methods are 
suitable for. This implies a hypothesis-generating character of qualitative research as opposed 
to the quantitative research; hypothesis-testing (Auerbach and Silverstein, 2003), which 
equates the goal of this thesis to contribute to the community of CSCW in terms of 
developing design recommendations and proposing a theoretical application useful for remote 
tabletop collaboration. The methods used to achieve this goal are understood as informal 
methods and their practice requires the researchers’ flexibility and openness, sensitivity and a 
sense of absorption and devotion to the qualitative research process as well as the researchers’ 
ability of abstract thinking (Strauss and Corbin, 1998). Since the goal of this thesis is to 
understand the How, Why and What of RTC, a qualitative approach is an appropriate way of 
answering the research questions, meeting the research objectives and successfully 
contributing to different research communities, which the next section focuses on.
1.7 Results and Contributions
By achieving the research goals outline above, this research aims to contribute to the 
HCI and CSCW community in two ways: methodologically and in terms of design. Three 
major contributions can be seen from this research:
1. This thesis will contribute to existing literature and knowledge as well as practices in
tabletop collaboration research, hence HCI and CSCW by assessing the applicability
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and usefulness of already used qualitative research methods in tabletop collaboration 
research and identifying applicable qualitative research methods.
2. By identifying specific qualitative research methods, Objective Hermeneutics, 
Qualitative Content Analysis, Grounded Theory, Activity Theory’, combining 
Qualitative Content Analysis and Grounded Theory, Grounded Theory and Activity 
Theory and testing their applicability, this thesis provides new ways of analysing 
remote tabletop collaboration, which contributes to methodological issues raised within 
the communities of HCI, CSCW and Social Research Methods.
3. Based on the insights gained by testing and using specific methods, findings will be 
used to develop a set of design recommendations. This set will be theoretically applied 
for one user interface, called the InfoManager that supports multiple user remote 
tabletop interaction and collaboration. This research extends previous research 
regarding the design of tabletop collaboration systems. Furthermore, the design 
recommendations highlight the users’ requirements in different stages during remote 
tabletop collaboration. These findings are relevant to tabletop groupware and 
collaboration in general and contribute to the design research and information 
management.
1.8 Thesis Overview
The remaining chapters reflect the research interest, research questions and research 
objectives of this dissertation. Each chapter will conclude with a summary.
Chapter 2 presents existing studies and prior knowledge on RTC. This includes the 
consideration of the historical development of collaboration systems in general and tabletop 
groupware in particular. After a general introduction into the field, studies focusing solely on 
co-located tabletop collaboration will be discussed separately. Subsequently, previous 
research on remote tabletop collaboration will be taken into consideration in order to 
highlight the state of the art in this research field.
Chapter 3 applies the conclusions of Chapter 2 and concentrates on the methodological 
aspects of some of the reviewed studies and reviews potential qualitative methods not 
necessarily focusing on tabletop collaboration, but collaboration and group processes in 
general, as less studies exist using explicitly qualitative research methods to study RTC. The 
historical and conceptual background of these methods will be discussed. This should help to
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identify the usefulness of specific qualitative research methods and to emphasise the research 
problem tabletop research is confronted with.
Chapter 4 focuses on understanding the dynamics of dyadic RTC by using 
experimental data, which refers to the first experiment that has been conducted in context of 
this PhD project. Three out of the four selected qualitative research methods, Objective 
Hermeneutics, Qualitative Content Analysis and Grounded Theory, will be tested for their 
viability. Each method allowed exploring a different contextual aspect of dyadic user 
interaction in remote tabletop collaboration and contributed to the understanding of RTC 
differently. Objective Hermeneutics has been found to be useful to investigate aspects of 
direct interaction in relations to human senses and social processes. Qualitative Content 
Analysis has been deployed to analyse usability problems in order to improve the existing 
tabletop collaboration system for dyadic user interaction. Based on the insights gained from 
the first two analyses, a combination of Qualitative Content Analysis and Grounded Theory 
has been found to reveal great insights regarding collaborative information management 
behaviour. This method has been named Qualitative Behavioural Analysis (QBA). QBA 
allowed deriving design recommendations and gave answers to how collaborative information 
management behaviour in RTC can be supported. After testing each method, a discussion of 
all three analyses will be given. Findings of each study will be outlined and discussed further 
in Chapter 6.
Chapter 5 refers to understanding dynamics of multiple users in RTC and uses 
experimental data gained through the second experiment conducted in context of this PhD 
project. In this chapter, only one analysis will be used to understand dynamics of multiple 
users in RTC by means of testing the viability of combining Qualitative Content Analysis, 
Grounded Theory and Activity Theory, thus QBA and Activity Theory, named Qualitative 
Remote Collaboration Analysis (QRCA). The focus of this study was to understand how 
mixed presence groups are affected by the technology designed for dyadic user interaction in 
order to understand dynamics of RTC with different group constellations, and subsequently, 
to deduce design recommendations for RTC systems that support multiple user interaction in 
different environments. The usefulness of QRCA will be discussed and findings of this study 
will be enumerated and used further in Chapter 6.
Chapter 6 focuses on bringing together the findings revealed from the empirical 
Chapters 4 and 5. This allows deducing design recommendations and further requirements for 
tabletop collaboration systems and groupware, for existing ones as well as for the 
development of new remote tabletop systems. A theoretically developed groupware, called 
the Document Manager will be introduced based on the design recommendations derived
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from the findings, which will in turn prove the viability of the new proposed qualitative 
method.
Chapter 7 concludes the dissertation by reflecting the summaries of each chapter and 
presenting how the research questions have been answered, how the research goals have been 
addressed, and summarises the contribution of this work for the HCI and CSCW community 
and other related research communities. Finally, limitations of the work presented will be 
discussed and future suggestions given that could further the insights and ideas emerging 
from this PhD research project.
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2 CHAPTER
Empirical Studies of Tabletop Groupware and 
Collaboration
Tabletop collaboration has been the subject of considerable research in recent years. This 
chapter focuses on previous studies concerned with different aspects of tabletop collaboration 
in different, co-located and remote, environments. Over the last twenty years, different 
tabletop systems have been developed, adapted and improved. Thus, the first part of this 
chapter will focus on the (historical) development of tabletop systems and early findings, 
including studies regarding Team workstations (Ishii, 1990), Desktop conferencing (tang and 
isaacs, 1993); Video-Conferencing (Tang, 1991; W olf and Rhyne, 1992; Whittaker et al, 
1993; Kauff and Scheer, 2002; Gyllstrom et al, 2007) and electronic whiteboard research 
(Pedersen et al, 1993; Mark et al, 1996). The historical background should give a broad 
overview and lead into the research area and field this thesis encompasses.
After giving a broad overview of the research field, this chapter will distinguish between 
co-located and remote tabletop systems and collaboration and consider these two 
environments separately. Firstly, studies of co-located tabletop groupware (Dietz & Leigh, 
2001; Rogers and Lindley, 2004; Shen et al, 2004; Tandler et al, 2001, Forsberg et al, 1998) 
and studies that give system guidelines for such systems (Scott et al, 2003, Oviatt, 1999) will 
be outlined. After discussing prior findings of co-located tabletop groupware and 
collaboration, studies of remote tabletop groupware and collaboration will be examined. 
Specific remote tabletop systems will be introduced and findings regarding the collaborative 
process and how to improve systems will be highlighted (Tuddenham & Robinson, 2006; 
Ashdown, 2006; Greenberg et al, 1992; Kuzuoka et al, 1998; Haake et al, 1999).
Having discussed the state of the art of co-located and remote tabletop research and 
illuminated the collaborative aspects and design issues, a discussion of the chapter will be 
given to clarify the need for further research and a summary of Chapter 2 will emphasise the 
main key aspects this literature review encountered.
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2.1 Historical Background of Tabletop Research
In the last decade researchers, designers and engineers developed systems to allow co­
located and remote collaboration. These systems range from the simple teleconferences, 
videoconference, teamworkstations, whiteboards to advanced tabletops (e.g. Ishii, 1990; 
Heath and Luff, 1991; Tang and Minneman, 1991; Kuzuoka, 1992; Tang and Isaacs, 1993; 
Whittaker et al, 1993; Kauff and Schreer, 2002; Kuzuoka et al, 1999; Tandler et al, 2001; 
Ryall et al, 2004, Ashdown and Robinson, 2005; Tuddenham and Robinson, 2006, 2007, 
2008).
Video conferencing systems were and are a suitable medium for multiparty remote 
collaboration. However, most of these systems do not allow the collaborators to share, view 
and edit documents simultaneously. In contrast, electronic whiteboards enable users to work 
upon the same documents at the same time, thus have mainly been used to support co-located 
groups. Sharing and editing documents at the same time remotely required the development 
of new forms of collaboration such as desktop conferencing. Desktop conferencing enabled 
people to share the same digital workspace via a specific software applications (e.g. we met, 
editshare,...). Thus, the era of shared digital workspace communication and collaboration 
started.
2.1.1 Shared Digital Workspaces in Co-located and Remote 
Collaboration
Studies, conducted in the early nineties, showed that a shared digital workspace in 
addition to audio and video would contribute positively to remote team efficiency and 
communication efficiency (Whittaker et al, 1993, Tang and Isaacs, 1993). Such teams could 
achieve greater outcomes in a shorter time. This benefit has been addressed by researchers 
who found new techniques of workspace fusion (Ishii, 1990) and introduced shared drawing 
tools which allowed users to type or draw concurrently using a keyboard and a mouse for 
interacting with the interface (Ishii, 1990; Tang and Isaacs, 1993). Other scholars developed 
an application to combine video and workspace in a full screen, semi-transparent video 
window (Gyllstrom, 2007). However, these findings were based on desktop conferencing and 
revealed that desktop conferencing systems cannot substitute face-to-face collaboration. One 
reason is that interaction over a shared digital workspace requires indirect interaction such as 
the use of a keyboard and mouse. The indirect interaction with a keyboard and a mouse is not 
comparable with a face-to-face meeting where people work with documents and pens and
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scribble, write and share these documents at the same time, thus direct interaction requires 
different human abilities.
These demands challenged researchers to develop devices that enable users to directly 
interact with the interface. The advantages of using direct interaction devices has been 
confirmed by previous studies that focused on co-located tablets, electronic whiteboards and 
workstations (Pedersen et al, 1992, Wolf & Rhyne, 1992; Whittaker et al, 1993; Forsberg et 
al, 1995, Oviatt & Cohen, 2000). Users were not changing or losing work practices, instead it 
allowed smooth parallel interaction (Pedersen et al, 1993; Wolf and Rhyne, 1992). 
Furthermore, systems such as Tivoli (Pedersen et al, 1993) or We-Met (Wolf and Rhyne, 
1992) have been found to support multi-tasking scenarios as participants in co-located 
meetings were able to operate other devices or hold documents with the free hand. It has been 
observed that the free hand has mainly been used for gesturing, which facilitates interpersonal 
communication and specifically, nonverbal interaction. It would have been of interest to know 
what kind of activities and actions, so interactions are taking place as well as what kind of 
user abilities are required to firstly, operate such digital devices and secondly, how they 
support interpersonal communication.
Regarding the latter topic of interpersonal communication, research (Sellen, 1992; 
O’Connail et al, 1993) showed that users adapt their conversation style to the presence or 
absence of shared visual spaces and video-conferencing systems and modified their turn- 
taking behaviour (O’Connail et al, 1993). Thus, video conversations were less interruptive 
and less simultaneous. Simultaneous speech supported the feeling of being more engaged in a 
conversation and therefore, facilitated users to take the floor more often. The number of tum- 
takings in video or audio mediated conversations was lower than in face-to-face conversations 
(Cohen, 1982). Turn-taking behaviour depended on the speakers’ role and activity the user 
was currently engaged in. Language used in remote environments has been found to gain new 
attributes as shared visual spaces may eliminate the need for some language (Tang & Isaacs, 
1993; Whittaker et al, 1991; Gergle et al, 2004). Actions spoke for themselves and verbal 
acknowledgements were reduced. Actions were used as backchannels and evidence of 
understanding, which made language more efficient and led to more effective 
communication. (Gergle et al, 2004; Bosch et al, 2001 ; Luff & Heath, 2006).
On the one hand, Whittaker et al (1991) was interested in how language affects remote 
collaboration. On the other hand, Whittaker et al also (1993) examined how digital 
workspaces and digital devices support remote collaboration. Findings showed that 
participants preferred multifunctional tools that allowed them to write and erase annotations 
directly with the pen instead of selecting these features from a screen. Having to select from a
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screen results in users spending more time in selecting icons. These findings showed that co­
located collaboration over a shared digital workspace is influenced by the tools users use; 
users do not desire multitasking scenarios involving indirect interaction, thus this could have 
an effect in remote tabletop collaboration. In contrast, direct interaction as provided by digital 
pens, gloves, touch pads or touch screens is much appreciated and has been found to foster 
co-located and remote computer-mediated communication.
Consequently, designers and engineers developed co-located tabletops suitable for 
advanced devices that enable multiple users to interact fluidly and directly with each other 
and the interface. Users were physically involved in the collaboration process (Tang, 1991; 
Scott et al, 2003) hence, these systems appealed to the users’ physical abilities. These systems 
were firstly developed to support co-located meetings of two or more people. The table 2.1 
illustrates the historical development of the research field tabletop collaboration this thesis 
addresses, which demonstrates that co-located and remote tabletop collaboration have been 
investigated in parallel but separately for a long time. However, based on substantial research 
in this research field, co-located and remote tabletop collaboration have merged and 
researchers have started to investigate both together. Thus, remote tabletop collaboration 
becomes more complex to study. The grey filling shows the particular area this thesis looks 
at.
HCI
Digital Workspaces
Single User Interaction
Co-located User Interaction Remote User Interaction
Vertical Whiteboards Desktop Conferencing and indirect input
Horizontal digital Whiteboards / Workspaces devices
with direct input devices Teamworkstations
Tabletops for single user interaction (Digital Desktop Conferencing with Audio and indirect
Tablets) with direct and indirect input devices input devices
Desktop Conferencing with Audio and Video 
with indirect input devices
Desktop Conferencing with Audio and Video 
and direct and indirect input devices
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Multiple User Interaction
Co-located Collaboration Remote Collaboration
Workbenches
Drafting (Digital) Tables
Collaboration Tables (face-to-face)
Tabletop Collaboration Systems with direct and 
indirect input devices
Desktop Conferencing with Audio and Video 
and direct and indirect input devices
T eleconferencing
V ideoconferencing
Tabletop Collaboration Systems with direct 
and indirect input devices
Ongoing research in pure co-located 
collaboration
1Mixed Presence Groups j
Remote and Co-located Collaboration
Different digital tabletop collaboration system 1 
e.g. tablets merged together i
Table 2.1 Historical Development of Tabletop Research
The next section will focus on characteristics and dynamics of co-located tabletop 
collaboration and will give an insight into technical development and how the understanding 
of co-located tabletop collaboration has developed including both studies of single user and 
multiple user interaction. In order to understand the differences, characteristics and dynamics 
of co-located and remote tabletop collaboration, it seems necessary to look at both types of 
collaboration separately. Thus, the next section will only focus on studies concerned with co­
located tabletop collaboration.
2.2 Co-located Tabletop Groupware and Collaboration
The studies discussed in this section are descriptive pieces of work, state-of-the-art 
literature of existing groupware and reflect specific issues of existing groupware. The 
emphasis in this section is to gain general insights regarding research focusing on tabletop 
groupware and collaboration. Findings presented are based on other existing studies and user 
experience with the system. These reflect different kinds of tabletop groupware and system 
guidelines for the design of such groupware. Here, user experience is understood as mainly 
the researcher’s experience while interacting with a system as opposed to the defined concept 
of user experience used in HCI and particularly in user-centered system design (Norman and 
Draper, 1986). Thus, this section will take a deeper look into “What kind o f co-located and
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remote tabletop groupware exists?" and “What kind o f design issues have been found based 
on “users ’ ” experience ? ”.
Initially, the term tabletop groupware focused on co-located collaboration. A co­
located tabletop groupware combines a horizontal shared digital work surface with 
computational interaction (Pinelle & Gutwin, 2008) allowing people to collaborate over 
digital artifacts. Remote tabletop groupware combines a horizontal shared digital work 
surface with computational interaction (digital pen or mouse device) and a video and/ or 
audio link. So far, a remote tabletop groupware with touch screen has not been introduced.
Most of the co-located and remote collaboration tables are square or rectangle as 
opposed to round tables. A study (Thompson, 1973) on seating and workspace preferences 
showed that round tables hinder people from partitioning their workspaces, which has been 
found to influence interaction negatively. Rogers and Lindley (2004) compared the use of 
horizontal versus vertical tabletops in greater detail. This study revealed that users 
collaborating over a horizontal table switched more between roles, explored more ideas and 
had a greater awareness of the situation. The vertical display has been found to hinder 
collaboration instead of supporting it as assumed. Providing both displays together showed 
that users were more efficient in coordinating their actions but less collaborative in terms of 
sharing and discussing ideas. These tables can be accessed either by a bimanual input device 
such as a digital pen or a conventional mouse or a touch screen interface.
However, the question of what type of tabletop system is the most appropriate to build 
(Scott et al, 2003) challenged and still challenges tabletop researchers. Tabletop systems have 
been designed for a variety of different purposes (Underkoffler & Ishii, 1996; Buxton et al,
2000). An analysis of existing literature on tabletop systems conducted by Scott et al (2003) 
classified four types of tabletop systems, which are generic desks used in HCI: digital desks, 
workbenches, drafting tables and collaboration tables. Digital desks have been designed to 
replace the individual desktop computer. Workbenches enable users to interact with 2D and 
3D objects in a virtual environment, e.g. ErgoDesk or ActiveDesk (Forsberg et al, 1998). 
Drafting tables substitute typical drafter or artist tables. The first three types of tables refer to 
only one user at the time, whereas the collaboration table allows multiple users to interact. 
This thesis focuses only on the last type; collaboration tables.
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2.2.1 Different Characteristics and Aspects of Co-located Collaboration
The development of co-located collaboration tabletop groupware has been found to be 
of interest for researchers in the last decade. Different characteristics of collaborative tabletop 
groupware have been investigated and approached from different angles. These aspects range 
from design and application descriptions and system guidelines (Dietz & Leigh, 2001; Scott 
et al, 2003a), the effects of group and table size (Tandler et al, 2001; Ryall et al, 2004; Roger 
and Lindley, 2004), interaction on direct touch surfaces (Shen, 2006), the effects of input 
devices and aspects of territoriality (Parker et al, 2005; Ha et al, 2006, Scott et al, 2003b; 
Scott, 2005), the extension of tabletops to support flexible interaction (Rogers et al, 2006) to 
multi-user multimodal interaction scenarios (Tse et al, 2008).
Dietz & Leigh (2001) investigated DiamondTouch, a multi-user touch input technology 
that allows several different people to interact simultaneously without interfering with each 
other and it also detects users’ touch input, see Figure 2.1.
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Figure 2.1 DiamondTouch Co-located Tabletop Groupware (from Dietz and Leigh, 2001)
This interface uses virtual pointers as opposed to multiple mice inputs. Dietz and 
Leigh (2001) argue that keeping track of many mice on a large surface challenges users and 
interrupts fluid interaction. Up to four users are able to use DiamondTouch. In this study, only 
two users performed a multi-player “pop-a-bubble” game. Each user has assigned a colour 
and could gain points by popping the bubbles of the assigned colour. Users lost points by
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popping bubbles of a different colour. Findings of this study showed that although users are 
supposed to perform the task as a group, thus in collaboration, individuals want to “break 
away” . This individual behaviour of “breaking away and later integrating” has to be 
supported by the system. DiamondTouch creates a virtual personal work area in front of the 
appropriate user. This workspace area only responds to this specific user. The user can 
manipulate objects individually. Although, the authors state that this system is suitable for up 
to four users, according to the pictures only two users performed the game. Having the 
possibility of creating a personal virtual space has advantages and disadvantages. On the one 
hand, it allows users to keep their work practices and to focus on a specific problem 
individually, which supports the users’ physical and cognitive abilities. On the other hand it 
excludes other users and conflicts could arise, which also contradicts with the idea of 
collaboration.
DiamondTouch has been object of investigation in many studies (e.g. Scott el al, 2004; 
Ryall et al, 2004; Rogers et al, 2006; Ha et al, 2006) and researchers focused on different 
aspects such as orientation and coordination, which are all of great significance when 
studying tabletop collaboration. The DiamondTouch has also been object of investigation for 
the comparison of co-lcoated and remote collaboration. Pauchet et al (2007) combined a 
DiamondTouch Tabletop and a video communication system and a robust computer vision 
module for distant users’ gesture visualisation and called it the DIGITABLE.
Video-projector 1 
For remote user visualization
Camera to capture 
the gesture
V ideo-pro jector 2 
For desktop 
visualization
_____ Wall screen fo r life 
size visualization
Hidden
camera
■— Speakers
Men 
Diamond Touch
Microphone
Figure 2.2 DIGITABLE (from Pauchet et al, 2007)
Figure 2.2 shows the DIGITABLE. Normally, remote gesture visualisation is embodied 
in telepointers and traces (e.g. Ashdown, 2007). The DIGITABLE reconstructs gesture in 
order to support the feeling of being in the same room. The next sections will focus on 
different aspects of co-located tabletop collaboration with different systems.
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Coming back to co-located systems, a study conducted by Scott et al (2003) highlighted 
what should be considered when designing co-located tabletop groupware. This piece 
elaborates eight collaborative design guidelines based on critical analysis of existing tabletop 
groupware, research experience and outcomes of an international workshop on tabletop 
collaboration. Based on these insights, collaborative tabletop groupware should support 
interpersonal interaction, support fluid transitions between activities, support transitions 
between personal and group work, support transitions between tabletop collaboration and 
external work, support the use of physical objects, provide shared access to physical and 
digital objects, consider the appropriate arrangements of users, and support simultaneous user 
actions. These guidelines have been taken into account by many researchers (Scott et al, 
2005; Ryall et al, 2004; Ha et al, 2006; Rogers et al, 2006; Rogers and Lindley, 2006 
Greenberg & Pinelle, 2008; Greenberg et al, 2008) and the following sections will elaborate 
some of these aspects in greater detail.
22.1.1 Effects o f Group Size and Table Size
Ryall et al (2004) focused on the effect of group size and table size on interaction with 
tabletop shared display groupware. This study is based on earlier work of Grudin (2001) who 
stated that a larger monitor and or multiple monitors are more desirable because users have 
more space to display information. Having more space might support the users’ abilities 
during collaboration. However, findings are based on an informal survey of DiamondTouch 
and only referred to the users’ preference of having a bigger touch surface. Reasons why such 
a space is beneficial have not been given. Another issue that arises is that having more space 
also means managing this space, which has not been considered by the authors.
Ryall et al (2004) assumed that a larger physical space should support a larger number 
of users and each user would also have a private space to operate. The necessity of having a 
public and private space for shared tabletop groupware has also been explored by Scott et al 
(2004) in terms of territoriality in collaborative tabletop workspaces, which will be elaborated 
further on. Results of Ryall et al (2004) showed that, tabletop sizes did not affect the speed of 
task completion, while the group size did. Larger groups completed the task in a shorter time 
than small-size groups. Different group sizes developed different work strategies, which 
differed depending on the resource distribution. These findings offered interesting insights for 
designers. Instead of improving the user interface, researchers suggested that designers should 
add vertical displays for shared information to enhance co-located, multi-party 
communication (Ryall et al, 2004). This suggestion sounds familiar to the study of Rogers
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and Lindley (2004) who found that combining vertical and horizontal displays were less 
efficient in terms of collaboration. However, this idea of adding vertical displays to an 
existing tabletop interface to enhance multi-party communication has also been approached 
by Shen (2006). Based on research conducted by MERL (Mitsubishi Electric Research 
Laboratories) Shen (2006) suggests interactive environments, so called DiamondSpaces, see 
Figure 2.3.
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Figure 2.3 DiamondSpaces, Horizontal and Vertical Tabletop Groupware (from Shen, 2006)
DiamondSpaces should allow fluid interaction among multiple users by providing 
different appliances: multi-touch, multi-user tabletops (horizontal spaces), electronic walls 
(vertical spaces) and laptop and desktop displays in one room . Although this idea of 
providing different multi-user gadgets seems promising to support multi-user collaboration in 
a co-located environment, it also prompts the question, how flexible do users have to be to 
access and operate them and do they have a choice what to use? Does the choice of using a 
specific device influence interaction? Clearly, this idea strains the users’ abilities in all 
respects.
2.2.1.2 Effects o f Different Input Devices
Ha et al (2006) also used the DiamondTouch tabletop as an object of investigation and 
addressed the issue of choice when operating different input devices in just one tabletop 
“space” , which emphasises the complexity and necessity of including users’ abilities in the 
investigation. Three studies have been conducted to investigate the effects of three different 
input devices in collaboration around a tabletop: a digital stylus, touch function and a mouse 
input. Using a digital stylus or a sensitive touch display are direct input mechanisms, whereas 
a mouse operated from a different location on a tabletop functions as an indirect input device. 
Results of the three studies showed that the touch sensitive displays appeared to be the
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obvious choice of users’ to interact with the system, whereas the stylus and the mouse device 
were the familiar choice. However, this choice influenced the users’ physical and cognitive 
abilities (ergonomics, gestures) specifically aspects of territoriality and the users awareness in 
the tabletop environment. Direct input devices required more effort as users had to reach for 
objects and have been reported as being tiring, which refer to the physical abilities of users. 
This implied that users were more territorial when using direct input devices and these input 
devices were less beneficial in terms of ergonomics as users covered parts of the display. 
However, using a mouse influenced the users’ behaviour in terms of gestures. It was more 
difficult for users to keep track on virtual gestures as they only occurred virtually, which 
appeals to the users’ social and cognitive abilities. Consequently, this also influenced the 
users’ awareness, communication, and intentions, hence cognitive abilities. The authors 
concluded that indirect input devices require more attention, which can therefore decrease 
awareness. Suggestions such as enlarging the cursor or highlighting could help to solve this 
problem, however the problem of virtual gestures remains. In contrast, direct interaction 
provides rich interpersonal interaction in a co-located tabletop setting (Ha et al, 2006).
Parker et al (2005) also looked at the use of different input devices; stylus (touch) and 
pointing (point-reach-point), and compared speed and accuracy of users. Twelve users 
performed a single user interaction task. The results of the statistical analysis showed that 
remote pointing is faster than stylus touch input, especially for larger targets but slower for 
smaller targets. Although the authors state that their findings contradict with findings of 
previous studies (e.g. Ha et al, 2006), remote pointing has been found to be highly effective. 
Based on these insights the authors developed a hybrid point-touch input device called the 
TractorBeam, which allows users to seamlessly reach distant objects on tabletop displays. 
Clearly, more research has to be conducted to investigate the effects of the new input device 
and Parker et al (2005) mention that taskwork and teamwork might be affected differently.
Another interesting aspect is multi-user, multi-modal interaction over a digital tabletop 
(Tse et al, 2008). Multimodal interaction provides the user with multiple modes of interfacing 
with a system beyond the traditional keyboard and mouse input/output. A paper written by 
Cohen et al (2000) presented a collection of state-of-the-art multimodal systems. The authors 
emphasise several key research challenges that have to be addressed by designers in order to 
develop new multimodal systems that support co-located collaboration. These systems can 
detect gestures and speak commands (multimodal commands) of multiple users and interpret 
them, see Figure 2.4.
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Figure 2.4 Multi-modal Interaction (from Tse et al, 2008)
Tse et al (2008) investigated social behaviour of two people working together over a 
co-located tabletop surface and deduced four key design issues related to multi-user 
interaction techniques: parallel work, mode switching, personal and group territories and joint 
multi-modal commands. The study showed that co-located users work in parallel, which can 
have negative effects. Commands are carried out in public and could discourage others from 
speaking, which links to the users’ social abilities. Small work areas do not support parallel 
work and interfere with larger gestures as necessary over a touch tabletop. This could affect 
the physical abilities of the users to do their work. Because the tabletop used in this study was 
too small the authors decided to give each user a tablet PC to have a personal workspace 
additional to the group one, which prompts the arguments that the users’ abilities might be 
strained by operating more devices at the same time. Public voice commands have also been 
found to trigger individual or global mode, which leads to unwanted mode switching and 
users were confused. Gestures sometimes interfered with modes as one person’s hand offsets 
a mode accidently. This highlights the negative effect limitations of technology can have 
upon users’ cognitive and physical abilities.
Tse et al (2008) suggest training the users’ workspace awareness more to avoid this 
problem by providing personal and group territories. As stated at a later point in this thesis, 
territoriality (Ha et al, 2006; Scott, 2005) has been found to play an important major factor 
over a tabletop with multi-modal interaction. Giving users the opportunity to have personal 
and group space on a small tabletop has advantages and disadvantages, e.g. rotating items in 
order to view them becomes more difficult. In a personal territory’ users tend to rotate items 
to themselves, whereas in a group territory items have to be rotated to the group and all 
members can see them properly. The item size has to be considered as well, because small 
items get less attention than bigger items in a group territory. This issue might affect social 
abilities of users as conflicts arise. The last key design issue. Tse et al (2008) pointed out is 
joint multimodal commands. These can overlap or interleave with one another in time and 
cause problems for the system to respond correctly. Two types of commands can be given:
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independent joint commands and dependent joint commands. Independent joint commands 
happen when people act simultaneously but independent to achieve a joint goal. Users have to 
work closely and commands have to be carried out with no delay. The system focuses on one 
user at the time. In contrast, dependent joint commands happen when two users give speech 
and gesture inputs understood as one command by the system (e.g. user A “take this” User B 
carries it out nonverbally). This can also cause problems if the commands are given outside 
the threshold time.
The findings of this study emphasise the importance of considering the users’ abilities. 
Results also correlate with Oviatt’s (1999) myths of multi-modal interaction and show that 
multi-modal interaction in a co-located environment still challenges researchers and users 
abilities. Observing and studying the users’ behaviour and abilities in relation to the system is 
key to deduce design issues and improve systems. Although this was an informal study, as 
noted by the authors themselves, findings give an insight regarding the problems users face 
during co-located multi-modal interaction and collaboration over tabletops. It would have 
been interesting to study multi-modal interaction in co-located tabletop collaboration with 
more than two users to see how different constellations might affect the users ‘abilities. This 
would increase the complexity of collaboration and challenge designers even more to adapt 
systems to the users’ abilities.
2.2.13 Effects o f Partitioning Tabletop Space - Territoriality
Scott et al (2003b, 2004) and Scott (2005) examined the phenomenon of territoriality in 
collaborative tabletop environments in great detail and recommendations for collaborative 
tabletop design have been given. An ethnographic-style methodology approach has been 
chosen to study natural interaction of 18 participants performing the activities individually 
and in groups. During observation the authors took field notes from a variety of locations in 
the activity area. Field notes reflected activity-related verbal and non-verbal communication 
between participants while using different artifacts or engaging with the tabletop.
An initial review of the data collection revealed a reoccurring pattern of participants 
partitioning the tabletop space during different collaborative activities. Partitioning has been 
interpreted as establishing territories. Three types of territories have been identified: personal, 
group or storage territories. In order to explore this contextual aspect further the researcher 
took a closer look at the interaction, which took place in each territory. Interactions have been 
synthesised by creating an Affinity Diagram to cluster related activities. The authors stated 
that they include use of gestures, use of workspace and collaborative interactions. However, 
findings only refer to the use o f workspace, hence the emergence of personal, group and 
storage territories. Each territory is useful for different or similar activities of collaboration
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and used for different purposes during collaboration and plays different roles (Scott et al, 
2005, p.5-9). Looking at typical activities of each territory some activities can be found in all 
three territories such as the activity sorting. Thus, sorting of documents or information, 
classified as an activity, reoccurs and plays an important role in co-located collaboration. 
Piling, however, has only been mentioned for storage territories, which means that storage 
territories are territories that are not related to personal or group territories. However, authors 
state that the boundaries between territories are quite flexible which implies that a storage 
territory could also exist in a personal or a group territory. Thus, a storage territory could be 
part of either a personal or group territory. According to the properties of the territories 
outlined by the authors, personal and group territories are task-related spaces, whereas storage 
territories are item or document related areas, so storage territories are part of the task.
Based on these insights, Scott (2005) suggests that collaborative tabletops should 
provide appropriate table space, workspace content within reach, system functionality in the 
appropriate tabletop location, visibility and transparency of actions, lightweight mechanisms 
for accessing workspace content, and lastly, they should allow casual grouping of workspace 
content. These recommendations also seem to be relevant for remote tabletop collaboration.
Specifically, the visibility and transparency of actions and the allowance of casual 
grouping of workspace content seems to be crucial in terms of supporting the users’ cognitive 
and social abilities, which will be considered in greater detail. Regarding visibility and 
transparency, Scott (2005) states that monitoring actions of others can help people to share 
task resources and the work surface. Although the author explains why and in which other co­
located environments visibility and transparency of actions are essential, the suggestion of 
how to solve the problem is to use additional laptops, one for each user. A collaborative 
solution to monitor actions holistically has not been elaborated. The second aspect, the 
allowance of casual grouping of workspace content, refers to the movement of storage 
territories, which helps users to easily access and share information; however, information 
also has to be managed physically, cognitively and socially which is a different matter. A 
suitable information management tool that might limit this problem has not been mentioned.
2.2.1.4 Effects o f Extending Tabletop Space
In regards to Scott’s recommendation of providing an appropriate table space Rogers et 
al (2006) were interested in extending a DiamondTouch Surface tabletop to facilitate co­
located collaboration. By extending the tabletop the authors wanted to transform items in the 
physical space to be visible and manageable in the digital space, see Figure 2.5.
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Figure 2.5 Extending a Co-located Tabletop to combine the Physical and Digital World 
(from Rogers et a l , 2006)
The goal of this study was to bridge the physical and digital world’s best. Tasks that 
were better to be performed in a physical space should be performed in the physical world, 
whereas tasks most suited to the digital space should be performed in the digital world. This 
idea addresses the physical, cognitive and social abilities of users. Bridging means that some 
items are useful in both worlds and therefore have to be transformed into the other world. By 
transforming physical representations into 2D digital images, four spaces have been created in 
the room (three referring to the extended tabletop): selection space, transform space, holding 
space and digital layout space. The selection space represented the physical world space; a 
whiteboard wall with physical representation of items. After the group selected an item, the 
item could be placed in the transform space in order to be tagged and later recognised by the 
system to be presented as a digital image in the digital layout space. Holding space visualised 
the space where items were in use. The digital layout space displayed the selected item 
digitally. Users were standing around the table or at the wall. This has been found to give 
users more flexibility in terms of switching between spaces, especially between the selection 
space and the tabletop spaces. However, having to manage more spaces might affect the 
users’ abilities, even though each space has a certain function.
Results of this exploratory study showed that the extended table facilitated decision 
making and planning, especially in the beginning of the task. Although the authors suggest 
increasing the resolution and size of the tabletop to support co-located collaboration, Rogers 
et al (2006) also note that this would afford additional portioning of the workspace, thus 
would foster the creation of individual workspaces and division of labour. This might be
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beneficial for certain collaborative tasks, however it might decrease equitable participation in 
terms of collaborative selection and decision making processes and strain the users’ abilities 
even more. The main advantage found by Rogers et al (2006) was that all group members 
were included in the collaboration process of browsing, selecting and decision making and 
individual workspaces were not needed. At this point it has to be mentioned that groups of 
three performed the design task. This implies that division of labour and individual 
workspaces were less essential to complete the task, because multiple spaces automatically 
divide labour. It would have been interesting to explore this aspect further in relation to the 
users’ physical, social and cognitive abilities, especially, when users would change the space 
they are working in. An increased group size might also change the social interaction among 
users and between a user and the users’ space, thus affect the users’ abilities differently. It 
might require more division of labour, elicit conflicts and strike aspects of territoriality as 
mentioned by Scott (2005) and Ha et al (2006).
An earlier study conducted by Tandler et al (2001) introduced a different and yet 
similar idea of extending space by dynamic coupling of two displays. This way multiple 
workspaces for subgroups have been created in order to facilitate a face-to-face meeting. 
ConnecTables is a mobile, context-aware roomware interaction medium developed to support 
face-to-face (parallel) work situations. In order to use them users have to stand, see Figure 
2.6. This implies that the table must be adjustable in height, which has not been mentioned in 
this paper.
MATERIAL REDACTED AT REQUEST OF UNIVERSITY
Figure 2.6 ConnecTables (from Tandler et al, 2001)
A pen-sensitive display allows direct interaction with the interface. The idea of this 
system was based on the hypothesis that meetings of multiple participants often require 
teamwork in pairs. So, each team might find it more beneficial if each participant has a 
ConnecTable and required participants can move closer and connect their tables. This creates
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an augmented, homogenous, shared digital workspace, temporarily (2 in 1). Once the two 
tables have been connected, the two users can exchange information by moving them to the 
other display. In order to disconnect the tables users simply have to pull the tables apart. 
Tandler et al (2001) mention that this scenario appeals to Gestalt laws of perception. Users 
perceive the two displays as one, which refers to the users’ cognitive abilities. The authors 
also state that moving closer in a co-located meeting is a natural behaviour when engaging in 
a discussion, which appeals to the users’ physical abilities. By using ConnecTables the 
participants can signalise if tight collaboration is appreciated or not while proceeding with 
their work. This implies that documents can only be shared and worked up on collaboratively 
if users move closer, which might be at some point necessary but might not be appreciated at 
all times. Additionally, physical documents cannot be brought into the digital workspace area. 
However, this study presented by Tandler et al (2001) has been conducted several years 
before Roger et al (2006) and it only refers to dyadic interaction, the connection of multiple 
tables to support multiple user interaction, has been planned by the authors but not included. 
So, connecting different digital and physical spaces together might be a new area worth 
exploring and might contribute to the understanding of co-located tabletop collaboration 
differently.
2 2 .1 5  Effects o f Different Displays on Orientation
Kruger et al (2003) conducted an observational study of collaborative activities on 
traditional tables in order to deduce design recommendations for tabletop software and the 
assessment of existing tabletop systems embedded in the research area of supporting 
group work (SOW). The research question was how do people actually use orientation on 
tables? They have used a series of explorations to investigate the impact of orientation on 
collaborative activities and interaction, which involved gathering data from a variety of 
sources such as literature of HCI, CSCW studies using different quantitative and qualitative 
methods and their own formative investigation. The formative investigation includes 
formative pilot studies and an observational study of collaboration on displays of various 
orientations of video recording. The authors point out that rotation and orientation appear to 
have complex and subtle effects on the process of tabletop collaboration. Orientation has been 
found to have three roles during table collaboration: comprehension, coordination and 
communication. A descriptive interpretation of the action rotating items has identified the 
first role of orientation comprehension. Coordination in terms of orientation has been related 
to the establishment of personal and group spaces, which includes the concept of territories 
and ownership in table(top) collaboration. Communication as orientation factor has been used 
as an intentional communicative act and found to occur independently from other patterns of
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communication. These other patterns of communication have not been elaborated further 
however the authors defined intentional communicative acts as gathering and exchange of 
information. Based on the observational data, five implications for tabletop design have been 
given:
■ Free rotation must be supported (Systems must allow rotation to all angles and 
allow users to place them correctly in an allocated personal and group space.
■ Rotation techniques must be lightweight
■ Orientation of user-positioned items must be maintained (Systems should not 
allow orientation of items without the current user giving permission to use the 
item
■ Rotations actions must have a clear feed through (It must be obvious to users 
when one user is carrying out a rotation in order to support communication)
■ Automatic support for rotation and orientation must be handled carefully and 
allow easy user override. (Users must be able to position items to meet their 
current needs.)
Rogers and Lindley’s (2004) findings also showed that the way groups orient and 
coordinate tasks depends on accessability and shareability of displays, which substantiates the 
design suggestions of Kruger et al (2003). Rogers and Lindley (2004) were actually interested 
in understanding social physical effects (collaborative behaviour) of different types/ sizes of 
tabletops and contrasting horizontal with vertical during co-located collaborative groupwork. 
(A vertical digital whiteboard and a horizontal digital interactive display have been used for 
this study.) The collaborative behaviour Roger and Lindley (2004) explored, refers to the 
actions and interactions taking place during the task. Actions have been identified as gestures, 
talk and body movements for instance. Interactions referred to requests and interactional use 
of resources. The authors conclude that the degree of accessability and shareability of 
displays and devices affect the way groups orient to a task and how they manage and 
coordinate their collaboration. Thus, two suggestions are given to support collaboration over 
vertical and horizontal displays: providing opportunities for group members to write notes 
and perform calculations directly on the surface and developing innovative interactive 
tabletop surfaces that spin the software application such as DiamondSpin (Shen et al, 2004) in 
order to enable participants to collaborate around the table.
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2.3 Remote Tabletop Groupware and Collaboration
The studies above showed that co-located tabletop collaboration is different to face-to- 
face collaboration and technologies are improving constantly to enhance performance and 
support multiple users. At the same time researchers are concerned with linking co-located 
tabletops with remote ones by adding a video channel in order to gain a remote collaboration 
system. This section will have a closer look at existing remote tabletop groupware and 
collaboration in order to understand how remote tabletop collaboration is understood at the 
time.
As aforementioned remote tabletop groupware combines a horizontal shared digital 
work surface with computational interaction (digital pen or mouse device) and a video and/ or 
audio link. So far a remote tabletop groupware with touch screen has not been introduced.
Above presented literature, concerned with co-located tabletop groupware, 
characteristics and aspects of tabletop collaboration, showed that collaboration over a digital 
space is complex in its own right. An additional component, dispersion, increases the 
complexity thus challenges designers, researchers and users. This section reflects upon 
research of remote tabletop groupware and collaboration and illustrates the complexity of 
studying remote tabletop collaboration.
23.1 Different Characteristics and Aspects of Remote Collaboration
As aforementioned it seems necessary to look at previous research, that is concerned 
with aspects of co-located and remote collaboration, separately. Most of the studies focusing 
on remote collaboration however draw on findings of co-located studies and experience in co­
located environments. Thus, most of the researchers mentioned above will also be mentioned 
in this section.
Remote collaboration in general can be divided into single user interaction and multiple 
user interaction. Here, studies of both will be considered and it will be obvious that the 
research field of remote tabletop collaboration is substantially smaller as opposed to co­
located tabletop collaboration. This also reflects that more research in this particular area is 
required.
Similar to Scott et al (2003), Tuddenham and Robinson (2007) conducted a critical 
analysis of existing literature Gutwin and Greenberg (2002), Scott (2003), Kruger et al 
(2004), Shen (2004), Ryall et al (2004), Tang et al (2004), Luff et al (2006), Tse et al (2008) 
to develop design guidelines for remote mixed-presence tabletops, which seems important in
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relation to the research interest of this thesis. Tuddenham and Robinson (2007) formulate 
seven design principles for co-located and remote tabletop interfaces (p.25):
■ Large horizontal display surfaces
■ Consistent visual seating arrangements among connected tables
■ Direct input devices (stylus or touch pads)
■ Digital artefacts should be able to move and reorient
■ Digital arm shadows to represent users remotely
■ Supporting simultaneous interaction by multiple users
■ Supporting verbal communication of users
Based on these insights gained from literature analysis and the outlined design 
principles, the authors developed a prototype system “Distributed Tabletop” that should 
support natural tabletop awareness mechanisms such as territoriality, orientation and 
conversational communication in order to effectively support individual and group work. The 
studies focusing on remote tabletop groupware and collaboration will refer to some of these 
guidelines and point out advantages and disadvantages for remote tabletop collaboration. The 
next section also elaborates characteristics of different tabletop systems and the effects of 
these on collaboration including orientation, territoriality, display and presence disparity, 
workspace awareness, aspects of talk, gesture and visual conduct in remote tabletop 
collaboration.
23.1.1 Effects o f Remote Tabletop on Orientation
One of the first systems that has been developed to meet requirements of a remote 
tabletop groupware was Agora (Kuzuoka, 1999) a video mediated remote collaboration 
system, see Figure 2.7.
MATERIAL REDACTED AT REQUEST OF UNIVERSITY
Figure 2.7 Agora, a Video Mediated Collaboration System with a Tabletop 
(from Kuzuoka, 1999)
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This system has been designed to virtually embody and enable natural mutual 
monitoring of participants’ conducts. Two DigitalDesks have been settled at two different 
locations. Along side each desk a 60-inch screen has been attached. Images of remote 
participants were projected on the screens. Different constellations ranging from 3 to 6 
participants have been tried. Gestures and images have been projected to each desk. Initial 
observation showed that participants interacted naturally with each other and hand gestures 
were predominantly used. However, the remote users’ gaze directions were not accurate, thus 
eye contact among more participants seemed to be problematic. Users wanted to manipulate 
remote objects in the digital workspace, which was not supported by the system. This study 
illustrates the high complexity of RTC and how limitations of the system can affect users’ 
abilities during collaboration. Next to these difficulties, issues of orientation have been 
discovered. Haake (1999) also stated problems of keeping an overview hence, orientation in 
shared hypermedia workspaces used for remote collaboration. The author suggested 
integrating different tools for specific aspects of remote collaboration to support orientation 
such as a shared workspace search tool, a group aware overview browser and a shared process 
space. Providing such tools presumably might play a major role in terms of interaction and 
affect the users’ abilities positively.
2 3 .1 2  Effects o f Remote Tabletop Systems on Territoriality
Tuddenham (2008) also addressed issues of orientation and furthermore, territoriality. 
Based on the findings of Scott (2004), Tang et al (2004) and Kruger (2004), Tuddenham 
(2008) presents a distributed tabletop system that might facilitate orientation, spatial presence 
and social interaction of multiple users in a remote tabletop collaboration. Although users can 
see exactly the same objects and the action of the other users, users do not have the same 
perspective. Each user sees the workspace of the other user rotated, which refers to the users 
physical and cognitive abilities. This is similar to a co-located setting, where users sit at 
different positions around the table, see Figure 2.8.
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Figure 2.8 Rotated Tabletop Perspective in Remote Collaboration (from Tuddenham, 2008)
This implies that objects appear up-side down in a rotated perspective, which has been 
found to be beneficial in co-located environments in terms of communication (Kruger, 2004), 
therefore supporting the users’ social abilities. Objects that appear closer to user A appear far 
away for user B and vice versa. This idea is based on Scott’s (2004) research regarding social 
norms and territoriality. Scott (2004) noted that the social norms influence the personal 
workspace area of users. Users allocate their personal workspace area in front of them. This 
way the centre of the tabletop remains public, group space. In order to enter the personal 
workspace of user A in the remote setting described by Tuddenham (2008), User B has to 
reach over, which might affect the physical abilities of User B and the cognitive and social 
abilities of user A. The latter problem has been eliminated by using bright telepointer traces to 
convey gestures of user A and visualises the action for user B. Having allocated personal 
workspaces and a group space this reduces the need for separate personal displays as 
suggested by Ryall et al (2004). Furthermore, the author points out that a dedicated group 
space might help to establish an audience for verbal communication thus enhance the users’ 
social abilities. Another benefit of this configuration of personal and group workspaces might 
be an increased sense of spatial presence. Because users are aware of the personal space of 
the other user, it is less likely that users retrieve objects from “the other” space, which is 
similar to the behaviour of group members in a conventional co-located tabletop setting.
Tuddenham (2008) suggests that remote tabletop groupware should seek to support 
spatial presence, which can be achieved by acknowledging social norms of personal space. 
Although this study showed interesting results, increasing the group size hence using more 
remote tabletops might change the collaboration process and affect the users’ abilities 
differently, e.g. difficulties regarding passing and reaching objects across a large workspace 
might arise as the author noted. Using virtual pointers might overcome this problem (Dietz 
and Leigh, 2001).
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2 3 .1 3  Effects of Remote Groupware on Workspace and User Awareness
Gutwin and Greenberg (2000) focused on workspace awareness. Workspace awareness 
is the understanding of who is in the workspace, where is this person is working and what this 
person is doing, or in other words, the up-to-the moment understanding of another person’s 
interaction with a shared workspace (Gutwin, 1997). Workspace awareness gives information 
about actions and provides knowledge that can facilitate a dynamic process of collaboration 
specifically coordination and communication, which becomes more relevant when people 
work with the same objects. Gutwin and Greenberg (2000) claim that supporting workspace 
awareness improves groupware usability. The interplay between workspace awareness and 
groupware usability is an interesting approach because usability, efficiency of a system or the 
users’ satisfaction with a system are qualities that are difficult to observe.
Examining the interdependence of workspace awareness and groupware usability 
requires the investigation of activities. Gutwin and Greenberg (2000) distinguish two kinds of 
activities to identify groupware usability, taskwork and teamwork. Taskwork refers to the 
production of drawings and documents, whereas teamwork includes communication, 
coordination, planning, monitoring and assistance. In this study, two-dimensional workspaces 
were used and users had to perform a simple pipeline task. This two-dimensional workspace 
consisted of two windows, a main view, which takes up most of the screen and a radar view, 
or overview. The second window was placed in the top left comer of the screen and showed a 
miniature version of the workspace. Users with the radar view had different information than 
users with the overview option. The radar view allowed users to see objects as they moved, 
whereas the overview was only an updated version. The radar view enabled users to see both 
users’ viewports whereas users using the overview could only see their local viewport. The 
radar view also showed telepointers of both users. In contrast, the overview did not show any 
telepointers. Communication took place via an audio link. Additional awareness information, 
as provided by the radar view, was found to reduce completion time and support 
communication efficiency, which refers to the users’ cognitive abilities to process 
information. The authors believe that workspace awareness can significantly improve 
usability groupware and users’ performance.
Ashdown and Scott (2008) also considered workspace awareness specifically, visibility 
and control awareness in remote tabletop collaboration. The authors looked at different sizes 
of remote tabletop groupware compared to Gutwin and Greenberg (2000). This research 
(Ashdown and Scott, 2008) focused on scenarios likely to be performed by rescue teams and 
specifically how a co-located team-coordinator interacted with multiple in-the field remote
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team members. The team co-ordinator operated via a large tabletop and could view, control 
and interact with all remote team members, see Figure 2.9.
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Figure 2.9 Remote Tabletop Collaboration and Handhelds (from Ashdown, 2007)
The remote team members had a handheld device, small enough to perform the task but 
they could only see a subset of the workspace and relied on the commands of the co­
coordinator. This indicated that users must have certain cognitive and social abilities to use 
these handhelds efficiently. The authors stated that this hardware asymmetry caused view 
asymmetry and controlling asymmetry and might influence social interaction. In order to 
support consequential communication, telepointers and tracers were implemented to both, the 
tabletop and handhelds, similar to the system, introduced by Gutwin and Greenberg (2000), 
however, with this system explained by Ashdown (2007), both users could see the 
telepointers and tracers. Tang (1991) also stated that tabletop interfaces can provide a high 
degree of workspace awareness through peripheral awareness of others and their action in the 
workspace.
Using a table to coordinate activities of people elsewhere has also been investigated by 
Yang and Barber (2006). Maptable is a large tabletop that allows multiple users to gather co­
located around the table and to command and control in-the-field team members. The authors 
believe that moving an interactive table from the physical to the digital domain offers new 
opportunities of sharing information. This also implies that the system must support the users 
in both environments. The activity itself becomes digitised and supports the collaborative task 
in a distributed environment. Although the authors point out that this system has been 
designed to enhance interpersonal communication of multiple users, no evidence is given that 
it does, nor do they refer to the communication channel used. It is assumed users 
communicate via an audio channel. The combination of two Maptables remotely, both 
controlling the same in-the-field team, would be of an interest for designers and researchers in 
the field of multiple user remote tabletop collaboration.
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23.1 .4  Effects o f Multiple and Single Remote Tabletops on Display and 
Presence Disparity
The studies outlined above all focused on workspace and tabletop awareness and 
encountered issues of visibility asymmetries. The problem of asymmetry in remote tabletop 
collaboration has also been investigated by Tang et al (2004) who focused on mixed presence 
groupware to investigate social interaction with the interface of multiple users: horizontal and 
vertical tablets and a PC monitor. Mixed presence groupware combines single displays and a 
distributed groupware, see Figure 2.10.
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Figure 2.10 Mixed Presence Groupware for Multiple Remote and Co-located Users.
(from Tang et al, 2004)
Mixed presence groups support both co-located and distributed participants over a 
shared visual workspace, see Figure 2.10 right bottom corner (Tang et al, 2004). Multiple 
single displays can be connected through a shared data structure. The MPG prototype used 
allowed users the same access and to use their own input devices, either pen or mouse. The 
cursors of the input device were labelled with the name of the owner and showed other 
collaborators the location of that person. These findings are of great importance regarding 
remote collaboration of multiple users.
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Based on the observation, the authors found that most utterances were directed at the 
co-located partner and rarely at the remote team. This has been identified as conversational 
disparity, which refers to the role of people’s embodiments and differences in presence. 
Because users did not have the possibility to see their remote partners, e.g. via video, 
presence parity was reduced. Additionally, people’s embodiments were reflected by labelled 
cursors, which did not provide any information about the users’ nonverbal intention. The 
position, gesture, head movements, arm movements, hand movements and eye movements 
are unintentional “give-off” information called conversational communication. These, mostly 
physical actions, can be coupled with the workspace or to the conversation (Baker et al,
2001). In contrast, intentional communication includes intentional gestures and 
communication also known as deictic referencing (Clark, 1996), where people reference 
objects by carrying out actions such as pointing (intentional non-verbal gesture) and saying 
(verbal communication), e.g. “this one there”.
Drawing on these insights, a set of heuristics for seating rules and detecting presence 
has been given. Users’ physical location around a table should be preserved. Users who are 
seated side by side on an up-right table should be presented and remain seated the same way 
on a virtual table. When connecting up-right displays, groups should automatically be seated 
on different sides of the table. Regarding detecting presence, the authors suggest light sensor 
on the chairs users are seating on and monitoring mice movements, as well as adding a live 
video to support presence parity.
The second finding is display disparity. The physical tables embodied a virtual table 
surrounded by co-located and remote users. This constellation of people seated around the 
virtual table caused display disparity as items drawn could not be displayed in the right way 
for every user. In contrast, presence disparity describes the disparity between embodiments of 
remote users (cursors) and embodiments of co-located users. The authors believe that this 
disrupts group dynamics and communication. Regarding display disparity, Tang et al (2004) 
suggest seating rules. The aspect of display disparity refers to physical abilities of the users 
and might also have an impact upon the cognitive and social abilities of the users. Users 
should have preserved locations around the virtual table. Users collaborating over an upright 
display should remain side-by-side at physical tables and be placed at one side around the 
virtual table. Diminishing the problem of presence disparity mechanisms to detect users’ 
presence should be implemented e.g. embedding light sensors and monitoring mice 
movements, e.g. each mouse is assigned to a particular seat. Inactivity of the mouse visualises 
absence of the user. Lastly, Tang et al (2004) suggest digital arm shadows for representing 
and presenting presence information. Digital arm shadows have been found to support social
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dynamics and interaction, hence might facilitate social and cognitive user abilities, as they 
indicate the remote users’ seating position, convey person-specific orientation, increase 
awareness of actions and transmit identity. Although this study revealed interesting and useful 
insights’ the authors failed to explain how they investigated the problems of display and 
presence disparity, which methods they used and how users communicated and which 
communication channel was provided. Information is given about input devices and co­
located communication. All participants had their own input devices and interacted at the 
same time. Cursors were labelled with owners’ names. After implementing digital arm 
shadows, the authors mentioned that live video portraits were added to each participant and 
arm. However, no reference has been given about the remote communication channel though. 
Purely remote cursor communication and co-located verbal communication in such a setting 
might affect the users’ abilities fundamentally in terms of interacting with the interface and 
socially with one another. Findings could be biased due to this asymmetrical communication 
structure. However, it is assumed that users communicated via an audio channel.
2 3 .1 3  Effects o f Remote Tabletop Systems on Gesture, Talk and Visual 
Conducts
Luff et al (2006) were interested in a similar problem of how technologies, specifically 
the above-mentioned Agora system (see Fig. 2.7) supports participants involved in a remote 
collaboration process to continuously invoke and refer to documents and objects. The 
research interest of this study was to understand how participants respond to each other’s 
attempts of establishing a particular focal alignment. Luff et al (2006) investigated the 
emergent and sequential character of practical actions and activities, in particular pointing and 
referencing through talk and gesture.
Insights of this study are based on a quasi-naturalistic experiment with 10 English- 
speaking pairs using the As aforementioned Agora system (Kuzuoka, 1999). Two users, each 
in a different location, sit in front of a large desk. A video screen supports interaction via 
audio and video. Participants can sit or stand. The desk has a large working area and a 
document space. Additionally, a shared screen is provided where users can share paper 
documents. The large working area allows users to access and share documents. These are 
captured by a camera and shown in a shared screen, which is a desktop monitor to the left of 
each user. The large working area also captures hand gestures on and over the desktop. The 
document space enables users to place and work upon documents. Above this space another 
camera captures the image of paper documents as well as hand gestures. The images from the 
document space are presented in the shared screen monitor.
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Findings of this study showed that the combination of talk and gesture has been found 
to be crucial in remote tabletop collaboration. Gestures are shaped to the visual and audible 
conduct of users. The coordination of the gesture in order to support interaction has to be 
carried out at the correct time in reference to the own talk of a user and the conduct of the co­
participant. “The articulation o f the gesture and its accompanying utterance is itself an 
interactional, sequentially organised accomplishement that is sensititive to the conduct o f the 
co-participant”, (Luff et al, 2006, p.569). This implies that conflicts arise during 
collaboration due to problems of alignment. Securing alignment requires users to coordinate 
their actions on and around objects. This can be achieved for instance, by supporting 
resolution of references to objects in a remote environment, supporting sequential actions and 
providing resources to allow users to see and recognise visual conducts of their partners. 
Although the position of the cameras projected hands on the screen and surface of the 
tabletop, in some places additional hands appeared which confused users. Gesture and talk, 
together accomplish alignment towards specific objects by projecting the point of reference. 
“The gesture entails a trajectory o f actions(s) that through its emerging shape and pace, 
enables a co-participant to progressively anticipate its time and position o f arrival “ (p.569). 
Thus, solutions such as cursors, laser points, mechanical or digital arm shadows are not 
recommended by Luff et al (2006) as they do not reflect talk and gesture accurately enough 
together.
This study, based on conversation analysis and recent studies of multi-modal 
interaction in every day settings, revealed that the Agora systems has been found to support 
pointing and referencing to objects and related content within documents, hence facilitates 
fluid transition between different kinds of collaborative activities. Being able to see the other 
users’ actions (hand) of pointing shaped the following actions of users and has been found to 
be a crucial factor in remote collaboration. Although researchers (Tang et al, 2004) 
introduced solutions such as cursors, laser pointers and specifically digital arm shadows. Luff 
et al (2006) state that the human gesture entails trajectories that enable users to anticipate its 
time and position of arrival and any kind of digital reproduction might not have the same 
effect. This insight is of great importance regarding the visualisation of abilities required in 
such an environment as it might also have an effect on their social and cognitive abilities. 
Therefore this might not support social interaction in a remote environment. This assumption 
correlates with research regarding cursor orientations. Barry et al (2005) found that cursors 
influence the stimulus-response capability of the users’ input and therefore have a significant 
impact on the users’ performance, thus users’ abilities.
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Distributed collaborative groupware should provide resources that enable users to 
recognise trajectories of conduct in order to support sequential production of action necessary 
to coordinate actions and manage documents in hybrid spaces. Although this study revealed 
interesting insights regarding the interplay of hand gesture, talk and visual conduct between 
two users, it might have been of interest to see how the relationship between gesture, talk and 
visual conduct would alter by changing the constellation by having co-located and remote 
users handling documents at the same time.
Pauchet et al (2007) also focused on gestures and gesture visualisation in a remote 
environment using a tabletop system called DIGITABLE. DIGIT ABLE is a platform for co­
located and remote collaboration that facilitates fluidity and interactions and the mutual 
awareness of co-presence by using gesture visualisation. Thus, this study relates to Tang et al 
(2004) and Luff et al (2006). The DIGITABLE combines a multiuser tactile tabletop and a 
video communication system and a robust computer vision module for distant users’ gesture 
visualisation. (Figure 2.11 shows the DIGITABLE.) Normally, remote gesture visualisation is 
embodied in telepointers and traces (e.g. Ashdown, 2007).
MATERIAL REDACTED AT REQUEST OF UNIVERSITY
Figure 2.11 DIGITABLE (from Pauchet et al, 2007)
In order to investigate the efficiency of the remote gesture visualisation technique, this 
study compares different co-located and remote configurations while using DIGITABLE. 
Users’ actions have been logged and video recorded and post-ante open questionnaires have 
been given to the participants to obtain insights of user experience. An ANOVA has been 
conducted with repeated measurements focusing on completion times in all conditions and 
coordination. Here, coordination is understood as collision; both users try to use the same 
document, or both users try to work upon different documents in the same place. The video
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recordings focused on verbal and nonverbal communication but have not been considered any 
further in this study.
The remote configurations have been developed in reference to Gutwin and Greenberg 
(2002). These configurations illustrate the remote gesture visualisation techniques: remote 
face to face, remote side by side and reconstructed gesture. Remote face-to-face refers to co­
located face-to-face situations where users are seated opposite to one another, and thus do not 
share the same view of the objects on the table. The shared workspace appears up-side-down 
for them. In configuration two. Remote side-by-side, users share the same point of view and 
appear to be seated side-by-side. The remote gesture is rendered as if the users would sit side- 
by-side. Reconstructed gesture implies that users share the same view in the workspace and 
the remote gesture of the user is rendered but users perceive to be seated face-to-face. This is 
a combination of configuration one and two explained above. However, the remote gesture is 
mirrored (the right hand of the remote user is seen as the left one) and incomplete because of 
symmetry.
In order to investigate which configuration supports users best in remote tabletop 
collaboration, six conditions have been compared: co-located side-by-side, co-located face-to- 
face, remote side-by-side with and without gesture visualisation and remote side-by-side with 
reconstructed gesture and remote face-to-face with reconstructed gesture. Statistical analysis 
showed that users in condition remote side-by-side with gesture visualisation completed the 
task significantly faster than users collaborating co-located side-by-side. Also, remote side- 
by-side with reconstructed gesture has been found to be beneficial in terms of task completion 
as opposed to co-located face-to-face condition. Coordination findings showed that the 
conditions co-located side-by-side and co-located face-to-face were best in terms of task 
efficiency, followed by remote face-to-face and remote side-by-side with reconstructed 
gesture. Although co-located collaboration is still the best way of collaborating, this study 
proved that remote gesture visualisation and reconstructing gestures improves distant 
collaboration and is useful in terms of object manipulation, thus coordination. Results of the 
questionnaires revealed that users preferred remote configuration to the co-located one but the 
presence feeling was not satisfying enough.
This study showed the importance of gesture visualisation in remote environments to 
support coordination. However, results only ranked the usefulness of different configurations 
regarding coordination. Contextual aspects of coordination such as awareness, occurring 
conversational conflicts due to different configurations have been excluded.
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2.4 Discussion
The literature review showed that remote tabletop collaboration as a research field is 
based on research of single user and multiple user interaction in a co-located environment and 
on remote single user interaction. Studies focusing on remote collaboration of multiple users 
either referred to dyadic desktop conferencing, mixed presence groups using different 
horizontal and vertical displays and traditional monitors collaboratively or other remote 
systems such as handhelds connected to an interactive large tabletop. However, research 
regarding remote tabletop collaboration (RTC) that allows multiple users, beyond dyadic 
interaction, to operate the same tabletop system co-located, and at the same time collaborating 
with a different remote group who works with the same system, has not been conducted yet.
Previous empirical studies explored individual aspects of collaboration and effects of 
specific technological features of a system to understand individual aspects of tabletop 
collaboration. With no doubt, findings of the studies are of great importance to understand 
RTC but at the same time emphasise the necessity of further research in this field, especially 
to build up a holistic picture of elements of RTC.
So, it can be concluded that previous research studied tabletop collaboration from two 
perspectives: Characteristics of technology and group constellation and individual aspects of 
collaboration in both, co-located and remote environments. The table 2.2 illustrates the key 
aspects and findings the abovementioned studies focused on, and it demonstrates what has 
been left unanswered (grey background).
What has been studied? Co-located Collaboration 
Research
Remote Collaboration 
Research
Characteristics of 
Technology and Group 
Constellation
Tablet size 
Group size
Vertical displays versus 
horizontal displays
Different input devices: direct 
and indirect (stylus, keyboard 
mouse)
Handheld devices in 
combination with 
interactive large tablet
Combining different 
horizontal and vertical 
tablets and traditional PC 
monitors
Different input devices: 
direct and indirect (stylus, 
mouse, telepointers, cursors, 
tractors)
Individual Aspects of 
Collaboration
Communication
Coordination
Communication
Coordination
Comprehension Orientation
Orientation Territoriality
Territoriality Interplay of Gesture & Talk
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What has been studied? Co-located Collaboration 
Research
Remote Collaboration 
Research
Accessability
Shareability
Awareness
Social Norms
Display and presence 
disparity
Spatial presence
Workspace awareness
Dynamics of Collaboration Collaborative Behaviour - 
Actions and Activities
Group processes of co-located 
groups that entail different 
aspects of collaboration
Collaborative Behaviour - 
Actions and Activities
Group processes of remote 
groups that entail différent 
aspects of collaboration
Table 2.2 Explored Areas in TC and Potential for Further Research in RTC
The characteristics of technology and collaboration refer to the three dimensions of 
McGrath (1984) and Hollingshead et al (1993) as introduced in Chapter 1 of this thesis. 
McGrath (1984) and Hollingshead et al (1993) suggest that the characteristics of technology, 
the task and group constellations play important roles in collaboration and therefore should be 
considered in any kind of research of collaboration interest. In a co-located environment, 
characteristics of collaboration refer to aspects of table size and how it affects group size 
(Ryall et al, 2004) or how vertical displays enhance communication (Roger and Lindley, 
2004), or the use of different input devices and their effectiveness on users’ awareness and 
communication (Ha et al, 2006; Tse et al, 2008).
Exploring the characteristics of co-located and remote collaboration showed that 
different technical features (e.g. different tablet sizes) influence communication, coordination, 
territoriality, awareness and orientation in the workspace for instance. Thus, studies tried to 
answer questions of how technology, task and group constellations influence co-located and 
remote collaboration and what aspects of collaboration are influenced by the technology.
Interestingly, the focus of co-located and remote studies was often similar, but the 
findings were different. For instance, spatial presence has been found to be different in co­
located and remote settings. Remote users who are seated the same way as in a co-located 
environment have problems reading the same document as the documents appeared up-side 
down. A different view confused users and caused problems of orientation and coordination. 
Thus, seating rules have been developed that are understood as social norms. Another 
interesting aspect was gestures. This was more of an interest in remote collaboration research 
and has been investigated in relation to talk and visual conducts in respect to how the other 
user perceives gestures. Also, the aspect of control in relation to workspace awareness was
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more of an issue in remote collaboration research, especially if users used different hardware 
(hardware asymmetry).
A trend however, can be seen in the use of different input devices. Ha et al (2006) 
found that users in co-located collaboration preferred indirect input devices such as mouse 
and keyboards. The authors argued that users were more familiar with indirect devices. 
Having said Parker et al (2005) and Tse et al (2008) however, found that direct input devices 
such as pointers and multi-modal interaction systems are becoming more popular and 
accepted. Pointing has been found to be faster and distant objects can be reached much easily. 
Multi-modal interaction enables users to work in-parallel, which causes communication 
problems as gesture and verbal interactions easily overlap but in total is a fast way of 
collaborating co-locating. In remote collaboration research, digital pens, mouse and keyboard 
devices have also been explored but telepointers, tracers and touch pads are on the rise.
It seems that remote collaboration research focused more on exploring new and 
individual aspects and characteristics of collaboration than identifying how these aspects 
interplay and contribute to collaboration in terms of being significant dynamic group 
processes. Aspects of territoriality, orientation, and coordination, for instance, have been 
investigated but more or less adapted from co-located collaboration research. However, Tang 
et al (2006) looked at display and presence disparity (the establishment of seating rules), 
which can be understood as a new aspect of collaboration that is only relevant in remote 
collaboration, so is the interplay of gestures and talk in relation to remote visual documents 
(Luff et al, 2006).
But, it is still unclear how collaboration unfolds over time in many systems. Dynamics 
of collaboration in general are often referring to group dynamics and to the interactive nature 
of individuals within a group (Forsyth, 2006). In this thesis, the dynamics of collaboration or 
RTC are understood as task related group processes. The interactive nature of individuals is 
understood as the users’ individual actions carried out during collaboration regardless of the 
task. The following chapters will revisit this definition and expand its meaning in order to 
formulate a definition that describes the dynamics of RTC more holistically.
Gutwin and Greenberg (1993) pointed out that studying workspace awareness and 
groupware usability requires the investigation of activities and Scott (2005) states that 
monitoring actions of others can help people to share task resources and the work surface. 
Moreover, Scott (2005) suggests that the actions should be made visible and transparent for 
other users. Rogers et al (2006) even mention collaborative processes such as selecting, 
browsing and decision making. This raises the question of what actions are taking place and
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what abilities are required from the user to make a decision or to select an item and how these 
actions contribute to the dynamics of RTC. This implies that the investigation of activities, 
actions and abilities is necessary to understand dynamics of RTC and consequently to 
improve systems.
However, the question still remaining is how shall we study complex group 
constellations in remote tabletop collaboration? Finding a suitable method that allows 
studying dynamics of RTC and collaborative behaviour in particular seems to be a complex 
undertaking as many factors have to be considered such as multiple users collaborating at the 
same time, carrying out verbal and nonverbal actions, having different physical and cognitive 
abilities and social skills. Thus, this thesis aims to answer three research questions:
1. What combination o f qualitative research methods is useful to study RTC?
2. What are the dynamics o f RTC?
3. What are the requirements and recommendations for the design o f RTC systems?
Answering these research questions requires a different approach beyond traditional 
methodologies and ideas. The next chapters aim to find possible solutions to study and to 
understand RTC holistically and to detect requirements for the design of RTC systems and 
give design recommendations.
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2.5 Summary
This chapter gave a broad literature review on historical developments of collaboration 
systems and reflected that tabletop research is based on studies of shared workspace 
collaboration and co-located tabletop research. Different kinds of collaboration systems exist 
for co-located and remote collaboration and researchers and designers are aware that the 
improvement of such systems can only be achieved by studying users in relation (in 
interaction) with the system. One of the most reviewed and tested tabletop collaboration 
systems is DiamondTouch. Research on this system also yields design guidelines researchers 
and designers have incorporated and developed further by investigating different 
characteristics and aspects of collaboration.
Researchers in both environments were interested in the effect of different tabletop 
sizes, the usefulness of vertical versus horizontal tablets and focused on aspects of workspace 
awareness, orientation, coordination or territoriality for instance. Findings referred to dyadic 
interaction in co-located and remote environments or mixed presence groups (mixing co­
located and remote users), who collaborated with different systems. A study that looks at how 
RTC works, focuses on the collaborative behaviour and the dynamics of multiple users who 
use the same system at the same time but in different locations, has not yet been conducted. 
Based on the insights gained from the literature review, three research questions have been 
formulated. This thesis tries to answer these questions in the following chapters:
1. What combination o f qualitative research methods is useful to study RTC?
2. What are the dynamics o f RTC?
3. What are the requirements and recommendations for the design o f RTC systems?
The literature review emphasised the complex level of studying tabletop collaboration 
and illustrated that various factors have to be considered in order to design applications for 
tabletop systems.
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3 CHAPTER
Qualitative Research Methods to Study Dynamics of 
RTC
Chapter 2 clarified the research problem this thesis embraces: the importance of finding 
a suitable method that allows studying the dynamics of RTC. Thus, this chapter will look 
deeper into the methodological aspects required for studying such a complex research field. 
The aim of this chapter is, therefore, to address the first two research objectives of this thesis: 
identifying suitable qualitative research methods and assessing the applicability of selected 
ones. By identifying and assessing qualitative research methods, it should be possible to 
answer the first research question partially.
7. What combination o f qualitative research methods is useful to study RTC?
However, in order to answer the first research question fully, further testing of the 
chosen qualitative approaches is necessary, which Chapter 4 and 5 will cover. Identifying and 
assessing suitable qualitative research methods for the study of RTC will be achieved by 
contrasting different qualitative research methods that addressed similar research interests in a 
digital or non-digital environment. Some of the studies discussed in chapter 2 have used a 
qualitative approach and will be revisited here but reviewed from a methodological point of 
view.
The choice of research method depends on various factors. Inkpen et al (2004) note: 
“Many researchers make methodological choices based on specific configurations o f  an 
environment or based on what resources that are currently available to them.” Most of the 
studies introduced in Chapter 2 were exploratory in nature as opposed to confirmatory 
(Atteslander, 2000). The latter is based on existing theoretical statements, which are used to 
develop and test hypotheses. Thus, findings confirm existing statements and further research 
can be conducted. Confirmatory research traditionally uses quantitative methods to verify or 
falsify hypotheses (ibid). In order to develop hypotheses and test them, an appropriate theory 
has to be well established. Both exploratory and confirmatory approaches are valid and the 
choice depends on a number of factors such as what is the research interest or who will be 
studied. Because this thesis is interested in understanding the dynamics of RTC and how 
people behave in remote tabletop collaboration, a qualitative approach seems to be suitable.
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The issue of studying collaboration, especially co-located collaboration, qualitatively 
and obtaining useful findings, has been acknowledged by several researchers such as Inkpen 
et al (2004), who did an attempt to provide methodological guidelines that can help studying 
and evaluating co-located collaboration. The authors point out that the major challenge is to 
assess the impact of technology on collaborative behaviour. Four themes have been outlined: 
impact of technology on group interactions, impact of technology on social dynamics, impact 
of individual personalities and finally interpersonal dynamics and the choice of an appropriate 
task. These guidelines might also be relevant for the study of RTC as the impact of 
technology on collaborative behaviour and social dynamics exists in co-located and remote 
environments. However, the question of how these can be studied or which method allows 
closer investigation of these themes, is still unanswered.
Other factors that contribute to the choice of research method are as aforementioned, 
the way the research question is formulated and how the data has been collected, but this does 
not suggest an appropriate technique. A combination of techniques might be a suitable 
solution. Sanderson and Fisher (1994) state: “Good research has always involved adopting 
methods and tools to new ones, but adaptations always require a thorough understanding o f 
the trade-offs involved.” (ibid, p.254). This raises the question “which methods or 
combination of methods is the most useful to clarify a specific research problem?”
Looking at different research methods and approaches applied outside and inside the 
research field of tabletop collaboration, but within the HCI and CSCW community and 
potentially combining them, seems to be a necessary step to achieve greater in-depth findings. 
This chapter will firstly look at qualitative research methods that have been used in HCI and 
CSCW to explore similar research interests and identify applicable ones. Secondly, the 
chosen ones will be assessed by using four criteria, which refer to Badgley (1961) who 
developed questions for the assessment of research methods. The first criterion has mainly 
been answered in the previous section finding reasons why a specific method has been used 
and might be useful to study RTC. Here, the reasons why a specific method has been chosen 
will be re-elaborated in order to clarify its suitability. The second criterion refers to the clarity 
o f research method, specifically the analytical process used to study a phenomenon. Here, the 
orientation of each method will be considered deeper. The third criterion looks the usefulness 
o f the specific method regarding properties o f RTC (HCI and HHI), co-located and remote 
environments, dyadic and multiple users interaction etc. The consideration of both levels of 
interaction has been found to be crucial for the design of collaborative systems (Bannon,
1992), thus it seems fundamental to include this aspect for assessing the usefulness of the 
chosen qualitative research method. Although these three criteria seem to be appropriate to
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assess the suitability of a certain method, other aspects might also contribute, which are more 
practical than analytical, e.g. how much commitment of the participants is required when 
applying this method or how many researchers are needed to analyse the data? Thus, a fourth 
criterion will be considered Practical aspects o f choosing a specific research method.
3.1 Identifying Qualitative Research Methods for the Study of RTC
This section will give an overview of different qualitative research methods that have 
been used by a number of researchers. The table below includes purely qualitative research 
methods as well as hybrid research methods (quantitative and qualitative methods are applied 
equally for analysis).
Qualitative Research Method Studies
Ethnography Scott et al (2003); Heath and Luff 
(1991)
Distributed Cognition Rogers and Ellis (1994); Silver (2003)
Activity Theory Bardram, (1998); Bertelson and Bodker 
(2000); Bodker (1991), (1997); Kuutti 
(1996); Bannon (1997); Nardi (1997)
Conversation Analysis Greatbatch et al (1993); Heath and Luff 
(1991)
Interaction Analysis Heath and Luff (1991)
Hermeneutics and Objective Hermeneutics Buerdek (2002), Carroll and Kellogg 
(1989)
Grounded Theory Swallow et al (2005), Jeong (2003), 
Yakimovicz and Murphy (1995), Pace 
(2003)
Qualitative Content Analysis Calloway and Ariav (1995)
Hybrid Research Methods Studies
Data Mining (qualitative and quantitative) Simoff et al (2000)
Task Analysis (qualitative and quantitative) Pinelle and Gutwin (2008)
Diary Study (qualitative and quantitative) Rieman (1993)
Table 3.1 Different Qualitative Research Methods and Hybrid Research Methods
The selection given is by no means exhaustive, however it, should illustrate that the use 
of qualitative research methods is not uncommon within these research areas and some might 
be applicable for the research field of RTC. The next section will explain each of the research
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methods separately, weigh advantages and disadvantages of each method for the purpose of 
this thesis and discuss its applicability for the study of RTC. This should help to identify 
applicable methods, which can be assessed and tested further.
3.1.1 Advantages and Disadvantages of Purely Qualitative Research 
Methods
3.1.1.1 Ethnography and Ethnomethodology
Ethnography has been a widely debated method within the field of HCI and CMC 
(Blomberg in Monk and Gilbert, 1993). Within this research area, ethnography has mainly 
been used to develop an understanding of everyday work practices and technologies in use. 
These work practices have also been named as activities and as such it is important they are 
studied and interpreted in an actual setting in which these typically occur (ibid, 1993).
In HCI and CSCW, the terms ethnography and ethnomethodology are often used 
interchangeably due to the reason that many ethnographers in HCI and CSCW are trained as 
ethnomethodologists (Blomberg in Monk and Gilbert, 1993). “Ethnomethodology refers to a 
particular analytical perspective with respect to the object o f study, while ethnography is 
practiced by individuals with varying theoretical and analytical perspectives 
(ethnomethodology among them)” (ibid, p .176). Although these two methodologies are used 
differently, both are interested in the problem of people articulating their tacit knowledge and 
understanding of familiar activities.
Heath and Luff (1991) and as outlined in Chapter 2 Scott et al (2003) used an 
ethnographic-style methodology to investigate detailed naturalistic conversations of video 
recordings of individuals in collaboration on various tasks, which refers to the idea of 
ethnomethodology rather than ethnography. Both studies observed natural interactions during 
collaborative task activities but Heath and Luff (1991) were interested in remote 
collaboration. This study is very descriptive indeed and based on the findings of this study the 
authors concluded that technology transforms nonverbal and verbal conducts.
An advantage of using ethnography is that it uses data collected in the field, which is of 
great importance to gain real-time insights regarding collaboration. However, this does not 
mean that only data collected in the field can be analysed. Heath and Luff (1991) collected 
data during an experiment, so users were in an artificial context. Traditionally, experimental 
data reveals quantitative data, evaluated for statistical purposes in order to determine cause 
and effect. However, researchers (Monk et al, 1993) argue that this kind of mixing methods.
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experimental study analysed ethnographically, can be seen as beneficial and complementary 
rather than contradicting.
As ethnography has been used in both environments, it seems that this research method 
is a valid method to study RTC. However, one of the problems of ethnography is that the 
researcher is meant to be part of the investigation process. Thus, the researcher has to adopt 
the role of the uninformed outsider, who wants to understand the “native work practices and 
interactions” holistically. In an experiment setting, however, the researcher develops a certain 
task the participants are meant to complete, mostly by finding a solution to a problem. This 
implies that the participants do not know the solution upfront. If the researcher would takes 
part in his or her experiment, he or she might bias the collaboration process because if the 
researcher knows the solution, he or she would behave differently and has to play a role.
Finding a real-time setting where the researcher can be part of an existing remote group 
might be a possible solution to conduct ethnographic research in the field. However, remote 
tabletop collaboration systems in real office environments hardly exist. Due to the fact that 
the data collected here stems from an experiment and the above discussed limitations of this 
research method, ethnography has not been identified as a useful method.
3.1.12 Activity Theory
Originally, Activity Theory is known as cultural-historical activity theory founded by a 
group of revolutionary Russian psychologists Vygotsky, Rubenshtein, Leont’ev and Luria 
(Rajkumor, 2000) in the beginning of the 20th century. The idea was to develop a theoretical 
framework beyond behaviorism to revolutionise psychology. Activist theorists understand the 
cultural and material system as employed within social processes (Engestroem, 1993) as 
opposed to other phenomenological approaches such as ethnomethodology, where the world 
is constructed in social interaction. Phenomenological approaches such as ethnomethodology 
or Objective Hermeneutics emphasise the here and now rather than the historical origin, 
whereas Activity Theory concentrates on the historical origin rather than the here and now 
(Blackler, 1993).
As Activity Theory is a conceptual framework, the founders did not intend to provide 
an analytical technique but “to see the human beings as culturally mediated always embedded 
in some kind o f activity which has its own tools, language and communities” (Engestroem 
interviewed by Jones, 2002). Its interest is the explanation of social and cultural work 
practices by relating them to the cultural and historic context in which the activity is being 
performed (Bodker, 1997). The basic unit of analysis is the activity. Activity Theory gained 
popularity as an approach in HCI in the nineties (Nardi, 1997; Bodker, 1997; Engestroem,
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1993). Designers had difficulties identifying the nature of users’ problems with the system 
and this approach helped them to focus on the end-users’ activities, actions and operations 
(Engestroem, 1993; Bodker, 1997; Nardi, 1997; Rajkumor, 2000).
Engestroem (in Blackler, 1993) expanded the idea of Activity Theory by introducing 
the concept of mediation as the central aspect of investigation and points out that 
inconsistencies and tensions influence the activity system, thus can change social norms and 
social structure. Consequently, tension and inconsistency are understood as an opportunity of 
change within the activity system. Engestroem (1993) focused on the interaction of doctor- 
patient relationships and doctor-computer interaction and analysed the activity system by 
using discourse analysis in conjunction with Activity Theory. This shows that Activity 
Theory requires an analytical tool and cannot be used on its own.
Bardram (1998) studied dynamics of collaborative work activities of healthcare teams 
empirically using Activity Theory and argued that work activities should be understood as an 
important resource for the design of computer support. Furthermore, designers and 
researchers should consider the users’ activities within a historical and collaborative context. 
Although these two aspects (historical and collaborative) are vaguely explained within the 
framework, historical aspects could be understood as the users’ experience with the system, 
whereas the actual interaction, taking place between users and systems symbolises the 
collaborative component.
As aforementioned , researchers focused on activities, actions and operations. These 
are the three levels of Activity Theory (Kutti, 1996), which imply four basic principles (Nardi 
and Kapetlinin, 1997).
Firstly, a hierarchical structure: activities include actions and actions require 
operations. Activities have motives and can be understood as series of actions. Actions are 
part of activities and are goal-orientated. The goal is to finish the activity. Thirdly, operations 
are executing actions. When users start to work with a system, they have to get used to the 
system. So, actions carried out consciously, over time these become unconscious actions, so 
called operations. The second basic principle refers to “object-orientedness”. Living in an 
object-orientated world implies that we interact with objects and these have certain natural 
properties as well as cultural and social ones. Assuming that a remote tabletop also has such 
properties gives reason to conclude that social interaction in co-located and remote 
collaboration might be influenced by these properties. The third basic principle is 
internalisation and externalisation of activities. Rajkumor (2000) points out that it is difficult 
to determine and distinguish between internal and external activities because activities
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constantly transform from internal to external. The fourth basic principle (Nardi and 
Kapetlinin, 1997) refers to the fact that tools mediate an activity and these tools are 
transformed during the development of the activity.
Drawing on these conclusions, Activity Theory explores relationships between 
everyday practices, artifacts, language, social system and cultures of communities. It directs 
the attention away from isolated problems to contextual problems encountered in relation to 
computer-systems and collaborative activities. Thus, the technology should be studied in 
relation to the community as activities of a community are interrelated with the system in use 
(Blackler, 1993). The activity is interpreted as social-cultural phenomenon. This implies that 
comparing different collaborative conditions, such as face-to-face versus computer-mediated 
communication from an activity-based point of view, would not be appropriate as the 
technology as the object of investigation in relation to the activities taking place and the 
community will not be included in a face-to-face environment. Only different work practices 
could be identified isolated from the computer-mediated system.
Although it has been mentioned that Activity Theory is different compared to 
phenomenological approaches, there are also similarities of these interpretative theories, 
which have to be taken into account and legitimise perhaps combining Activity Theory with a 
phenomenological approach. “AZZ provide theories o f everyday practices by suggesting that 
the recurring pattern o f everyday interactions explain social structure” (Blacker, 1993, 
p.244).
The advantages of Activity Theory are that it is a conceptual tool that has been used in 
HCI before, particularly in design research and collaboration research in order to understand 
user behaviour from an activity and action based perspective. The significance of 
investigating work activities and understanding actions and operations underlying these, has 
been emphasised by Gutwin and Greenberg (1993) and Scott et al (2003) as pointed out in 
Chapter 2, which gives reason to consider this philosophical approach as a possible candidate. 
However, it seems that this idea offers prefixed elements a researcher has to study, which 
contradicts with the idea of emergence and induction, which qualitative research is based on. 
Nevertheless, activities, actions and operations are essential parts of behaviour and the 
interplay of these is of interest here. By looking at activities, actions and operations, the 
collaborative behaviour could be unfolded and patterns could emerge that would have not 
been possible to find without having these prefixed elements to focus on. Therefore, Activity 
Theory will be shortlisted and revisited for further assessment.
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3.1.13 Distributed Cognition
Another approach introduced by Roger and Ellis (1994) that contributes to system 
design and implications and also investigates the aspects of HCI in a collaborative 
environment is Distributed Cognition (DC). In collaboration, activities (or tasks) have a 
distributed structure, as they are coordinated within an environment in which a task activity 
takes place. Identifying the distributed structure of an activity entails “going into the 
workplace and spending time determining and analysing the problems with the existing 
techno logy’’ (Rogers and Ellis, 1994) and viewing internal and external representations; how 
information and knowledge resources are transformed during activities. The unit of analysis is 
the functional system, the objects and actors and their relations to each other in a specific 
work context. A coordinated, distributed cognitive activity, is for example navigating a ship. 
The functional system behind this activity consists of more than one individual. More 
knowledge has to be coordinated, thus more cognitive activities take place. The way 
individuals shared this knowledge is of an interest in this approach. How do they 
communicate, adapt and use this knowledge in interaction with each other and the technical 
systems they use? Distributed cognition aims to identify these processes, the properties and 
breakdowns that occur in such a functional system. One of the main differences compared to 
Task Analysis is that events occurring through collaboration are not examined as isolated 
causes but as dynamic aspects of the functional system. This can help to improve the design 
of a system and to design new systems.
The authors give two examples of how to analyse events and suggestions to improve 
the system. The analysis is a descriptive problem analysis rather than an analytical guide. This 
approach is a theoretical-methodological framework and intended to explain socially, 
distributed, cognitive work activities that are mediated by the rich technology specific in a 
certain work environment. Furthermore, the authors point out that one of the main insights 
this approach yields, is that the introduction of new technology can change existing work 
practices and information used might be transformed. They conclude by saying that the 
interactive nature of information has to be supported cognitively and socially.
Distributed Cognition seems to be advantageous to analyse how users share their 
knowledge and to gain in-depth insights regarding the cognitive aspect of collaboration. 
However, the collaborative behaviour itself might not be considered. Including the cognitive 
level of users is relevant but only part of the behavioural aspect this thesis seeks to 
understand. Another disadvantage of this method is that it relies on the researchers’ ability to 
interpret situations within the correct context. An interaction problem between an object and 
two actors might not necessarily refer to the system or to the cognitive ability of the actors to
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transfer knowledge but to socio-emotional problems, thus it might be in question that the right 
problem has been identified. Based on these aspects, Distributed Cognition has not been 
considered as an applicable method to study remote tabletop collaboration. Having said that it 
might be a suitable method though for a follow-up study of the same data with the research 
interest of understanding knowledge-sharing deeper from a cognitive point of view.
3.1.1A  Conversation Analysis
Conversation Analysis in its original purpose should uncover tacit procedures and 
competencies occurring in natural everyday talk. Many researchers (Sellen, 1992; Kuzuoka, 
1992,0 ’Connail et al, 1993; Whittaker et al, 1993, Veinott & Fu, 1999; Michaelson and Pohl,
2001) have used Conversation Analysis quantitatively to understand human computer 
interaction. However, originally, conversation analysis emerged out of “a broader research 
initiative known as ethnomethodology” (Greatbatch et al in Monk and Gilbert, 1993, p.200). 
Researchers recognised the importance of analysing conversations in relation to technology 
“as a resource for the design o f complex systems and in particular the forms o f interaction 
between the user and computer” (ibid, p.201) as such conversation analysis has been applied 
qualitatively.
Conversation Analysis understands talk as the primary vehicle for the accomplishment 
of social actions in human society and focuses on situated organisation of talk. Data used is 
mainly audiotapes or video recordings, which have advantages in terms of access as the 
material can be inspected repeatedly in an inductive manner (Greatbatch et al in Monk and 
Gilbert, 1993). “Conversation Analysis uses inductive search procedures in order to locate 
recurring patterns o f actions and interaction” (ibid, p.216).
Quantitatively, conversation analysis is concerned with the organisation of turn-taking 
and sequences as well as tum-allocation components occurring in talk-in interaction, reflected 
by means of language. Tum-actions are tum-takings, interruptions, repairs and overlaps 
which have been counted to give insights regarding the conversational structure of a co­
located group discussion, videoconference or email conversation (e.g. Sellen, 1992; 
O’Connail et al, 1993, Cohen, 1982). These occur as requests, proposals and accusations or 
complaints (Hutchby & Wooffitt, 1998). Identifying a large number of requests could indicate 
a lack of ability of handling the system, which can either be related to the technology or the 
user(s). Some of the elements used in quantitative conversation analysis have also been 
applied qualitatively and a new interdisciplinary method has been created Interaction 
Analysis, which will be addressed in the next section.
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Greatbatch et al (1993) focused on human-computer interaction in medical consultation 
by looking at the impact of computers on the doctor-patient communication. Video recordings 
have been used that showed the interaction between a doctor and a patient sitting at a desk in 
front of a computer screen that entailed the patient’s information. The data was augmented by 
field observation and discussion with subjects after the consultation. The authors describe the 
analytical process thoroughly and mention that it was necessary to replay recordings many 
times, carefully transcribe and retranscribe events and reassessing findings in the light of new 
findings and observations. Here, qualitative Conversation Analysis seems relevant as only 
dyadic interaction in a more or less static environment has been investigated. Talk-in 
interaction in relation to the computer was of interest and looking at talk-in interaction from a 
conversational point of view seems plausible to depict the impact of computers on the doctor- 
patient communication, which is one of the strengths of Conversation Analysis. However, in 
remote tabletop collaboration, various factors contribute and have to be considered: the 
environment is less static but more dynamic, the computer is an interaction mode as opposed 
to a doctor-patient communication, where the computer is a vehicle to give information but 
not the primary tool for communication. Therefore, qualitative Conversation Analysis does 
not seem to be a suitable method to study complex group constellation in remote tabletop 
collaboration.
3.1.I S  Interaction Analysis
Having identified Conversation Analysis as not suitable to study RTC due to the fact 
that it only focuses on the verbal interaction, some researchers have used Conversation 
Analysis in combination with Ethnography for instance (Heath and Luff, 1991; Luff et al, 
2006). The authors analysed naturalistic video recordings of individuals in remote audio­
video collaboration on various tasks using this pragmatic approach, which can be understood 
as Interaction Analysis (IA).
Interaction Analysis is an “interdisciplinary method for empirical investigation o f the 
interaction o f human beings with each other and with objects in their environment (Jordan 
and Henderson, 1995, p.39). This implies that this method considers more than just verbal 
conducts such as human activities, non-verbal interactions, use of artifacts and technologies, 
which gives reason to believe that methods that have already been combined, might be 
suitable for the study of RTC. However, in order to identify this method as applicable it is 
important to know how the data collected can be studied and what kind of data can be used. 
Referring to Jordan and Henderson (1995), only electronic recordings can be used as it allows 
close interrogation of the data. Analysts examine how various sequences unfold turn by turn
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(Frohlich, 1993), thus only sequences that have been identified as useful have to be 
transcribed. The rest of the data is not included in the analysis.
Coming back to the study of Heath and Luff (1991), it becomes clear that IA is a very 
thorough way of analysing specific fragments of a video recording in great detail. The 
meaning of one’s action and another one’s reaction is more important than the collaborative 
behaviour that can be observed from the beginning to the end of a RTC session. So, only pre­
selected sequences will be analysed on a micro-level thus allowing in-depth investigation and 
the production of a deep understanding of this particular sequence, which refers to the idea of 
IA to make sense o f specific users’ actions as meaningful, orderly and projectable (Jordan 
and Henderson, 1995). However, this implies that other sequences that might also be of 
interest are left out and only a small window of RTC can be depicted instead of presenting a 
holistic view of the collaborative process at the end of the analysis.
Although the qualitative analysis of Heath and Luff (1991) yield interesting and useful 
results regarding the interplay of talk and gestures (e.g. technology transforms verbal 
conduct), which would have not been unveiled by applying conversation analysis solely, this 
study only looked at dyadic interaction. It seems difficult to apply this method for the study of 
RTC. However, it might be interesting to use it at a later point, after actions have been 
identified in general and give insights regarding how RTC works. Based on these two aspects, 
only fragments are studied and multiple users and IA here only been used as a method in 
dyadic interaction, this method does not seem useful for the purpose of studying remote 
tabletop collaboration of complex group constellations.
3.1.1.6 Hermeneutics and Objective Hermeneutics
Hermeneutics is a social subjectivist paradigm, part of the interpretative research 
family that also includes for instance social phenomenology and ethnography (Berthon et al,
2002). Thus, the analytical process itself is a subjective process of discovery. Carroll and 
Kellogg (1989) suggest using a hermeneutic approach “to provide a psychological theory- 
base suitable for deductive use in HCI design” (ibid, p.7). This idea of using Hermeneutics as 
amethod for designing applications, products etcetera has been announced by Buerdek (2003) 
who asked what kind of methods can be used to discuss design issues and understand the use 
of products. Hermeneutics, next to Semiotics and Phenomenology has been mentioned, 
specifically the last movement of Hermeneutics, Objective Hermeneutics introduced by 
Oevermann (Reichertz, 2004) might be a suitable approach to study dynamics of RTC and 
design issues. This approach looks upon itself as a Kunstlehre, which means that any kind of 
data can be understood as text and interpreted looking at the latent meaning of the text. “The
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only thing that counts is the objective meaning structure o f the text in a particular linguistic 
and interactive community” (ibid, p.570). In Oevermann’s words (1996, p.4):
“Since objective hermeneutics, irrespective o f  what concrete object it has to analyze, is 
always primarily directed at the reconstruction o f  the latent sense structures or objective 
meaning structures o f  those expressive forms in which the object o f  investigation or the 
question under study is authentically embodied, one can require the same degree o f  
objectivity o f  its findings or the assessment o f  their applicability as that which is taken for  
granted in the natural sciences. This is simply because the meaning structures which are 
to be reconstructed can be ascertained by means o f  fundamentally definable rules and 
mechanisms o f  a basic algorithmic structure in a precisely testable and complete way in a 
protocol that is accessible at all times. ”
Objective Hermeneutics is one of the most prominent qualitative research approaches 
in the German-speaking countries Germany, Austria and Switzerland. However, as mentioned 
above, researchers have adopted this approach to the HCI community. Referring to Carroll 
and Kellogg (1989) using a hermeneutic approach means conducting a subjective process of 
discovery where situations, users and artefacts are treated as unique instances. However, there 
is no single procedure for objective hermeneutic analysis and thus the interpretation of texts. 
Instead, three different kinds of text interpretation can be seen: detailed analysis, sequential 
analysis and interpretation of the social data as a whole. Detailed analysis focuses on the 
external knowledge of the text following eight levels of analysis, whereas sequential analysis 
investigates each individual contribution to an interaction. The third option is concerned with 
interpreting the full meaning of the social data before parts of the text are interpreted.
The first type of interpreting a text is the most common one as it follows somehow an 
analytical procedure. These eight levels are: explaining the interaction, paraphrasing the 
significance of the interaction, explaining the intention of the subject during interaction, 
identifying the objective motives of the interaction and the objective consequences emerging, 
explaining the function of the interaction, characterising the interaction and explaining the 
general idea deduced from analysing the interaction (Oevermann et al, 1979).
Objective Hermeneutics is understood as an inductive approach, proceeding from the 
singular to the general statement by means of the principle of falsification. Reichertz (2004) 
states that a singular case might be used in the interpretation of further examples of the same 
type as a heuristic to be falsified. Based on the singular case, a hypothesis might be 
formulated that needs to be falsified, thus “interpretation controls the data collection, but at
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the same time ...the  interpretation is falsified, modified and extended by means o f later data 
collection” (ibid,p.581).
The advantage of Objective Hermeneutics is that it allows a general, holistic analysis of 
a research interest. It looks at interaction levels by considering different aspects of interaction 
from a very descriptive level (e.g. significance and intention of interaction) to a more 
analytical one (e.g. thinking about motives and consequences). This allows understanding the 
interaction process from a different point of view and might lead into deeper investigation of 
the data. The disadvantage of this method is that an in-depth analysis might not be possible, 
instead another method has to be applied to explore certain aspects further and to gain a 
deeper understanding of the collaborative process. However, the idea of studying the data as a 
whole, based on the interpretation of interaction seems promising for the purpose of studying 
RTC and understanding it holistically. Therefore, Objective Hermeneutics will be included in 
the list of suitable research methods to study RTC.
3.1.1.7 Grounded Theory
The use of Grounded Theory in HCI is not uncommon (e.g. Yakimovicz and 
Murphy, 1995; Pace, 2003; Swallow et al, 2005). However, its use and validity has been 
criticised within the HCI and CSCW community and in general (Sarker, 2000; Qureshi et 
al, 2005, Suddaby, 2006). Researchers argue that the term Grounded Theory has taken an 
overly generic use that led to confusion regarding alternative epistemological approaches 
to qualitative research (Rynes in Suddaby, 2006, p.633).
Grounded Theory is understood as an interpretative process built upon two key 
concepts: constant comparison and theoretical sampling. Constant comparison means that 
data is collected and analysed at the same time. Thus, a clear distinction between 
collection and analysis does not exist. The decision about what kind of data has to be 
collected further is understood as theoretical sampling and based on the ongoing process 
of interpretation of existing data and emerging categories, which determines new data 
collection. A researcher continues collecting and analysing data until no new evidence 
appears, understood as category saturation (Strauss and Corbin, 1998).
The analysis itself requires theoretical sensitivity of the researcher. A term 
introduced by Glaser (1978). The researcher is an active element of the interpretation and 
data collection process, as the researcher decides about categories, collecting more data 
and the meaning of investigated material. From this point of view, the findings rely upon 
the researcher’s creativity and openness to unanticipated interpretations of data (Suddaby, 
2006). In contrast, Strauss and Corbin (1998) are advocates of adherence to formal and
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prescriptive routines for analysing data and argue that '‘''creativity depends on the 
researcher's analytical ability, theoretical sensitivity and sensitivity to the subtleties o f the 
action/interaction” (ibid, p .19). In this thesis a combination of both, Straus and Corbin, 
and Glaser will be applied. This implies that on the one hand, the process of data analysis 
will be outlined in detail including coding techniques and category creation and saturation; 
on the other hand, creativity and openness to unanticipated interpretation of data 
(theoretical sensitivity) will be considered.
Based on the key elements described above, Grounded Theory is understood as an 
inductive approach that investigates cases as a whole rather than extracted variables 
(Strauss and Corbin, 1998). Instead, variables are labeled as codes, categories and 
concepts.
There is no question that analysing and constantly collecting data can be complex and 
time-consuming because the data has to be reduced and fragmented by means of three coding 
processes: open coding, axial coding and selective coding. Open coding or initial coding 
(Charmaz, 2006) helps to understand what is happening and makes first relationships between 
implicit processes. It is an attempt to code with words that reflect action and fragment the 
data into meaningful units. At this stage one does not know where the analysis will lead, but 
the questions that arise become the guide for collecting further data (Strauss and Corbin, 
1998). The second step, axial coding, is a process o f reassembling data that were fractured 
during open coding (ibid, 1998, p .124). Here, the previously established codes or categories 
will be related to one another in order to describe a phenomenon that emerged out of the 
coding process. Selective coding is the last stage of Grounded Theory coding and requires the 
selection of a core category (phenomenon) or a core concept (ibid, 1998). In this thesis, the 
term core concept will be used. A core concept has to be identified in order to refine the 
theory. As such, the core concept is the ‘one’ concept that related to all other phenomena 
found during analysis.
A big advantage of Grounded Theory is that no additional coders, evaluators or 
expensive laboratory equipment is required, which makes this method suitable for this 
research project. Secondly, any kind of data can be used text, audio, video files even field 
notes and memos, which would have not been suitable to use in IA.
As an example for using Grounded Theory within HCI and CSCW to explore 
different aspects, three studies will be explained, that should highlight the advantages of 
using Grounded Theory. Yakimovicz and Murphy (1995) explored eleven students in 
computer-mediated communication situations in a class. Four sources of data have been
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used to analyse the occurrence of what happened among these students during CMC: 
students wrote individual journals that described their activities during CMC and 
documented their personal experience; Transcriptions of audio tapes with each student; 
massages of the electronic discussion group board and the students’ responses and 
evaluation of the electronic discussions group boards. Based on these four sources, two 
themes emerged as crucial and worthwhile to be investigated further: process management 
and meaning making. This study showed that Grounded Theory is suitable to analyse 
multiple participants and make sense of their behaviour. This is fundamental for the 
purpose of this thesis, which implies that Grounded Theory might be a suitable research 
method to study RTC. However, this study looked at co-located collaboration.
In contrast, Pace (2003) focused on user experience and the flow experience of web 
users who engaged in information seeking activities and thus considered a remote 
environment. The author states that the term flow refers to the state of consciousness 
experienced by the user who is deeply involved in an activity. The data collected for this 
study were semi-structured in-depth interviews with users “who could recall experiencing 
flow while using the web" (ibid, p.333). Pace (2003) also justifies why interviews have been 
chosen as an applicable instrument “most o f the skills and challenges associated with the flow  
experience o f web users are not observable” (ibid, p. 333). After the interview, each 
participant had to fill out two questionnaires, which explored the influence of personality in 
the flow experiences of the web users. Several themes have been indentified and visualised in 
a concept map (ibid, p.341) such as frustration, mental awareness, a sense of control for 
instance.
Grounded Theory has also been used to examine users’ experience with an information 
tool (Smartphone) in order to generate design ideas (Swallow et al, 2005). Interviews and 
recorded diaries have been explored in depth and five themes emerged: identification, 
sociability, organisation, security and relevance. These themes have been explored further and 
generated design questions and challenges, which shows that Grounded Theory is not just a 
research method to study behaviour but also contributes to ideas of design.
Although these three studies all focused on single-user interaction (human computer 
interaction) in different environments, analysed different data sources and focused on 
different aspects of collaboration or even design, it illuminates how flexible Grounded Theory 
is. More, importantly. Grounded Theory has also been applied previously to study small 
group behaviour. Thus, the advantages outlined above and the flexibility of Grounded Theory 
in similar areas of study, give reason to identify this research method as suitable to study 
RTC.
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3.1.1.8 Qualitative Content Analysis
Qualitative Content Analysis (QCA) is an approach of empirical methodological 
controlled analysis of text within the context of communication. It is based on quantitative 
content analysis but preserves the advantages of the quantitative approach (Mayring, 1983; 
2000). Three distinct approaches of qualitative content analysis are known: conventional, 
directed, or summative (Hsieh and Shannon, 2005). All three approaches are used to interpret 
meaning from the content of text data, here only the conventional qualitative content analysis 
approach as described and developed by Mayring (2000, 2003) will be discussed further, as 
most common. Two steps are crucial: the inductive development of categories and the 
deductive application of categories.
Any kind of recorded data that involves communication can be examined by means of 
qualitative content analysis. Based on theoretical background and a conceptualised research 
question, a criterion of definition has to be formulated. This criterion is fundamental for 
determining the aspects of the material and more importantly deducing categories. Having 
found the categories requires a revision. The categories have to be defined and reduced, so 
called feedback looping. This first step of fragmenting the data is understood as inductive 
category development. After developing categories these categories need to be defined 
explicitly, deductive application of categories. The researcher establishes a coding agenda in 
order to delineate under which circumstances certain parts of the material (sequence, excerpt, 
etc.) can be coded. The coding agenda illustrates each category. Next to each category, an 
explicit definition is given, examples and coding rules. By means of coding rules, the 
researcher can test the validity and reliability of the categories and detect errors.
Nowadays, qualitative content analysis is commonly used in nursing research and 
media studies to uncover the latent meaning of messages (e.g. political views, advertising 
etc.). However, qualitative content analysis has also been used in information system research 
(Calloway and Ariav, 1995) to investigate end-user design experiences while using designer 
charts. This study used a field experiment as a treatment and a semi-structured interview 
analysed by means of qualitative content analysis using grounded theory techniques as well as 
Krippendorf’s concepts of qualitative content analysis. The results of this study showed that 
the end users (designers) developed a high emotional relationship with the design tool 
expressed in highly emotional language. This study highlights that qualitative content analysis 
can be applied for identifying the relationship between a user and a specific tool, which 
implies that qualitative content analysis might also be an applicable tool for analysing the 
relationship between two or more users and a remote tabletop system.
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The advantage of using QCA is that any data can be used for analysis even 
experimental data, which is crucial as the data analysed in this thesis stems from two 
experiments. Secondly, QCA has been found beneficial when depicting relationships between 
technologies and users and might refer to usability issues, which has been found to affect the 
collaborative behaviour negatively (Gutwin and Greenberg, 1995). However, a big 
disadvantage of this method is that it only considers verbal actions. Non-verbal actions 
(gestures, gaze, etc.) are left out. However, as pointed out, the emotional aspect of language 
can also be included, which gives insights regarding the collaborative well-being, or even 
how the usability of the system affects the collaborative behaviour. As QCA has not been 
applied for the study of RTC so far, this might imply that other drawbacks will probably 
appear while using it. However, based on the aspects outlined above, QCA will be considered 
as a suitable research method to study RTC.
3.1.2 Hybrid Research Methods used in HCI and CSCW
3.1.2.1 Data Mining
Simoff and Maher (2000) used Data Mining to analyse participation in collaborative 
design environments. Data Mining is understood as knowledge discovery, the extraction of 
high-level knowledge from low-level knowledge. The study, conducted by Simoff and Maher 
(2000), was an exploratory data analysis based on three text-transcripts from seminar 
discussions in a Virtual Design Studio. In order to investigate participation, each transcript 
was split into a quantitative and a qualitative data set. The quantitative data set has been 
analysed statistically using a hierarchical coding scheme. The qualitative data set was 
analysed by normalising and coding the content.
In order to investigate the phenomenon of participation, the authors focused on the 
subjects’ actions in an activity. Each line of the transcript corresponded to a single activity: 
subject, verb or object. Each line was counted that started with the same subject, verb or 
object. Based on this “subject-verb-object structure” they examined each expression that 
contained this structure qualitatively. This process was called normalisation of the data, which 
according to Simoff and Maher (2000) improved the structure of the transcript and its 
readability, however the content itself, as announced by the authors, has not been analysed. 
The coding process referred to each participant and the formal role each participant adopted. 
Two sets of role categories have been identified, basic roles (student, moderator, instructor 
and expert) and special roles. This category reflected roles required by the specific features of 
each course program.
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Drawing on the insights gained from both data sets, the authors identified that seminar 
activities included either related or unrelated actions, which have been understood as an 
indicator for the participation of an individual. Related and unrelated actions have been 
classified as either local or global threads, which reflect the type of participation. A local 
thread means that the subject responded to a specific person, whereas a global thread 
indicated that a subject responded to all subjects in the group.
Clearly, this study proposed a so called hybrid method, as both quantitative and 
qualitative data sets have been created, according to the authors. However, the qualitative 
aspects are not clear and it seems to be very time consuming to count each line based on a 
subject-verb-object structure (ibid, p. 130). The method has been developed for the purpose of 
supporting teachers to assess the students’ contribution online and co-located. Although this 
might allow them to assess the quantity of their contribution, the quality is in question. Also, 
questions why some students contribute more than others cannot be answered using this 
method.
The reason this method has been explained here was that the concept of participation 
plays an important role in co-located and remote collaboration. Keeping this in mind and 
understanding why a user contributed more than another user might be beneficial for the 
design for remote tabletop applications as users could be supported or hindered by an 
application. However, the presented method does not seem relevant for the purpose of this 
thesis, therefore, this method will not be considered as suitable method.
3.12.2 Task Analysis
Task Analysis (TA) is a traditional method in HCI and is concerned with the process of 
analysing how people perform jobs via a computer system (Pinelle et al, 2003; Dix et al, 
1998). Instead of looking at the mental state of users, TA analyses the observable behaviour 
of users and is interested in what is happening between the user and the system as well as how 
the user views the systems, rather than why incidents happen and problems occur. Therefore, 
TA captures the requirements in the beginning of a design life cycle as opposed to cognitive 
abilities for instance.
Three different approaches of TA, which overlap but emphasise different areas, can 
help designers and researchers to develop suitable systems (Dix et al, 1998): task 
decomposition approach, knowledge-based approach and entity-relation-based approach.
The task decomposition approach is also known as hierarchical task analysis (Annett 
and Duncan, 1967) and focuses on the task itself. The identification of subtasks and the
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hierarchical order, in which these are performed in order to complete the main task, is in the 
centre of this approach. Each subtask includes different objects or the same objects. The user 
interacts with these objects to complete the subtask, consequently the main task. The 
researcher can determine the subtasks and knows which objects were engaged during this 
process. If subtasks are missed in the hierarchical order, the researcher can draw conclusions 
and hence find solutions to support the user and improve the system.
Another way of analysing the interaction between objects and users is a knowledge- 
based approach. This approach concentrates the users’ knowledge and asks what knowledge 
does the user need to fulfil the task or subtasks; Knowledge about objects, about the system or 
actions that have to be carried out. The researcher lists all the objects and actions involved in 
the task and builds taxonomies of these in order to find similarities. Further, the organisation 
of this kind of knowledge is of an interest.
The relationship between the object(s) and user and the actions the user performed are 
focus of the entity-relation-based approach. Instead of finding similarities between objects 
and their taxonomy structure, the researcher focuses on events. Events are understood as 
anything that happens around the action and the object. Firstly, the researcher defines the 
action, object and the surrounding event. Secondly, the researcher relates these three elements 
(e.g. Action-object relationship, action-event relationship, event-object relationship) and 
deduces its meaning for the main task.
The data used for task analysis is observational data with the purpose of analysing 
existing systems and recognising the importance of the user (user-centred design approach). 
Pinelle et al (2003) applied this task analysis for groupware usability evaluation and used the 
term collaboration usability analysis (CUA). CUA is based on the first approach, task 
decomposition approach and focuses on teamwork and the collaborative situation. The 
authors claim that this approach allows representing the interactions of multiple users with 
objects in a shared task environment. In the centre of this approach are mechanics of 
collaboration (Gutwin and Greenberg, 2000), which are “the basic operations o f teamwork- 
the small-scale actions and interactions that group members must carry out in order to get a 
task done in a collaborative fashion” (Pinelle et al, p.287). These mechanics are observable 
and therefore useful for evaluators as they can orient themselves to these and assess them one 
at a time. Two main categories have been mentioned by the authors, communication and 
coordination, which have been named as “soft elements’’ (see Chapter 2/ 2.4.).
Communication includes explicit communication and information gathering. 
Coordination refers to sharing access and transferring information. The evaluator can observe
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explicit communication by looking at mechanics of spoken, written and gestural messages, 
deictic references (indicating, drawing, pointing) and manifested (stylzed) actions. 
Information gathering refers to the mechanics of basic awareness (who is in the workspace), 
feedthrough (changes to objects), consequential communication (body position, gaze 
direction), as well as overhearing (presence of talk) and visual evidence. In order to 
investigate mechanics of coordination, Pinelle et al (2003) suggest looking at obtaining and 
reserving resources (physically taken objects, being close to others and notifying others’ 
intentions), protecting work (how users monitor others’ actions) and handing off and 
depositing objects (physically and verbally taking or giving/ accepting objects and placing 
objects).
Referring to Dix et al (1998), the described mechanisms of collaboration can be 
understood as subtask. Providing mechanics of collaboration bear resemblance to Bale’s 
suggested categories to analyse interaction processes. Thus, the evaluator’s mind is 
preoccupied with fixed components, which can prevent the evaluator seeing other problems 
that might be of interest. Although this method seems to be useful for answering questions of 
design, it is less interested in the collaborative behaviour and having fixed components might 
bias the way of understanding the collaborative behaviour. Additionally, this method focuses 
more on usability issues and evaluators are required. Based on these aspects, task analysis 
will not be considered as a suitable method to study RTC.
3 .1 2 3  Diary Study
Another hybrid method that should help designers and researchers to understand user 
behaviour better in order to obtain design ideas, has been suggested by Rieman (1993) called 
the Diary Study. This technique refers to Ericsson et al (1990) evaluation technique and 
involves four data-collection activities. The data collection, however, significantly relies on 
the users’ commitment to fill out data sheets accurately, which indicates the first difficulty 
regarding this method.
Firstly, the user has to write a diary log, which lists the activities the user performed 
during the task. Secondly, the user has to keep track of his or her own learning effort recorded 
on so called Eureka reports. “Whenever a participant realized he or she had learned 
something, or solved a problem, or attempted unsuccessfully to learn or solve a problem” 
(Rieman, 1993, p.323). This implies two problems especially in collaboration. Firstly, the 
user has to realise that he or she has learned something or not and secondly, the collaboration 
process has to be interrupted in order to record the effort. The third data-collection activity is 
conducting debriefing interviews that focus on the activity of filling out the diary log and the
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Eureka reports. Finally, an overall interview is required that focuses on the content of the 
diary log and Eureka report. All four data sets are objects of analysis and crucial for 
interpretation.
This procedure seems to be very time consuming for both the participants of the study 
and the researchers conducting the study. Furthermore, interrupting the collaboration process 
can bias the results and the video data might not be feasible for further in-depth investigation. 
Another disadvantage of this method is that it focuses on each user individually instead of the 
collaboration itself. Although the data collected might give insights regarding the single 
user’s behaviour during collaboration, the collaborative behaviour might not be addressed. 
These issues exclude the diary study as a suitable method to explore the research problem of 
this thesis.
3 2  Assessing Selected Qualitative Research Methods
The last section identified four out of eleven qualitative research methods that might be 
suitable to study RTC holistically. Although advantages and disadvantages of the studies have 
already been discussed it seems necessary to assess their applicability based on a set of 
criteria before using them for further testing. Four criteria will be used for assessment, which 
refer to Badgley (1961) who developed questions for the assessment of research methods.
The first criterion has mainly been answered in the previous section finding reasons 
why a specific method has been used and might be useful to study RTC. Here, the reasons why 
a specific method has been chosen will be re-elaborated in order to clarify its suitability. The 
second criterion refers to the clarity o f research method, specifically the analytical process 
used to study a phenomenon. Here, the clarity of research method is understood as orientation 
of a research method and will be considered deeper. The third criterion looks at the usefulness 
o f the specific method regarding properties o f RTC (HCI and HHI), co-located and remote 
environments, dyadic and multiple users’ interaction etc. The consideration of both levels of 
interaction has been found to be crucial for the design of collaborative systems (Bannon, 
1992), thus it seems fundamental to include this aspect for assessing the usefulness of the 
chosen qualitative research method. Although these three criteria seem to be useful to assess 
the suitability of a certain method, other aspects might also contribute, which are more 
practical than analytical, e.g. how much commitment from the participants is required when 
applying this method or how many researchers are needed to analyse the data? Thus, a fourth 
criterion will be considered practical aspects o f choosing a specific research method.
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After assessing each selected method, a discussion will be given and this chapter closes 
with a summary.
3.2.1 Reasons for Selected Research Methods
In this section, the reasons why a specific research method has been found suitable will 
be elaborated in order to justify its listing and further use. Reasons are rooted in previous use 
especially in relation to the research objectives of this thesis, what the research method offers 
and allows, and how flexible or combinable the method is.
32.1.1 Activity Theory
This theoretical framework is an activity-based approach that seeks to understand 
behaviour, and has also been used previously to study dynamics of collaborative work 
activities (Bardram, 1998), which relates to the third research objective of this thesis, to 
understand dynamics of RTC. Thus, Activity Theory looks explicitly at collaboration instead 
of single-user interaction and is interested in understanding the interplay and meaning of 
actions and operations embedded in the activity system. However, this theoretical framework 
does not provide an analytical tool, thus combining Activity Theory with a research method 
seems necessary. Moreover, Activity Theory has been selected as a suitable method because 
it has been used in HCI since the 1990s, mainly in design research.
3 2 .1 2  Grounded Theory
Grounded Theory has been chosen as a possible candidate for the study of RTC as it 
has been used successfully in different research areas and disciplines, HCI, Sociology and 
Psychology, which reflects the flexibility of this research method to adapt to different 
research interests. On the one hand, Grounded Theory has been used to study small group 
behaviour of traditional teams but also co co-located and remote groups in CMC; on the other 
hand, Grounded Theory has also been found to be a useful method to answer questions of 
design research. Thus, using Grounded Theory might help to understand dynamics of RTC 
and even find design recommendations for the improvement or development of RTC systems. 
Therefore, using this method refers to research objective 3 and 4. Additionally, Grounded 
Theory offers an analytical instrument one can follow based on a coding and category system. 
Thus, this method can be used on its own but at the same time can be combined for instance 
with other research methods or theoretical frameworks as already demonstrated by Colloway 
and Ariav (1995).
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3 2 .1 3  Objective Hermeneutics
Objective Hermeneutics has been found to be a suitable approach to study RTC as it 
has been used in HCI, specifically in design research “to provide a psychological theory-base 
suitable for deductive use in HCI design" (Carroll and Kellogg, 1989, p.7). More importantly 
however, Objective Hermeneutics allows analysing the data as a whole as well as in detail by 
applying different semi-analytical tools. Such tools are semi-analytical as the unit of analysis 
is the meaning of interaction on different levels. The external knowledge of the data used is of 
interest and part of the interpretation. This allows looking at the meaning of interaction and 
thus the collaborative behaviour from a different angle. Situations, users and artefacts are 
treated as unique instances that require explanation and their behaviour inhibits consequences. 
Uncovering the latent meaning of interaction and the latent meaning of the interplay between 
different instances is a new approach to obtain knowledge regarding the dynamics of RTC. 
Objective Hermeneutics therefore, might be suitable to meet research objective 3 and 4.
32.1.4 Qualitative Content Analysis
Qualitative Content Analysis has been used in Information System Research to obtain 
knowledge about design and user experience. By applying qualitative content analysis, the 
relationship between technology and users has been unfolded. This implies that analysing the 
content of the verbal interaction, hence the dynamics of RTC, can depict the collaborative 
behaviour of users with one another via an interface. By using qualitative content analysis 
research objective 3 and 4 could be met. Analysis of the data is similar to Grounded Theory 
as it is based on a coding system. Although Qualitative Content Analysis provides an 
analytical tool, it has been combined with Grounded Theory techniques (Colloway and Ariav, 
1995), which shows that combining these two qualitative research methods is not uncommon 
practice.
3.2.2 Orientation of Selected Research Method
This part focuses on the orientation of each selected “method”, which is understood as 
the philosophical status of a method. Here, the term method is used as an umbrella term that 
includes philosophy and technique, so the elements a research methodology should offer. 
Some research methods present themselves as conceptual or theoretical frameworks and do 
not provide a technique or analytical tool for further investigation. Some research methods 
have an underpinning philosophy and have an analytical tool but may not be as flexible and 
only allow analysing specific aspects. This section determines the elements of each selected 
method in order to justify their use as well as to clarify which method can be combined with 
another one.
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3 2 2 .1  Activity Theory
Activity Theory is a theoretical framework and understands itself as an inductive 
approach (Rajkumor, 2000) but does not provide an analytical tool for systematic analysis. 
Instead its idea is to understand the activities taking place, which are understood as social and 
cultural work practices; social and cultural practices that exist for instance in RTC. These 
work practices/ activities constitute an activity system (Engestroem, 1993). The activity 
system is influenced by tensions and each activity within the system consists of various 
actions (series of actions) executed by means of operations. The activity is happening within a 
specific social cultural context and has a historical origin (ibid, 1993). Based on these 
elements. Activity Theory does not present itself as a traditional research method; instead it is 
a philosophy that requires a method in order to function as a methodology. Thus, Activity 
Theory cannot be used on its own but in combination with a research method that provides an 
analytical tool such as Qualitative Content Analysis or Grounded Theory.
3 2 2 2  Grounded Theory
Grounded Theory is an interpretative process based on the idea of emergence and 
theoretical sensitivity of the researcher (Strauss and Corbin, 1998), who plays an active role 
in the interpretation and data collection process (Charmaz, 2006). The research takes an 
inductive approach to analyse data until saturation is achieved by using a coding system (ibid, 
1998). Thus, Grounded Theory provides an analytical tool for systematic analysis and 
functions as a research method rather than a philosophical approach. At the same time, 
Grounded Theory has an underpinning philosophy, which is gaining theory by constant 
comparison and theoretical sampling of the data based on the principle of emergence (ibid, 
1998).
3 2 2 3  Objective Hermeneutics
In contrast to Grounded Theory and Activity Theory, Objective Hermeneutics seems to 
be allocated in between as being a methodology and a philosophical approach (Reichertz, 
2004). On the one hand, it is understood as a subjectivist paradigm, an interpretative, 
phenomenological (Buerdek, 2003), yet inductive approach based on the principle of 
discovering the latent meaning of interaction (or texts) and falsification as well as theoretical 
saturation (Oevermann, 1996). On the other hand it only offers a semi-analytical tool to 
investigate the data. Thus, Objective Hermeneutics has a strong underpinning philosophy but 
no explicit instrument for analysis.
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3 2 2 .4  Qualitative Content Analysis
Qualitative Content Analysis is similar to Grounded Theory. It is an empirical 
methodological controlled analysis, based on inductive development of categories and 
deductive application of these categories (Mayring, 2003). It is an inductive and at the same 
time deductive approach. However, Qualitative Content Analysis offers a precise analytical 
tool similar to the coding system of Grounded Theory but with the introduction of coding 
rules to achieve validity and reliability of codes (Krippendorf, 2004). Although this method 
does not seem to require a companion to be applied, it does not include the analysis of non­
verbal behaviour as it only looks at the content of talk-in interaction. Therefore, it might be 
useful to combine Qualitative Content Analysis with another research method that is similar 
in analysis and also allows the investigation of non-verbal behaviour. Grounded Theory.
3.23 Properties of RTC and Selected Research Methods
Properties of RTC include the interaction levels as well as levels of environment. The 
selected research methods should have been used in a collaborative or design context in a co­
located or remote environment and should have considered, as either single-user interaction, 
dyadic or multiple user interaction.
3 2 3 .1  Activity Theory
Activity Theory has mainly been used in design research in co-located and remote 
environments (CMC) and focused mainly on single-user or dyadic user interaction (see 
Chapter 2). Engestroem (1993) focused on doctor-patient relationships while the doctor 
interacts with a computer. The activities that take place during a doctor’s appointment have 
been understood as an activity system and Engestroem (1993) investigated this type of 
collaborative interaction by means of Activity Theory and Discourse Analysis. Another study 
conducted by Bardram (1998) looked at health care teams and dynamics of collaborative 
activities within such teams in order to design computer systems that support these teams. 
These are only two examples where Activity Theory has been found useful to gain an 
understanding regarding collaboration and design ideas. This suggests that different levels of 
interaction have been studied by means of Activity Theory in a co-located environment, 
which makes this approach a suitable candidate for investigating the dynamics of RTC.
3 2 3 2  Grounded Theory
Grounded Theory has been successfully used in co-located and remote environments 
but has not been applied for remote tabletop research. Single and dyadic user interaction in 
remote environments, as well as dyadic and multiple user interaction in co-located
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environments, have been investigated by means of Grounded Theory. In Chapter 2 three 
studies have been mentioned that applied Grounded Theory. Yakimovicz and Murphy (1995) 
investigated classroom computer-mediated communication. The authors analysed four 
different data sets and two main themes have been identified that influence CMC significantly 
in the classroom: process management and meaning making. Pace (2003) studied flow 
experience of web users by means of Grounded Theory, which showed several interesting 
themes that users face while being on the web such as frustration, issues of mental awareness 
or sense of control. The third study applied Grounded Theory in order to generate design 
ideas (Swallow et al, 2005). The investigation of interviews and diaries revealed several 
themes such as identification, sociability, organisation, security and relevance, which have 
further been used to develop an information tool. Drawing on these conclusions shows that 
Grounded Theory has been used in different ways to study different types of interaction levels 
and gain design ideas. Thus, applying this method to study multiple users in RTC should 
yield useful results.
3.2.33 Objective Hermeneutics
Objective Hermeneutics has only been used in design research so far and single-user 
interaction as pointed out in Chapter 2. Carroll and Kellogg (1989) suggested using a 
hermeneutic approach to provide a psychological theory base suitable for deductive use in 
HCI design. The authors investigated the relationship of users and artefacts in different HCI 
situations. Buerdek (2003) also recommended using Hermeneutics as a method for designing 
interfaces and applications. These studies used Hermeneutics, whereas this thesis proposes 
using Objective Hermeneutics to study human computer interaction and interrelationships of 
users, which is a modified version of Hermeneutics but provides some kind of analytical 
instrument to study the data collected from a more objective point of view, whereas 
Hermeneutics takes a very subjective approach to interpret the data, which is arguable. 
However, the flexibility of Hermeneutics, thus Objective Hermeneutics to approach the data 
in a holistic manner and to provide the semi-analytical tool might be applicable to study 
multiple users’ interaction in a remote environment.
3 2 3 .4  Qualitative Content Analysis
Qualitative Content Analysis (QCA) has been applied to study single and dyadic user 
interaction in a co-located and remote environment, particularly CMC and end-user design 
experience (Calloway and Ariav, 1995). This study used a field experiment as a treatment and 
studied semi-structured interviews in-depth by also applying techniques of Grounded Theory 
in relation to Qualitative Content Analysis, which indicates that these two methods might be
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appropriate to combine for studying RTC. By analysing the interviews line-by-line, the 
authors revealed that the end-user developed a strong relationship with the product, which 
was expressed in highly emotional language. Qualitative Content Analysis allowed 
identifying, on the one hand, how the single-user interaction with a design tool unfolds and on 
the other hand, the relationship users develop while using such a tool, which implies two 
interaction levels. Thus, QCA might be also suitable to study the verbal communication of 
multiple users’ interaction over remote tabletop systems in order to obtain an understanding 
of the dynamics of RTC and deduce design recommendations.
3.2.4 Practical Aspects of Selected Research Methods
There are also some practical aspects the selected research method should address. 
Ideally, any kind of data should be able to be used for analysis, only one researcher should be 
necessary to analyse the data including effort and time required to conduct the analysis and 
the commitment of participants should be held to a minimum in terms of time and effort.
32.4.1 Activity Theory
Activity Theory allows any kind of data to be used for analysis including interview 
material or video recordings. The studies mentioned above have mainly used video recordings 
that showed the doctor-patient relationship and doctor-computer interaction (Engestroem, 
1993). Bardram (1998) used transcripts of semi-structured interviews in order to analyse the 
collaborative work activities of health care teams. Only one researcher is needed to analyse 
the data if an applicable analytical tool is provided. Engestroem (1993) used Activity Theory 
in conjunction with Discourse Analysis, which is a general term to analyse any kind of 
material of written or spoken language. However, as video recordings have to be produced or 
interviews conducted, the participants have to commit to take part in the study. Due to the 
qualitative nature of such studies, participation can be time-consuming. Activity Theory, itself 
does not require the use of further protocols or questionnaires to collect more data, however 
that does not exclude the researchers’ using such additional measurements. Based on the fact 
that Activity Theory allows any kind of data to be the subject of investigation and only 
researcher is needed to study the data, Activity Theory offers to be a suitable approach in 
terms of practicality.
3 2 .4 2  Grounded Theory
Applying Grounded Theory does not require a specific type of data, interview data as 
well as video or audio recordings can be analysed. The studies outlined in Chapter 2 and 
revisited used transcript of audiotapes (Yakimovicz and Murphy, 1995), interview data (Pace,
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2003) and interview data in combination with recorded diaries (Swallow et al, 2005). Pace 
(2003) stated that conducting interviews was necessary as web user experience is not 
observable. Being able to study different types of data by all means has its advantages and 
indicates the usefulness of this method for studying RTC. However, as Grounded Theory is 
based on the principle of theoretical saturation (Strauss and Corbin, 1998), which means that 
during analysis new questions arise that require further data collection, this increases the 
amount of data one has to study and interpret. Consequently, this takes time especially if 
more interviews have to be conducted and transcribed. Depending on the resources one has, 
this might not be an issue. In turn, theoretical saturation has the advantage that no additional 
evaluators or researchers are required to investigate the data as the iterative process of data 
collection is used to substantiate theoretical concepts. But, the participants who committed to 
take part in the study may have to be available again in order to achieve theoretical saturation, 
which can be a difficulty especially in real world environments. Thus, Grounded Theory 
meets the criteria of being practical as well as useful.
3 2 .4 3  Objective Hermeneutics
Objective Hermeneutics allows any kind of text to be part of an interpretation. The term 
text refers to any kind of data collected either in the field or lab from interviews and 
newspaper articles to audiotapes and video recordings. Carroll and Kellogg (1989) studied 
user activities while interacting with the interface in order to understand user behaviour. The 
authors stated that HCI artefacts embody psychological claims in context o f use. Thus, an 
artifact embodying claims about user interaction in formulating appropriate goals, mapping 
them to system-defined goals, creating plans and executing their actions, and evaluating the 
results o f those actions (ibid, p.8), which should help to deduce design ideas for interfaces 
that appeal to the users’ psychological requirements needed in HCI. Similar to Grounded 
Theory, texts can be analysed by only one researcher and this method does not require further 
measurements such as protocols or diaries to illustrate the users’ experience of the interaction 
process, which is of an advantage if time of participants is restricted. Additionally, no further 
collection of data is necessary which reduces the time of analysis. These aspects emphasise 
that Objective Hermeneutics might be a suitable candidate for studying RTC holistically.
32.4.4 Qualitative Content Analysis
Qualitative Content Analysis has originally been used to analyse the content of media, 
this implies that video recordings showing people in interaction, particularly in RTC, can also 
be subject of investigation. The study conducted by Calloway and Ariav (1995) investigated 
two types of data set, semi-structured interviews and designer charts by means of QCA. The
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latter is an unconventional data set for QCA but shows that QCA can be adapted to different 
data sets as previously recommended. Although it has been pointed out by Mayring (2000) 
that a second researcher would be beneficial to check the reliability of codes, it is not 
necessary, as coding rules will be established. The commitment required from participants 
depends on the requirements and resources of the study. Certainly, other measurements can 
be included to validate the findings of QCA, however in general, QCA does not refer to the 
idea of theoretical saturation, which makes Qualitative Content Analysis a suitable candidate 
for the study of RTC in terms of time issues. However, it should be kept in mind that QCA 
requires the research to code (line-by-line, word-by-word or sequence-by-sequence), which 
can increase the time spent for analysing the data.
3.3 Discussion
The last section, assessment of selected research methods, elaborated the reasons for 
having chosen specific research methods, the orientation of each method, its usefulness to 
meet the properties of RTC and practical aspects. The assessment was of great importance to 
highlight differences and similarities of research methods, which might contribute to the 
successful combination of multiple methods. The most interesting aspects that need to be 
discussed further are the orientation of each method and how useful each method is for 
studying users in a collaborative remote tabletop environment, which exhibits certain 
properties.
33.1 The Conflict of Different Orientations of Research Methods
Specifically, the orientation of a method has been found to be crucial for combining 
methods because what has been labelled as methodology might not have a “real” method to 
follow and only offers itself as a guiding philosophy. Thus, it can be understood as a theory 
that could be combined with a method to function as a methodology. A method offers a 
concrete process of research steps, whereas a guiding philosophy is an underpinning vision 
and a theoretical concept a researcher follows (Byrne, 2001). A small metaphor should help to 
illustrate the problem. A method can be understood as a recipe and the guiding philosophy as 
the vision of a chef; together these form a cuisine or methodology. Different chefs have 
different tastes, hence different visions and although the cuisine still has the same name, the 
recipe has changed due to the difference in taste. However, a vision without a recipe is 
impossible to put into practice and a recipe without a vision lacks guidance. Coming back to 
the four “methods” selected it became clear that some are philosophical visions and some are 
methods. The table 3.2 illustrates this issue further.
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Theories and Philosophy Method Combinable?
Methodology
Activity
Theory
Activity system of 
cultural and social 
work practices 
Inductive approach
No adequate 
method
Requires a method 
to be combined
Objective
Hermeneutics
(in between 
does not offer a 
real method)
Studying the latent meaning of texts by 
means of inductive analysis using 
interaction levels
Vague technique 
difficult to combine 
might need a clearer 
method
Grounded
Theory
Theory emerges 
from data
Constant 
Comparison and 
Theoretical 
Sampling 
Coding and 
Categorizing by 
means of inductive 
analysis
Might require a 
method to look at 
the verbal behaviour 
in greater detail. 
Might require a 
philosophy that 
guides the study of 
behaviour
Qualitative
Content
Analysis
Theory emerges 
and derives from 
data
Qualitative Content 
Analysis 
Coding and 
Categorising by 
means of inductive 
and deductive 
analysis
Requires a method 
to include aspects of 
non-verbal 
behaviour
Table 3.2 Combinability of the Selected Methods
Coming back to the idea of combining methods, Barbour (1998) points out that another 
reason for combining methods may be to compensate for each others’ shortcomings and 
hence function is a complementary rather than contradictory manner (Monk et al, 1993; 
Carrol and Kellog, 1989; Hmelo-Silver, 2003; Martinez et al, 2003; Mason, 2006; 
Palakshappa and Gordon, 2006). This implies that using each method individually would 
provide only a partial view of the phenomenon being studied, whereas a combination might 
provide greater coverage of a phenomenon.
3.3.2 Combining Methods and Properties of RTC
Having discussed the issue of orientation for combining different qualitative 
approaches, it still does not justify how the selected methods could possibly be combined 
without contradicting each other. A way of approaching this is to link the properties of RTC 
with the selected methods. Each method has been chosen for different reasons but mainly 
because it has been used successfully within the HCI and CSCW community or for the 
study of collaboration and small groups. However, Objective Hermeneutics has not been 
used as a method to study collaboration or small group behaviour, but has been found 
beneficial ‘to provide a psychological theorybase suitable fo r deductive use in HCI design ’
(Carroll and Kellogg, 1989, p.7). Table 3.3 illustrates the properties of RTC including 
remote and co-located environments and three different user interaction scenarios and 
allocates the methods in order to find useful combinations.
User Interaction Remote Collaboration Co-located Collaboration
Single Activity Theory Activity Theory
Grounded Theory Grounded Theory
Qualitative Content Analysis Qualitative Content Analysis
Objective Hermeneutics 
(design issues)
Dyadic Qualitative Content Analysis Activity Theory 
Grounded Theory 
Qualitative Content Analysis
Multi Grounded Theory Grounded Theory
Table 3.3 Properties of RTC and Selected Methodologies
The table above shows that Activity Theory, Grounded Theory and Qualitative 
Content Analysis have all been used to study single and dyadic user interaction in a co­
located environment and single user interaction in a remote environment. Only Qualitative 
Content Analysis has also been used to investigate dyadic user interaction in a remote 
environment. However, only Grounded Theory has been used to study collaborative 
behaviour of multiple users in a co-located or remote environment. This gives reason to 
assume that Grounded Theory in combination with other methods or theories might be 
useful to study the dynamics of RTC. As Qualitative Content Analysis has already been 
applied successfully to study dyadic user interaction in a remote environment and in order to 
compensate for its shortcoming, the disregard of non-verbal interactions, it seems relevant 
to combine this method with a method that allows studying non-verbal interaction, 
Grounded Theory. Due to the fact that Activity Theory, Qualitative Content Analysis and 
Grounded Theory have all been used to investigate phenomenon of single and dyadic user 
interaction in a co-located environment and single user interaction in a remote environment, 
it might be possible to apply and combine these for the study of multi user interaction 
(mixed presence groups) in co-located and remote environments. It can be concluded that 
the usefulness of a method depends on its flexibility to be used and adjusted to different 
environments and interaction levels.
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3.4 Summary
Chapter 3 looked beyond the research field of tabletop collaboration to obtain insights 
regarding other and most frequently used research methods within the HCI and CSCW 
communities: what kinds of methods have been used in HCI and CSCW, how they have been 
used and which methods are suitable to understand dynamics of RTC. Thus, this chapter was 
concerned with identifying and assessing applicable research methods, which refers to 
research objective 1.
Firstly, the advantages and disadvantages of purely qualitative research methods and 
hybrid research methods have been pointed out. In total, eleven research methods have been 
taken into deep consideration, but only four have been found suitable to study the dynamics 
of RTC.
After identifying suitable methods, the selected methods have been assessed by means 
of four criteria including reasons for the selected method, the orientation of each method, the 
usefulness of each method in relation to the properties of RTC and the practical aspects of 
each selected method. The assessment highlighted that orientation and the usefulness of each 
method in relation to the properties of RTC, play an important role in combining different 
qualitative methods.
Combining different qualitative methods with different orientation does not have to be 
necessarily contradicting, instead, the combination of different methods with different 
orientations might overcome each others shortcoming and function as a complementary rather 
than contradicting way. This may allow, for instance, the combination of Grounded Theory 
and Qualitative Content Analysis, or the combination of Activity Theory, Grounded Theory 
and Qualitative Content Analysis or Objective Hermeneutics with other methods. The second 
issue referred to the usefulness of a method in relation to the properties of RTC. The 
usefulness of a method also relies on the flexibility of a method used in different 
environments and to study different levels of user interaction (single, dyadic and multi user 
interaction). Thus, when combining different qualitative methods, it is important that this 
method is helpful to study different group constellations in remote tabletop collaboration. 
Although this chapter met the first research objective of this thesis, it did not answer the first 
research question fully: How shall we study RTC? In order to fully answer the first research 
question, the selected methods have to be tested for their applicability, this will now be done 
in Chapter 4 and 5.
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4 CHAPTER
Understanding Dynamics of Dyadic RTC
4.1 Introduction
This chapter refers to objective 3 outlined in the introduction of this thesis testing the 
applicability o f the selected methods to study RTC. In this chapter, three out of the four 
chosen qualitative research methods will be tested individually and combined to study RTC: 
Objective Hermeneutics, Qualitative Content Analysis and Grounded Theory. In doing so it 
will also contribute to the understanding of the dynamics of RTC thereby addressing question 
2 of this thesis: What are the dynamics of remote tabletop collaboration?
In order to test different methods, an experiment has been conducted using a remote 
tabletop system called the NuVa Desk to study remote tabletop collaboration. The same data 
has been analysed three times. For each analysis, a different method or combined method has 
been applied. Due to the properties, advantages and disadvantages of each method, it became 
clear that different aspects could be studied with each method. Thus, each analysis focuses on 
different aspects of RTC. This in turn allows analysing RTC holistically and the findings of 
all three analyses contribute to the understanding of RTC. The experimental design will be 
explained in the next section in greater detail.
Before describing the system and procedure of the experiment it seems to be crucial to 
mention that the studies only considered dyadic remote tabletop collaboration; only two users 
at the time collaborated via a system. As the interest of this thesis is a generic approach to 
find a qualitative research method to study more than two users (multiple users) in remote 
tabletop collaboration in order to deduce design recommendations, it seems necessary to start 
investigating the difficulties the simplest form of interaction can inhibit, dyadic interaction. In 
contrast, chapter 5 will address the aspect of studying multiple users in remote tabletop 
collaboration.
4.1.1 Dyadic Interaction
Dyadic interaction, also known as social behaviour can be studied as communicative 
acts (Newcomb in Hale et al, 1965). Communicative acts, verbal and nonverbal, enable 
people in different environments to maintain orientation towards one another (person A and 
person B) and objects (X), thus people can transmit information. This description is the 
simplest possible form of a communicative act, hence dyadic interaction process, which is
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understood as AtoBreX system (Newcomb in Hale et al, 1965). This system entails four 
relationships, which have to be considered while studying dyadic interaction, see Figure 4.1.
Relationship 
between A to X
Relationship 
between B to X
2 Relationships between A and B
A to B 
BtoA
Figure 4.1 Illustration of Simple Dyadic Interaction AtoBreX (adapted from Newcomp in Hale, 
1965)
Figure 4.1 described the simple AtoBreX interaction system, which is applicable for 
co-located interaction. A and B communicate about X in a social reality and orient themselves 
to one another but not to X. However, applying this system to dyadic remote tabletop 
collaboration, the existence of the object X and its use as communication tool generates two 
more types of relationships, see Figure 4.2.
2 Relationships between A and X 
At oX  
Xto A
2 Relationships between B and X 
B t o X
i  Xto B
2 Relationships between A and B 
At o B
Bt o A
Figure 4.2 Illustration of Dyadic Remote Tabletop Collaboration AtoBreX
Figure 4.2 shows the increased complexity of dyadic interaction by adding a tabletop 
groupware as communication channel. The existence of the remote tabletop groupware gives
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dyadic interaction a new meaning; interaction to one another and interaction with X. The 
importance and impact of such an additional tabletop for dyadic interaction has been 
investigated and confirmed by many researchers (Whittaker et al, 1993; Kraut et al, 2000). 
Whittaker et al (1993) examined shared workspaces with and without audio channels between 
two users. The goal of this study was to find out firstly, how workspaces work and secondly, 
when they were useful. Although this study does not relate to tabletop groupware as 
understood in this thesis, findings of this study are of interest in terms of dyadic interaction. 
Results showed that in the conditions, workspace plus audio users took more conversational 
navigation turns. Participants found it easier to achieve common ground without extensive 
verbal explanation. Testing the usefulness of workspaces, participants had to perform three 
different tasks. The workspaces have been found to be most useful for complex tasks; tasks 
with strong graphical components and complex documents. This finding inspired the design 
of the task used in the experimental study presented in this chapter.
Another study focusing on distributed pair programming, conducted by Kraut et al
(2002) reflected similar findings. A shared visual view improved performance and 
conversational efficiency. The workspace supported the successful completion of the complex 
task. The complex task included visual and text components. Less descriptive turns had been 
necessary, thus supporting the establishment of common ground. The distributed 
programming pair were able to carry out the task in a shorter time and more accurately as 
compared to their counterparts who collaborated without a shared visual view.
This shows that both levels of interaction have to be considered while studying dyadic 
user remote tabletop interaction and collaboration (human-human interaction and human- 
computer interaction). Hence, a qualitative research method that allows studying both levels 
and analysing different relationships is required. Two questions drive this chapter:
1. What insights can be deduced by using each selected qualitative research 
method?
2. How useful are the selected methods for the design o f remote tabletop systems?
Chapter 4 is structured as follows: Firstly, the methodology applicable for all three 
analyses will be explained, including the experimental design, the system, participants of the 
study, procedure and task. This is followed by the first analysis, which focused on testing 
Objective Hermeneutics. The second analysis considered Qualitative Content Analysis and 
the third one combines Qualitative Content Analysis and Grounded Theory in a corroborative 
logic (Mason, 2006). All three analyses have been published between 2007 and 2009. After
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testing each method or combination of methods a discussion will be given. Chapter 4 finishes 
with a summary.
4.2 Methodology
The methodology described here is applicable for all three analyses as the same data is 
used several times. Thus, the system, participants and users, task and procedure and data 
collection used, will be explained once.
4.2.1 Remote Tabletop System used in Experiment 1
The tabletop groupware used for this study is called the NuVa. This system has been 
investigated from a technical point of view and described in detail by Ashdown and Robinson
(2003). Figure 4.3 shows the system.
E
O)
> mirror
mirror
desk
E
Drojector
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user's
chair
Figure 4.3 NuVa (from Ashdown and Robinson, 2003)
The system includes a full size tablet (43” x 58.5” ) that functions as a shared digital 
workspace and has a 40” vertical screen for video display. The workspace allows users to 
share and work on the same digital documents at the same time. Paper documents can only be 
shared and edited collaboratively if converted into an electronic document by using a scanner. 
Figure 4.4 illustrates the view from the users’ perspective.
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Figure 4.4 User’s Perspective of NuVa Desk
The shared digital workspace is divided into two resolution areas, periphery (low 
resolution) and fovea (high resolution). The high resolution area is useful to view two A4 
documents clearly, whereas documents in the low resolution area appeared blurry and were 
difficult to read. In order to read information clearly, the user had to drag a document into the 
high resolution area. This forced users to move documents in and out of the fovea in order to 
be able to seek, read or compare information. On the bottom of the fovea, a menu tool bar is 
located which enables users to modify documents. In order to read and modify documents, the 
user has to drag them one by one into the fovea. Although the menu tool bar has twenty-four 
icons with different functions, for this experiment four of these icons were of interest and 
used by the participants, see Figure 4.5.
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Figure 4.5 Menu Tool Bar
(1) The “move document” icon is used for dragging documents across the digital 
workspace, the (2a) pen icon (without red background) for editing (drawing and writing), (2b) 
the arrow next to the pen icon for selecting pen colour and pen width, and the (4) rubber icon. 
Users can click these icons to change the functions of the pen. By selecting the “move 
document” icon, the pen turns into a dragging tool without holding down a button. By 
clicking on the rubber, and then on the text or drawings, annotations can be erased. For
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changing the pen into a writing tool, the user has to click the pen symbol again. Users can 
erase each other’s annotations.
A digital pen with multiple functions enabled direct parallel interaction between two 
parties. The pen used for the desk is a GTCO Calcomp cordless device to achieve 
simultaneous bimanual input over the whole desk, see Figure 4.6. This electromagnetic pen 
has two buttons. The upper one can be used as the right mouse click but does not have any 
further functionality. The lower one has two functions: writing and dragging. By pressing the 
button, users can drag and move documents, otherwise the pen is a writing tool.
Upper and 
lower butte
Figure 4.6 GTCO Calcomp Cordless Digitized Pen
4.2.2 Participants and Design
For this experiment, conducted in June 2007, 24 people were recruited, 12 female and 
12 male ones. Participants were master, PhD students and research assistants from the 
University of Surrey, from different faculties (Engineering and Human Sciences). All 
participants had different ethnic and cultural backgrounds, but were able to speak, write and 
read English fluently. For this experiment, participants were allocated to one out of three 
conditions. In condition one, video and workspace, users were supposed to collaborate over 
the tabletop groupware using the tabletop in conjunction with video as explained above. In 
condition two, video only, users were supposed to collaborate remotely over the tabletop 
groupware but only using video and paper documents, so the shared digital workspace was 
turned off and it was similar to a videoconference setting. In condition three, face-to-face, 
users performed the task face-to-face over a table using paper documents. All sessions have 
been video-recorded, which yielded a total of 24 video recordings. Each condition consisted 
of four pairs of dyads (one user on each location), two mixed gender groups, and two single­
gender groups.
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4.23 Procedure and Task
The task was the same for every team and it had to be completed within 30 minutes. 
Participants were asked to fill out an informed consent form and a personal detail form. The 
experiment and its goal were explained in an email sent to the participants. An introduction of 
the experiment’s goals, tasks, and technology employed for the remote meetings was given on 
the day of the experiment as well. Users in condition one were given fifteen minutes to 
familiarise themselves with tabletop groupware and the digital pen by playing a warming up 
game (noughts and crosses / tic-tac-toe) to get used to the interface, the handling of the pen 
and the menu tool bar. When they felt they were ready to start the experiment, a timer was 
displayed on the right comer of the video screen. In each room a helper assisted the users 
should the technology break down.
Participants had to plan a route for a demonstration, either representing the head of 
police or the demonstration manager, during a fictional state visit in Vienna using information 
based on ten different documents. The ten documents consisted mainly of schedules, maps, 
and correspondence between the police and the demonstrator organisation. Having visual and 
text documents increased the complexity of the task and warranted the usefulness of 
collaborating over a shared digital workspace (Whittaker, 1993; Kraut et al , 2002). The task 
developed for this study also applied to Colman’s Game theory of coordination games. 
Coordination games involve pairs or small size groups who collaborate strategically and want 
to achieve mutual understanding and beneficial outcome (Colman, 1982). Additionally, 
expert interviews have been conducted with Inspector Stuart Cornish and Deputy Assistant 
Commissioner Suzanna Beck, Metropolitan Police London. Although the experts emphasised 
that the scenario itself was not realistic, as negotiations for a demonstration are normally held 
face-to-face, they could give useful advice regarding the preparation of the documents and the 
information contained.
Users had to draw a route for a demonstration held during a state visit in the city of 
Vienna. The route for the state visit was already pre-drawn and certain mandatory stops and 
times were given. Based on this information, the pairs had to agree on a route through the city 
for the demonstrators and to draw the route on the map and write the times for the start, stop 
and finish of the demonstration. The participants were informed that three out of the ten 
documents were essential for the route planning and had to be selected. Thus, the task was 
divided into two parts: information selection and negotiation. In the first fifteen minutes 
participants were expected to select the three out of ten documents that were most essential. 
The selection of these three documents had to be decided between the two parties.
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The activity information selection required that users collaborated regarding the relevance 
of information for the overall task. This was also influenced by the fact that participants had 
to play either the role of police or the head of a demonstrator organisation. Having two 
different roles also increased the complexity of the task. In addition to the shared digital 
documents, each participant had been given specified information appropriate to their roles in 
the form of paper documents. The shared digital documents consisted of spreadsheets 
(schedule of state visit), maps (city centre locations of stops), and correspondences (emails) 
between the police and the demonstration organisation. The paper document for the 
demonstrator contained information about the times of specific stops for speeches by the VIP 
and how long it would take to walk from one stop to another. The other user (representing the 
police) had information about the stops and times of the VIP and safety issues. The 
demonstrator had his or her suggested times, stops and duration for speeches while the police 
had information about the VIP route. The user assuming the role of the police had to ensure as 
part of the collaboration that the route of the VIP could not change and were only allowed to 
overlap on time and route at two stops. After selecting the essential documents, the two users 
had to agree the route for the demonstration. It was designed that each party had information 
useful to themselves and also of relevance to the other party if the two parties were to come to 
an agreement about the route for the demonstrators.
4.2.4 Data Collection
Each session and condition has been video recorded. Thus, video recordings of the 
experiment encompass the data collection the analyses are based upon. The four video­
recordings used for different analyses show users collaborating over the remote tabletop 
system. The four video recordings have been transcribed, thus four transcripts have been 
produced and coded, please see appendix A (A1-A4). Depending on the type of analysis 
either the video recordings have been analysed or the transcripts, or the video recordings and 
transcripts in combination to gain more in-depth insights.
4 3  Analysis 1 : Testing Objective Hermeneutics
Hermeneutics and specifically Objective Hermeneutics as a research method is a 
subjective process of discovery (Carroll and Kellogg, 1989) that allows researchers treating 
users, situations and artifacts as unique instances. In particular, the latent meaning and the 
objective meaning structure (Oevermann et al, 1996) of the use of products can be questioned 
(Buerdek, 2003). Chapter 3 elaborated the idea of Objective Hermeneutics in detail (p .75/76).
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For this analysis, the four video-recordings as mentioned in the section Data 
Collection (described by Oevermann as texts) have been reviewed several times, which 
showed users collaborating over the remote tabletop system (a shared digital workspace and 
video) and interacting with the interface by using a digital pen and digital documents. Using a 
digital pen has been defined as virtual direct interaction. Please see Appendix A for further 
detail. Appendices A1-A4 entail all coded transcripts that emerged from the video recordings. 
However, for this analysis the transcripts have not been subject of investigation instead this 
analysis focused on the video recordings only. During initial observation of the data it became 
clear that social interaction between users was influenced by virtual direct interaction and that 
virtual direct interaction was also affected by the human senses. Based on these insights, one 
analytical and one methodological question guide this analysis:
1. How are social processes, the human senses and virtual direct interaction related in 
remote tabletop collaboration?
2. How does Objective Hermeneutics help to understand different levels o f interaction in 
RTC?
43.1 Analytical Process
In addressing the research question outlined above, the relationship between the social 
behaviour of users (A to B, B to A) and the relationship between the user and the tabletop (A 
to X, B to X and vice versa) has to be studied in detail. The data used here has been analysed 
by detailed analysis and the interpretation of the data followed the eight levels as suggested 
by Oevermann et al (1979). These eight levels are: explaining the interaction, paraphrasing 
the significance o f the interaction, explaining the intention o f the subject (user) during 
interaction, identifying the objective motives o f the interaction and the objective 
consequences emerging, explaining the function o f the interaction, characterizing the 
interaction and explaining the general idea deduced from analysing interaction (Oevermann 
et al, 1979). In this thesis each level refers to a specific type of interaction. The first level, 
explaining the interaction, refers to understanding the users’ social interaction in RTC and 
how it is related to virtual direct interaction, thus interaction with the interface. The second 
level is concerned with, paraphrasing the significance o f the interaction, which takes the 
ideas of level 1 further and focuses on identified processes and how these are related to one 
another. This can be understood as in-depth analysis of different interaction levels (e.g. A to 
B, A to X). After identifying processes and how they are related to one another, the motives 
and consequences these processes have toward the collaboration process will be discussed. 
This part refers to level 3 , 4 ,  and 5 of Objective Hermeneutics, identifying the objective
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motives o f the interaction and the objective consequences emerging. Determining motives and 
consequences should help to explain the function of different interaction levels in RTC and 
how these are related to each other and to characterise these in order to understand the 
underlying meaning of different interaction levels. Explaining the function and characterising 
interaction will highlight the significance of different interactions levels of RTC and help to 
understand the general idea of interaction in RTC. This part reflects the outcome of this 
analysis. Although these eight levels are all understood as analytical guidelines, level 6 ,7  and 
8 of detailed analysis seemed to be concerned with the findings rather than the analytical 
process itself. Therefore, level 6, 7 and 8, explaining the function o f the interaction, 
characterising the interaction and explaining the general idea deduced from analysing 
interaction will be found under the section findings.
43.1.1 Explaining the Users Interaction and Direct Interaction
According to the relationships of dyadic interaction, two levels of interaction will be 
considered: Social Interaction between users (A/B to B/A) and Virtual Direct Interaction 
between the user and the interface (A/X to X/A, B/X to X/B).
Social interaction in this case has been understood as social behaviour between users 
and of users. All four video recordings showed that social behaviour in remote tabletop 
collaboration referred to four social processes: orientation, coordination, communication and 
the achievement of mutual understanding. These processes are traditionally related to 
cognitive aspects (Piccoli et al, Salas, 2004) and have been detected in relation to virtual team 
performance (Piccoli et al, 2004; Salas, 2004) and team dynamics. However, in RTC, 
orientation, coordination, communication and the achievement of mutual understanding are 
vital to socially interact with one another. Thus, these four social processes have been 
determined as key to collaborate remotely and their existence and relationship with the use of 
direct devices seems to be all the more relevant to be explored.
Further observation of the data also revealed that human senses might play an 
important factor regarding this interrelationship. It is widely known that computers operating 
with sensory devices function analogous to human senses (Ark, 1999). However, a digital pen 
(virtual direct interaction) is not a sensory device and does not function analogous to human 
senses, but a digital pen can assist the human senses and social processes, thus it can be 
argued that the better human senses are supported by virtual direct interaction (e.g. digital 
pen) and the better social processes can be performed. According to the idea of Objective 
Hermeneutics, analysis of the data should reveal if this argument is right or wrong.
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Vision, speech, hearing and hand movements have been identified as human senses. 
Although hand movements are normally related to gesture, here hand movements are 
understood as a sense in terms of feeling and moving the device. Clearly, the human senses 
collaborate together as well (e.g. holding the pen and feeling it, moving the hand and using 
eyes to follow the movement), but in remote tabletop collaboration some human senses might 
be more important than others.
Based on these insights, three themes have been identified as crucial in remote tabletop 
collaboration and their interrelationship requires further investigation: direct virtual 
interaction, social processes and human senses.
4 3 .1 2  Paraphrasing the Significance o f Direct Interaction
In order to address the second analytical level, the interrelationship between social 
processes, human senses and the digital device has to be determined. Fragmenting the theme 
direct virtual interaction in the video recordings showed that a number of actions have been 
carried out by the users during the collaboration process. These actions have been assigned to 
the themes, human senses and the social processes. Table 4.1 illustrates the interrelation of 
actions, human senses and social processes.
Social Process Virtual Direct Interaction
Human Sense: Vision
Orientation Looking up to see partner
Orientation Reading documents
Orientation Retrieving information
Communication, Visual feedback
The achievement of mutual
understanding
Human Sense: Speech
Communication Verbal feedback
Communication Moving documents and underlining content
Achievement of mutual Asking for confirmation by using short questions
understanding
Achievement of mutual Finding a strategy
understanding
Coordination
Human Sense: Hearing
Achievement of mutual Nodding
Understanding
Communication Visual feedback functions as confirmation
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Human Sense: Hand movement
Coordination Dragging documents
Coordination, Achievement Pointing at documents
of mutual understanding
Orientation Moving relevant documents into one comer and
____________________________ closing irrelevant ones_____________________________
Table 4.1 Interrelationships of Social Processes, Human Senses and Actions
4 3 .1 3  Explaining the Intention, Motives and Consequences o f User and 
Interface Interaction
Having illustrated the interrelationship between social processes, human senses and 
virtual direct interaction, it is crucial to explain the intention of different interaction levels, as 
well as the motives of the user and potential consequences these might have. This refers to the 
analytical steps, (level) 3, 4 and 5, which are intertwined, thus will be addressed all in one. 
The intention of the user during interaction is expressed by carrying out an action (e.g. 
looking up to see partner) in order to socially interact (e.g. orientation). The objective motives 
of the user and consequences of the users’ action can only be understood in relation to the 
intention. Consequently, these three levels have to be merged and a different way has to be 
chosen to analyse the interrelationship further. Referring to Table 4.1 each human sense is 
related to specific actions and social processes, thus each human sense in relation to virtual 
direct interaction has to be analysed. This should reveal a descriptive analysis of the 
interrelationship between virtual direct interaction, social processes and human senses and 
should help to explain the function and character of virtual direct interaction.
Virtual Direct Interaction and Vision
It has been observed that in all virtual meetings, users rarely used video to interact 
during the document selection (part 1). They operated over the shared digital workspace using 
the digital pen to select and view the documents. Users were mainly looking down to see the 
documents and their eyes followed the hand movements and the pen. Documents were 
dragged into the fovea one by one and read silently by each user. After retrieving the 
information they decided on the importance of the content and further proceedings. The 
following example demonstrates this (P3:150607:004):
D: So do you want to discuss each document one by one?
Z: I  think i f  s better, yeah let’s start then.
D: Yeah, so if  we tick all the documents open in the main display area, y a, then
we go through them one by one, we can discuss them. I  will start.
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Yet, they did not look up very often to discuss their decision or ongoing plan. During this 
process, eyes were fixed on the documents placed on the horizontal tablet. The vertical video 
screen only showed users’ foreheads. Although the eye movement has not been counted, it 
became clear that users communicated nonverbally via the workspace instead of using the 
video audio link. If they looked up they wanted to reassure themselves that the other person 
was still there.
Thus, it seems that sight of workspace is more important than sight of a partner as both 
users are able to view the same documents at the same time, annotate them and later on, if 
necessary, discuss their relevance. Vision as required in virtual direct interaction is highly 
related to the social process of orientation. However, the characteristics of a task and the 
existence of a shared digital space influence the importance of social processes and therefore 
strain human senses differently.
Orientation includes vision and hand movements. Using the hand to operate the pen and 
interacting directly allowed users to orient them. Carrying out actions such as pointing at a 
certain document or dragging the selected one into the fovea involved both eye and hand 
interaction. The human senses, vision and hand movement are equally affected during the 
social process of orientation in RTC.
The pen itself can be interpreted as an extended hand and the nib of the pen functions as 
an extended eye. Actions such as pointing supported the eye as capturing, viewing and 
retrieving information could be achieved in a shorter time. Users were able to coordinate the 
task more easily as they both retrieved the same information at the same time.
Virtual Direct Interaction & Speech
As pointed out earlier, users collaborating with the shared digital workspace had a 
reduced verbal communication level. Most of their explicit communication reflected the 
direct pen interaction e.g. (P5:190607:014):
W: We can leave it at the corner, top corner, yeah.
Drag it there *2* okay.
W: Oh, i f  you bring this document.”
As they were able to see the same document at the same time, communication was 
directly related to the content of the documents and decisions, how to proceed strategically 
have been made throughout the collaboration process. During the second part of the task 
“decision making”, verbal communication increases, and the social processes were less 
influenced by the technology. Thus, it can be said that the importance of specific human
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senses depends on the task. Clearly, in part one of the task, virtual direct interaction reduced 
the need of detailed explicit communication, thus, vision and hand movements seemed to be 
more important in RTC.
Direct Interaction & Hearing
The ability to hear the other party appeared as not essential for users collaborating over 
the shared digital workspace due to virtual direct interaction, specifically, in the first part of 
the experiment “document selection” . However, it became more important in the second part 
“decision making”, e.g. (P6:220607:369-372):
K: and then back to cathedral which means here.
S: So our (clash) is around here isn't it
K: ha? Yeah that's the prob, that's what I  was trying, i f  you, if
you start at and because the problem is that around, around or something it's likely 
we are gonna be clashing there.
At the same time the user talked, he/she circled and pointed at the locations, which 
diminished the hearing sense. The digital workspace and virtual direct interaction allowed 
users to interact, exchange information, achieve mutual understanding and accomplish the 
task. The audio channel seemed to be unused at times, which may question the importance of 
having an audio channel. However, virtual direct interaction does not substantiate hearing but 
adopts part of its function and verbal feedback has been replaced by direct, visual feedback. 
This suggests that a virtual direct interaction would allow interaction between deaf users.
Direct Interaction & Hand Movements
The documents were spread over the tablet as appearing in the shared digital workspace. 
Participants were leaning on the tablet at the beginning of the task to reach the documents. 
Subsequently, they assembled all the documents in a more reachable area to view them. They 
gathered all the documents, piled and placed them in an area in front of them equivalent to the 
fovea. Virtual direct interaction allowed users to drag the documents easily into a “readable 
and reachable” area, the fovea. This demonstrates that firstly, orientation is followed by 
coordination and secondly, orientation and coordination in a workspace are correlated to the 
physical abilities and limitations of the user. Direct interaction diminished the necessity of 
piling documents.
As stated earlier, the eyes and hands followed the digital pen used for virtual direct 
interaction. The eye oriented and detected an item and the hand moved towards it. The pen 
already pointed at the selected document. It has been observed that the prevailing handling of
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the digital pen was to remain in the writing hand during the task. The other hand was either 
gesticulating or non-operating. The digital pen became part of the physical, social world of 
the user even if the hand was not carrying out any actions.
Coordination is highly related to hand movements but also refers to speech. However, if 
users collaborate over a shared digital workspace, we also associate coordination with vision 
as the advantage of seeing the same documents at the same time enables users to coordinate 
the task easier. This has been demonstrated clearly in the end of the second part of the task, as 
participants had to negotiate on a route, make a decision and draw the route on the provided 
maps. One person was giving commands how to draw the route and the other party carried it 
out simultaneously. Although this behaviour occurred in all video recordings, a difference in 
how to complete the task has been found. This indicates that task division in teams is 
independent from using a technology. Three out of four teams collaborating with the virtual 
desk were able to complete the task on time. Thus, it can be concluded that the success of 
completing a task in a virtual environment depends on the technology, in particular, on the 
flexibility of virtual collaborative systems to adjust to the users’ working habits and how it 
supports social processes and human senses.
43.2 Findings & Viability of Objective Hermeneutics
4 3 2 .1  Explaining the Function and Character o f  Virtual Direct Interaction 
-  The General Idea
The analysis above has highlighted the significance of virtual direct interaction in 
remote collaboration and more importantly, remote tabletop collaboration. This part 
emphasises the function and characteristics of virtual direct interaction, thus the general idea 
of virtual direct interaction and its significance for RTC. Thus, this part refers to level 6, 7 
and 8 of detailed analysis and illustrates the outcome of the analysis.
Objective Hermeneutics revealed that virtual direct interaction (digital pens) affects 
social behaviour positively and can be interpreted as a corrective to the human senses. The 
digital pen represented a sensory transmitter between the physical, human world and the 
virtual space. This can be understood as the function and role of virtual direct interaction in 
remote tabletop collaboration. Virtual direct interaction enables users to orient them, 
coordinate the task and to communicate and achieve mutual understanding, which is 
understood as the latent meaning of virtual direct interaction.
Vision and hand movements have been found to be more important than speech or 
hearing in remote tabletop collaboration. The human senses, vision and hand movements and
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the users ability to use them correctly can support social processes. This implies that virtual 
direct interaction could also allow interaction between disabled users (e.g. users with hearing 
impairment or speech disorder).
Virtual Direct Interaction supports social processes better and therefore facilitates user 
interaction. On the other hand, social processes can be hindered due to the reduced “face-to- 
face” communication replaced by video. Although the video screen offered an additional 
“shared virtual interaction space” users did not find video essential as mentioned later on in 
post-ante discussions. This shows, however that users with visual impairment would be able 
to use RTC without using the video screen but using a specialised tabletop system. Users with 
hearing impairment might take advantage of seeing the other person. In this case the video 
screen might be of great importance for user interaction to achieve mutual understanding.
It is clear that orientation, coordination, communication and the achievement of mutual 
understanding are interrelated and repeated processes in dyadic remote tabletop collaboration. 
These social processes are linked to the human senses as they are needed to carry out actions 
and they occur several times during a collaborative meeting and help to accomplish the task.
4 3 2 2  Viability o f Objective Hermeneutics
One of the arguments that has been raised during analysis was that the better the human 
senses are supported by a digital device meant for virtual direct interaction, the better social 
processes are performed. This argument has not been substantiated. It is not a digital device in 
particular that supports human senses and subsequently social processes, it is the presence of 
a shared digital workspace. Having falsified this argument is crucial regarding the validation 
of the findings deduced by means of Objective Hermeneutics.
Orientation, coordination, communication and the achievement of mutual 
understanding emerged as the four key factors in remote tabletop collaboration and represent 
the users’ intention to socially interact by using a digital device for virtual direct interaction. 
Certainly, these social processes do not occur in a strict order as the structure of remote 
tabletop collaboration changes by interacting over a shared digital workspace and with other 
users. The structural composition of the social processes has to be repeated continuously to 
complete the task. This indicates that the use of the digital device and its motive only 
becomes visible by carrying out actions using human senses; these actions in turn refer to a 
specific social process. However, without virtual direct interaction, hence without a shared 
digital workspace, it can be assumed that these processes become complex and challenge the 
users, as the latent meaning has to be interpreted which also affects the use of his/her human 
senses. Although Objective Hermeneutics allowed identifying social processes, a deep
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investigation of these processes could not have been conducted. This would have been of 
great value to expand the understanding of the dynamics of RTC. In this thesis, dynamics of 
collaboration are understood as task related group processes, so the behaviour of groups 
during RTC, which entail task-related activities and actions. The interactive nature of 
individuals is understood as the users’ individual actions carried out during collaboration 
regardless of the task.
However, the social processes identified by means of Objective Hermeneutics can also 
be understood as user-related group processes, hence activities that take place during RTC but 
only on a social level rather than a task level. Each activity entails specific actions that 
contribute to the social interaction of the users. However, by applying Objective 
Hermeneutics individually further investigation was not warranted. A different approach is 
required to explore the significance of user-related group processes as part of the dynamics of 
RTC.
However, Objective Hermeneutics was beneficial to detect the significance of a “shared 
virtual interaction space” regarding the establishment of common ground about a situation, 
coordination of documents and content, orientation in the workspace etc. Buxton (Buxton, 
1992) named shared digital workspaces “task spaces”. A task space can be seen as a new 
virtual space, which allows access for participants who are taking part in a virtual meeting. 
Having access to the same documents and performing the task in a “shared virtual interaction 
space” and having a digital tool for entering this space shaped the structure and function of 
the social processes within the collaboration process. Virtual direct interaction enables 
orientation and the achievement of mutual understanding by just looking at the shared digital 
workspace. Further explanations about format and content are redundant. These findings 
correlate with findings of previous research (Pedersen et al, 1993; Wolf and Rhyne, 1992). 
These studies compared users collaborating with video to users using a digital workspace. 
Users in the video only condition had to put in more effort to achieve the same level of 
collaboration as their colleagues using a shared digital workspace. Communication has been 
found to be very descriptive and confirmative and nonverbal interaction such as nodding, 
raising the hand for interruptions gains in importance. The achievement of mutual 
understanding takes time and as a result the task cannot be completed on time as As 
aforementioned .
Objective Hermeneutics was useful to identify the function of virtual direct interaction, 
which is to facilitate the social processes of orientation, coordination, communication and the 
achievement of mutual understanding in order to accomplish the task, and the character of 
virtual direct interaction, which is being an assistant for the human senses. Thus, virtual direct
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interaction can be understood as the nexus between the virtual and real world, and between 
the social level of collaboration and the physical level of collaboration. The qualitative 
findings of this study confirmed quantitative findings of earlier studies referring to the 
advantage of having a shared digital interaction space (e.g. Whittaker et al, 1993) and the fact 
that digital devices can be understood as a corrective to the human senses (Ark, 1999). These 
findings, however, only refer to collaboration between two people at the same time and 
outcomes might have been different in an increased group size setting. Analysis of a group 
with more than two users might also be challenging in terms of not missing any detail. The 
analytical levels suggested do not allow the researcher to concentrate on content and 
interaction behaviour at the same time. As demonstrated in this analysis, parts of the 
transcripts have been used to illuminate the interrelationship and significance of virtual direct 
interaction, social processes and human senses. During this process it became clear that talk- 
in interaction contains interesting information, which might help to understand the dynamics 
of RTC better. However, Objective Hermeneutics does not allow detailed analysis of talk-in 
interaction. Thus, a second analysis of the same data has been conducted using Qualitative 
Content Analysis, which the next section will focus on.
Another aspect that has been mentioned but not considered in-depth as Objective 
Hermeneutics was not suitable to investigate this issue further was how the users social 
interaction was affected by the usability of the system. It has been said that the better the 
technology supports the human senses, the better users can interact with one another and the 
system. Having said that, the usability of the system has to be taken into consideration, which 
the next section will focus on.
It can be concluded that Objective Hermeneutic is a useful method to gain a broad 
overview of the situation and a useful method for abstracting interesting phenomena but it is 
not applicable for studying dynamics in RTC. In order to investigate a specific research 
interest further, that emerges during analysis, a more systematic and analytical in-depth 
approach is necessary. Thus, Objective Hermeneutics is appropriate for approaching the data 
and gaining a general idea, defining themes and determining latent meaning between themes 
on a superficial level.
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4.4 Analysis 2: Testing Qualitative Content Analysis (QCA)
Qualitative Content Analysis (QCA) is an approach of empirical methodological 
controlled analysis of text within the context of communication (Mayring, 1983; 2000). 
Chapter 3 outlined the conceptual idea of this qualitative research method in great detail (p. 
77/78). Any kind of recorded data that involves communication can be examined by means of 
qualitative content analysis. In this case, the video recordings of the experiment showing 
users collaborating over the remote tabletop have been transcribed. So, the four transcripts 
have been reused and re-analysed following the analytical concept of Qualitative Content 
Analysis as described by Mayring (2000).
Before elaborating the analytical process, it seems necessary to explain why 
Qualitative Content Analysis has been chosen. Based on the insights gained from the study 
one initial observation of the data also showed that users had problems interacting with the 
shared digital workspace. These interaction difficulties have been understood as usability 
problems. Due to the fact that usability is a widely known and explored topic within the HCI 
community (e.g. Bailey, 1989; Nielsen and Landauer, 1993; Swindler et al, 2006) it seems 
necessary to unfold this phenomenon separately.
Usability has been investigated mainly as a significant software quality alongside 
technical aspects (Maguire and Dillon, 1993). HCI describes usability as the design of an 
interface in terms of efficiency and clarity or applies to methods developed to measure 
usability. The most well-known definition of usability is given from ISO 9241-11 
(International Standard Organisation: Guidance on Usability) -  “the extent to which a product 
can be used by specified users to achieve specified goals with effectiveness, efficiency and 
satisfaction in a specified context o f use” (Joleka et al, 2003. p.55).
According to this definition, in particular the phrase a product can be used by specified users 
to achieve specified goals implies that in collaboration, users have to communicate to achieve 
a specified goal together, either asynchronously (e.g. Email) or synchronously (e.g. Tabletop 
system). Thus, technology in use has been found to influence the conversational structure 
during collaboration and efficient communication depends on the system’s usability 
(O’Connail et al, 1993; Bosch et al, 2001). This in turn implies that talk-in interaction might 
reflect the usability of the NuVa, hence usability problems could be identified.
To assess usability, several usability evaluation methods (UEMs) have been 
introduced to HCI. These include quantitative and qualitative methods and have been divided 
into three main approaches: testing, inspecting and inquiring (Swindler et al, 2006). However,
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methods of social sciences such as qualitative content analysis (QCA) have not yet been 
considered as a method to evaluate usability. Consequently, this study was interested in 
testing the viability of Qualitative Content Analysis to analyse issues of usability and identify 
usability problems. At the same time, the term specified users in relation to analysing talk-in 
interaction has to be taken into account. The participants of the experiment consisted of both 
genders. Male and female groups collaborated via the remote tabletop system, thus the gender 
aspect must not be neglected as a variable. The importance of gender to improve technologies 
has already been acknowledged by researchers (Venkatesh and Morris, 2000; Thompson and 
Vivien, 1996; Czerwinski and Robertson, 2002). Based on this arguments one analytical and 
one methodological question drive this study:
1. How do same-gender and mixed-gender two-person remote groups differ in
reflecting usability?
2. How does qualitative content analysis help to identify usability problems?
4.4.1 Analytical Process
As stated earlier, each session has been recorded via video plus audio. Transcripts 
emerged from audio files as video and audio has been taped separately. Audio tapes have 
been edited and merged with Audacity ©, as each user has been recorded separately as well. 
Before merging the two audio streams, each user has been transcribed individually. This has 
been found to be an advantage later on, as it helped to merge the two audio streams 
accurately. Transcripts were transcribed with Express Scribe © and analysed using line-by- 
line coding, please see Appendices A (A1-A4 coded transcripts).
Initial analysis of the four transcripts showed that users had problems interacting with 
the interface during collaboration. These problems have been reflected in the users’ utterances 
and verbal actions. Thus, the content of the verbal actions have been analysed and labeled as 
codes. Five codes have been created: ORIENT, DIRECT, INTERRUPT, HELP internal, 
HELP external.
4.4.1.1 Inductive Development o f Categories and Gender Aspects
ORIENT includes utterances, which reveal that users were engaging socially over a 
shared digital workspace by giving directions (“move it here”, “take this” , “drag it there”, 
“top comer”, “aside to the left or right”) and selecting documents strategically, discussing 
content; e.g., “We can leave it at the comer, top comer, yeah. Drag it there okay. Oh, if you 
bring this document” (P5 :190607JLineO 14).
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The second code is related to actions of direct interaction, DIRECT. DIRECT involves 
explicitly spoken commands, which reflect social abilities of instructing the other party to 
keep records of information. This indicates the use of the pen and work practices as found in 
the non-computer supported face-to-face group; e.g., “You will be at the parliament. Okay, 
can you just write this?” (P6:220607_Line240).
Interruptions, INTERRUPT, refer to problems occurring during the session and 
influencing parts or the whole collaboration process. These verbal actions entail an implicit 
help request announced by users; e.g., “This is the thing, I can’t drag it, but he can.” 
(P3:150607_115).
The fourth and fifth code HELP refers to asking for help explicitly. However, HELP 
has two functions: Either User A realised a problem and user A was able to help the other 
user B defined as HELP INTERNAL or the helpers assisting the users had to be involved and 
asked for help, HELP EXTERNAL, e.g., “Wait I can drag it. If you want to move you need to 
press the button of the side and then pull it.” (P4:180607_Line015). Each code refers to a 
specific social ability users needed. It occurred that some users had less problems dealing 
with certain situations.
These codes have been found to have two properties. They either referred to the 
functional meaning of a verbal action or entailed a consequential meaning of a verbal action. 
The codes, ORIENT and DIRECT have been classified as functional codes, whereas 
INTERRUPT and HELP implied consequential actions and have been categorized as 
consequential actions codes. Consequential Actions Codes have been found to only occur in 
relation to functional codes.
During the analysis it occurred that these codes are related to each other. Codes have 
been found to occur repeatedly in certain combinations. Sixteen combinations have been 
identified. ORIENT and DIRECT can occur as single codes, whereas INTERUPT and HELP 
(internal or external) only occurred in relation to functional codes. These combinations have 
also been found to indicate usability problems. The co-occurrences of codes have also been 
used for testing the validity of the categories and were consistent throughout all four 
transcripts. Therefore, a usability problem has been defined as a combination of functional 
and consequential action codes e.g. ORIENT, DIRECT and HELP or DIRECT and 
INTERRUPT.
Analysing the codes in terms of gender differences, the code HELP has been found to 
differ in different gender constellations. Mixed-gender remote groups helped each other more 
often than same-gender remote groups during the occurrence of problems with the interface.
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4.4.12 Deductive Application o f Categories: Coding Agenda
Based on these insights a coding agenda has been developed. Table 4.2 shows the 
deduced categories, definitions, examples and code rules as suggested by Mayring (2000).
Categories 
Types of UPs
Definition
Types of UPs
Example Code Rules
Low UPs ORIENT+INTERR UPT 
ORIENT+HELPi 
DIRECT+HELPi 
INTERR UPT+HELPi
G: “and the schedule 
just close it.”
B: “Which schedule are you 
talking about?”
G: "second schedule”
B: “this one?”
G: “Yeah, just press 
close.”
1 functional code + 
1 consequential 
action code
Medium UPs ORIENT+HELPx 
DIRECT+INTERR UPT 
DIRECT+HELPx 
INTERR UPT+HELPx 
ORIENT+DIRECT+HELPi 
ORIENT+DIRECT+INTERR UPT 
DIRECT+ INTERR UPT+HELPi
ORIENT+DIRECT+INTERR UPT 
+HELPi
A: “We can close this 
document. Yah. Or leave it at 
a side, If you just drag it.”
D: Just leave it at a side, 
that would be great.
A: yeah, you can leave it at 
the comer, top comer, yah 
drag it there. If you bring this 
document.”
Up to 2 functional 
codes + up to 2 
consequential action 
codes, the code 
HELPx can occur 
but only in relation 
to 1 functional code
High UPs ORIENT+DIRECT+HELPx 
DIRECT + INTERR UPT+HELPx 
ORIENT+DIRECT+INTERR UPT 
+HELPx
Helper: “Just press on the 
crosses in the comer.”
G: “I am pressing, Banu. I 
am leaving the documents, 
okay?”
Up to 2 functional 
codes + up to 2 
consequential action 
codes, only the code 
HELPx occurs
No UPs DIRECT
ORIENT
DIRECT & ORIENT
D: “Shall we read the 
documents one by one? I start 
I take the map, there.”
Purely functional 
codes or a 
combination of 2 
functional codes
Table 4.2 Coding Agenda of Usability Problems
The first column illustrates each category. Based on the code combinations, four 
categories have been identified which represent the type of usability problem: Low, Medium, 
High and No UPs. The second column visualises the definition of each category which refers 
to the code combinations. The third column demonstrates an example for each category. In 
total, 96 utterances have been found to refer to the properties of usability problems.
The fourth column refers to code rules. Based on these codes rules, a core code-rule has 
been defined for all four categories: Usability problems always occur in combination of 
functional codes and consequential actions codes. Code-Rule 1 and 2: Up to two functional 
codes combined with 1 consequential action code reflect a low or medium usability problem. 
Code-Rule 3: A high usability problem includes a combination of three or four codes 
depending on the helping request. External help always indicates at least a medium or high
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level usability problem. Code-Rule 4: A combination of purely functional codes (e.g. 
ORIENT+DIRECT) reflects no usability problems.
All four code-rules have been approved by reviewing the data and comparing codes 
several times, which reflected the viability of qualitative content analysis. Nearly forty 
percent of the analysed verbal actions have been found to indicate either low, medium or high 
usability problems.
Regarding column one, categories are types of usability problems (low, medium and 
high) based on code combinations. A low usability problem is characterised by minor 
interruptions and has been found to challenge communication of the users less. Minor is 
described as a seamless collaboration with minor breaks and easy orientation. Users can give 
brief and clear explanation of directions, select documents strategically and users socially 
interact and help each other, no external help is required.
Medium usability problems imply medium interruptions during the collaboration and 
affect talk-in interaction in a different way. Medium is defined as repeatedly occurring (more 
than once in a video) and consistent problems (across all videos). Users must engage more in 
social activities and express themselves clearly. Giving directions requires explanation in 
greater detail, which delays the process and challenges the users’ social abilities because 
solving a problem takes more effort and users even might have to ask experts for help.
High usability problems consist of major interruptions during the remote meeting and 
users might even not be able to communicate verbally. Major is understood as visible longer 
breaks and no interaction. Giving directions and instructing the other partner is complicated 
due to major problems with the interface. Users rely on experts and have to socially interact 
with a co-located and remote partner at the same time and keep track of the task. This strains 
the users’ communication abilities and it is assumed that high usability problems also have an 
affect on the users’ cognitive abilities.
A usability problem has been defined based on the code rules deduced from inductive 
analysis. These code rules have been understood as testing criteria. Four criteria have been 
developed. Criteria 1: Usability problems always occur in combination of functional codes 
and consequential actions. Criteria 2: A combination of purely functional codes (e.g. 
ORIENT+DIRECT) reflects no usability problems. Criteria 3: Two or more functional codes 
combined with consequential actions reflect medium and high usability problems. Criteria 4: 
A high usability problem includes a combination of three or four codes depending on the 
helping request. External help always indicates medium or high level usability problems.
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4.4.2 Findings and Viability of Qualitative Content Analysis
96 quotations in the four transcripts have been related to the usability of the system. As 
stated earlier, these quotations have been coded for orientation in the workspace, direct 
interaction, interruptions and two types of help (internal and external). This showed how 
content analysis can be applied for identifying usability problems. Secondly, it revealed 
interesting insights on how users recognise usability problems, announce and solve them. e.g. 
User A orients him/herself in the workspace. He/She explains the next action and recognises a 
problem (dragging a document impossible). User A announces the problem to the other party, 
or User B has already realised the problem him/herself. This causes an interruption of the 
collaboration process followed by either solving the problem together or asking for help. 
After the coding process, the coded quotations have been analysed in their context as a 
network of stable correlations. The network of stable correlations implies the finding of 
inferences with similar meaning within the four transcripts. From these inferences the 
quotations have been related to the appropriate usability problem type.
4.42.1 Quantifying Qualitative Findings and Gender Aspects
37 episodes of difficulties, so called usability problems have been identified by means 
of QCA, which represents 38,54% of the total quotations that have been coded. More 
interestingly, is the number of usability problems related to low, medium or high level 
usability problems. 21,62 % have been identified as low 48,65% as medium usability 
problems and 29,73% as high level problems. The highest percentage of identified usability 
problems has been reflected as medium usability problems. Regarding reflections of talk-in 
interaction in mixed and same-gender groups. Group 1 (male-male) and 2 (female-female), 3 
and 4 (mixed), results showed that mixed-gender groups identified more medium and high 
usability problems than same-gender teams (Group 1 and 2 identified 13, Group 3 and 4 
identified 16 UPs), as illustrated in Table 4.3.
Usability Problems Same Gender Mixed Gender
Group 1 Group 2 Group 3 Group 4
No UPs 14 11 14 20
Low 0 6 2 0
Medium 1 6 2 9
High 0 6 0 5
Total of UPs 1 18 4 14
Table 4.3 Distributions of Usability Problems in Different Mixed-Gender and Same-Gender 
Remote Groups.
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The analysis of talk-in interaction used to identify UPs revealed no significant 
difference for mixed and same-gender remote groups. Approximately, twenty percent of talk- 
in interaction of both teams reflected usability problems.
4 .4 2 2  Viability o f Qualitative Content Analysis
This analysis showed that Qualitative Content Analysis is a viable method to identify 
different types of usability problems and gender aspects in relation to usability issues, which 
answered the questions asked in the beginning. Nearly forty percent of the quotations have 
been related to usability problems of the remote tabletop system. The most common usability 
problem was the combination: DIRECT, INTERRUPT. However, it has also been observed 
that a combination of purely consequential actions can occur as a usability problem such as 
INTERRUPT and HELP (external). Helpers sometimes felt that they had to intervene and tell 
users how to use the digital pen properly. On the one hand, this interruption entailed a 
usability problem; on the other hand the users did not announce these usability problems 
explicitly. As the focus of this analysis was to identify usability problems by means of 
Qualitative Content Analysis, this “external intervention” has been counted as a usability 
problem. This can also be seen as an advantage of the method to uncover hidden structures. 
However, this “external intervention” should be coded separately in the future as the 
identification of usability problems by the users during their collaboration process is of 
interest.
Single functional codes or a combination of purely functional codes indicated no 
usability problems. Users interacted without any interruptions, which led to a seamless 
collaboration process. Interestingly, combinations of three codes occurred in a certain 
structure: DIRECT, INTERRUPT, HELP (internal/external) or ORIENT, DIRECT, HELP 
(internal/external). This reveals that usability problems mainly referred to problems of direct 
interaction such as using the digital pen as DIRECT occurred in both combinations and 
required external help.
Regarding gender aspects and usability problems, Qualitative Content Analysis also 
revealed interesting insights in terms of leadership and helping each other. It has been 
observed that male users started the sessions and suggested a strategy to manage the task. 
This implied that male participants took the lead and kept the lead during the process. 
Regarding helping each other, mixed-gender groups helped each other more often than same- 
gender remote groups. This revealed a more seamless process of collaboration, which in the 
long term facilitated team work; e.g., if one of the pens was not working, mixed-gender 
groups took advantage of having two pens for direct interaction and worked with just one,
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whereas same-gender remote groups directly asked for external help. The helping behaviour 
of mixed-gender groups has been confirmed by results of earlier studies in CMC regarding 
participation. Men encouraged women to take part in online discussions (Herring, 1992). In 
this experiment, male users encouraged females to take action if a problem occurred.
Although QCA revealed interesting insights, the use of this method to assess usability 
problems is ambivalent on its own. QCA only focuses on verbal aspects of the data, thus non­
verbal actions might also contain important information regarding usability and gender 
differences in dyadic remote tabletop collaboration. QCA does allow the evaluation of the 
usability of a remote tabletop system, thus can be seen as a supplementary method to 
quantitative usability evaluation methods. Drawing on these findings, the combination of 
methods of the social sciences such as QCA and Grounded Theory for instance to include 
verbal and nonverbal aspects, might reveal useful and interesting findings.
Having discussed the viability of this method to study usability issues and also include 
aspects of gender. This did not answer the question of whether QCA is useful to understand 
dynamics of RTC. Referring to the definition of dynamics of collaboration as used in this 
thesis (Chapter 2, p.50) implies that the identified codes DIRECT, ORIENT, INTERRUPT 
and HELP can also be understood as group processes. DIRECT and ORIENT are system- 
related group processes, whereas INTERRUPT and HELP are social interactions, thus user- 
related group processes that occur in RTC. Thus, these could have been explored further. 
Understanding each of these codes as a group process, hence activity, implies that each entails 
certain actions. In order to understand dynamics of RTC better it would have been interesting 
to study each one in-depth and to extract actions and operations. However, by applying QCA 
individually a further in-depth analysis of each task-related group process was not warranted. 
This shows that a different method is required that allows studying collaborative processes in 
RTC in-depth. The next section will take this into account and test the applicability of a new 
method, which combins QCA and Grounded Theory.
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4.5 Analysis 3: Testing the Combination of Qualitative Content 
Analysis and Grounded Theory -  Qualitative Behavioural 
Analysis
As mentioned above, QCA in combination with Grounded Theory, might help to 
understand dynamics of RTC in more depth. As pointed out in the previous sections, 
dynamics of RTC are understood as task-related group processes, which are understood as 
activities. These task-related activities have to be performed by means of actions, which are 
carried out by the user. Carrying out actions is understood as interactive individual acts. 
However, analyses above showed that RTC does not just entail task-related group processes 
but also user-related group processes.
Thus, dynamics of RTC are a conglomerate of different group processes and each 
group process entails a set of actions and operations. In order to understand these group 
processes and to really find out how RTC works, it seems crucial to approach the data in a 
different manner, to investigate the actions and reactions that take place, the social interaction 
between users and the system in-depth instead of focusing on specific aspects that affect 
dynamics of RTC rather than help understanding them. Based on this insight, this analysis 
will focus on the collaborative behaviour in dyadic RTC in order to understand dynamics of 
RTC better. Thus, the same four video recordings will be used as in analyses 1 and 2. For this 
analysis, however, only the first fifteen minutes will be analysed, because during this time 
users collaborated the most via the tabletop system. In the other half of the task, users were 
mainly discussing decisions and the tabletop was less the centre of attention. This first part of 
the task has been classified as information selection task, therefore rules of information 
management apply and will be taken into consideration while studying the data.
In this thesis, the collaborative behaviour is understood as the actions and reactions 
carried out by the users to interact with the system (A/X to X/A, B/X to X/B) and to interact 
with each other (A/B to B/A) in order to manage information collaboratively. (Some of these 
actions have already been mentioned in analysis 1 and 2 and roughly identified by means of 
Objective Hermeneutics and Qualitative Content Analysis.) If user A dragged a document into 
the high resolution area (human-computer interaction), user B automatically had to view then 
the same information at the same time. This action could have led to a reaction by user B 
towards the action of user A (human-human interaction). Because of the existence of two 
different roles with different interests, dragging a document into the high resolution area 
could have restrained users. Referring to Hansen & Jaervelin (2007), different users have 
different cognitive abilities to perceive and process information. Therefore, the collaborative
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behaviour as shown in the video recordings can be understood as collaborative information 
management behaviour (CIMB), which requires coordinated actions, hence a strategy. 
Another issue that has been found to affect collaborative information management behaviour 
was the complexity of the information selection task. Having to select three essential 
documents also challenged the cognitive abilities of the users while managing information 
collaboratively. These two issues of carrying out actions and reactions and having different 
cognitive abilities constitute four analytical questions and one methodological question:
1 . What actions and reactions do users carry out during the information selection task?
2. What kind o f CIMB can be derived from nonverbal actions and reactions carried out 
by a user to manage information collaboratively?
3. What kind o f CIMB can be derived from verbal actions and reactions o f a user carried 
out to manage information collaboratively?
4. How is nonverbal and verbal CIMB related to cognitive abilities and what effect does 
this relationship have for the information selection task?
5. Is the combination o f Grounded Theory and Qualitative Content Analysis a viable 
method to study dyadic remote tabletop collaboration holistically?
The first question is concerned with the individual perspective of CIMB. By defining 
action and reaction types, insights of users’ behaviour while managing information 
collaboratively should be obtained. The second question concentrates on the collaborative 
perspective of the information selection task and examines the nonverbal actions and 
reactions of users during the first fifteen minutes of the distributed synchronous meeting. By 
answering this question, the collaborative nonverbal information management behaviour 
during the information selection task should be analysed using Grounded Theory. The third 
question also focuses on the collaborative verbal actions and reactions. By means of 
Qualitative Content Analysis an understanding for collaborative verbal information 
management behaviour during the information selection task should be gained. Question four 
refers to the process of combining these two approaches and deducing theoretical propositions 
for CIMB in order to describe a model of CIMB, which can be understood as developing a 
theory. After analysing the data with different qualitative research methods, research question 
five should be answered.
4.5.1 Analytical Process
The first fifteen minutes of each of the four video recordings have been found to be of 
great value when studying collaborative information management behaviour in depth. Initial
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observation of the data revealed that users carried out verbal and nonverbal actions and 
reactions during the information selection task. This finding answered the first research 
question and was of great importance for the analysis as it showed how the same data can be 
analysed with different methods. Firstly, the four videos have been analysed by means of 
Grounded Theory in order to determine users’ collaborative nonverbal information 
management behaviour. Secondly, the transcripts of the video recordings (see appendices A l- 
A4), previously used in study 2, have been revisited and analysed from a different angle, 
concentrating on verbal actions and reactions using QCA in order to identify the collaborative 
verbal information management behaviour. Analysing the same data with different methods 
was also crucial to substantiate codes and categories, as only two researchers have coded the 
data, which can be understood as an indicator for testing the validity and reliability of the 
findings.
After analysing video recordings and transcripts separately, findings have been 
corroborated to examine how verbal and nonverbal actions and reactions are related to 
cognitive abilities and what effect this relationship has for the information selection task. This 
has been achieved by combining findings of both analyses. This allowed deducing theoretical 
propositions and defining concepts for CIMB, which have been used to develop a model for 
CIMB that represents the developed theory. Finally, findings have also been quantified in 
order to determine the relationship between concepts and evaluate the validity of the 
concepts.
4.5.1.1 Grounded Theory to Study Nonverbal CIMB
Firstly, the data of the videos has been fragmented by identifying all nonverbal actions 
and reactions. These have been coded and consequently, categorised e.g. user A dragged a 
document into the high resolution area. This action of user A has been coded as dragging a 
document. User B nodded. This action has been coded as feedback. Several codes have been 
found in all four video recordings and were used for further analysis, as represented in Table 
4.4.
Codes Categories
Nonverbal Actions and Reactions CIMB nonverbal
Reading quietly digital document Seeking
Reading quietly paper document
Dragging documents in order to view Viewing
Pointing at documents (digital or paper) Feedback
Nodding
Dragging multiple documents out of the high Pre-selecting
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Codes
Nonverbal Actions and Reactions
Categories 
CIMB nonverbal
resolution area on to the left or right side
Dragging specific documents back into the high 
resolution area
Reviewing
Pointing at specific information in a document in the 
high resolution area
Dragging documents out of the high resolution and 
leaving them
Leaving three documents in the high resolution area
Selecting
Table 4.4 Codes and Categories of Grounded Theory Analysis
These nonverbal actions and reactions (codes) have certain properties. During the 
coding process it became clear that users carried out these nonverbal actions either 
individually or collaboratively, e.g., User A dragged a document (collaborative action) user B 
read (individual action) and nodded (collaborative action). These properties of actions and 
reactions revealed that an information selection task performed over a shared digital 
workspace consists of collaborative nonverbal actions and individual nonverbal actions. 
Although an individual nonverbal action carried out in remote tabletop collaboration does not 
necessarily indicate collaborative behaviour, this action still contributes to collaborative 
information management. The individual nonverbal action reading has been categorised as 
seeking behaviour and found to be essential to manage information collaboratively. Without 
seeking information, users would not have been able to continue the collaborative information 
management process. All other nonverbal actions and reactions indicated collaborative 
nonverbal information management behaviour and have been categorised as the behaviour 
viewing, reviewing, pre-selecting, selecting, and feedback. After coding and categorising each 
video, codes and categories of all four videos have been compared to ensure that these codes 
are legitimately found in all.
In the following section, two examples of Video 1 will demonstrate how codes and 
categories have been created. The first example represents the beginning of the remote 
meeting and illustrates how users started to manage information collaboratively. The second 
example describes the collaborative nonverbal information management behaviour while 
users were reviewing information during the information selection task.
Example 1, (Video 1, 2.32-2.46 (min.): action-reaction)
In Video 1, user A read quietly and asked a question. At the same time user B 
was reading a paper document and when user A finished his question user B nodded 
and replied.
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Codes and Categories (Example 1, Video 1, 2.32-2.46 (min.): action-reaction)
By reading quietly and asking a question, user A performed a nonverbal and a 
verbal action. We focused on the nonverbal action, reading quietly and coded this 
action as reading quietly. User B was reading a paper document, which was a 
nonverbal action that has been coded as reading quietly. The reaction of user B nodding 
has been coded as feedback. We categorised the action reading quietly as behaviour 
seeking and nodding as the behaviour feedback. The codes found in this example are 
reading quietly and nodding. The categories of these codes were feedback and seeking 
behaviour.
Example 2 (Video 1, 5.51-6.20 (min.): Action and Reaction)
User B dragged specific documents into the high-resolution area one by one in 
order to demonstrate what documents, they had found so far and agreed on. While user 
B was dragging the document user A looked down at the workspace and followed the 
action of user B and nodded occasionally.
Codes and Categories (Example 2, Video 1, 5.51-6.20 (min.): Action and Reaction)
The nonverbal action of user B dragging specific documents into the high- 
resolution area has been coded as dragging specific documents. Because users have 
already pre-selected some documents, they were able to drag the preselected 
documents into the high-resolution to have a closer look. The coded action of dragging 
specific documents after preselecting them has been categorised as behaviour 
reviewing. The reaction of user B nodding has been coded as nodding and categorised 
as feedback. This example revealed the codes dragging specific documents and 
nodding categorized as reviewing behaviour and feedback.
Analysis of all four videos revealed that users performed specific nonverbal 
collaborative and individual actions and reactions during the first fifteen minutes of the 1ST. 
Findings showed that users mainly dragged documents, pointed at documents in the shared 
digital workspace, read digital or paper documents or pointed at paper documents and 
nodded. These nonverbal actions and reactions occurring at specific times during the meeting 
revealed our codes. From our codes we established five categories that represented 
collaborative verbal information management behaviour during the 1ST. These five categories 
occurred several times in the first fifteen minutes of all four video recordings: Seeking 
information (reading quietly). Viewing information (dragging a document, pointing at 
documents), Pre-selecting information (pointing at specific information in documents,
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dragging different documents), Reviewing information (dragging specific documents back 
into the high-resolution area, pointing at specific information in a document in the high- 
resolution area), Selecting information (dragging documents out of the high-resolution and 
leaving them, leaving three documents in the high-resolution area) and giving feedback 
(nodding).
Grounded Theory was useful to define nonverbal actions and reactions and gave 
insights regarding the collaborative behaviour. However, verbal actions and reactions 
dominated the remote tabletop meeting, which requires further analysis using QCA.
4 5 .1 2  Qualitative Content Analysis to Study Verbal CIMB
The conversation on each video has been transcribed and each verbal action and 
reaction has been analysed by means of qualitative content analysis. Verbal actions and 
reactions consisted of several single-word and multiple word phrases, thus line-by-line coding 
and phrase-by-phrase coding was required as the collaborative meaning of each phrase 
indicated a specific collaborative meaning. After the coding process, the collaborative 
behaviour of the verbal actions and reactions revealed six categories. These represent the 
collaborative verbal information management behaviour. Table 4.5 illustrates all the codes 
and categories found in the four transcripts.
Codes Categories
Suggesting a strategy, solution, decision 
Asking a question 
Pointing out a problem
Suggesting
Specifying document type 
Telling the other user where to put documents 
Referring to specific information in emails 
Referring to specific information in maps 
Referring to specific information in schedules 
Referring to specific information in paper document
Specifying
Comparing information of different digital documents 
Comparing information of digital and paper documents
Comparing
Enumerating selected documents 
Specifying the enumerated documents 
Enumerating information in selected documents
Interpreting
Assessing relevance of information Assessing
Agreeing or disagreeing as a response towards a verbal 
action of the other user (e.g. suggesting a strategy, 
pointing out a problem, comparing information, etc.)
Giving Feedback
Table 4.5 Codes and Categories of QCA
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In the following section, the coding and categorising process of the transcripts will be 
illustrated by means of the two examples of Video 1 that were analysed in the previous 
section, Transcript 1, verbal actions 3-4, line 004-005 and verbal actions 23-26, line 035-040.
Example 1 (Transcript 1, verbal action and reaction 3-4, line 004-005)
A: “So, do you want to discuss each document one by one?”
B: “I think it’s better, yeah, * let’s start then.”
Codes and Categories (Example 1, transcript 1, verbal action and reaction 3-4, line 
004-005)
The first verbal action shows two interesting phrases. The first phrase “So, do 
you want to discuss” shows user A expressing his desire to collaborate. This phrase has 
been coded as pointing out a problem (something has to be discussed). The second 
phrase “each document one by one” implied that user A found that there is more than 
one document and that managing a large amount of information is best handled by 
using a strategy of going through each document one at a time. This second phrase has 
been coded as suggesting a strategy. Pointing out a problem and suggesting a strategy 
has been categorised as the collaborative verbal behaviour suggesting.
The second utterance of user B contains three phrases that were important to 
analyse. The first phrase “I think it’s better” indicates that user B has also encountered 
the same problem of having a large amount of information that has to be managed. This 
first phrase has been coded as agreeing towards the codes pointing out a problem. The 
second, one-word phrase “Yeah” emphasises the agreement of user B and the 
suggestion of using this particular strategy of user A. This second phrase of the verbal 
action has been coded as agreeing towards the code suggesting a strategy. The third 
phrase “Let’s start then” refers to the users’ readiness to start the information selection 
task and has been coded as the behaviour agreeing to collaborate. All three phrases 
have been categorised as the collaborative verbal behaviour giving feedback in order to 
collaborate.
Example 1 of transcript 1 revealed the codes: suggesting a strategy, pointing out 
a problem and agreeing towards the verbal action of a user. The categories that 
emerged were suggesting and feedback.
Example 2 (Transcript 1, verbal action and reaction 23-25, line 035-040)
B: “So we have got the two maps, the two routes...”
A: “Okay.”
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B: “ ...and the schedules for the demonstration and one for the state visit. I think
we need to keep both of them.”
A: “Yeah.”
Codes and Categories (Example 2, transcript 1, verbal action and reaction 23-25, line 
035-040)
The first verbal action is interrupted and consists of five phrases. The first phrase 
“So we have got the two maps” of user B indicates that different documents have been 
found and specified, this has been coded as enumerating selected documents. The 
phrase “the two maps” has been coded as specifying enumerated documents. The 
second part of the phrase “two routes” refers to specific information in the two maps 
and has been coded as specifying information in enumerated documents. Both phrases 
have been categorised as the collaborative verbal behaviour interpreting.
The interrupting utterance of user A has been coded as agreeing and implied that 
user A has also specified the documents as maps and the information in the documents 
as routes. Agreeing has been categorised as feedback.
User B continues his specification. The third phrase of the verbal action “the two 
schedules” has been coded as enumerating selected documents. The fourth phrase “for 
the demonstration and one for the state visit” points at specific information in the 
specified documents. Specifying enumerated documents has been categorised as 
interpreting. The fifth phrase “I think we need to keep both”, also refers to the 
collaborative verbal behaviour interpreting. The phrase of user A shows that user A 
understood user B and has been coded as verbal action agreeing and categorised as 
feedback.
Example 2 revealed the codes specifying document types, referring to specified 
information in a document, and agreeing. These codes revealed the categories feedback 
and interpreting.
Qualitative Content Analysis of all four transcripts revealed that verbal actions and 
reactions consisted of phrases that reflected the collaborative verbal information management 
behaviour. The phrases contained in a verbal action or reaction, have been coded and the 
collaborative behavioural meaning of the verbal actions and reactions of a user have been 
deduced in order to categorise them. Six categories that describe collaborative verbal 
information management behaviour have been found: suggesting, specifying, comparing, 
interpreting, assessing and giving feedback to someone. These findings answered the third
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research question concerned with the collaborative verbal information management 
behaviour.
QCA was useful to analyse the verbal actions and reactions, hence human-to-human 
interaction. Findings show that verbal behaviour is crucial to manage information 
collaboratively in remote tabletop collaboration although users could see the same 
information at the same time. In order to manage the information collaboratively, the 
existence of the shared digital workspace was of great importance, which substantiates the 
findings of study 1. CIMB was reflected in both, nonverbal and verbal actions and reactions. 
Analysing nonverbal actions by means of QCA has been found to be difficult, which 
Grounded Theory was useful for.
4.5.13 Combining QCA and Grounded Theory: Qualitative Behavioural 
Analysis (QBA)
In order to compensate for the shortcomings of each approach, the outcomes from 
Grounded Theory and QCA have been compared, thus a corroborated (logic) approach has 
been used (Mason, 2006). Combining Grounded Theory and QCA has been called Qualitative 
Behavioural Analysis, as both verbal behaviour (content) as well as nonverbal behaviour of 
dyadic RTC will be studied together. The categories of video recordings have been compared 
with the categories of the transcripts in order to determine similarities and differences 
between them and to deduce patterns between findings of each video recording with the 
matching transcript.
For the comparison of the categories, all the categories found in both videos and 
transcripts have been considered and revealed that specific categorised nonverbal actions and 
reactions occur before specific categorised verbal actions and reactions, e.g. the category 
seeking information from the video recordings has always been found to occur before the 
category suggesting from the transcripts.
Example 1 of video 1 will be used again to demonstrate the analytical process combining 
approaches and comparing findings.
Example 1 o f Video 1 compared to Transcript 1
Comparing the collaborative nonverbal behaviour of user A (seeking) with the 
same part of transcript 1, showed that suggesting a strategy by asking a question took 
place before seeking for information. The collaborative nonverbal behaviour of user B 
has also been categorised as seeking. The reaction of user B nodding and agreeing has 
been categorised as the collaborative behaviour feedback in the video recording and
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giving feedback in the transcript. This example indicates that user A and user B 
approached the information selection task in a similar way, both were seeking for 
information, and both had the cognitive ability to acquire knowledge. Seeking for 
information has been identified as preverbal construing (Kelly, 1955/1991). Table 4.6 
illustrates the cognitive abilities of the users and the accompanying cognitive process.
Cognitive ability o f user Cognitive process o f
Acquiring knowledge Learning
Categorising information Recognising
Associating information Analysing
Creating meaning Comprehension
Drawing conclusions Decision Making
Table 4.6 Cognitive Abilities of Users and Accompanying Cognitive Processes
By seeking for information, user A acquired knowledge and learned about a 
problem. After user A had learned something he was able to express his thought by 
suggesting a strategy.
In the second example of video 1, the collaborative nonverbal behaviour of user 
B reviewing documents by dragging them one by one into the high-resolution area has 
been followed by the collaborative verbal behaviour interpreting. By interpreting 
information, user B created meaning of the reviewed information. This cognitive ability 
of creating meaning refers to the cognitive process of comprehension.
Based on these insights, cognitive processes have functional significance for the 
behaviour of the users (Kuhl & Atkinson, 1986; Matthews et al, 2004) and can be understood 
as the link between nonverbal and verbal action and reactions carried out during the 1ST. 
Collaborative nonverbal behaviour enabled users to process information cognitively and the 
collaborative verbal behaviour decoded the cognitive process. Table 4.7 illustrates which 
categories of the video recordings matched categories of the transcripts and which cognitive 
abilities were needed.
Categories of Videos Categories of Transcript
CIMB nonverbal Cognitive ability CIMB verbal
Seeking information Acquiring knowledge Suggesting something 
Giving feedback
Viewing information Categorising information Specifying something 
Giving feedback
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Pre-selecting information Associating information Comparing something
Giving feedback
Reviewing information Creating meaning Interpreting something
Giving feedback
Selecting information Drawing conclusions Assessing something
Giving feedback
Table 4.7 Cognitive Abilities link Categories of Video with Categories of Transcripts
4.5.2 Findings and Viability of QBA
Comparing and linking, the categories of the video recordings with the categories of 
the transcripts, helped to deduce theoretical proposition. The collaborative nonverbal 
information behaviour of seeking, viewing, pre-selecting, reviewing and selecting matched 
the collaborative verbal information behaviour of suggesting and giving feedback, specifying 
and giving feedback, comparing and giving feedback, interpreting and giving feedback. 
Assessing and giving feedback occurred repeatedly together during the 1ST.
Firstly, users sought for information, acquired knowledge (cognitive process of 
learning) and verbally suggested something. After that both users viewed the documents, 
categorised the document type (cognitive process of recognising) and specified the document 
type. This nonverbal and verbal behaviour enabled them to pre-select documents, associate 
information (cognitive process of analysing) and verbally compare information. After they 
had pre-selected some documents, they reviewed the pre-selected documents, created 
contextual meaning (cognitive process of comprehension) and verbally interpreted the 
information. Finally, users selected a certain document or information in the document that 
seemed to be useful, drew conclusions (cognitive process of judging) and verbally assessed 
the relevance of the documents.
Drawing on these findings, it can be deduced that collaborative information 
management behaviour consists of collaborative nonverbal information behaviour (which 
enables users to process information cognitively) and collaborative verbal information 
behaviour (which decodes the users’ cognitive processes by expressing verbally). 
Collaborative nonverbal behaviour, plus the cognitive ability, plus the collaborative verbal 
behaviour has been grouped as a theoretical concept that describes a specific behavioural 
stage of the users during an information selection task (1ST). This way, five concepts have
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been developed that constitute the theory of CIMB, see Table 4.8: Initiation, Identification, 
Formulation, Structuring and Decision Making.
Concept CIMB nonverbal Cognitive Ability CIMB verbal
Initiation (IN) Seeking information Acquiring knowledge Suggesting 
Giving feedback
Identification (ID) Viewing information Categorising Specifying 
Giving feedback
Formulation (FO) Pre-selecting
information
Associating Comparing 
Giving feedback
Structuring (ST) Reviewing information Creating meaning Interpreting 
Giving feedback
Decision Making (DM) Selecting information Drawing conclusions Assessing 
Giving feedback
Table 4.8 Five Concepts of CIMB during an Information Selection Task
After defining all the concepts that emerged from the data, further investigation of the 
concepts revealed that concepts occurred repeatedly in a video recording. The occurrence of 
the five concepts in each video recording can be visualised as a sequence, e.g. IN-ID-FO-ST 
DM-ID-DM- IN-ID- ... -ST-DM (sequence of video 1, for abbreviations of concepts, see 
Table 11).
At this point, the sequence of each video has been compared with the sequences of one 
other video, which showed that at the beginning of each meeting the concept Initiation 
occurred. Initiation can be also found several times in a sequence during the whole video and 
every time it occurred it was always followed by Identification. Decision Making always 
occurred before Initiation during the 1ST and as the last concept of a sequence and also 
occurred between the concepts, Identification, Formulation and Structuring. This finding 
gave reason to distinguish between Final Decision Making and in-between Decision Making. 
The concept in-between Decision Making always occurred before Initiation and throughout a 
sequence. The concept Final Decision Making took place in the end of the information 
selection task. Thus, it can be inferred that Initiation and the concept Final Decision Making 
mark a start and an end point of a sequence, hence the start and the end point of the 
information selection task. After understanding how users start and finish the information 
selection task, the sequence of each video has been revisited and reanalysed, which revealed 
an additional finding: Initiation, Identification, Formulation, Structuring and Decision 
Making (in-between) occurred several times during the information selection task. This 
indicates a cyclical character of the concepts in a sequence.
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The temporal position of these concepts in a sequence was difficult to define. 
Therefore, the qualitative findings had to be quantified by means of Analysis o f Frequency in 
order to determine the order of the concepts in a sequence.
4 5 2 .1  Quantifying Qualitative Results: Analysis o f  Frequency
This analysis states the number of occurrences of each concept before or after the 
current concept of interest, e.g. Initiation occurs 24 times before Identification. Figure 4.7 
illustrates the frequency of each concept to every other concept identified by QCBA in all 
four video recordings. The arrows visualise the occurrence of each concept before or after one 
other concept. Bold arrows imply that the current concept of interest occurs frequently before 
one other concept in contrast to thin arrows, which represent the occurrence of the current 
concept to one other concept as less frequent. The number above the arrow indicates that the 
current concept of interest occurred before one other concept. The number under the arrow 
shows the occurrence of the current concept of interest after one other concept. Arrows are 
either one-directional or bi-directional. A one-directional arrow illustrates that the current 
concept of interest only occurred either before or after on other concept. A bi-directional 
arrow means that the current concept of interest occurred before and after one other concept. 
The number 0 implies that the current concept of interest neither occurred before and or after 
one other concept.
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Figure 4.7 Concepts of CIMB: Analysis of Frequency of all four Video Recordings
Initiation occurred 24 times but only before Identification and did not take place before 
or after the concepts Formulation, Structuring or Final Decision Making. But, Initiation has 
been found to occur 23 times after in-between Decision Making. This finding substantiates 
our assumption that the character of the concepts representing CIMB is cyclical.
Identification has been counted 24 times after Initiation but never before Initiation. 
Identification occurred 23 times before Formulation and 5 times after Formulation. 
Identification took place 3 times before and 4 times after Structuring and 7 times before in- 
between Decision Making and 6 times after in-between Decision Making. Identification has 
not been found before Final Decision Making. Due to the frequent occurrence of 
Identification before Formulation and after Initiation, the position of Identification is between 
these two concepts.
Formulation never occurred before and or after Initiation. The concept Formulation took 
place 5 times before Identification, 23 times after Identification, 24 times before Structuring 
and 3 times after Structuring. Formulation has also been found to occur 11 times before and 3
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times after in-between Decision Making but not before Final Decision Making. This finding 
gives reason to assume that Formulation is located between the concepts Identification and 
Structuring.
Structuring has never been found before and or after Initiation nor Final Decision Making. 
Structuring occurred 4 times before and 3 times after Identification. The occurrence of the 
concept Structuring before Formulation was less frequent with 8 times, compared to after 
Formulation, 25 times. Structuring before in-between Decision Making has been counted 21 
times and after in-between Decision Making 3 times. It has been deduced that the concept 
Structuring is positioned before the concept in-between Decision Making and after 
Formulation.
The concept in-between Decision Making has been found to occur 23 times before 
Initiation and 7 times before Identification and 6 times after Identification. In-between 
Decision Making took place 11 times before and 4 times after Formulation and 3 times before 
and 11 times after Structuring. Therefore, the position of the concept in-between Decision 
Making is before Initiation and after Structuring. The concept Final Decision Making has 
been counted four times after Structuring. Therefore, the concept Final Decision Making only 
occurred once in a sequence after the concept Structuring and never before and or after the 
concepts Initiation, Identification or Formulation. Final Decision Making symbolises the end 
of the information selection task.
4 5 2 2  Developing a Model o f CIMB
Based on the findings of qualitative and quantitative analysis, a model and theory for 
CIMB has been developed. Figure 4.8 depicts the model and a discussion of the theory behind 
the model will be given in this section. Before discussing the theory behind the model, the 
model will be described according to the following criteria that have been deduced from 
analyses above.
1. An information selection task can be described in a sequence. A sequence consists of 
concepts. Each concept represents a behavioural stage of collaborative information 
management behaviour during the 1ST.
2. A stage includes collaborative nonverbal behaviour, cognitive abilities and 
collaborative verbal behaviour.
3. An information selection task starts with the stage Initiation and ends with the stage 
Final Decision Making.
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4. Within the stages of Initiation and Final Decision Making, users went through the 
stages of Initiation, Identification, Formulation, Structuring and (in-between) 
Decision Making in order to finish the information selection task.
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Figure 4.8 Model for CIMB during an Information Selection Task
Figure 4.8 illustrates the CIMB of two users (user A and user B) performing an 
information selection task. CIMB of an information selection task implies five behavioural 
stages: Initiation, Identification, Formulation, Structuring and (in-between or Final) Decision 
Making. Users enter these stages at the same time and continue together because they carry 
out collaborative actions and reactions.
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Describing the M odel fo r  CIMB
In the beginning of an information selection task, both users are in the stage Initiation. 
User A seeks for information by reading a document, acquires knowledge and learns that 
there is a large amount of information that has to be managed. User A verbally expresses 
himself by suggesting a strategy of how to approach this problem. At the same time, user B 
reads the same document as it has been dragged into the high-resolution area in order to read 
it clearly and user B gives feedback by nodding and agreeing. Giving feedback and agreeing 
with user A indicates that user B has also encountered the same information management 
problem, the large amount of data. Within this stage, the users performed the nonverbal 
actions reading quietly, which enabled them to learn and to carry out a verbal action and 
reaction. By agreeing on a strategy, to view each document one by one, the users proceed to 
the next stage. Identification.
Identification means that user A and user B view the documents together by applying 
the strategy they agreed on. Viewing each document by dragging them one by one into the 
high-resolution area allows users to recognise information. Users, either user A or user B 
verbalise the recognised information by specifying the document as a map, a schedule or an 
email.
In the third stage. Formulation, pre-selection of the documents takes place. After users 
specify the document type they pre-select, analyse and verbally compare information. 
Comparing includes information of document-related information or task-related information. 
The former has been found when user A compares details of map 1 with details of map 2. 
Comparing task-related information is understood as comparing the map 1 with the 
requirements of the task. This stage of Formulation is of great importance because users 
know that the information selection task requires them to select three out of ten documents, 
therefore pre-selecting and analysing information is necessary to continue the information 
selection process. By analysing information, users examine the information methodologically 
and pick out specific documents or information. Formulation is related to the goal of meeting 
the task requirements.
The next stage is Structuring. In this stage, users review the pre-selected documents, 
which enable them to create contextual meaning of the information for their purpose. This 
stage has been found to be related to the roles users perform during the 1ST. The goal is to 
gain information appropriate for the specific role. Comprehension is verbally expressed by 
interpreting.
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After interpreting, users enter the stage in-between/ final Decision Making by selecting 
the analysed documents and drawing conclusions. The cognitive process of judging 
information has been found to happen in relation to other documents or the overall task. Users 
verbalise their judgments in form of verbally assessing them, e.g. User B: “I think we should 
keep both of them” (Video 1). User A gives feedback by reminding user B about the task 
requirements, e.g. user A: “We have four documents but we are supposed to have just three” 
(Video 1). In order to select, the correct three documents out of the four remaining documents 
they already have selected, users continue by re-entering one of the stages Initiation, 
Identification, Formulation or Structuring again.
This behaviour of re-entering a different stage (continuing backwards) can occur any 
time during the information selection task. Users can also start a new cycle, beginning with 
Initiation, and loop. The example given above when user A reminded user B of how many 
they should actually select, forced them to re-enter the stage Formulation. Users finish the 
information selection task when they have found the three documents and made a final 
decision together. Final Decision Making.
Discussion o f Model
The five stages have been found to be important in different ways to complete the 
information selections task. Initiation is inevitably during the information selection task as it 
helps the users to orient themselves. Identification is necessary to categorise documents, 
which helps users to collaborate over the shared digital workspace because they have 
established names for the document together, e.g. the large map, the inner city map.
Formulation is a stage where users pre-select, recognise and specify information. This 
requires the cognitive ability to categorise the information. Users had problems doing this, 
which was expressed in their verbal actions and reactions. Kuhlthau (1991) emphasised that it 
is in this stage that feelings of uncertainty can hinder individuals in addition, they have to 
recreate meaning to diminish uncertainty in order to increase confidence, which boosts their 
impetus to move on in the information management process. Analysis of our transcripts 
reflected the verbal expression of uncertainty clearly and by pre-selecting, recognizing and 
specifying information, users could overcome this problem. Formulation. If users could not 
overcome the problem they stopped during the stage Formulation and changed their strategy. 
Instead, they selected a different document they had viewed before and judged its usefulness 
for their interest, in-between Decision Making. After that, they reviewed documents they had 
pre-selected before and interpreted them, Structuring. Continuing this way has been found to 
hinder users in selecting the three essential documents because users needed more time. This
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shows that the stage Structuring represents a turning point during an information selection 
task. Although users could share the same documents and verbalise their thoughts, they are 
also able to create different contextual meaning. The video recordings showed that 
participants had problems following their colleagues during this stage. We interpreted this 
behaviour as a lack of the creation of situational meaning and found that in order to manage 
information effectively, a user must communicate his or her cognitive awareness clearly. 
Users achieved cognitive awareness by repeating what they referred to. Reviewing and 
interpreting multiple information sources also challenged the users’ cognitive abilities 
(Hyldegârd & Ingwersen, 2007, Vakkari, 2003) because the users could only remember 
fragments of information, which prevented them from making judgments on the relevance of 
the information in relation to the task. Consequently, users continued backwards to 
accomplish the goal. This behaviour has been identified as indecision of the user 
(Karamuftuoglu, 1998). Indecision of a subject describes the relation of a document to an 
inquirer (user or community) that cannot be determined at the time of the interaction. A high 
number of documents resulted in users’ cognitive fragmentation of information sources and 
forced users to re-enter certain stages. Reddy & Jansen (2008) identified fragmented 
information sources as one of the triggers responsible for the shift from individual to 
collaborative information management behaviour. Indecision due to fragmented information 
has been found to lead to the use of a different strategy. Users decided to choose an 
alternative information management strategy (Xie, 2000). Finding the right strategy enables 
users to continue, to assess the relevance of the information and to make absolute judgments, 
and to come to a final decision (Sperber and Wilson, 1986).
4.5.2 3  Viability o f QBA
Qualitative Behavioural Analysis, the combination of Grounded Theory and 
Qualitative Content Analysis, is a corroborative approach (Mason, 2006) that helped to 
explore dynamics of RTC. Dynamics of collaboration are often referring to group dynamics 
and to the interactive nature of individuals within a group (Forsyth, 2006). In this thesis, 
dynamics of collaboration are understood as task related group processes, so the behaviour of 
groups during RTC, which entails task-related activities and actions. The interactive nature of 
individuals is understood as the users’ individual actions carried out during collaboration 
regardless of the task.
By applying QBA it was possible to extract actions and reactions and to group them 
into different behavioural stages. Each behavioural stage can be understood as an activity, e.g. 
Initiation entails the action reading a digital or paper document quietly. Initiation refers to the
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operation seeking which is typical for information management (Butcher & Rowley, 1998; 
Kuhltau, 1991; Wilson, 1981,1999).
Furthermore, by studying verbal and nonverbal collaborative behaviour in detail 
cognitive requirements have been detected, which helped to develop a model for CIMB. By 
only using QCA this would not have been possible as the nonverbal behaviour, which gave 
crucial insights of how and when information is processed quietly would not have been taken 
into account. The nonverbal behaviour however is an essential element of the dynamics of 
RTC. Applying Grounded Theory on its own would not have allowed focusing on the verbal 
actions in-depth as QCA did. By using these two qualitative approaches in combination, it 
was possible to determine how verbal and non-verbal actions are linked to cognitive abilities 
of the users and what effect this relation has to RTC. The cognitive abilities required during 
the 1ST are acquiring knowledge (cognitive process of learning), categorising information 
(cognitive process of recognising), associating information (cognitive process of analysing), 
creating meaning of information (cognitive process of comprehension) and drawing 
conclusions (cognitive process of judging).
Based on these findings, it was possible to develop a model that represents the CIMB 
of each user during an 1ST. Five concepts have been established and each concept describes a 
stage of CIMB, which also represents the activities taking place during an 1ST in RTC: 
Initiation, Identification, Formulation, Structuring and (in-between or Final) Decision 
Making. Each stage encompasses actions, operations and cognitive abilities required during 
an 1ST in a remote collaborative setting. However, quantification of the qualitative results 
was necessary to locate the cyclical nature of CIMB and the order of stages users go through.
Thus, the proposed new method Qualitative Behavioural Analysis (QCA and Grounded 
Theory) revealed that RTC is a process of collaborative information management behaviour, 
which is a useful insight regarding the design of interfaces. Secondly, the combined method 
supplemented the shortcomings of each approach. Thirdly, QBA allowed developing a theory 
and gaining a holistic picture of the dynamics of RTC. Therefore, combining these two 
qualitative approaches is a viable method to investigate dynamics of remote tabletop 
collaboration. However, quantification of the qualitative findings is highly recommended.
4.6 Discussion of Testing Different Qualitative Research Methods
Analysing the same data with different approaches showed that using research 
methods individually only allows focusing on one specific contextual aspect of dyadic 
tabletop collaboration. This finding emphasises that studying RTC requires a more pragmatic
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approach. Only by applying a combined approach could reveal a holistic picture of how RTC 
works. Although the findings of all three analyses contribute to the understanding of how 
RTC works, only analysis 3 QBA yield detailed answers regarding dynamics of RTC. This 
implies that QBA as proposed here is useful to understand dynamics of RTC which would 
answer the first research question of this thesis. However, QBA has only been applied in the 
study of dyadic RTC. Thus, it is questionable if QBA is also useful to study complex group 
constellations, such as mixed presence groups in RTC (Tang et al, 2004), which will be the 
object of investigation in Chapter 5.
This section will recall the findings of the analyses and discuss how these contribute 
to the understanding of how RTC works and thus the dynamics of RTC.
4.6.1 Understanding Dynamics of Dyadic RTC
In this thesis, dynamics of collaboration are understood as group processes of different 
interaction levels, so the behaviour of groups during RTC (Forsyth, 2006). The interactive 
nature of individuals is understood as the users’ individual actions carried out during 
collaboration, which can be compared with task-work (e.g. production of documents) 
activities as introduced by Gutwin and Greenberg (2000). Looking at the findings of all three 
analyses it became clear that this definition has to be expanded if a holistic picture is to be 
obtained. Gutwin and Greenberg’s (2000) distinction only refers to the task and the ‘team’ but 
neglects the system, which has been found to influence the collaboration process 
significantly. Taskwork can be understood as task-related group processes and teamwork 
refers to user-related group processes. Based on the findings of the analyses, the dynamics of 
RTC should also consider interaction with the system, thus system-related group processes. 
This section will discuss the importance of this additional strand and how the dynamics of 
RTC unfold in a collaboration process and why QBA would have been enough to gain a 
holistic picture of dyadic RTC.
Objective Hermeneutics was useful to obtain generic ideas regarding dyadic RTC, but 
did not contribute to the understanding of the dynamics of RTC per se. Instead, this method 
allowed identifying key factors of collaboration such as social processes that are taking place 
during RTC, what human senses are challenged during collaboration and how virtual direct 
interaction is influenced and influences social processes and human senses. These findings 
are similar to the idea of intentional communication (Clark, 1999) and the combination of talk 
and gesture as identified by Luff et al (2006), where gestures shape the social interaction and 
visual and audible conduct of users.
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Objective Hermeneutics showed that dynamics of RTC also include user-related group 
processes next to task-related group processes. Four social processes have been found to 
construct the collaboration process in a repetitive manner: communication, coordination, 
achievement of mutual understanding and orientation, which can be related to the team work 
activities (Gutwin and Greenberg, 2000), or the idea of Pauchet et al (2007) who identified 
coordination as collision and deduced that this might affect social interaction significantly. 
Roger and Lindley (2004) also focused on group orientation and added that accessibility and 
shareability of displays affect group orientation hence social interaction. These user-related 
group processes can also be understood as social group activities and each activity entails 
specific actions and operations. The human senses assist these social processes in a physical 
way and virtual direct interaction supported both the human senses and the social processes 
and can be understood as system-related group process. On the one hand, these findings 
correlate with Tang et al (2004) who suggested digital arm shadows (virtual direct 
interaction) to increase awareness of actions and transmit identity. This implies that virtual 
direct interaction facilitates workspace awareness hence supports remote tabletop 
collaboration as suggested by Gutwin and Greenberg (1997). On the other hand, Parker et al
(2005) and Ha et al (2006) found that direct input devices require more effort and can be 
tiring in the long run as users have to reach for objects, thus hinder the users view as part of 
the arm covers the display, which might affect social interaction negatively. However, in 
comparison to indirect virtual devices, direct interaction devices have been found to be 
beneficial, which substantiates the findings of analysis 1 and it can be concluded that direct 
interaction devices provide rich interpersonal interaction in a remote as well as a co-located 
tabletop environment (Ha et al, 2007, Parker et al, 2005).
Although the insights gained from Objective Hermeneutics were of value at the time 
and to obtain a generic picture of RTC, the social processes could not be studied in detail, 
thus an additional research method is required. This finding is also of great importance for 
questions of design, as the system should also facilitate these user-related group processes. 
This aspect will be revisited and considered in detail in Chapter 6.
Based on the insights gained by applying Objective Hermeneutics, it became clear that 
talk-in interaction of the users often referred to actions explicitly as well as implicitly, which 
has been emphasised by Luff et al (2006) in their study of ‘pointing and referencing’ through 
talk and gesture over a remote tabletop system (AGORA). While users were instructing each 
other to carry out certain actions, their verbal utterances also referred to issues with the 
system, thus usability problems. Gutwin and Greenberg (1997) elaborated the relationship 
between workspace awareness and usability, which also included communication and thus
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can be related to talk-in interaction. Consequently, a method that allowed focusing on these 
issues in great detail has been used to investigate the same data from a different point of view 
to obtain more in-depth insights regarding the dynamics of RTC, Qualitative Content 
Analysis. This method has been found to be viable for identifying usability problems and 
gender aspects related to usability. Using QCA as a method to study the usability of a system 
was a unique approach as most of the studies concerned with usability employed traditional 
usability engineering methods, mostly quantitative in nature (Bailey, 1989).
The in-depth analysis of the transcripts, hence the verbal actions of users during 
collaboration, showed that users unintentionally expressed their concerns and frustration with 
the system, which indicated the severity of a usability problem. Four codes have been 
formulated, each referring to a set of verbal actions and reactions, which are comparable to 
findings of Kruger et al (2003), Rogers and Lindley, (2004), Scott (2005) and Luff et al
(2006): DIRECT, ORIENT, INTERRUPT and HELP. These codes can be understood as 
group processes as they reoccurred during the collaboration process. DIRECT and ORIENT 
can be understood as system-related group processes, which means that actions have not been 
carried out in relation to the task but in relation to the usability of the system, which 
substantiates findings of Gutwin and Greenberg (2000). INTERRUPT and HELP however, 
are consequences of these system-related group processes and indicate the social interaction 
of users with one another or external helpers. Thus, INTERRUPT and HELP can be 
understood as sub categories of communication, because Objective Hermeneutics identified 
communication as social group process.
However, findings of QCA are only based on verbal actions. Non-verbal actions might 
have also yielded interesting insights regarding the dynamics of RTC as pointed out by Luff 
et al (2006). Combining QCA and Grounded Theory has approached this issue, and a new 
method has been formed, called QBA. This new corroborated research method (Mason, 2006) 
allowed analysing dynamics of RTC in great detail as the definition suggests. Initial 
observation clarified that the information selection task required collaborative information 
management behaviour from users, which entails behavioural stages of information 
management, thus task-related group processes or activities: Initiation, Identijïcation, 
Formulation, Structuring and (in-between or Final) Decision Making. Each activity entails 
specific actions and operations necessary to fulfill the activity, or taskwork as suggested by 
Gutwin and Greenberg (2000). Interestingly, within each activity, a central element is giving 
feedback, which can be classified as communication, thus is part of user-related group 
processes. This demonstrates that dynamics of RTC consist of different types of group 
processes, which are interwoven and take place at the same time. Thus, dynamics of RTC
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cannot only be reduced to task-related group processes. Instead, there are three strands in 
RTC: task-related group processes, system-related group processes and user-related group 
processes, each consisting of isolated aspects explored and investigated in-depth by many 
researchers (Gutwin and Greenberg, 1997, 2000; Scott, 2003; Rogers and Lindley, 2004; 
Parker et al, 2005; Ha et al, 2006; Luff et al, 2006; Tang et al, 2006). The task-related group 
processes are specific for a task, such as an information selection task used in experiment 1, 
whereas the user-related and system-related group processes are constant processes in RTC 
necessary to collaborate regardless of the task. Based on these insights, the definition of 
dynamics of collaboration has to be expanded, Figure 4.9 illustrates this definition:
Dynamics o f RTC are understood as a combination o f three group processes, task- 
related group processes, system-related group processes and user-related group processes, 
which can occur simultaneously in remote tabletop collaboration.
Dynamics of RTC
Task-Related Group Processes System-Related Group Processes User-Related Group Processes
Refers to User-System-User Refers to User-System Interaction Refers to User-User Interaction
Interaction Level Level Level
Initiation Direct Interaction with Tabletop Communication
Identification Orientation Achievement of Mutual
Formulation Understanding
Structuring 
Decision Making
Coordination
Orientation
Table 4.9 Dynamics of RTC
Each group process refers to a specific interaction level and group behaviour, thus each 
group process entails specific activities and actions. The list of activities shown in Figure 4.9 
is by no means exhaustive. Depending on the group constellation, it can be assumed that more 
user-related group activities might occur. In Chapter 5 this idea will be revisited.
Task-related group processes refer to user-system-user interaction, system-related 
group processes are concerned with user-system interaction and user-related group processes 
include all social interactions of users, user-user interaction in RTC. It could be argued that 
system-related group processes are not real group processes as they refer to user-system 
interaction, thus the single user interaction. However, if for instance two users work with a 
co-located system and collaborate with another group remotely, these two users co-located
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perform system-related group processes as a co-located group, thus carry out activities 
together. Chapter 5 will take this aspect into account. Interestingly, the activity orientation 
can be both a system-related group processes and a user-related group processes. The former 
refers to orientation in the workspace (Rogers and Lindley, 2004; Scott, 2003,2005), whereas 
the latter is concerned with orientation in terms of communication (Ryall et al, 2004; Gutwin 
and Greenberg, 2000; Luff et al, 2006).
Group behaviour is formed by actions, which are understood as the interactive nature 
of individuals, which are the users’ individual actions carried out during collaboration either 
in relation to the task, the system or the other user.
Thus, it could be argued that only by using different methods and analysing the data 
from different perspectives can provide a holistic picture. This statement however is invalid 
as Objective Hermeneutics has only been found useful to study broad themes and abstract 
generic findings. In-depth investigation is not possible with this method. QCA only considers 
verbal conducts. Because verbal communication is reduced in remote collaboration, the 
consideration of non-verbal actions is crucial (Luff et al, 2006). This implies that QBA alone 
would have been able to detect different types of group processes that occur in RTC. Drawing 
on these conclusions, this definition and QBA should be re-tested for the use of studying 
multiple users in RTC, hence complex group constellations.
4.6.2 Applicability of Different Qualitative Methods for Design Research
As discussed above. Objective Hermeneutics was useful to gain a broad idea of the 
collaborative process and findings showed that especially some human senses in particular are 
more required than others in different environments (e.g. tabletop versus video/audio only 
condition). Therefore, it has been mentioned that different environments might be beneficial 
for users with hearing or even visual impairment. Although this insight is very important, real 
design recommendations on how to improve the interface or the system itself would require 
more in-depth research in this area. Users with different impairments should be included, test 
the system, be observed and their actions studied. Thus, Objective Hermeneutics on its own 
does not contribute to design research.
As designing applications and systems is closely related to improving the usability and 
usability issues in general, Qualitative Content Analysis might be a successful method to 
contribute to design research. Analysis 2 highlighted that QCA is viable to identify different 
types of usability problems and their properties. Most of the usability problems referred to 
direct interaction and problems of orientation (Gutwin and Greenberg, 1997, 2000; Kruger et
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al, 2003, Rogers and Lindley, 2004; Tang et al, 2004; Parker et al, 2005; Ha et al, 2006, 
Pauchet et al, 2007). The digital pen used for direct interaction did not always work to the 
satisfaction of the users, which has been found to be a problem between the interface and the 
nib of the pen. This usability problem can be solved without changing the design of the 
interface.
The second issue orientation however, referred to the design of the interface. Because 
all the documents were spread randomly over the tabletop, users had issues orienting 
themselves and orienting to one another (Scott, 2003, 2005; Kruger et al, 2003, Rogers and 
Lindley, 2004; Tang et al, 2004; Parker et al, 2005; Ha et al, 2006, Pauchet et al, 2007). At 
this point, initial design ideas have been bom including ideas of structuring data in the 
workspace, providing individual and group workspace areas as suggested by Kruger et al 
(2003), Scott (2004), Tang et al (2004), Tuddenham and Robinson (2007), and Tuddenham 
(2008). Thus, findings of QCA can contribute to early design ideas, therefore can be 
understood as a useful method to deduce first design recommendations. However, due to the 
shortcomings of this method, these design recommendations have to be taken with care.
In contrast, the detailed information obtained in analysis 3 by means of QBA might 
yield results useful for design recommendations. The identified task-related group processes, 
which contain specific actions, might help to formulate recommendations for an interface that 
supports these during RTC. However, this might require a different way of thinking regarding 
analysis, leading to an unorthodox approach (Hmelo-Silver, 2003). The next chapter will take 
this consideration into account and expand QBA by adding a conceptual framework to it that 
allows concentrating specifically on activities, actions and operations but at the same time 
makes allowances for new concepts of group processes in RTC.
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4.7 Summary
The empirical research presented in this chapter, tried to answer the first two research 
questions of this thesis. However, analyses and findings did not answer these two research 
questions fully. Only the dynamics of dyadic remote tabletop collaboration have been 
investigated and the identified new method has only been found to be useful to study dyadic 
users in RTC thus has to be adjusted and re-tested for its suitability to study complex group 
constellations. This implies that further research is required to answer the first two research 
questions of this thesis.
Three analyses have been conducted and different methods have been applied to study 
dynamics of RTC. Based on these analyses, the definition of dynamics of RTC has been 
expanded. Dynamics o f RTC are understood as a combination o f three group processes, task- 
related group processes, system-related group processes and user-related group processes, 
which can occur simultaneously in remote tabletop collaboration.
Analysis 1 tested Objective Hermeneutics, which has been found to be a useful method 
to gain general insights regarding the dynamics of RTC. This method was suitable to 
determine interrelationships between interaction levels of a user and the technology and to 
unfold the latent meaning of the interrelationship of social processes and virtual direct 
interaction. The social processes have been identified as user-related group processes, which 
is one of the three strands that define dynamics of RTC. In-depth analysis of these user- 
related group processes and the social interaction between users was not possible. Thus, this 
method has not been found suitable to study dynamics of RTC. Objective Hermeneutics only 
yield broad findings, which were very descriptive and did not contribute to how the system 
could be improved. This method has not been considered suitable.
Having realised the shortcomings of Objective Hermeneutics, to understand dynamics 
of RTC in detail, a second analysis 2 has been conducted testing the viability of Qualitative 
Content Analysis. This research method was useful to study the verbal behaviour of RTC, 
talk-in interaction. By analysing talk-in interaction, it was possible to identify usability 
problems and gender issues in RTC and more importantly that usability problems are related 
to system-related group processes, which formed the second strand that defines the dynamics 
of RTC. These findings are of great value to understand dynamics of RTC and to 
acknowledge that different sexes might require different system features. However, one of the 
shortcomings of this method is its focus on only verbal actions. Nonverbal behaviour is 
excluded from the analysis. Thus, combining QCA with a method that allows studying
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nonverbal behaviour might reveal even more useful findings and give a holistic picture of 
how RTC works. Qualitative Content Analysis has been proven to be a valid research method 
when studying usability issues but less suitable when studying dynamics of RTC.
Based on the insights gained from analysis 1 and 2, a third analysis has been conducted 
to tested the combination of QCA and Grounded Theory, which has been given the name 
Qualitative Behavioural Analysis. By combining these two methods, verbal and nonverbal 
behaviour has been studied in detail and substantial findings have been obtained and 
expanded the understanding of how RTC works. Qualitative Behavioral Analysis has been 
found to be very useful to study dyadic remote tabletop collaboration and findings referred to 
the first strand that defined dynamics of RTC, task-related group processes. During the 
information selection task, users went through stages, which are understood as task-related 
group processes: Initiation, Identification, Formulation, Structuring and Decision Making.
Findings of all three analyses helped to define dynamics of RTC as a combination of 
three group processes, task-related, system-related and user-related group processes. Each 
group process entails certain activities and actions required to carry out activities. This shows 
that dynamics of RTC can be understood as an activity system with embedded actions. 
Drawing on these conclusions, it seems crucial to study the collaborative behaviour by 
focusing on the activity system in order to understand dynamics of RTC and to deduce design 
recommendations. Thus, QBA will be applied in combination with Activity Theory to address 
this issue.
Furthermore, the aspect of multiple users has to be included to obtain a holistic picture. 
In order to test the validity of the definition of the dynamics of RTC, a different task should 
be studied. Chapter 5 will take these suggestions into account.
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5 CHAPTER
Understanding Dynamics of Multiple Users in RTC
5.1 Introduction
The previous chapter highlighted the complexity of studying dyadic remote tabletop 
collaboration and expanded the understanding of the dynamics of dyadic RTC. Although 
adequate methods have been applied and revealed useful findings, based on the insights 
gained in Chapter 4, the identified applicable method QBA will be combined with Activity 
Theory in order to study dynamics of complex group constellations or multiple mixed 
presence groups in RTC. Thus, Chapter 5 tries to answer the first two research questions of 
this thesis fully, how to study multiple users in RTC and how does RTC of different group 
constellations work?
5.1.1 Different Group Constellations in RTC
Remote tabletop collaboration should not be limited to any kind of number of users, 
instead RTC systems should allow different group constellations from the simple dyadic 
single presence model to multiple mixed presence groups to collaborate. Having different 
group constellations, however, implies more complexity. Table 5.1 illustrates different 
complexity levels of possible group constellations in tabletop collaboration. Most of the 
studies conducted within the research field of tabletop collaboration and groupware 
investigated either dyadic or multiple single presence groups. Chapter 4 focused on Dyadic 
Single Presence Groups (first row) whereas Chapter 5 will study Multiple Mixed Presence 
Groups (last row), four users collaborate co-located and remotely, two users in each location, 
in order to expand the understanding for the dynamics of RTC for multiple user interaction.
Number 
of Users 
in total
Number of 
Users in 1 
location
(Co-located)
Number of 
Users in 2nd 
location 
(Remotely)
Group Constellations Level of Complexity
2 1 1 Dyadic Single Presence Simple
3 1 2 Multiple Single Presence Complex
4 1 3 Multiple Single Presence Complex
4 2 2 Multiple Mixed Presence Complex
Table 5.1 Possible Group Constellations in RTC
In real life, it is common practice that more than two people are coming together, co­
coated and remotely to accomplish a task by combining their skills and experience (Manz &
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Neck, 1995). Thus, different constellations of work groups can be formed and influence the 
collaborative process. The system, however, has to support users individually and 
collaborât!vely. Thus, users in such a constellation face different challenges to cope with as 
opposed to their colleagues performing a task in dyadic remote tabletop collaboration. 
Revisiting the simple dyadic interaction model (Newcomb, 1965) used in Chapter 4 and 
adapting it to the multiple mixed presence groups illustrates the increased complexity level 
and the increased difficulties for studying it.
Location 2
Location 1
< ---------► indicates Relationships between and
among Users
^  indicates Relationships between User
and Tabletop Groupware X
Figure 5.1 Multiple User Remote Tabletop Collaboration
Figure 5.1 entails twenty relationships that describe the complexity of this type of 
collaboration. In contrast, only six relationships had to be considered to investigate dyadic 
remote tabletop collaboration. Table 5.2 shows each relationship of a complex group 
constellation.
User A User B User C User D System X
A to B B to A c to A D to A X to A
A to C B to C c to B D to B X to B
A to D B to D c to D D to C X to C
A to X B to X c to X D to X X to D
Table 5.2 Relationships in Remote Tabletop Collaboration
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This idea of considering different and multiple relationships is not entirely new. 
McEwan et al (2007) presented a similar scenario for mixed presence collaboration. However, 
the model as the authors call it, firstly focuses on awareness in mixed presence collaboration 
and secondly, does not explicitly state the relationships presented in Table 5.1 and Figure 5.1. 
Instead, the authors mention four types of entities, which are involved in collaboration, as 
demonstrated in Figure 5.2 people, artefacts, workspace and sites.
workspace
Figure 5.2 Elements of McEwan et al model (from McEwan et al, 2007)
Further, the authors emphasise that in terms of awareness not only does the participant 
need to maintain awareness of these four types but also for the relationships in between. 
Although the model of McEwan et al (2007) shows multiple users in one location, the model 
itself only focuses on single person-workspaces or single-person-artefact relationships, thus 
only the interaction level of human computer interaction has been considered, as illustrated in 
Figure 5.2. Relationships between users and human-human interaction as a level of analysis 
are excluded in their study.
Studying these relationships is crucial to understand the dynamics of RTC, as these 
relationships embody the three interaction levels the dynamics of RTC are based on: user- 
computer-user, user-computer and user-user interaction. Each interaction level consists of 
specific group processes: task-related, system-related and user-related group processes. In 
turn, each group process consists of activities and actions. Having an increased level of 
complexity also affects the use of methods. A more structured method is required that helps 
with analysing different levels of interaction and different group processes, hence the activity 
system and actions of users.
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At the same time this method should be able to be used by one researcher. Although a 
second researcher who either controls the findings or does the process of analysis himself/ 
herself would be beyond all question a good and desirable addition while analysing multiple 
user remote tabletop collaboration, a second researcher might not always be available.
Based on the findings gained by using Qualitative Behavioral Analysis (QBA) in 
Chapter 4, it seems valid to study complex group constellations in RTC. However, in order to 
address increased level of complexity, it seems necessary to combine QBA with a 
philosophical approach that helps structure the analysis. On the one hand, this analysis will 
investigate the collaborative verbal and nonverbal behaviour of the users to understand the 
dynamics of RTC. On the other hand, this analysis also wants to identify activities and actions 
users carry out to complete the task to obtain insights regarding the requirements such a RTC 
system should fulfill to support complex group constellations. Thus, an approach that fulfills 
all the requirements stated above and has been used successfully in HCI to encounter design 
issues, is Activity Theory (AT).
This chapter continues with the methodology including the experimental design, the 
system, and participants of the study, as well as the procedure and task. This is followed by 
the analysis of different data gained in experiment 2. After the analytical section, findings as 
well as the viability of the new method will be discussed. This chapter finishes with a 
summary including limitations encountered during the process of analysis as well as future 
suggestions and hopes to have found answers to the first two research questions of this thesis, 
how to study RTC and how RTC works.
5.2 Methodology
In this section, the methodology of experiment 2 will be outlined. Firstly, the features 
of the system will be recalled as applicable for this experiment. Secondly, the participants and 
the design of experiment 2 will be explained, followed by a description of the procedure and 
task.
5.2.1 Remote Tabletop Groupware used in Experiment 2
The tabletop groupware in this study was the same as used and described in Chapter 
4, for both the pilot-test and the actual experiment. The system includes a full size tablet 
(43"x  58.5” ) that functions as a shared digital workspace and has a 40” vertical screen for 
video display. The workspace allows users to share and work on the same documents at the 
same time. The shared digital workspace is divided into two resolution areas, periphery (low
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resolution) and fovea (high resolution). Figure 5.3 shows the tabletop and the workspace with 
two resolution areas. In this picture, the writing documents have been displayed in the high 
resolution area (yellow background), whereas the pictures are arranged in the low resolution 
area (white-cream background).
Figure 5.3 Tabletop: High and Low Resolution Area of the Workspace
The high resolution area is useful to view two A4 documents clearly, whereas 
documents in the low resolution area appeared blurry and were difficult to read. In order to 
read information clearly the user had to drag a document into the high resolution area. This 
forced users to move documents in and out of the fovea in order to be able to seek, read or 
compare information. Pictures were easier to see in the low resolution area, so in this 
experiment users were less likely to move documents in and out the fovea, Although pictures 
still appeared a little bit blurry.
On the bottom of the fovea, a menu tool bar is located which enables users to modify 
documents, which is the same menu tool bar as used in experiment 1. In order to read and 
modify documents, the user has to drag them one by one into the fovea. Although the menu 
tool bar has twenty-four icons with different functions, for this experiment four of these icons 
were of interest and used by the participants, see Figure 4.5.
(1) The “move document” icon is used for dragging document across the digital 
workspace, the (2a) pen icon (without red background) for editing (drawing and writing), (2b) 
the arrow next to pen icon for selecting pen colour and pen width, and the (4) rubber icon. 
Users can click these icons to change the functions of the pen. By selecting the “move 
document” icon, the pen turns into a dragging tool without holding down a button. By
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clicking on the rubber, and then on the text or drawings, annotations can be erased. For 
changing the pen into a writing tool, the user has to click the pen symbol again. Users can 
erase each other’s annotations.
A digital pen with multiple functions enabled direct parallel interaction between two 
remote parties. The same pen has been used for direct interaction (GTCO Calcomp cordless 
device) as used in experiment 1, see Figure 4.6. This electromagnetic pen has two buttons. 
The upper one can be used as the right mouse click but does not have any further 
functionality. The lower one has two functions: writing and dragging. By pressing the button 
users can drag and move documents, otherwise the pen is a writing tool.
One of the limitations of this tabletop groupware is that it does not support multiple user input 
at the same location. Therefore, a co-located group could only use one digital pen and one 
keyboard and mouse. As the digital pen functions as a mouse, users could either use the pen 
or the mouse at one time. This limitation also affected the remote group. If one user of a co­
located group was writing, the other group had to wait till the user finished in order to 
maintain smooth collaboration.
5.2.2 Participants and Design
Participants recruited for experiment 2 did not participate in the first experiment. 
They were researchers and PhD students from the University of Surrey (UniS) and 
engineers from Thales Research & Technology UK (TRT UK). Participants forming a co­
located group at the University of Surrey did know each other and participants from 
Thales Research and Technology collaborating as a co-located group did know each other 
as well. However, when collaborating remotely the two groups had zero history.
Four female and eight male users participated, two people have already participated 
in experiment 1 and the pilot-test for experiment 2. Remote group one consisted of four 
male participants. Remote group two included two females and two male participants on 
each location. Remote group three consisted of two females and two male participants, 
however one male and one female per co-located group. Participants had different 
knowledge about the tabletop groupware in the beginning of the experiment, however 
when collaborating remotely all participants were familiar with the system due to the task 
design, as explained in the next section.
All users had different ethnical backgrounds, thus English was not always their first 
language. However, all users spoke English fluently. The participants were between 25 and 
55 years old.
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5.2.3 Procedure and Task
The task has been developed based on recommendations of Whittaker et al (1993) 
and Kraut et al (1994) as pointed out in chapter 3. In May 2008, an introduction regarding the 
goal of the experiment was given to all recruited participants and participants filled out an 
informed consent sheet. On the day of the experiment, an introduction to the tabletop 
groupware has been given to each co-located group followed by a warming up game, which 
lasted approximately ten minutes (Knots and Crosses). This allowed users to familiarise 
themselves with the system and ask further questions regarding the system or the task. In each 
location helpers (engineer researchers from TRT UK) monitored the collaboration process, 
helped with the system if it broke down and took notes regarding multiple user interaction 
with the system.
Before the two co-located groups met virtually, each co-located group had to write a 
story co-located using the same tabletop groupware. The audio/video link was turned off. The 
co-located groups had to write a story based on four pictures and had to complete the task 
within 30 minutes. Each group worked with the same pictures. The pictures were provided as 
source of inspiration and not all the pictures had to be used to write the story. In the 
workspace, a file manager1 was displayed that contained the material needed to complete the 
task (four pictures, a blank word document and a blank scribble bitmap). By clicking on the 
item, the user selected an item and it opened in the workspace. It has been found that users 
opened all the pictures first and arranged them in the workspace (see Figure 5.4 a-d):
MATERIAL REDACTED AT REQUEST OF UNIVERSITY
1 The file manager has been implemented after experiment 1 and is a pre-stage of the proposed 
DocumentManager (DocMan) in Chapter 6.
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MATERIAL REDACTED AT REQUEST OF UNIVERSITY
Fig. 5.4.C Future Fig. 5.4.d Environment
Figure 5.4 a-d. Pictures used in Experiment 2 for Writing and Merging Stories
Based on these pictures, the users started to write a story by using the shared word 
application processor. In order to write the story using the keyboard and the digital pen the 
users had to share a word processing application. The commands cut and paste were not 
allowed. The digital pen was mainly used as mouse device from one of the users whereas the 
other user operated the keyboard. Moving items (pictures) in the workspace, correcting 
sentences and changing the function of the tool, e.g. from selecting to writing mode, were the 
main actions the digital pen was used for. Only one digital pen and one keyboard and mouse 
were available per co-located group.
Two options for writing the task were available for users, the digital pen and the 
keyboard and the mouse. However, all stories had to be written by using the shared word 
application processor. The story itself had to follow certain formatting rules.
After producing a “co-located story” , one group of the University of Surrey had to 
collaborate with another two-person group from Thales Research & Technology UK 
remotely. The task of the remote session was to merge these two stories together in order to 
produce one new story using the same picture, tools and the two co-located stories. The group 
had to complete the task within 30 minutes.
5.23.1 Idea o f Procedure o f Experiment 2
Experiment 2 consists of two parts. Only part two is subject to investigation in this 
analysis. Figure 5.5 will illustrate the structure of this experiment and emphasise its 
complexity.
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PARTI
PART 2
1b. Co-located Meeting
2-person co-located 
group TRT 
1 Tabletop System 
(Desk)
la. Co-located Meeting
2-person co-located 
group UniS 
1 Tabletop System 
(Desk)
UNIS 2-person co-located team
2. Remote Meeting
co-located Team UniS collaborates with co-located team TRT 
_________ 2 Tabletop Systems (Desks)
TRT 2-person co-located team
Figure 5.5 Idea of Procedure of Experiment 2
The first part of this experiment referred to the co-located meeting of two users writing 
a co-located story. One tabletop system was used for this meeting.
The second part was the remote meeting of the two co-located groups using two 
tabletop systems in two different locations. The two remote groups had to stitch the two co­
located produced stories together. The two co-located groups collaborated remotely, thus 
formed a multiple mixed presence group.
The interest of this study was to compare the group behaviour of multiple mixed 
presence groups, the dynamics of complex group constellations in RTC. This should help to 
understand different user requirements in different constellations and to design an interface 
that supports different constellations. Recordings of the second part of this experiment 
(remote tabletop multiple mixed presence groups) have been used for analysis. Experiment 2 
was a difficult undertaking as it involved the commitment and time of different institutions 
and people over several weeks.
5.2.4 Data Collections
Each session has been video recorded, co-located two-person meetings and the remote 
multiple mixed presence groups and notes have been taken during the experiment. The videos 
showed users collaborating via video and the tabletop and focused on interaction. The notes 
taken during the experiment have also been used for further analysis, thus have been coded 
separately.
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In the following week after the experiment took place, each participant was interviewed 
separately regarding the collaboration process and the technology, which has been 
appreciated by most of the users. These interviews have been used to obtain the users 
experiences while working with the system and to understand how users perceived 
collaborating in different constellations, multiple mixed presence. The interviews have been 
analysed and coded separately.
In total, three sources of data have been used to obtain in-depth insights and gain a 
holistic understanding of how RTC of multiple mixed presence groups works. The interviews 
have been understood as additional data to refine and substantiate findings.
5 3  Conceptual Framework o f  Qualitative Remote Collaboration 
Analysis (QRCA)
As outlined in Chapter 4, remote tabletop collaboration does not always take place 
only between two people. In fact, different complex constellations are common practice in 
real life settings. People of two, three or four work together co-located and at the same time 
collaborate with colleagues of two, three or four-person groups remotely. In order to 
understand the dynamics of RTC of complex groups constellations, hence to answer the 
second research question, how does RTC work, a pragmatic approach of thinking and 
analysis is required. The data has to be approached interpretatively, systematically and 
conceptually in order to take different aspects of collaboration into account and to acquire a 
holistic picture of how RTC works and subsequently, to use these findings to formulate 
design ideas for RTC systems.
Drawing on the experience gained in the first experiment, especially analysing the 
video recordings by means of Qualitative Behavioural Analysis (combining Qualitative 
Content Analysis and Grounded Theory), expanded the understanding of how RTC works in a 
dyadic remote environment. The collaborative behaviour of two people could be studied in 
great detail. The success of this approach should be acknowledged and so this approach will 
be reused to analyse the behaviour of complex group constellations by considering different 
data sources: video recordings, notes taken during the experiments and post-ante interview 
data.
However, analysis of dyadic collaborative behaviour in RTC also revealed that 
collaboration is a process that exhibits actions and operations. Identifying and understanding 
these actions and operations is of great value as this gives information regarding the users’
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needs in such an environment. Having more than two users does not just increase the 
complexity level of communication, but also appeals to the system requirements, as the 
system should support users equally during RTC. Thus, by investigating actions and 
operations that take place during RTC, design recommendations can be deduced that refer to 
the users’ needs. This process of investigation should answer the question of how does RTC 
work? Answering this question, however, requires a philosophical, more conceptual approach 
rather than a pure research method. An approach that also refers to the idea of identifying 
actions and operations: Activity Theory.
Researchers (Engestroem, 1993; Bodker, 1997; Nardi, 1997 etc.) have successfully 
applied Activity Theory to answer questions of design in HCI and CSCW. However, it is not 
a research method per se, Activity Theory does not offer an analytical instrument for analysis. 
Thus, it is necessary to combine this approach with a research method that offers such an 
instrument for analysis such as the already tested Qualitative Behavioural Analysis. 
Combining Qualitative Behavioral Analysis with Activity Theory has been named Qualitative 
Remote Collaboration Analysis, which will be abbreviated as QRCA. The equation below 
illustrates this idea. Additionally, the figure 5.6 shows that each research method and 
approach contributes equally to the new research method.
QBA + AT = (QCA + GT) + A T  = QRCA
QCA GT
QBA
QRCA
Figure 5.6 Qualitative Remote Collaboration Analysis
Qualitative Behavioural Analysis (QBA) as proposed in Chapter 4 is a corroborative 
approach of Qualitative Content Analysis (QCA) and Grounded Theory (GT). The 
methodological flexibility of Qualitative Content Analysis and Grounded Theory plays an
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important part in combining with Activity Theory (AT). So, the underlying conceptual 
philosophy this analysis will follow is Activity Theory, but the analytical tool used to analyse 
different data sources are borrowed from Qualitative Content Analysis and Grounded Theory.
Activity Theory (AT) guides the analysis in terms of looking at the data from a 
behavioural point of view as suggested by the founders Vygotsky, Rubenshtein, Leont’ev and 
Luria (Rajkumor, 2000): activities, actions and operations. These activities, actions and 
operations, occurring during remote tabletop collaboration, constitute the users’ behaviour. It 
could be argued that analysing the data by structuring it preoccupies the researchers mind and 
he or she is less open for emergence, which is central for qualitative research. However, here 
activities, actions and operations are not preestablished concepts of a theory, instead they 
should help the analytical (systematical and interpretative) process. Thus, combining the 
conceptual idea of AT  with an interpretative and systematical, theory-building methodology, 
QBA seems to be a promising and pragmatic approach to study and understand the dynamics 
of complex group constellations in RTC and to deduce design recommendations.
Qualitative Behavioural Analysis will be applied as suggested in Chapter 4, however 
verbal and non-verbal actions will be identified together instead of separate. Qualitative 
Content Analysis will be used to study the meaning of verbal actions carried out during 
different activities relevant to fulfill the task. A coding sheet will be produced that should 
help identifying actions (codes) and operations (categories) in a particular activity. Grounded 
Theory will be used to focus on the nonverbal actions carried out during different activities 
and will be presented together with the verbal actions in a coding sheet. However, the 
methodological idea of emergence that Grounded Theory is based on, will be strongly 
considered when identifying both verbal and non-verbal actions and operations. Strauss and 
Corbin (1998, p.33) state: “...our theory building is one o f emergence.. .the design and 
concepts must be allowed to emerge during the research process”. How and when actions 
and operations occur will be discovered during the process of analysis. Thus, a preestablished 
concept of what the outcome of analysis will be does not exist yet "... the researcher will not 
be able to enter into the project with a set o f preestablished concepts or with a well- 
structured design” (ibid, p.33).
Based on this conceptual framework of QRCA, this chapter tries to answer one 
analytical and one methodological question:
What are the dynamics o f complex group constellations in RTC?
How suitable is QRCA to study dynamics o f RTC?
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The first analytical question is concerned with understanding the dynamics of RTC of 
multiple users. Activities, actions and operations as understood by Activity Theorists will be 
defined. Findings should give insights regarding the collaborative behaviour of multiple 
mixed presence groups, Answering this question should also yield insights regarding the 
development of interfaces suitable for multiple users in remote tabletop interaction.
The methodological question refers to proposed research method QRCA. The 
viability of the pragmatic approach to study RTC will be discussed as well as its applicability 
for obtaining design recommendations. This should help to find out if this method is suitable 
or not and also clarify if combining research methods with philosophical approaches is a 
legitimate way of gaining reliable qualitative results.
5.4 Analysis: Testing Qualitative Remote Collaboration Analysis 
(QRCA)
Testing the conceptual framework of QRCA to obtain holistic insights will be 
achieved by analysing three different data sources: video recordings, analyst notes taken 
during the experiment and post-ante interviews. The data has been investigated by means of 
Quick Time Player and Hyper-Research ©. The collection of different sets and their further 
analysis was crucial to fully understand the dynamics of RTC. Table 5.3 gives an overview:
Analysis Data Type of Data Method Selection of Criteria
Part la Video
Recordings
Transcripts
Single User 
Interaction Tables 
(SUIT)
Collapsed into 
Group Interaction 
Tables (GIT)
QCA
GT
(Open Coding) 
GT
(Axial Coding)
Verbal actions reflecting 
interaction with RT system 
Verbal actions reflecting 
interaction with other users 
Verbal and non-verbal 
behaviour that reflects 
interaction with RT system 
Linking verbal and non-verbal 
behaviour of SUIT for GITs 
identifying activities, operations
Part lb Video
Recordings
Video Sequences 
(revisiting data)
GT (Selective 
Coding)
Focus on video sequences that 
relate to the core concept further 
used for quantifying qualitative 
results.
Analyst
Notes
‘User Behaviour’ 
Notes
GT (Theoretical 
Saturation)
Identifying noted behaviour that 
reflects the core concept
Part 2 Post-ante
Interviews
Audio Tapes QCA and GT Expressing interaction with RT 
system
Expressing interaction with 
other users
Table 5 3  Overview of Analyses of Different Data Sets (Experiment 2)
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The analysis started with dividing the video recording into two parts: transcripts and 
single user interaction tables (see table 5.3 Part la). The Single User Interaction Tables 
(SUIT), one interaction table per user, have later been collapsed to produce a Group 
Interaction Table (GIT). In order to gain theoretical saturation, the video recordings have 
been revisited and sequences referring to the core concept have been recoded (see table 5.3 
Part lb). Additionally, analyst notes have been included and coded in relation to the core 
concept.
Having analysed the video recordings and analyst notes, it became clear that further, 
additional interviews would help to gain more in-depth insight regarding the collaborative 
behaviour (Table 5.3 Part 2). This can be understood as iterative data gathering and analysis. 
Strauss and Corbin (1998, p.34) point out that “Sometimes, it might be necessary to make use 
o f quantitative measures, other times, qualitative gathering and analysis might be 
appropriate.” The findings of each data set had a cumulative effect and helped to acquire a 
coherent view of how RTC works.
5.4.1 Analysis of Video Recordings
Analysing video recordings of multiple user interaction has been found to be a 
challenge, which requires the division of the video recordings into transcripts and so called 
Single User Interaction Tables (SUITs) and Group Interaction Tables (GITs). The transcripts 
have been analysed by means of Qualitative Content Analysis (QCA), whereas the SUITs 
have been coded by means of Grounded Theory (GT). This approach of analysing the same 
data set by using different methods has been found beneficial for studying dyadic remote 
tabletop collaboration, thus has been reapplied. However, as aforementioned the analyses has 
been guided by the philosophical framework of Activity Theory, which helped to focus on 
actions and to identify activities and operations. Three questions as suggested by Baerentsen 
(1989) have been asked that helped identifying actions, operations and activities: Why does 
something take place?. What takes place? and How is it carried out? In order to answer the 
“Why” question however the “what” and “how” has to be answered first. The “Why” refers to 
activities, “What” to actions and “How” to operations as suggested by Baerentsen (1989).
The following example is used to demonstrate how activities, actions and operations 
can be determined. In video 1, Group 1AB, User 3 coordinates the documents by using a 
digital pen (VI, G1AB, U3, Sequence 1). By asking “What takes place?” the action 
“Coordination of documents by using a digital pen” can be identified. The second step is to 
ask “How is it carried out?” The answer to this question is by selecting documents, viewing
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documents and seeking for information. This is understood as the activity Planning, which 
answers the question “Why” this action and accompanying operation takes place.
Determining activities by fragmenting the data into activities, actions and operations 
allowed identifying a core concept and exploring each activity in-depth. After the core 
concept has been identified, the video recordings have been revisited and 46 sequences of 
video recordings have been extracted and coded by means of QRCA.
5.4.1.1 Transcripts o f Video Recordings: Inductive and Deductive Analysis
The transcripts of the video recordings have been analysed by means of Qualitative 
Content Analysis (QCA) using HyperResearch © see transcript 1 of group 1AB in 
appendices, appendix B. Following the idea of QCA, as explained in Chapter 3 and applied in 
Chapter 4, the selection of criteria for coding the transcripts was the identification of verbal 
actions that illustrate the collaborative behaviour. The codes found in the transcripts were: 
asking the co-located partner (ASKING COLOC), asking the group (ASKING GROUP), 
suggesting ideas to the group (SUGGESTING GROUP), suggesting an idea to the co-located 
partner (SUGGESTING COLOC), repeating content for group understanding (REPEAT 
GROUP UNDERSTANDING), discussing content changes with group (DISCUSSING 
GROUP), discussing content changes with co-located partner (DISCUSSING COLOC), 
agreeing with group decision (AGREEING GROUP DEC), disagreeing with group decision 
(DISAGREEING GROUP DEC), agreeing with co-located partner (AGREEING COLOC), 
disagreeing with co-located partner (DISAGREEING COLOC), commenting on the 
technology (COMMENT TECH), pointing out problems with technology (PROBLEMS 
TECH).
The codes present the constellation of the group and the division into two co-located 
groups who collaborate remotely. During the coding process, it also became clear that a code 
that referred to a verbal action of the GROUP could also be a verbal action carried out by a 
user of a co-located group and pointing at a specific user in the other remote group. Thus, 
some codes e.g. AGREE with the ending GROUP have been renamed as GROUP 1 remote 
user, which means that an agreement has been given from one remote user to another remote 
user but not the whole group. This implies that talk-in interaction was sometimes aimed at the 
whole remote group and sometimes at specific users, however the one remote group member 
who made the agreement made a decision in actual fact for both members of the co-located 
group. The example below illustrates this issue (see appendix B , p.9):
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D: Your story could actually fit in here or 
A: Yes, exactly I was thinking about that
D: So over this, but then changes his mind in the end where the money is offered
A: Yes, yes that's what we think
D: Yes no cut and paste but you can write it out again
A: Basically we make the minister statement more sophisticated by ah the story is the same. 
The framework is your story but we make the minister statement more sophisticated and 
yeah excellent
This example has been coded as SUGGESTING GROUP, DISCUSSION of 2 remote 
users and AGREEING GROUP DEC by 1 remote user. User D suggested where the story 
might fit in and User A agreed. User G and T have not agreed at that point which focused the
discussion only between two remote users. This implies that the co-located group operates as
one ‘person’. The theme derived from this was ‘co-located group represents one person’.
Another interesting theme that has been deduced from coding the transcripts was the 
structure of a discussion. Although DISCUSSION was a separate code in actual fact it could 
be understood as an umbrella term that refers to three verbal actions ASKING, 
SUGGESTING and AGREEING. The following example illustrates this structure (appendix 
C ,p.l3):
DISCUSSING GROUP T: The title
D: The title yeah
ASKING GROUP A: Just one thing title?
SUGGESTING GROUP D: ‘Feel with nature’
AGREEING GROUP DEC by 1 User A: Yes that's good, excellent.
This example illustrates the discussion regarding the title of the joint story. In the 
beginning is a question, which is followed by a suggestion and an agreement. This structure 
has been found several times in the transcripts and suggests that a ‘discussion’ consists of 
three verbal actions. This also refers to the concept of decision making, thus these three 
verbal actions could be understood as three elements necessary for decision making. At the 
same time, this example also entails elements as explained above of one user making a 
decision for both co-located users. Thus, another theme has been formulated ‘structure of 
decision making reflects interaction structure of user-user interaction.’
From the transcripts two major themes have been deduced, which require further in 
depth investigation. As the transcripts were produced from the video recordings, the visual 
material also has to be taken into account in order to look at these themes deeper and, more
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importantly in order to understand the dynamics of RTC. Specifically, non-verbal 
collaborative behaviour has to be taken into consideration as users were interacting via a RTC 
system, which required nonverbal physical actions, which were not visible by only 
concentrating on the transcripts. Coding the transcripts has been understood as inductive 
development of codes, whereas formulating themes can be understood as deductive 
application of codes.
Thus, the next section focuses on the nonverbal actions that took place during RTC. 
However, the verbal actions will also be considered in relation to the visual material that 
stems from the video recordings as only together can a holistic picture of how RTC works be 
deduced.
5.4.12 Single User Interaction Tables (SUITs) -  Open Coding
Analysing video recordings of multiple user interaction can be a challenge if conducted 
by only one researcher, as four people have to be observed and investigated in detail. Thus, 
Single User Interaction Tables (SUITs) have been produced, appendix C (C1-C4). A SUIT 
represents the user interaction of one user in relation to all the other users present during 
collaboration and the interaction with the RTC system. A SUIT entails verbal and nonverbal 
actions of a user. This demonstrates how complex RTC is and how many interaction levels 
have to be considered while conducting the analysis.
The production of the SUITs was the first step (open coding) of analysing the 
collaborative behaviour by means of Grounded Theory. The video recordings have been 
reviewed several times and verbal and non-verbal actions of each user have been identified in 
relation to different interaction levels and in conjunction with verbal actions already found by 
coding the transcripts. This helped to understand what was happening during RTC and first 
relationships between actions and interaction have been made (Charmaz, 2006). After this 
time-consuming coding process, it was clear that focusing on single user interaction would 
not help to identify the collaborative behaviour of the mixed presence group and to gain a 
holistic picture of the dynamics of remote tabletop collaboration. Thus, theoretical sampling 
was required and the SUITs have been collapsed and Group Interaction Tables (GITs) have 
been established, please see appendix D.
5.4.13 Group Interaction Tables (GIT) -  Axial Coding
By bringing together the collaborative actions of users carried out during RTC helped 
to see the collaborative process that took place from a new perspective. By means of axial 
coding, the process of reassembling data that has been fractured during open coding (Strauss
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and Corbin, 1998, p. 124), the previously established codes have been related to one another in 
order to identify invisible processes and structures. This helped to group codes together and 
create categories for specific codes. The emerged categories are Seeking, Viewing, 
Preselecting, Reviewing, Reselecting and Editing. For example the operation preselecting 
entailed the action moving documents by using the digital pen. Having grouped codes into 
categories helped to understand how users work with different types of documents and 
organise the task. This in turn revealed that the groups performing the collaborative writing 
followed the same procedure to accomplish the task: planning the task, brainstorming to 
develop a concept and producing a story. These activities are similar to the stages of 
collaborative writing observed by Flower and Hayes (1977) and Posner and Baecker (1992). 
In regards to the philosophical framework that guides this analysis, these activities are 
understood as an activity system of collaborative writing and rooted in the notion of 
traditional teamwork practices how to approach and solve a problem. They do not take place 
in isolation instead they are interwoven, recurring during the collaborative process and 
interact mutually (Blackler in Monk and Gilbert, 1993). Table 5.4 illustrates the activities, 
actions and operations identified by means of QRCA.
Activities Actions (Codes) Operations
(Categories)
Planning Opening documents from file list, using Seeking
digital pen Viewing
Moving and coordinating documents using Preselecting 
digital pen
Arranging documents in high resolution 
area to read them both at the same time, 
using digital pen 
Reading documents
Sharing document with word application 
Asking if other group has read document 
Asking if they had the same information to 
write the story
_________________Assigning roles: negotiating writer________________________
Brainstorming Suggesting ideas Reviewing
Scribbling notes with pen on notepad Selecting
Repeating content 
Opening documents
Pointing at information in documents with 
hand
Pointing at information in document using 
the pen
_________________Using hand to express ideas______________________________
Producing Pointing at information in document using Reviewing
whole hands Reselecting
Discussion about keeping content and Editing 
changing content by pointing at information 
in documents
Searching document for information using 
_________________ finger or pen___________________________________________
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Activities Actions (Codes) Operations
(Categories)
Using index finger to point at information in 
document
Partner uses cursor of pen to translate action 
Taking pen from co-located partner to edit 
document
Giving pen to co-located partner to edit 
document
Writer using keyboard to edit document 
Co-located partner takes keyboard to edit 
document
Underlining part of information to show 
changes or important information 
Moving documents to find information 
Moving documents to be involved (using 
pen)
Giving writing control function to other
_________________ team______________________________________________________
Table 5.4 Activities, Actions and Operations of Collaborative Writing Task
The activity brainstorming included two operations reviewing and selecting. In order to 
accomplish these, different actions have been carried out, as presented in Table 5.4. 
Operations have been conducted consciously in the beginning of the remote meeting and over 
time became part of the collaborative process, which has then been categorised as operation 
preselecting.
The activity producing contained the same operations as found in the activity planning. 
This implies that actions and operations are not isolated elements of an activity. Instead, they 
reoccur in different activities. “Actions have their own focus and the same actions can appear 
in different activities” (Boedker, 1997, p.150).
In order to carry out actions and transforming these into operations, which are executed 
actions, the user engaged cognitively with the task. Thus, during remote tabletop 
collaboration specific cognitive processes took place, which required specific cognitive 
abilities of each user. For instance during the activity of planning and the action moving a 
document by using the digital pen and the accompanied operation preselecting, the user 
acquired knowledge, which is understood as cognitive ability of acquiring knowledge. The 
users’ cognitive abilities appeal to cognitive processes, which are also part of operations. Five 
cognitive abilities have been identified that accompany operations, thus actions and activities. 
Thus, cognitive abilities are fundamental during remote tabletop collaboration: acquiring 
knowledge, categorising information, associating information, creating meaning o f 
information and drawing conclusions o f information. These also refer to the cognitive 
abilities found in Experiment 1 (Chapter 4). This shows that the cognitive abilities required in
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such a collaboration process do not change even if the task is different. Instead, it becomes 
clear that the required cognitive abilities and the accompanying cognitive processes are 
crucial products of group interaction. Salas (2004) describes this phenomenon as group or 
team cognition ‘‘groups are understood as informative-processing units ...the transformation 
o f team relevant knowledge or a shared mental model” (ibid, p. 241).
Team cognition seems to be a fundamental element of RTC, thus the dynamics of RTC. 
Looking at the definition of the dynamics of RTC as illustrated in Figure 4.9, team cognition 
can be understood as part of task-related group processes. So, the cognitive abilities and 
accompanying processes required in each activity are part of task-related group processes. 
Thus, team cognition and task activities are fixed elements that belong to the first strand of 
dynamics of RTC.
Identifying the activity system of RTC of multiple users was one step of the analysis, 
however, analysis of the GITs also revealed several other themes of interest. In total five 
themes have been found that could help to gain a holistic picture of the dynamics of RTC: the 
interaction structure varied between co-located and remote users, group members took on 
different roles during the RTC meeting, users participated differently during the collaboration 
process, decisions have been made as a ‘group’. The first theme ‘interaction structure varied 
between co-located and remote group users’ occurred to be the strongest and related to all the 
other themes identified in the GITs as well as to the themes that emerged from coding the 
transcripts: the structure of decision making reflects the interaction structure of user-user 
interaction and co-located group represents one person.
Because the interaction structure varied, users had to take on different roles in order to 
accomplish the task and adjusted their decision making accordingly, thus one user of a co­
located group was likely to represent the whole co-located group. Depending on which role 
they took on, their participation level either increased or decreased, thus their involvement in 
making decisions and being part of the group. Thus, the first theme has been selected as the 
core concept, which is understood as selective coding and requires further theoretical 
sampling and saturation (Strauss and Corbin, 1998; Charmaz, 2006).
5.4.1.4 Selective Coding and Developing a Theoretical Concept
For the process of selective coding and refining a theory the video recordings have 
been revisited and additionally the ‘analyst notes’ taken during the experiment have been 
taken into account to explore the core concept in-depth.
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The identified core concept describes the users’ collaborative behaviour during the 
RTC as an interaction structure. Due to the existence of two co-located groups collaborating 
remotely, interaction takes place between co-located users and remote users. Looking at these 
two types of interaction structure in-detail shows that the interaction structure changes 
depending on the characteristics of the system, in particular the limitations of the NuVa desk.
For instance, if a co-located group A wanted to view (operation) a specific document 
and moving it into the high resolution area (action), but at the same time the other co-located 
group B was writing (either with the digital pen or using the keyboard) on a different 
document in the shared high resolution area remotely, group A could not proceed in terms of 
viewing the specific document, hence acquiring more knowledge. Thus, the collaborative 
behaviour has been found to occur as an act of including or excluding the other remote group 
due to the limitations of the system. Consequently, this affected the users’ interaction 
structure.
In order to substantiate this theoretical concept, the video recordings have been 
revisited and sequences of the collaboration process that illustrated these types of 
collaborative behaviour have been extracted and analysed in detail, which is understood as 
part lb  of analysis 1 (see table 5.3). During the analysis, it became clear that due to the 
limitations of only using one pen at a time, co-located groups also excluded their co-located 
partners. In respect to this finding, two other types of collaborative behaviour have been 
determined: excluding co-located collaborative behaviour, including co-located collaborative 
behaviour. In total, four different types of collaborative behaviour exist in multiple mixed 
presence groups in remote tabletop collaboration: excluding remote collaborative behaviour, 
including remote collaborative behaviour, excluding co-located collaborative behaviour, 
including co-located collaborative behaviour. At this point the ‘analyst notes’ have been 
included to refine the findings for theoretical saturation.
The ‘analyst notes’ expanded the findings of the video recordings by adding social 
aspects that influence the interaction structure, hence the collaborative behaviour. For 
example “feelings of being left out” have been noted several times for all three groups mostly 
in the beginning of the session, which has been identified as the activity Planning. Combining 
this insight with the sequence of the video showed that users excluded other users during this 
activity Planning, which is understood as excluding remote collaborative behaviour. Another 
interesting note was that of ‘personality clash due to strong leadership skills’. This note 
related to a sequence which took place during the activity Brainstorming. The “strongest” 
users competed in suggesting ideas with the second strongest user. This resulted in either the 
creation of a subgroup of remote users (excluding remote collaborative behaviour), or other
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users tried to ease the situation and included themselves (including remote collaborative 
behaviour). Table 5.5 illustrates how the analyst notes have been related to sequences of the 
video recording and which group process has been deduced based on these two data sets and 
how these group processes can be related to the core concept.
Activities
Identified in
Video
Analysis
Sequence 
Example of 
Video 
Recordings
Analyst Note Deduced Group 
Process
Related to Core 
Category
Planning User asks for 
clarification but 
excludes himself 
as confused
How shall we 
start? Who is 
doing what, who 
wants to do 
what?
Feelings of being 
left out as not 
heard by other 
users
Finding a strategy 
to accomplish 
task by
coordinating task
Excluding from 
Group
Coordination of 
task
Excluding Remote
Collaborative
Behaviour
Including Remote
Collaborative
Behaviour
Brainstorming User 1 suggested 
ideas and User 3 
suggested ideas 
or modified that 
of user 1
User 2 operated 
as mediator
Personality Clash 
Conflict potential 
based on 
personality traits
Mediator role as 
compensation
Conflict
Management
Achievement of 
Mutual
Understanding
Including or 
Excluding Remote 
Collaborative 
Behaviour
Including Remote
Collaborative
Behaviour
Production User 4 suggested 
to be the typist, 
User 3 dictated, 
User 1 and 2 fed 
information to 
User 4 and 
thought about 
title
Separation into 
Subgroups, 
concept of 
Us and Them 
But mainly three 
users interacted
Creating Sub 
Groups
Concept of Us & 
Them
Including and 
Excluding Remote 
Collaborative 
Behaviour
Table 5.5 Deducing Group Processes based on Video Recordings and Analyst Notes
The first deduced group process is “excluding from group”, which affects the group 
negatively in terms of group coherence and can be understood as a social group process that 
takes place during the activity Planning. It refers to the collaborative behaviour of excluding 
remote collaborative behaviour. “Coordination” has already been identified as a social 
process in Chapter 4 and reoccurred in this analysis but has been found to include other users, 
thus refers to including remote collaborative behaviour. The group process “Conflict 
Management” can affect the social interaction level of the group negatively and positively, 
thus “Conflict Management” can be understood as a social group process and either includes 
or excludes the other remote group. Although “the achievement of mutual understanding” can
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be part of a conflict, it does not always require a conflict, thus can be understood as a social 
process on its own. However, the achievement of mutual understanding has been found to 
occur in relation to clarify content and include other users in the collaborative process. 
Chapter 4 also identified “the achievement of mutual understanding” as an individual social 
group process. The last group process that has been revealed by combining video sequences 
with the ‘analyst notes’ was “Creating Sub Groups” which also refers to the first category as 
the creation of sub groups can occur when one user excludes himself or herself from the 
group due to several reasons, or by forming roles. However “Creating Sub Groups” has also 
been found to contribute to the establishment of the group identity and the division into ‘Us 
and Them’. However, “Creating Sub Groups” can also have including effects so functions as 
including remote collaborative behaviour and can be understood as a social group process 
necessary to fulfill the task.
Studying the notes in relation to the selected sequences of the video recording 
substantiated the theoretical concept that users either included or excluded themselves in 
different situations during the collaborative meeting. The ‘analyst notes’ have been found to 
record social aspects that occur during RTC, which refers to the third level of interaction, 
user-user interaction, thus the identified group process can be understood as user-related 
group processes, the third strand of the dynamics of RTC.
Although substantial evidence has been found regarding the core concept ‘including 
and excluding remote collaborative behaviour’ and analysis reflected how central this concept 
is in RTC, further investigation is required to refine the theoretical concept and to achieve 
theoretical saturation. Thus, post-ante interviews of each user have been conducted.
5.4.2 Analysis of Post-ante Interview Data
The interviews have been studied by means of QBA\ the content of the utterances has 
been analysed and open and axial coding have been applied accordingly. Table 5.6 illustrates 
the coding process. The criteria, for the selection of codes, were based on the interactions 
levels of users: a user expresses interaction with technology, or other users, which is 
understood as user experience. The identified codes have further been grouped into 
categories, which have been used as themes. An example has been given for each code, 
however the list of coded utterances as shown in Table 5.6 does not represent the whole data
set.
Example of Interview
Verbal Utterances
Open Coding
Coding User 
Experience
Axial Coding
Grouping codes into 
categories_________
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Example of Interview
Verbal Utterances
Open Coding
Coding User 
Experience
Axial Coding
Grouping codes into 
categories________
“The shared workspace is wrong for 
remote collaboration I cannot 
arrange items as I need them.”
“Different roles were necessary 
because the system does not allow 
multiple input and roles were also 
important for logistical reasons”
“Sometimes the information was 
too much and the system restricted 
teams to organise information 
together”
“I wanted to see my own video to 
know that I am there as well.”
“When I was looking at the 
workspace I had the feeling of 
losing them and the information as I 
could not follow their cursor. I felt 
being behind.”
“It felt more like a telephone 
meeting I spent more time listening 
and finding the information in the 
workspace. I felt being behind.”
“I think we spend a lot of time 
coordinating our communication.”
Arranging items 
limited for individual
user
Forming roles due to 
system limitations
Organising information 
in workspace together 
limited
Self Awareness -  Own 
Video
Following direct 
interaction problematic
“Remembering the details was 
difficult as well as retrieving the 
information in such a small area but 
the high resolution helped the focus. 
However, I would like to read for 
myself.”
“My partner wanted to have things 
done as he wanted them to be 
organised.”
“The shared view is nice but both 
parties have to agree to the 
placement, this is difficult.”
Listening and finding 
information in 
workspace, taking part 
is difficult
Coordinating 
communication make 
decisions
Managing information 
in the workspace alone 
not possible, such as 
reading individually
Co-located conflict 
about managing 
information
Agreement for placing 
documents in shared 
workspace___________
Table 5.6 Coding Sheet of Post-ante Interviews
Limitations of System
Taking on roles 
Limitations of System
Limitations of System 
Division of Us & Them 
Decision Making
Visibility and 
Awareness of Self
Limitations of System 
Division of Us & Them
Limitations of System 
Forming Sub-Groups 
Decision Making
Decision Making
Limitations of System
Limitations of System
Limitations of System 
Decision Making
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Analysis of the post-ante interviews revealed five themes, which correlate with themes 
found in the video recordings and analyst notes as illustrated in table 5.6: Limitations of the 
system, forming subgroups, taking on roles, decision making, visibility and awareness of self 
and division of us and them. The strongest theme in this data set is the limitations of the 
system, which can be understood as a core concept as all the other themes relate to this one. 
The formation of subgroups and taking on roles is a consequence of the limitations of the 
system, so is the division of ‘us and them’, which has been emphasised by the interviewees, 
which substantiate the findings of the analyst notes. Decision making and visibility and 
awareness of self have been found to have less significance regarding the core concept, thus 
have not been taken into further consideration, however, could be explored further separately 
and might be of an interest for questions of design.
The fact that the limitations of the system have influenced the user experience is of 
great importance in order to refine the theoretical concept developed above. Although the 
analysis of the video recordings indicated that the limitations of the system might influence 
the collaborative process, the analysis of the post-ante interviews substantiated this 
assumption and explored it in-depth as the interviewees gave precise examples of what 
worked well and what worked not so well and should be improved. These insights would not 
have been possible by only focusing on the video recordings. The main issue was, that only 
one user can operate the desk at one time, which automatically excluded the other remote 
users sometimes even for the whole collaboration process. Thus, it can be concluded that by 
changing the limitations of the system, excluding remote collaborative behaviour can be 
diminished and including remote collaborative behaviour supported. This leads to the 
question of what design changes have to be made to achieve including collaborative 
behaviour? In order to answer this question, the qualitative findings have to be quantified, in 
order to understand which activities, actions and operations refer to which collaborative 
behaviour. By knowing which activities, actions and operations are affected the most a 
groupware can be developed that supports users individually, and collaboratively in co-locatd 
and remote collaboration.
5.42.1 Quantifying Qualitative Findings ofQRCA
Based on the qualitative findings obtained during the analyses of the transcripts, 
SUITs, GITs, analyst notes and post-ante interviews, it seems crucial to explore the different 
types of collaborative behaviour further in order to identify which one occurs frequently and 
affects the collaboration process the most, which should help to think about design 
recommendations. Furthermore, the strongest types of collaborative behaviour have to be 
explored in relation to the activity, action and operation. This should help to understand how
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excluding or including collaborative behaviour unfolds over time and affects the collaboration 
process during different activities. For this purpose, findings have been quantified by means 
of analysis of frequency. The first table 5.7 focused on how often each type occurred in all 
three multiple mixed presence groups.
Collaborative Behaviour Abbrev. Type Frequency
Including remote collaborative behaviour Ic re 1 22
Including co located collaborative 
behaviour
Ic CO 2 ■ 4
Excluding remote collaborative behaviour Ex re 3 28
Excluding co located collaborative 
behaviour
Ex co 4 4
Table 5.7 Analysis of Frequency of Collaborative Behaviour in all three Groups
The two types, including and excluding co-located collaborative behaviour did not 
occur frequently during remote collaboration and have therefore not been included in further 
analysis. Interestingly, type 3 occurred more often than type 1, which indicated that the 
remote group has been excluded more often than included.
Focusing on the two most frequently occurring types showed that these two types took 
place one after another. This implies that the collaborative behaviour of mixed presence 
groups in remote tabletop collaboration continuously transits from excluding remote 
collaborative behaviour to including remote collaborative behaviour and from including 
remote collaborative behaviour to excluding remote collaborative behaviour depending on the 
characteristics of the system. In order to validate this theory, it is crucial to know how often 
which actions and operations have been affected by the transition from excluding remote 
collaborative behaviour to including remote collaborative behaviour during a specific activity.
The 28 sequences reflecting excluding remote collaborative behaviour have been 
revisited and analysed by means of analysis of frequency in order to determine which 
operations caused the transition. Table 5.8 shows how often an operation occurred related to 
type four excluding remote collaborative behaviour within which activity, action and group. 
Some operations occurred several times within a sequence, thus within an activity.
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Group Activity Operation Action Frequency
G1 PL PS Moving document with a digital 12
pen into the fovea
BST RV Suggesting ideas 11
PROD RV Asking about shrinking images 12
PROD ED Typing and correcting 14
PROD ED Instructing 28
RV Pointing at info in documents 24
PROD and discussing content
G2 PL VIEW Using pen to write notes 4
BST RV Suggesting ideas 16
PL PS Using hand to point at content 12
PROD ED Using pen to edit 18
PROD ED Typing, corrections, instructions 23
PROD RV Discussing content using hands 21
G3 PL PS Arranging document in fovea 14
PL VIEW Suggesting ideas 13
PROD RV Discussing content of other 15
story with partner using hands
PROD ED Typing, corrections, instructions 28
BST RV Suggesting ideas for title 8
Table 5.8 Analysis of Frequency of Operations regarding Excluding Remote Collaborative 
Behaviour
Analysis of frequency shows that excluded remote collaborative behaviour mostly 
took place during the activity production referring to the operations editing and reviewing 
carried out by the actions typing, correcting text and instructing the other partner what to 
write and discussing content with partner. Typing, correcting text and dictating has been 
found to be carried out by one of the users of the co-located groups, thus excluded the other 
remote group completely. Although the excluding remote collaborative behaviour also 
occurred during the activity planning, the action carried out did not lead to a transition, 
therefore has not been included in further consideration. Whereas the activity brainstorming 
led to a transition from excluding to including behaviour by means of suggesting ideas to the 
partner and then realising that these ideas may also be of an interest for the other remote 
group. This shows that the characteristics of the RTC system allow multiple users to 
brainstorm smoothly, whereas producing a collective artifact by means of using the tabletop is 
not supported. Further, this shows that it would be beneficial to edit and review 
collaboratively in order to produce a collaborative product. Whereas preselecting might be an 
operation users want to perform either individually or as a co-located group and then join the 
remote groups for further discussion.
These insights are of great value for designing an application that supports multiple 
users and mixed presence groups during a collaborative writing task in remote tabletop 
collaboration, specifically during the activities of planning and production. It can be
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concluded that an application should allow synchronous and asynchronous interaction at the 
same time as well as individual and collaborative interaction of co-located and remote users.
5.5 Discussion o f  Findings and Viability ofQRCA
This section will discuss the findings of the analysis above as well as the viability of 
applying the new proposed qualitative method. Firstly, the findings of different data sets will 
be considered and contrasted with the definition of dynamics of RTC as stated in Chapter 4. 
Secondly, the positives and negatives of QRCA will be outlined in order to evaluate its 
suitability for studying RTC and understanding the dynamics of multiple users in RTC.
5.5.1 Understanding Dynamics of Multiple Users in RTC
Above analyses showed that RTC entails different types of behaviour ‘excluding and 
including remote collaborative behaviour’ and users transit between them depending on the 
three dimensions as pointed out by McGrath (1984), Hollingshead et al (1993), McCarthy and 
Monk (1994) Masoodian (1996); the characteristics of the system, the group size and 
constellation, and the characteristics of the task. However, analyses of experiment 2 revealed 
that it is the group constellations rather than the size that matter and the characteristics of the 
task have been found to have less of an influence on the collaboration process. Thus, the 
findings of this research contribute to the literature of this research field and yield new 
insights regarding the nature of remote tabletop collaboration.
This transition from including to excluding remote collaborative behaviour and vice 
versa has been found to affect the dynamics of RTC significantly, hence the group processes 
that are required to complete the task. The group processes that describe the dynamics of RTC 
are similar to Gutwin and Greenberg’s (2000) explanation of taskwork and teamwork. 
Taskwork is understood as the production of documents, whereas teamwork refers to 
communication, coordination, monitoring and assistance. In this thesis, taskwork is equivalent 
to task-related group processes and teamwork to user-related group processes. However, this 
distinction of Gutwin and Greenberg only refers to the task and the ‘team’ but neglects the 
system. Thus, in this thesis the dynamics of RTC also consider system-related group 
processes as part of the collaboration process as pointed out in Chapter 4.
Drawing on these insights, dynamics of RTC have been defined as a combination o f 
three group processes, task-related group processes, system-related group processes and 
user-related group processes, which can occur simultaneously in remote tabletop 
collaboration. The findings of the analyses of this chapter, substantiate this definition.
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However, it seems necessary to expand its explanation as the above analysis revealed new 
elements that contribute to the understanding of the dynamics of multiple users during RTC. 
Looking at the previous table 4.10 that illustrated the three strands and its elements, and at the 
findings of the analyses conducted in this chapter the first and third strand have to be adjusted 
in order to formulate a definition that is applicable for multiple user remote tabletop 
collaboration. Table 5.9 shows the new expanded definition of the dynamics of RTC for 
mixed presence groups as found in experiment 2.
Dynamics of RTC
Task-Related Group Processes System-Related Group Processes User-Related Group Processes
(Refer to the cognitive abilities of 
users and the level of user-system- 
user interaction)
(Refer to physical abilities of users 
and the level of user-system 
interaction)
(Refer to social abilities of users 
and the level of user-user 
Interaction)
Planning
Initiation (with material) 
Identification (of information)
Brainstorming
Formulation (of ideas) 
Structuring (of ideas and 
information)
Producing
Direct Interaction with Tabletop 
Orientation
Communication (Orientation, 
Feedback, etc.)
Achievement of Mutual 
Understanding
Coordination
Creation of Sub Groups
Conflict Management
Structuring (of ideas and 
information)
Decision Making (to complete 
activity)
Table 5.9 Dynamics of RTC of Mixed Presence Groups
The first column refers to task-related group processes, which refer to the idea of task­
work introduced by Gutwin and Greenberg (2000). In experiment 2, a collaborative writing 
task has been chosen, which consisted of three activities (Flower and Hayes, 1977; Posner 
and Baecker, 1992): Planning, Brainstorming and Producing. However, each activity that has 
been found to be typical for the collaborative writing task can also be related to stages of the 
information selection task as identified in Chapter 4. Planning refers to the task-related 
behavioural stages of Initiation and Identification. Brainstorming is concerned with the task- 
related behavioural stages of Structuring and Formulation. Producing requires the task- 
related behavioural stages of Structuring and Decision Making. This shows that any kind of 
task in RTC reflects information management activities (Kuhlthau, 1991) and phases of 
collaborative writing (Flower and Hayes, 1977; Posner and Baecker, 1992). Task-related 
group processes are understood as constant group processes; well-defined activities users
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carry out to achieve their goals and complete the task. Thus, the activities found in the 
analyses of Chapter 4 can be understood as sub-group processes of the three activities, 
interpreted as task-related group processes identified by means of QRCA. These task- related 
group processes challenge the users cognitively, individually and as a group. Thus, the 
cognitive processes have functional significance for the users’ behaviour to complete the task 
(Kuhl & Atkinson, 1986; Matthews et al, 2004; Salas, 2006) which implies that the task- 
related group processes refer to the users’ cognitive abilities, which raises the question of 
‘How shall we design a system in order to support users cognitively?’. This question will be 
discussed further in Chapter 6.
The second column in table 5.9 is concerned with system-related group processes, and 
refers to the physical involvement of users, the physical abilities users need to collaborate via 
the tabletop, which includes direct interaction with the tabletop and orientation (Kruger et al, 
2003; Rogers and Lindley, 2004; Tang et al, 2004; Parker et al, 2005; Scott et al, 2005; Ha et 
al, 2006; Rogers et al, 2006; Tse et al, 2008; Tuddenham, 2008). Analysing multiple users 
indicated that orientation in the workspace and direct interaction with the tabletop can be 
understood as a system-related group process as eye and hand movements are necessary to 
interact with the interface. System-related group processes depend on the characteristics of 
the tabletop system provided, which consequently influences the users’ performance and 
collaborative process (Kruger et al, 2003; Rogers and Lindley, 2004; Tang et al, 2004; Parker 
et al, 2005). This implies that a different tabletop system might require different system- 
related group processes e.g. direct or indirect interaction, parallel interaction for co-located 
direct interaction (Tse et al, 2008), etc. Most tabletop systems enable direct interaction either 
with a pen or by using a touch pad (Tandler, 2001; Scott et al, 2003; Parker et al, 2005; Ha et 
al, 2006; Tse et al, 2008) and provide some kind of interface for orientation. Orientation as a 
group process also refers to aspects of territoriality (Scott et al, 2003; Scott, 2005; 
Tuddenham, 2008), which includes portioning the workspace into personal and group 
territories (Rogers et al, 2006). Building territories can be understood as a group process 
necessary to facilitate orientation; hence communication, coordination and comprehension 
(Kruger et al, 2003), which are understood as user-related group processes. Further, the use of 
territories or personal and group workspaces might also help using the big tabletop space 
efficiently, which would also require accessibility and shareability of displays (Rogers and 
Lindley, 2004). This shows that the characteristics of the tabletop system affect the physical 
ability of users (Ha et al, 2006; Tuddenham, 2008) and interaction with the interface which 
raises the question of ‘How shall we design a tabletop system for the physical involvement o f 
users?’. This question shall be revisited in Chapter 6.
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The last column in table 5.8 is concerned with user-related group processes. These are 
communication (Whittaker et al, 1991,1993; Tang and Isaacs, 1993; Gergle et al, 2004; Tang 
et al, 2004; Bosch et al, 2005; Luff et al, 2006), coordination (Kruger et al, 2003, Scott et al, 
2005; Rogers et al, 2006), the achievement of mutual understanding (Whittaker et al, 1991, 
1993; Luff et al, 2006), creating sub groups and conflict management. These elements found 
in remote tabletop collaboration by means of QRCA relate to previous literature and can be 
interpreted as user-related group processes because they are aimed at the other users present 
in the collaboration process. The creation of sub groups ad conflict management have not 
been investigated by researchers so far and hence contribute to the understanding of the 
dynamics of RTC and to existing literature. The identified user-related group processes 
appeal to the users’ social abilities of managing and completing a task as a group (Gutwin and 
Greenberg, 2000) which can be hindered by the limitations of the system (Scott, 2005; Tse et 
al, 2008) and lead to the transition from including to excluding remote collaborative 
behaviour. This implies that user-related group processes will be carried out either 
individually or by two remote users (one from each co-located group). Thus, the users social 
abilities to communicate, coordinate, achieve mutual understanding or create sub groups in 
order to complete the task are affected by the group constellation, and the limitations of the 
system, which raises the question As aforementioned ‘How shall we design a remote tabletop 
system for mixed presence groups to support users socially?'. Chapter 6 will consider this 
question further.
Drawing on these insights, the systems limitations and group constellation, but not 
necessarily group size, affect the dynamics of RTC significantly. The limitations of the 
system and the group constellation force users to either include dr exclude users and user 
groups during an activity from the remote collaboration process. This implies that the group 
processes function either as including or excluding processes on a user-user interaction level 
and thus can be understood as user-related group processes. Thus, the relevance of the 
questions raised above is clear ‘How shall we design a remote tabletop system for mixed 
presence groups in order to facilitate including remote collaborative behaviour?'. Chapter 6 
will be concerned with this question.
In conclusion, dynamics of RTC are a combination of three group processes and these 
group processes function in relation to one another: task-related, system-related and user- 
related group processes. Each group process consists of a number of activities and during 
these activities users include or exclude the other users or remote group. Each group process 
is affected differently by the characteristics of the system and the group constellation. 
Although the characteristics of the system and the group constellation influence all group
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processes, task-related group processes have been found to be more affected by the 
characteristics of the system, system-related group processes are affected by the limitations of 
the system and the group constellations equally and user-related group processes are more 
hindered by the group constellation. Thus, a RTC system should be flexible in adapting to 
both affecting factors. Furthermore, RTC systems should allow different levels of interaction 
and take different user characteristics into account: cognitive, physical and social abilities. 
These ideas for designing multi-functional yet flexible RTC systems will be addressed in 
Chapter 6 in great detail.
5.5.2 Viability of QRCA
Combining three different analytical and philosophical research instruments was a new 
and challenging but yet pragmatic approach to study a broad and complex phenomenon such 
as the dynamics of RTC. This refers to the claim made by Palakshappa and Gordon (2006) 
who stated that broad studies that adopt a more holistic approach to the examination o f  
collaborative performance appear absent from literature (p.392). The proposed method has 
been found to be beneficial in various ways and at the same time while applying this method 
shortcomings been encountered.
QRCA was very useful for analysing different data sets from different or fresh 
(Palakshappa and Gordon, 2006) perspectives in order to gain a comprehensive picture of 
how RTC works. Following the concept of emergence as suggested by Glaser and Strauss 
(1967) allowed identifying hidden behavioural concepts such as the transition from including 
to excluding remote collaborative behaviour and vice versa. So, new aspects of interaction in 
a remote tabletop environment have been found by using an unorthodox approach (Hmelo- 
Silver, 2003). However, only by identifying the activity system and their actions this core 
concept has been found (Engestroem, 1993). Thus, an underlying philosophy such as the one 
used here, Activity Theory can function complementary and guide the analytical process by 
still being aware of new concepts, which correlated with the idea of combining approaches as 
being complementary rather than contradictory (Monk et al, 1993). This approach however, 
shapes the researcher’s theoretical sensitivity and awareness of the potential of the data and to 
understand the dynamics of the activity system fully, which led to further data collection and 
analysis, understood as theoretical saturation. Both theoretical sensitivity and saturation are 
central for applying Grounded Theory (Strauss and Corbin, 1998) and even by combining 
Grounded Theory with other approaches, these central ideas should be acknowledged.
Using Qualitative Content Analysis in conjunction with Grounded Theory allowed 
looking deeper into the meaning of verbal actions, talk-in interaction. By interpreting the
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meaning of verbal actions it was possible to group them into activities and allocate them to 
one of the three group processes. So, theory emerged from data (Strauss and Corbin, 1998; 
Charmaz, 2006) and at the same time derived from data (Mayring, 2003). Findings helped to 
further deduce what factors influence the collaboration process significantly: the 
characteristics of the system and the group constellation. This indicates the suitability of QBA 
and further QRCA to function as a research method to detect different contextual aspects of 
RTC. At the same time, it implies that QRCA might be useful as a usability engineering 
method. Additionally, the analyses and findings raised questions of design, which implies that 
QRCA might also be an applicable candidate for design research. However, what kind of 
design ideas one can deduce from the findings of QRCA will be considered in Chapter 6.
Being able to use the same method several times and still gain new and additional 
insights and expand one’s horizon of the subject matter is of great importance and reflects the 
Grounded Theory character (Strauss and Corbin, 1998). This shows the flexibility of the 
method as well as its adaptability; flexible as different data collections can be studied and 
adaptive as different levels of interaction can be explored. The latter refers to the criterion of 
‘properties of RTC’ a criterion that a method should meet in order to be suitable for studying 
RTC, which QRCA did. Another criterion that has been mentioned in Chapter 3 is the clarity 
of the method, the way the analytical process is presented. As QRCA takes advantage of two 
very well structured and established analytical instruments, the analytical procedure is 
comprehensible and consistent, which helps other researchers to understand how one arrived 
at the findings and concepts and deduced a theory.
Based on the aspects discussed above, QRCA can be described as a qualitative research 
method that is flexible, adaptive, comprehensible and consistent. It follows the idea of 
emergence (induction), theoretical saturation and requires theoretical sensitivity of the 
researcher (Strauss and Corbin, 1998; Charmaz, 2006) and can be applied by only one 
researcher, but a second researcher would be recommended for internal reliability of the 
findings. At the same time, it adopted the properties of Qualitative Content Analysis of 
inductive development and deductive application (Mayring, 2003). Based on these properties 
QRCA offers to be a consistent method as it achieves induction and deduction by following 
the conceptual framework of Activity Theory, of identifying an activity system (Rajkumor, 
2000).
QRCA seems to be very suitable to study dynamics of RTC, however, while applying it 
four shortcomings have been identified, which reflect on the one hand the qualitative 
character of this method; on the other hand point at the problematic aspects of combining 
methods originally developed for specific purposes.
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Firstly, QRCA is a time consuming method as the data has to be coded several times in 
order to establish solid categories or themes for further usage and different data sets should be 
considered in order to corroborate findings. However, without recoding and revisiting the data 
several times, a phenomenon of interest cannot be studied from different angles and fresh 
perspectives, which is necessary to expand the understanding and to gain a holistic picture 
(Palakshappa and Gordon, 2006).
Gaining a holistic picture of a phenomenon, which QRCA was developed for, is 
problematic in itself, as micro-analyses of sub-phenomenon is limited. It could be argued that 
this contradicts with the idea of Grounded Theory and Qualitative Content Analysis. 
However, the combination o f  methods used must be tailored to one’s research questions 
(Hmelo-Silver, 2003), which requires cut backs on different ends. Nevertheless, it is 
important to state that during the process of analysis, some ‘isolated’ aspects would have been 
worthwhile exploring deeper, e.g. division of us and them or decision making in RTC.
Another shortcoming this method brought about was finding a suitable qualitative 
software application that allowed analysing several video recordings of one group meeting 
simultaneously. Besides analysing the data, archiving and documenting has also been found 
challenging but will not be discussed here in detail. The qualitative data analysis software 
packages, that have been used in experiment 1 and 2 were ATLAS .ti ©, TRANS ANA, 
HyperResearch ©. ATLAS .ti © was suitable for studying single users and pairs in remote 
collaboration, but not sufficient for data of multiple video recordings as only one video at the 
time can be uploaded and analysed. Analysing each video individually was not an option, as 
this would have biased the qualitative findings and contradicted with the idea of identifying 
interrelations and investigating dynamics of collaboration. So, in the end Quick Time Player 
in conjunction with Text Edit offered to be the best solution for the analysis of the video 
recordings of multiple user. The video recordings have been transcribed and investigated by 
means of and HyperResearch ©. Thus, this approach was very time consuming and 
emphasised the need for a qualitative video analysis tool that allows analysing multiple video 
recordings simultaneously by means of QRCA.
The last disadvantage of using QRCA might not be a negative one but emphasises the 
necessity of combining qualitative research methods with quantitative ones (Mason, 2006). In 
order to proove the validity of the qualitative findings and evaluate their significance, 
quantification was necessary. Quantifying the qualitative findings excludes the idea of having 
found a pure qualitative method and declares that QRCA is a hybrid method.
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In conclusion, combining analytical instruments with a philosophical approach offered 
new ways of thinking about data, approaching data and analysing data of complex nature by 
only one researcher. QRCA, QBA (Qualitative Content Analysis and Grounded Theory) in 
conjunction with Activity Theory, were supplementing each other instead of hindering one 
another (Monk et al, 1993) and revealed useful insights regarding RTC in general but also 
helped to define the dynamics of RTC and expanded the understanding of how RTC works. 
Furthermore, by applying QRCA, questions of design have been raised which allow further 
research. These aspects give reason to declare that QRCA is a suitable and viable method to 
study RTC holistically.
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5,6 Summary
This chapter reflected empirical research of multiple user remote tabletop collaboration 
(RTC) and showed how complex group constellations in RTC can be studied by using a 
pragmatic research method. Qualitative Remote Collaboration Analysis (QRCA). Findings of 
this chapter answered the first and second research question of this thesis fully and contribute 
to existing literature and knowledge about tabletop collaboration research, hence HCI and 
CSCW by expanding the understanding of how RTC works as well as by testing two different 
combined qualitative research methods in combination with a philosophical approach.
Dynamics of RTC have been identified as a combination of three group processes: 
task-related, system-related and user-related group processes. Each group process consists of 
specific activities, which can be understood as activity system and refer to an interaction level 
and specific user abilities.
Task-related group processes refer to the interaction level of user-system-user interaction 
and challenge the users’ cognitive abilities. Three group processes have been identified that 
describe this strand: Planning, Brainstorming and Producing. Each activity also refers to the 
stages of collaborative information management behaviour. Planning includes the stages of 
Initiation with the material and Identification of information. Brainstorming relates to 
Formulation of ideas and Structuring of information. The last activity Producing refers to 
Decision Making as well as Structuring of information. These activities and stages of 
information management behaviour have been found to be crucial in RTC and are constant 
for different tasks, e.g. information selection task or a collaborative writing task. Analysis 
showed that task-related group processes are influenced by the system limitations and the 
group constellation but less by the task characteristics, which is of importance in terms of 
designing tabletop systems suitable to assist any kind of task.
System-related group processes are described as direct interaction with the tabletop and 
orientation in the workspace. These group processes take place between a single user and the 
system, so refer to the level of user-system interaction and appeal to the physical abilities 
users need to interact with the tabletop. System-related group processes are affected by the 
group constellation and the system limitations but less by the task characteristics. This finding 
is crucial in terms of designing useful tools for direct interaction and tabletop hardware that 
supports group processes of mixed presence groups.
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User-related group processes refer to social abilities of the users, which is understood as 
user-to-user interaction. Even though users might be capable of socially interacting with other 
users, the system characteristics and group constellation play significant roles in terms of 
shaping interaction and collaborating efficiently, which can hinder or facilitate user-related 
group processes such as communication. Findings of both experiments revealed that user- 
related group processes in RTC consist of several specific activities regardless of the task and 
system characteristics: communication (including orientation of speech and giving feedback), 
coordination, achievement of mutual understanding, creating sub-groups and conflict 
management.
Task-related group processes, system-related group processes and user-related group 
processes are group processes that can be found in any type of tabletop collaboration, remote 
or co-located and these are interlinked with one another. This shows how complex and 
dynamic RTC is and that tabletop system design should consider all three strands in order to 
support mixed presence groups and the dynamics of RTC.
The proposed method Qualitative Remote Collaboration Analysis {QRCA) has been 
found viable to study dynamics of RTC. QRCA has been described as a flexible, adaptive, 
comprehensible and consistent method. It is shown to be flexible to analyse different data, 
adaptive to study different levels of interaction, comprehensible due to the structured 
presentation of the analytical procedure and consistent due to the analytical tool of coding the 
data (induction and deduction). It follows the idea of collaboration is an activity system, 
which guides the analysis and it is based on the values of Grounded Theory and Qualitative 
Content Analysis e.g. emergence, induction and deduction, theoretical saturation and requires 
theoretical sensitivity of the researcher and can be applied by only one researcher, but a 
second researcher would be recommended for internal reliability of the findings.
Although this method has been found viable, during the process of analysis, four 
shortcomings have been encountered, which have to be considered in future research. QRCA 
is a time consuming method; a suitable qualitative software tool is not available to analyse 
multiple video recordings simultaneously, micro analysis of isolated aspects that emerged to 
be worthwhile exploring further is not supported and lastly, QCRA is a hybrid method as it 
requires quantification of the qualitative findings in order to prove the validity of the 
qualitative findings and evaluate their significance.
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6 CHAPTER
Designing Systems for Remote Tabletop Collaboration
6.1 Introduction
The previous two chapters helped to understand the dynamics of RTC for mixed 
presence groups and expanded the knowledge regarding how RTC works. Dynamics of RTC 
have been defined as a combination o f three group processes and these group processes 
function in relation to one another: task-related, system-related and user-related group 
processes. Each group process consists of a number of activities and during these activities 
users include or exclude the other users or remote group. Including or excluding remote 
collaborative behaviour has been found to be the consequence of the characteristics of the 
system, the group constellation and the task characteristics. Thus, each group process is 
affected by these three factors. This raised the question of 'How shall we design a remote 
tabletop system for mixed presence groups in order to facilitate including remote 
collaborative behaviour? ’
Subsequently, the dynamics of RTC, play a significant role in terms of designing a 
system which raised three more questions:
■ 'How shall we design a system in order to support task-related group processes, and 
users cognitive abilities in particular? ’
■ 'How shall we design a tabletop system to facilitate system-related group processes, 
hence physical abilities o f users? ’
■ 'How shall we design a remote tabletop system for mixed presence groups to support 
user-related group processes, hence the social abilities o f users to collaborate?’
These questions for designing RTC systems suggest that a suitable RTC system has to 
be multi-functional and flexible in terms of adapting to the characteristics of the system, 
different tasks, group constellations and abilities of users. This chapter will focus on these 
issues and give design recommendations for multi-functional RTC system, furthermore an 
interface will be proposed that meets some of the identified requirements.
Chapter 6 will start by defining the term interface in order to think about design issues 
from a design perspective. Secondly, design recommendations based on the findings and 
definition given, will be deduced. After discussing design recommendations, ideas for
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designing RTC systems will be outlined by introducing an interface called the Document 
Manager (DocMan). Chapter 6 finishes with a summary.
6.2 Defining User Interface and Groupware
Before revisiting the findings and introducing an interface for remote tabletop 
collaboration, it is crucial to define the term user interface, as it is understood in this thesis. A 
computer’s architecture included many internal “interfaces” and the interface to the user is 
only one of many, thus the emphasis is on user interface, the interface between the system and 
the user (Grudin, 1993). Further, Grudin (1993) points out that a user interface also includes 
the environment such as colleagues, management attitudes and policies as these factors 
influence the interface in many ways and shape the interaction with it. Thus, the environment 
is part of the user interface.
Therefore, the user interface is not just the software controlling the dialogue, it is the 
computer’s interface to the user as opposed to the user’s interface to the computer (ibid, 1993, 
p. 115). In this thesis, the user interface is a tool to help multiple users to collaborate via a 
remote tabletop system. It is the virtual and yet physical bridge among and between users and 
the user’s computers, the mediator of social interaction, and the cognitive translator of actions 
and operations among and between users and the user’s computers.
An interface as introduced here that supports collaboration of mixed presence groups is 
understood as groupware. Dix et al (1998, p.463) defines groupware as a term for  
applications written to support the collaboration o f several users. A groupware can further be 
classified by where and when users are using it; e.g. synchronously, asynchronously, 
collocated, remotely or by its function; e.g. computer-mediated communication support 
system, decision support system, shared application and artefacts, etc. (Dix et al, 1998). Thus, 
the DocMan can be classified as an information management support system for synchronous 
and asynchronous collaboration of mixed presence groups in remote tabletop collaboration.
6 3  Design Recommendations fo r  RTC
The previous chapter showed that studying RTC is a complex undertaking and several 
aspects have to be taken into account in order to understand the dynamics of RTC. Having 
analysed remote tabletop collaboration of mixed presence groups and defined dynamics of 
RTC it became clear that RTC is affected by numerous factors, which implies that RTC
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systems have certain requirements to meet. In order to identify such requirements and deduce 
applicable recommendations it is necessary to revisit the definition of the dynamics of RTC.
6.3.1 Deducing Design Recommendations
As stated in the previous chapter, dynamics of RTC are interrelated group processes 
that influence one another and depend mainly on two factors the characteristics of the system, 
the group constellation. Each group process refers to a specific interaction level and abilities 
of users, which have to be considered during the process of design. For further clarification 
table 5.9 will be reused here, see table 6.1.
Dynamics of RTC
Task-Related Group Processes System-Related Group Processes User-Related Group Processes
(Refer to the cognitive abilities o f (Refer to physical abilities o f users (Refer to social abilities o f users
users and the level o f user-system- and the level o f user-system and the level o f user-user
user interaction) interaction ) Interaction )
Planning Direct Interaction with Tabletop Communication (Orientation,
Initiation (with material) Orientation Feedback, etc.)
Identification (o f information) Achievement of Mutual
Brainstorming Understanding
Formulation (of ideas) Coordination
Structuring (o f ideas and Creation of Sub Groups
information)
Conflict Management
Producing
Structuring (of ideas and
information)
Decision Making (to complete
activity)
Table 6.1 Dynamics of RTC of Mixed Presence Groups and Design Ideas
A suitable RTC system should support each user equally (e.g. all user can type, so 
multiple input) on different interaction levels during any kind of task in different 
environments, co-located and remotely. Based on the findings of experiment 2 a claim has 
been made that the ideal RTC system should facilitate all three group processes that constitute 
the dynamics of RTC, should support users during collaboration individually, collaboratively, 
co-located and remotely, should help users with their cognitive, physical and social abilities, 
should allow users to work on any kind of task and interact on different levels. In order to 
address these aspects each group process will be discussed in detail in relation to existing 
design suggestions made in Chapter 2 in order to deduce design recommendations.
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63.1.1 Task-Related Group Processes
Task-related group processes refer to the interaction level of user-system-user 
interaction and challenge the cognitive abilities of users during the task. The group processes, 
which are understood as activities have to be carried out by the users in conjunction with the 
system. For example during the activity planning, which required initiation with the material 
and identification o f documents and information the co-located user group reads a document 
and uses a digital pen to drag documents in and out the fovea and writes comments or 
highlights information in the document. At the same time the remote user group reads the 
same document and sees the alterations. This simple example shows that the task-related 
group processes, planning requires user-system-user interaction via the tabletop which ideally 
should be maintained at all times to guarantee a smooth collaboration process. Further, this 
group process challenges the cognitive abilities of both users firstly, to identify the document 
and secondly, to not be distracted by the other users movements and alterations or to see the 
alterations. Although the NuVa system used in the experiments provided a digital pen for 
direct interaction and allowed the use of different colours in order to increase workspace 
awareness and make alterations, it was difficult to see the alteration immediately and after 
some time it was difficult to know who did the alteration as users used the same colour. It 
would have been beneficial if the system informed the other remote group about the alteration 
and also who altered the document, similar to a log file or an activity recorder. Thus, it can be 
suggested adding the user name next to the alteration in order to support the task-related 
group processes. The first design recommendation is: A RTC system suitable for mixed 
presence groups should register the users actions and inform the other remote groups about 
their actions to support task-related group processes.
The findings of the experiments revealed that the task activities challenged the users 
cognitively in terms of managing the information. On the one hand managing information 
refers to identifying information in documents (content of an email or meaning of a picture), 
so called meta-information on the other hand managing information can also be understood as 
moving around documents, piling them and prioritising their significance. Besides managing 
information of different levels, users manage information collaboratively as well as 
individually. This indicated the second design recommendation a RTC groupware suitable for  
mixed presence groups is needed that should allow managing information o f different levels 
and types. At the same time users should have the opportunity to manage information 
individually but still engage in the process of collaboration by visualising the users actions, so 
facilitate user-system and user-user interaction as stated above.
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Managing information is relevant during the whole process of collaboration and any 
kind of collaborative task implies this collaborative behaviour as substantiated by the 
experiments, which tested two different tasks and found that each contained the same 
activities. These activities stress different cognitive abilities of the users such as acquiring 
knowledge by suggesting ideas how to start, categorizing information by specifying 
information, associating information by comparing information, creating meaning by 
interpreting information and drawing conclusions by assessing information. Because users are 
supposed to complete the task in collaboration as a ‘team2’, a RTC groupware suitable for 
mixed presence groups should support users cognitive abilities of acquiring knowledge, 
categorizing information, associating information, creating meaning and assessing 
information during the collaboration process. Thus, a RTC groupware suitable for mixed 
presence groups should support team cognition by providing a groupware that enables users 
to acquire knowledge, categorize information, associate information, create meaning and 
assess information collaboratively. Design recommendation 3 also refers to the inquiry of 
visualising actions. Only, by visualising an individual users action the other users or remote 
group can be included during the collaborative process and including collaborative behaviour 
can be warranted.
Some of the design recommendations stated in this chapter correlate on the one hand 
with existing literature on the other hand with well-established design rules outlined by 
Bailey (1989) and Keyes & Krull (1992) who pointed out that a well-designed interface 
should have a level of information structure, a level of specification and visual consistency. A 
level of information structure includes organisation and simplification of the information. 
This is achieved for instance by grouping documents of the same type (Bailey, 1989), e.g. all 
documents that contain timetables are in the beginning of a document list. The users can focus 
their attention and orient themselves. This first rule ‘level of information structure’ refers 
mainly to design recommendation 1 for a RTC groupware. Simplification of the information 
includes labeling the information (Bailey, 1989), a descriptive title or familiar document 
name and a picture of the document that assists the user to memorize information. The user 
can associate documents before reading them in detail. ‘Simplification of the information 
appeals to the users cognitive thinking and abilities, thus design recommendation 2 and 3. The 
level of specification refers to functions that allow the user to specify the meta-information 
and interpret the information in the document. This would be achieved by providing functions 
of categorizing, annotating, assessing its relevance or adding comments (Bailey, 1989). The
2 The term ‘team’ has been attached with a single quotation mark, because the term ‘team’ implies that 
a group has a history and developed, which is not the case here.
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level of specification refers to both design recommendations 1, 2 and 3. Visual consistency is 
concerned with the layout of the interface. The layout should be neither chaotic nor 
overwhelming (Keyes & Krull, 1992), so that users can retrieve information easily, which 
would support all cognitive processes, e.g. familiar symbols. This rule refers to design 
recommendation 3.
Although these three rules only have been established in relation to single-user 
computer interaction, they are still applicable and relevant for the development of a 
groupware that supports information management as introduced here. However, the aspect of 
multiple users managing information simultaneously and visualising their actions, is not 
considered by these rules. Visualising ones actions can be understood as monitoring progress. 
Thus, a new rule can be added to the ones suggested by Keyes & Krull (1992): a level of 
progress.
6 3 .1 2  System-Related Group Processes
System-related group processes refer to the interaction level of user-system 
interaction, so is directed at the single user interaction and challenges the physical abilities of 
users. Coming back to the example used above, because the co-located user group wants to 
highlight specific information for their own understanding, they use a digital pen for direct 
interaction. However, the user who is in control of the pen also has the opportunity to arrange 
the documents in the workspace for his or her needs in terms of orientation. This aspect 
correlates with suggestions of Kruger et al (2003) regarding orientation, in particular 
visualisation of documents via rotation. Orientation requires the user to reach out over the 
whole tabletop in order to drag a document in to the fovea in a reachable and readable area, 
which implies that a large display might hinder the collaboration process. This aspect 
contradicts with design suggestions made by Tuddenham and Robinson (2007) who purely 
focused on technical aspects, whereas design ideas given by Ryall et al (2004) and Tang et al 
(2004) who also considered social interaction state the opposite, however all of them took 
multiple seating arrangements into account, thus multiple user interaction. By only having 
one big display the other co-located user has to sit back and watch. The other remote user 
group cannot interact with the interface during this ‘group’ process. This implies on the one 
hand that a tool for direct interaction with the tabletop workspace is crucial and on the other 
hand both users should be able to orient the documents for their personal needs (Kruger et al, 
2003; Rogers and Lindley, 2004; Tang et al, 2004; Rogers et al, 2006; Tuddenham and 
Robinson, 2007). Multiple pen interaction would be highly desired by users, however, having 
multiple pens (e.g. mice devices) for direct interaction also requires different hardware. 
Although designers have developed hardware systems that would enable multiple pen
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interaction thus orientation for multiple users (Tuddenham, 2008), these tablets are too small 
to allow multiple co-located users can collaborate on the same tablet and remotely with 
another group. This implies that a RTC system suitable for mixed presence groups should 
have a certain size adjustable for multiple co-located users and allowing multiple pen 
interaction to support system-related group processes. This is the fourth design 
recommendation, which also points at the suggestion made by Tuddenham and Robinson 
(2007). Having the opportunity of multiple user interaction refers to the idea of having 
personal and group workspaces (Rogers et al, 2006; Tandler, 2001) as discussed earlier and 
also relates to the establishment of territories (Scott, 2005; Tuddenham, 2008). Thus, the fifth 
design recommendation is that a RTC system suitable for mixed presence groups should 
provide each user with a separate workspace for individual usage. This could be achieved by 
having two high resolutions areas on the same tablet. However, it has to be mentioned that 
additional projectors are needed, which is high in costs and increases the noise level as a 
single high resolution area needs six projectors (Tuddenham and Robinson, 2007).
The abovementioned aspects and design ideas stress the need for a groupware for RTC 
for organizing and managing documents and information, which substantiate earlier design 
principles (Haake, 1999; Tuddenham and Robinson, 2007). Haake (1999) suggested shared 
workspace search tools, group aware overview browsers or shared process spaces. These 
ideas will be taken into consideration for the development of a groupware suitable for RTC of 
multiple users.
Designing such a groupware also raises the question of how shall users access this 
groupware and where should it be placed on a tabletop? Tuddenham and Robinson (2007) 
mentioned, in their suggestions for remote tabletop interfaces, that digital artefacts should 
enable users to move objects and reorient themselves. However, they did not give a 
recommendation regarding the best location of digital artefacts or specific groupware. 
Regarding accessing a tabletop system three options seems can be considered, which have 
been investigated in detail by (Parker et al, 2005; Ha et al, 2006; Tuddenham and Robinson, 
2007; Tse et al, 2008): direct interaction with a digital pen, direct interaction via pointing or 
direct interaction via a touch pad. Ideally, a tabletop system provides all three options for 
direct interaction and so does the groupware, as some users pointed out in the post-ante 
interviews that they would have preferred a touch screen, whereas other liked the digital pen 
as they felt more familiar with it. However, using a digital pen on a large tabletop challenged 
the physical abilities of users in terms of reaching out, which has been emphasised greatly by 
Parker et al (2005) and Ha et al (2006). Thus, when providing a groupware that enables users 
to interact with different devices, the physical abilities should be considered. However, this
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can easily be addressed by implementing a groupware that can be moved by each user 
individually in the workspace, which refers to the second aspect of the question above, where 
to place such a groupware. The sixth design recommendations is that a RTC groupware 
suitable for mixed presence groups should be non-stationary in order to appeal to the users 
preference o f placing the groupware based on his or her physical ability.
The deduced design recommendations refer to the system characteristics, rather than a 
specific groupware. Due to technical issues it is difficult to implement these into large 
tabletop systems, however would be highly desired by users. The designers who developed 
the NuVa Desk used for the experiments explained that it is quite difficult to write an 
application that supports multiple users at the same time. Although some applications allow 
multiple users to edit and share information at the same time, these applications have not been 
used in remote tabletop collaboration with mixed presence groups (Tuddenham, 2008). This 
would be an interesting aspect for future research.
6 3 .1 3  User-Related Group Processes
User-related group processes refer to the interaction level of user-user interaction and 
stress the social abilities of users. Regardless of the task users socially interact during the 
collaboration process, which is understood as group processes of communication, 
achievement of mutual understanding or the creation of sub groups. These group processes 
are affected by the characteristics of the system to the extent that users get excluded from the 
collaboration process because they cannot interact actively with the interface, which is 
reflected in reduced participation (Ryall et al, 2004; Scott, 2004). Although a video-audio link 
was provided to support user-user interaction in addition to the tabletop interface (Whittaker 
et al, 1993) users felt that they were not part of the collaboration process. So, their 
contribution to the collective product was limited. Additionally, users found it difficult to 
follow a conversation on the video wall it has been pointed out that name icons on the video 
wall would have helped social interaction, in particular orientation to one another and giving 
feedback. This idea refers to the labelling of cursors as suggested by Tang et al (2004) as 
having mixed presence groups can be confusing for users as to who is doing what or who is 
speaking, especially when the video quality is poor. Thus, the seventh design 
recommendation is that a RTC system suitable for mixed presence groups should have visual 
name icons on the video wall to facilitate user-related group processes.
However, additionally visualisation of users actions is highly recommended as pointed 
out by Tang et al (2004). This should promote social interaction and support user-related 
group processes, for instance facilitate the achievement of mutual understanding and support
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communication in terms of feedback, and contributes to positive conflict management. This in 
turn, can allow users to include the other remote users. By seeing ‘my own’ actions, the users 
desire for social belonging and being part of the group can be maintained. Making a users 
action ‘public’ by implementing a log file for actions into a groupware would overcome this 
issue. The eighth design recommendations is a RTC groupware suitable for mixed presence 
groups should visualise a users action and make it public in order to foster user-related 
group processes and social abilities.
The interrelation of the group processes has been emphasised and illustrated greatly, 
which indicates that the deduced recommendations are relevant at all times during remote 
tabletop collaboration.
6 4  Applying Design Recommendations
Eight design recommendations have been deduced from the definition and the findings 
of the experiments. Interestingly, it became evident that two types of design recommendations 
can be identified: Design recommendations for RTC systems and design recommendations 
for RTC groupware to support task-related, system-related and user-related group processes.
Design recommendations for RTC systems should facilitate different interaction levels 
during the collaboration process and relate to the system specifications a designer can make in 
the beginning of the life cycle of such a system, whereas design recommendations for a 
groupware are concerned with applications that can be implemented at a later point, when the 
system is already established and should support different users and user abilities.
The four design recommendations for a RTC system suitable for mixed presence groups 
that facilitate different interaction levels are: registering the users actions and informing the 
other remote group about their actions, allowing multiple pen interaction, providing a separate 
workspace for individual usage, indicating names of users on the video wall.
While focusing on the users characteristics and group processes it appeared necessary to 
think about implementing a groupware that supports users during the collaborative task, 
which can be understood as a process of document and information management. Thus, four 
design recommendations for a RTC groupware suitable for mixed presence groups have been 
deduced which emphasises that users are different and have different abilities: managing 
information of different levels and types, supporting ‘team’ cognition, visualizing users 
actions by making them public and the groupware should be non-stationary so that the user 
can move it according to his or her physical ability and preference. This implies specific
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requirements such a RTC groupware suitable for mixed presence groups has to meet: being 
multi-functional, flexible in use and user adaptable, and task independent. These requirements 
will be considered later on in this chapter.
As abovementioned the design recommendations for a suitable RTC system are 
difficult to be implemented into existing systems, thus it can be said that these 
recommendations are only useful for developing new RTC systems. In contrast, the design 
recommendations given for a suitable RTC groupware can be implemented into any existing 
system in order to improve a system and support different users with different abilities. Such 
a theoretical framework for a document and information management groupware has been 
developed based on the findings of experiment 1 and 2 and will be introduced in the next 
section. Interestingly, both design recommendations emphasise the need for visualizing 
actions, making actions public in order to support social interaction, which accentuates that 
users want to know what the other user(s) is/ are doing, thinking or working upon which 
highlights the importance of workspace awareness as pointed out by Gutwin and Greenberg 
(2000). This can be understood as a desire for being involved and socially included at all 
times, which should be taken into account by designers in the future.
6.4.1 Designing a Groupware for RTC Systems -  The DocMan
Based on the design recommendations for a RTC groupware and the design rules 
outlined above a groupware for information management has been conceptualized and called 
the DocMan. The DocMan has been designed as an application implemented in a specific 
collaborative technology such as the Virtual Collaboration Desk (NUVA) used in the 
experiments. Firstly, the term itself will be defined and secondly, the functionality and 
architectural design will be explained.
6.4.1.1 Definition o f DocMan
According to the definition of Dix et al (1998) the proposed DocMan can be defined as 
a groupware. Groupware is the term for applications written to support the collaboration o f  
several users (ibid, p.463). A groupware can further be classified by where and when users 
are using it; e.g. synchronously, asynchronously, collocated, remotely or by its function; e.g. 
computer-mediated communication support system, decision support system, shared 
application and artefacts, etc. (ibid, 1998). Thus, the DocManager can be classified as an 
information management support system for synchronous and asynchronous collaboration of 
mixed presence groups in remote tabletop collaboration.
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Based on the analyses and findings, which showed that no matter what task users are 
confronted with (information selection task or collaborative writing task) users always have to 
manage a information. Thus, the need for a supporting information management groupware 
became evident and the name DocMan was bom.
This term indicates the complex meaning information exhibits as being broad but 
complex at the same time. On the one hand information can be related to the content of 
documents or meta information of the document; On the other hand information can also be 
related to the interaction between a user and the computer and among users. So, the DocMan 
has to consider different levels of information: task (document) information and user 
information. Task information refers to documents, which are needed to complete the task as 
well as information given in the document and meta-information of the documents. Task 
information can be related to the three design rules suggested by Keyes & Krull (1992) and 
the first two recommendations deduced from the definition. In contrast, user information 
deals with the user’s actions’ when actively managing information. This information should 
be displayed for other users to support collaboration, which refers to the new rule, level of 
progress and the third design recommendation deduced from the definition.
6.4.1.2 Functionality and Architectural Design o f the DocMan
Instead of being overwhelmed with documents displayed in the shared digital 
workspace, users click on an icon (IM) in the workspace, which opens the DocMan 
groupware. Figure 6.1 shows the architectural design of the DocMan and the different levels 
of the groupware.
When a user has clicked the icon in the workspace and the groupware opens the user 
will see a menu list at the top and a minimum of two columns.
The Functions o f  the Menu o f  the DocMan
The menu list contains several standard functions. File allows users to save the project, 
close the project, creating new documents and importing and exporting documents and 
projects as well as saving, printing and open recent documents. Users can export whole 
projects or parts of the project (comments, annotations etc.) as emails or convert them into 
word documents or pdf.
Edit contains copy, paste, cut and a function for deleting a document as well as a search 
function that searches for words on both levels of information of a document. Tools provide a 
formatting palette and merging documents.
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The last function of the menu list. Users is the most important one for managing 
information collaboratively. This function allows comparing information between and across 
unedited and edited documents, adding new user(s) or deleting a user and changing status 
from individual to collaborative. Comparing information offers two possibilities for the users 
and is meant to support users who work with separate user-columns: the user can either 
compare his or her own annotations between or across documents (individual comparing) or 
the user can choose to compare his or her document annotations with the document 
annotations of the other user (collaborative comparing). The DocMan opens the selected 
documents and shows similarities such as highlighted sections, similar comments or relevance 
scores. Adding new users means that new users can easily be added in case someone joins the 
meeting at a later point. Deleting users can be useful if two co-located users prefer working 
together and using one user column and one workspace. Changing status enables users to 
change from working individually to collaboratively and vice versa. This can be useful if 
some users want to prepare themselves in silence and then join the collaboration. By selecting 
the function ‘individual’ the user only sees his user column active.
Using the DocMan individually or collaboratively
The column on the left contains the documents as provided in the workspace in form of 
a list. Users can orient themselves, seek for information and acquire knowledge. By clicking 
on an individual document the document opens in a separate window and can be edited and 
viewed. A user can open a document as often as necessary and review and re-edit the content. 
While the user is working on a document either in collaboration of individually the other 
users can see what he or she is doing as every time the user enters the document the 
groupware highlights the specific document and the user name.
As aforementioned , user can work on a document individually or collaboratively. This 
means that the users can choose the their status as the user-column is personalized. This also 
allows users to prepare themselves for an upcoming RTC meeting.
The user-column used individually or collaboratively contains certain functions that 
should facilitate users during the task-related group processes of Planning, Brainstorming and 
Producing, and the accompanied stages of information management.
By clicking the categorize button user(s) can categorize information. Next to the button 
categorize a window opens and the user(s) can type the identified category, e.g. email from 
police or environment picture. This enables users to view and categorize information 
individually and collaboratively. Adding keywords allows the users to specify and recall the 
information and helps users to remember the content, e.g., what was important in this
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document. The window next to the button annotated informs the user and the other party that 
this document has been viewed and changes have been made. This helps users when 
revisiting documents and discussing their relevance. If the window next to button annotated 
shows the word “Open” it means that the user(s) are currently working on this specific 
document. If the window next to button annotated shows the word “annotated” it means that 
the user(s) have annotated this document but are not working on it anymore.
Commenting on a document can be achieved by clicking the button comments. The 
user(s) enter their thoughts (interpretations, uncertainties, etc.) individually or collaboratively 
about the information in the comment box. If “yes” appears alongside the comment button; it 
indicates that the comment box contains comments.
To assess the relevance of a document a relevance button is provided. By clicking on 
the button a window with numbers (1 for low importance to 10 for high importance) allows 
the user(s) to score the relevance of the meta-information and document content. If users 
decided to manage information individually they can carry out the same actions 
simultaneously and can also follow the proceedings of the other party. In contrast, if users 
decided to manage information collaboratively the user-column should support the users 
cognitive abilities and help users to express their thoughts verbally, hence facilitate social 
interaction.
The DocMan is a conceptual tool that has not been developed nor tested at this very 
moment. Existing systems for comparison have not been considered at that point. Here, only a 
lower level of a groupware design has been applied. Thus, an iterative design approach has 
not yet been taken (Dix et al, 1998) and more research is required to complete the 
requirement specifications to develop a useful and testable prototype. The comparison of 
existing systems has particularly been found difficult as a groupware that fulfils all the 
requirements outlined above and supports mixed presence groups in remote tabletop 
collaboration does not exist yet. However, it can be concluded that the proposed groupware 
for supporting information management is a multi-functional tool that adapts to the users 
needs and is flexible in use and can be used with any kind of task and media.
The DocMan supports different tasks and users with different abilities, thus supports 
task-related and user-related group processes. By using a digital pen direct interaction is 
supported, which refers to the second strand, system-related group process. Thus, the 
DocMan refers to the dynamics of RTC and facilitates the group processes. At the same time 
the DocMan enables users to work individually as well as collaboratively, co-lcoated as well 
as remotely and takes the three interaction levels into account.
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Figure 6.1 An Information Management Support Groupware -  The DocMan
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6 5  Summary
This chapter was concerned with answering the third research question of this thesis of 
how to design systems for RTC and met the fourth research objective of this thesis: 
Developing a set o f design recommendations based on the findings o f different qualitative 
approaches for remote tabletop systems and introducing a groupware.
Based on the qualitative findings of experiment 1 and 2 a definition for the dynamics of 
RTC has been formulated, which has been used as a basis to deduce design recommendations. 
Eight design recommendations have been derived, which are applicable for developing new 
RTC systems as well as improving existing ones by implementing a certain groupware that 
supports information management.
Four design recommendations for a RTC system and four for a groupware suitable for 
mixed presence groups have been identified. Design recommendations for RTC systems are 
supposed to facilitate different interaction levels during the collaboration process. Thus, the 
following recommendations have been formulated that refer to the interaction levels: 
registering the users actions and informing the other remote group about their actions, 
allowing multiple pen interaction, providing a separate workspace for individual usage, 
indicate names of users on the video wall.
In contrast, a RTC groupware suitable for mixed presence groups refers to the idea that 
users are different and have different abilities. Four recommendations have been derived that 
highlight the importance of ‘user differences’ for developing a groupware: managing 
information of different levels and types, supporting ‘team’ cognition, visualizing users 
actions by making them public and the groupware should be non-stationary so that the user 
can move it according to his or her physical ability and preference.
Interestingly, both design recommendations emphasise the need for visualizing actions, 
making actions public in order to support social interaction, which accentuates that users want 
to know what the other user(s) is/ are doing, thinking or working upon. This can be 
understood as a desire for being involved and social included at all times, which should be 
taken into account by designers in the future.
Due to the fact that the system used for this PhD project already existed the focus of 
deducing design recommendations was to improve the system. Thus, only the design 
recommendations for a groupware have been considered further and a groupware that 
supports information management has been conceptually designed. This groupware has been
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called the DocMan and is supposed to assist multiple users, hence mixed presence groups 
during any kind of task in RTC.
The DocMan is a multi-functional tool, task independent and flexible in use. Flexible in 
use means that it is accessible for individual users before a meeting, and allowing users to 
work individually and collaboratively on documents during the meeting, as well as supporting 
different group constellations. Task independent refers to the requirement that it should 
support any kind of tasks, hence different media and documents. By being user adaptable and 
considering different task complexities this groupware is a multi-functional tool for any type 
of remote tabletop collaboration. Because the DocMan can be implemented into any kind of 
RTC system it is adaptable to different systems with specific limitations. The system used for 
this PhD project would allow using the DocMan, however due to the systems limitations only 
one user at the time can directly interact with the groupware, which implies that further 
research is required to solve problems that refer to the system rather than the groupware in 
order to support mixed presence groups in RTC.
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7 CHAPTER
Conclusion
The dynamics of remote tabletop collaboration (RTC) have been identified as a 
combination of three group processes influenced by the characteristics of the system, the 
group constellation and the task characteristics as well as the user abilities and different 
interaction levels. In order to gain a holistic picture of the dynamics of RTC required a new 
pragmatic methodological approach, which has been proven to be viable to study complex 
group constellations in such an environment. This chapter reflects how the understanding of 
the dynamics of RTC has been approached and how the research objectives of this thesis have 
been met. Further, the contributions this dissertation has made will be discussed as well as 
resulting ideas and directions for future research.
Firstly, the research objectives are revisited as outlined in chapter 1 and discussed in 
relation to the findings. Secondly, the research contributions this PhD has made to the 
research field of remote tabletop collaboration and to the research areas of HCI and CSCW as 
well as to other research communities are addressed. Finally, directions for future research are 
presented. This chapter concludes with a summary.
7.1 Research Objectives
This thesis claimed that a pragmatic approach of combined qualitative research 
methods can help to understand the dynamics of RTC and further that the findings of this 
research can be used to deduce design recommendations for the development of remote 
tabletop interfaces. Approaching this claim has been achieved by meeting four research 
objectives.
■ Identifying and Assessing Pure and Hybrid Qualitative Research Methods 
Applicable to Study RTC
Four methods have been identified and found applicable for the purpose of this thesis. 
These have further been assessed based on four criteria: reasons for the selected method, the 
orientation of each method, the usefulness of each method in relation to the properties of RTC 
and the practical aspects of each selected method. This helped to justify on what grounds each 
method has been selected in order to successfully meet this research objective. The 
assessment highlighted that orientation and the usefulness of each method in relation to the 
properties of RTC play an important role for combining different qualitative methods. 
Combining different qualitative methods with different orientations does not have to be
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necessarily contradictory, instead, the combination of different methods with different 
orientations might overcome each other’s shortcomings and function complementary rather 
than contradicting. This allowed combining Grounded Theory and Qualitative Content 
Analysis with Activity Theory. The second issue referred to the usefulness of a method in 
relation to the properties of RTC. The usefulness of a method relies on the flexibility of a 
method: to be used in different environments and to study different levels of user interaction 
(single, dyadic and multi user interaction).
Drawing on the insights gained by identifying and assessing applicable candidates it 
can be concluded that sometimes it is necessary to take an unconventional approach in order 
to find a suitable method.
■ Testing the Applicability of the Selected Methods to Study RTC
After identifying specific qualitative research questions, the selected methods have 
been tested. In Chapter 4 different qualitative methods have been used and tested for their 
applicability to study dyadic RTC: Objective Hermeneutics, Qualitative Content Analysis and 
Grounded Theory. Only Qualitative Content Analysis has been combined and tested in 
combination with Grounded Theory. Chapter 5 concentrated on testing the new combined 
research method, called Qualitative Remote Collaboration Analysis (QRCA). By testing the 
selected methods for their applicability and discussing their viability and shortcomings the 
second research objective has been achieved successfully.
Analysis 1 of chapter 4 tested Objective Hermeneutics, which has been found to be a 
useful method to gain general insights regarding the dynamics of RTC. This method was 
suitable to determine interrelationships between interaction levels of single users and the 
technology and to unfold the latent meaning of the interrelationship of social processes and 
virtual direct interaction. The social processes have been identified as user-related group 
processes, which is one of the three strands that define dynamics of RTC. However, in-depth 
analysis of these user-related group processes, the social interaction between users, was not 
possible by using this method. Objective Hermeneutics only yield broad findings, which were 
very descriptive and did not contribute to how the system could be improved, this method has 
not been taken into consideration to be a suitable candidate.
Having realized the shortcomings of Objective Hermeneutics a second analysis has 
been conducted testing the viability of Qualitative Content Analysis. This research method 
was useful to study the verbal behaviour of RTC, talk-in interaction. By analysing talk-in 
interaction it was possible to identify usability problems and gender issues in RTC and more 
importantly that usability problems refer to group processes that can be described as system-
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related group processes, which formed the second strand of the definition for the dynamics of 
RTC. These findings are of great value to understand dynamics of RTC and to acknowledge 
that different sexes might require different system features. One of the shortcomings of this 
method is its focus on purely verbal actions. Nonverbal behaviour is excluded from the 
analysis. Thus, combining QCA with a method that allows studying nonverbal behaviour 
might reveal even more useful findings and give a holistic picture of how RTC works. 
Qualitative Content Analysis has been proven to be a valid research method to study usability 
issues but less suitable to studying the dynamics of RTC.
Based on the insights gained from analysis 1 and 2 a third analysis has been conducted, 
which tested the combination of QCA and Grounded Theory, in order to include nonverbal 
collaborative behaviour. This combined approach has been named Qualitative Behavioral 
Analysis. Substantial findings have been obtained and expanded the understanding of the 
dynamics of RTC. Qualitative Behavioral Analysis has been found to be very useful to study 
dyadic remote tabletop collaboration and to define the dynamics of RTC.
In chapter 5 the new proposed research method, a combination of Qualitative 
Behavioral Analysis and Activity Theory, called Qualitative Remote Collaboration Analysis 
(QRCA). QRCA has been described as a flexible, adaptive, comprehensible and consistent 
method. Flexible to analyse different data, adaptive to study different levels of interaction, 
comprehensible due to the structured presentation of the analytical procedure and consistent 
due to the analytical tool of coding the data. It follows the idea of collaboration is an activity 
systems which guides the analysis and it is based on the values of Grounded Theory and 
Qualitative Content Analysis e.g. emergence, induction and deduction, theoretical saturation 
and requires theoretical sensitivity of the researcher and can be applied by only one 
researcher, but a second researcher would be recommended for internal reliability of the 
findings. Although this method has been found viable during the process of analysis four 
shortcomings have been encountered, which have to be considered in future research. QRCA 
is a time consuming method; a suitable qualitative software tool is not available to analyse 
multiple video recordings simultaneously, micro analysis of isolated aspects that emerged to 
be worthwhile exploring further is not supported and lastly, QCRA is a hybrid method as it 
requires quantification of the qualitative findings in order to prove the validity of the 
qualitative findings and evaluate their significance.
■ Understanding the Dynamics of Remote Tabletop Collaboration
Having found a method to analyse RTC allowed defining the dynamics of RTC for 
different groups constellations. The dynamics of RTC have been identified as a combination
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of three group processes: task-related, system-related and user-related group processes. Each 
group process consists of specific activities, which can be understood as an activity system 
and each group process refers to an interaction level and specific user abilities.
Task-related group processes refer to the interaction level of user-system-user interaction 
and challenge the users cognitive abilities. Three group processes have been identified that 
describe this strand: Planning, Brainstorming and Producing. Each activity is related to the 
stages of collaborative information management behaviour as identified in Chapter 4. 
Planning includes stages of Initiation with the material and Identification of information. 
Brainstorming related to Formulation of ideas and Structuring of information. The last 
activity Producing refers to Decision Making as well as Structuring of information. These 
activities and stages of information management behaviour have been found to be crucial in 
RTC and are constant for different tasks, e.g. information selection task or a collaborative 
writing task. Analysis showed that task-related group processes are influenced by the group 
constellation, the users cognitive abilities and the system limitations, which is of importance 
for the design of remote tabletop systems.
System-related group processes are described as the activities direct interaction with the 
tabletop and orientation in the workspace. These group processes take place between the 
single user and the system, so the user-system interaction level and appeal to the physical 
abilities of users with the tabletop. System-related group processes are affected by the group 
constellation and the system characteristics. This finding is crucial in terms of designing 
useful tools for direct interaction and tabletop hardware.
User-related group processes refer to the interaction level of user-to-user interaction and 
challenge the users social abilities. Even though users might be capable of socially interacting 
with other users the group constellations and the system and task characteristics play a 
significant role in terms of collaborating efficiently and can hinder or facilitate user-related 
group processes. Communication (including orientation of speech and giving feedback), 
coordination, achievement of mutual understanding, creating sub-groups and conflict 
management have been identified as user-related group processes by analysing data of both 
experiments.
User-related group processes occur in relation to task-related group processes and the 
specific activities of each group process are interlinked with one another. System-related 
group processes are typical for tabletop collaboration and are necessary for the achievement 
of user- and task-related group processes. All three strands are affected by the group 
constellations, the system characteristics and the task characteristics. This shows how
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interrelated these three strands are and that the collaborative process in a remote environment 
is a complex and dynamic undertaking.
■ Developing a Set of Design Recommendations and Proposing a RTC 
Groupware
The last research goal of this thesis was to deduce design recommendations based on 
the findings of both empirical chapters. Based on the definition for the dynamics of RTC and 
design ideas suggested by other researchers as discussed in Chapter 2, eight design 
recommendations have been derived. These design recommendations have been divided into 
design recommendations for RTC systems and design recommendations for RTC groupware.
The following recommendations have been formulated to improve existing RTC systems 
or to be considered for the design of new RTC systems: registering the users actions and 
informing the other remote group about their actions, allowing multiple pen interaction, 
providing a separate workspace for individual usage, indicate names of users on the video 
wall.
In contrast, a RTC groupware suitable for mixed presence groups refers to the idea that 
users are different and have different abilities. Four recommendations have been derived that 
highlight the importance of ‘user abilities and differences’ for developing a groupware: 
managing information of different levels and types, supporting ‘team’ cognition, visualizing 
users actions by making them public and the groupware should be non-stationary so that the 
user can move it according to his or her physical ability and preference. Due to the fact that 
the system used for this PhD project already existed the focus of deducing design 
recommendations was to improve the system. Thus, only the design recommendations for a 
groupware have been considered further and a groupware that supports document and 
information management has been conceptually designed. This groupware has been called the 
DocMan and is supposed to assist multiple users, hence mixed presence groups during any 
kind of task in RTC.
The DocMan is a multi-functional tool, task independent and flexible in use. Flexible 
in use means that it is accessible for individual users before a meeting (accessibility), and 
allowing users to work individually and collaboratively on documents during the meeting 
(shareability), as well as supporting different group constellations. Task independent refers 
to the requirement that it should support any kind of tasks, hence different media and 
documents. By being user adaptable and considering different task complexities this 
groupware is a multi-functional tool for any type of remote tabletop collaboration. 
Because the DocMan can be implemented into any kind of RTC system it is adaptable to
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different RTC systems, e.g. different size of displays. The system used for this PhD 
project would allow using the DocMan, however due to the systems limitations only one 
user at the time can directly interact with the groupware, which implies that further 
research is required to solve this inconsistency.
By proposing this new groupware, evidence has been provided for the applicability 
and viability of using the new proposed method, thus, research objective four has been met 
successfully.
7.2 Research Contributions
This research builds on previous research from the research areas HCI and CSCW and 
contributes additional knowledge to the research field of tabletop collaboration and systems, 
in particular RTC. Three main contributions have been made from this research and presented 
in this thesis all of which deepen the understanding of RTC.
■ A Definition for the Dynamics of RTC - Widening Existing Knowledge of 
HCI and CSCW
This thesis contributes to existing literature and knowledge as well as to practices in 
HCI and CSCW by assessing the applicability and usefulness of already used qualitative 
research methods in tabletop collaboration research and identifying applicable qualitative 
research methods. More importantly, this thesis suggests a definition for understanding the 
dynamics of RTC for mixed presence groups. This definition shows that RTC can be studied 
holistically and elements and factors that influence the collaboration processes can be 
identified. On the one hand this definition substantiates findings of previous studies on the 
other hand this definition presents new findings that widened the horizon of tabletop 
collaboration research and literature in general.
■ Testing the combination of Qualitative Research Methods (QRCA) -  
Contributing to the Community of Social Research Methods
By testing the applicability of different research approaches, this thesis provides new 
ways of analysing remote tabletop collaboration, which contributes to the research field of 
interest and to the CSCW and HCI community. By combining different qualitative research 
methods new conventional ways of analysing RTC have been found, which also contributes 
to the community of social research methods.
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Applying and testing an unorthodox methodology showed and proved that data can be 
explored deeper and reused several times until saturation is achieved. Although qualitative 
findings contributed to existing literature, quantification of findings is still necessary to gain 
reliability of results and more importantly to allow using these findings further.
■ Giving Design Recommendations and Proposing a RTC Groupware -  
Adding to the Knowledge of Design Research and Information 
Management
Based on the findings of using different methods, in particular QRCA a definition for 
the dynamics of RTC has been formulated, which allowed deducing design recommendations. 
These recommendations have been applied for the conceptual development of a groupware 
that supports document and information management of mixed presence groups in RTC. This 
contribution extends previous research regarding the design of tabletop collaboration systems. 
Furthermore, the design recommendations highlight the requirements of users in different 
tasks and illustrate what activities take place during remote tabletop collaboration. These 
findings are relevant to tabletop groupware and collaboration in general and also contribute to 
the research fields of information management and team management.
7 3  Ideas and Directions fo r  Future Research
This dissertation investigated remote tabletop collaboration in a specific environment:
A digital workspace and video, different tasks and complex group constellations. The findings 
of the empirical studies are applicable for remote tabletop collaboration in general regardless 
of the system, task or constellation of users. The results widened the understanding for remote 
tabletop collaboration and at the same time raised more questions, which shows the potential 
for further research. While conducting this research, challenges have been encountered that 
also led to further future ideas but vice versa reflect the limitations of this research project, 
such as its experimental character and the use of only one RTC system. From this research six 
future suggestions can be given.
■ Moving from Experiments to Studying Real Work Environments
The main limitation of this research project is its experimental character, which may 
have influenced the findings and should be considered in future research. Here, a specific type 
of user constellation has been used to investigate RTC; evenly distributed groups (groups of 2 
and 4). In a real work environment groups of three and five may influence the collaborative 
process differently. Another disadvantage of this experimental research is that only one
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system has been used to investigate RTC; a system that is a prototype and not ready to be 
used in a real work environment. This issue may have influenced the behaviour of the users 
and consequently, affected the findings.
■ Comparing and Studying Different RTC Systems in Different Work 
Environments
However, finding and getting access to a real work environment has its difficulties. 
Due to the fact that tabletop collaboration research is in its infancy, established remote 
tabletop teams are rare, so are non-prototype systems that are in use for a long period of time. 
Thus, this thesis suggests that future research should keep these two limitations in mind and 
firstly, explore RTC in a real work environment as more and more companies invest into RTC 
systems and develop virtual teams and secondly, consider different RTC systems. Field 
research would help to gain deeper insights in terms of what requirements users have while 
collaborating remotely via a tabletop system on a daily basis. Additionally, this would yield 
insights regarding the design of tabletop systems useful for virtual teams who collaborate 
remotely on a daily basis. Specifically, work environments of health care teams, civil 
engineers or journalists might be relevant area for RTC systems and worthwhile studying.
■ Comparing and Studying Different Group Constellations in RTC
Although the findings of this research revealed substantial insights it is recommended 
to conduct more research regarding the effects of different group constellations on the 
dynamics of RTC. Having mixed presence groups is only one possible combination. It would 
have been of an interest to split the co-located partner and have four remote users who 
collaborate simultaneously. This would diminish the problem of the system limitation of only 
one user can directly interact with the workspace. However, the other users would still be 
unable to interact. This might affect the dynamics of RTC and challenge the user abilities 
differently. Another possible combination would be asymmetric group constellations, e.g. 3 to 
1 or 1 to 2. This shows that more research into the field of remote tabletop collaboration is 
necessary.
■ Implementing the Proposed RTC Groupware into an Existing System
Chapter 6 introduced a new information management groupware suitable for RTC of 
multiple users, called the DocMan. To this point, the DocMan is a conceptual tool that has not 
yet been implemented into a remote tabletop system due to time limitations. Thus, an iterative 
design approach has not been taken to investigate the usability of this groupware further. 
Implementing and testing the DocMan by studying users in collaboration and using the
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suggested research method QRCA would led to interesting findings and contribute to the 
understanding of how to alter such a groupware to support users during different tasks. At the 
same time the suggested qualitative approach can be tested as a method to study usability, 
which would enlarge its applicability as a valid RTC method.
■ Developing and Testing New Systems and Groupware for RTC
This research project only suggested one groupware suitable for remote tabletop 
collaboration of mixed presence groups. The development of other groupware that supports 
multiple users in RTC or even the development of new systems is all the more relevant and 
further research is needed. Yet again the new suggested approach might be applied to study 
users in collaboration and interaction with the system in different work environments. New 
groupware should also be tested in relation to different group constellations as the findings 
illustrated this factor as crucial.
■ Applying QRCA as Usability Engineering Method
Applying the suggested qualitative combined approach QRCA to other areas of HCI 
and CSCW such as Usability Studies for instance would raise the validity of this approach 
tremendously. At the same time it would demonstrate the applicability of combining 
unorthodox qualitative research methods and their significance in the engineering sciences 
and interdisciplinary research environments in general. This requires openness of researchers 
and designers. Existing usability engineering methods have not been considered nor 
combined with the proposed qualitative approach, which would be of interest from a 
methodological point of view.
■ Developing a Qualitative Software Analysis Tool for Studying Multiple 
Videos Simultaneously
As aforementioned, one of the main shortcomings of the proposed method QRCA is the 
fact that it is a time consuming method; a suitable qualitative software tool is not available to 
analyse multiple video recordings simultaneously, which would help to save time. The 
problem with existing qualitative software tools is that only one video at the time can be 
uploaded and analysed, multiple videos must be merged together before in order to appear as 
one video. Merging videos can be difficult in terms of accuracy, as each video has been 
started to record at a different time. Thus, a qualitative software tool that allows viewing 
multiple videos at the same time and merges them intelligently based on the content for 
instance would be very much required.
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7.4 Summary
This dissertation has demonstrated that understanding remote tabletop collaboration 
requires “out of the box thinking”, which has been demonstrated by using a pragmatic 
approach to study RTC. Qualitative Remote Collaboration Analysis (QRCA) is a combination 
of Qualitative Content Analysis, Grounded Theory and Activity Theory. This new method 
allowed studying remote tabletop collaboration in detail and helped formulating a definition 
for the dynamics of RTC, which in turn has been found applicable to deduce design 
recommendations. The dynamics of RTC are defined as a combination of task-related, 
system-related and user-related group processes, which are influenced by the characteristics 
of the system and the task and the group constellation.
Eight design recommendations have been derived from the definition, four for the 
development of new RTC systems and four the development of a RTC groupware, which can 
be implemented into any existing RTC system. Additionally, a document and information 
management groupware has been conceptually design, called the DocMan, which requires 
further iteration.
By finding a new method, defining the dynamics of RTC and proposing an information 
management groupware suitable to be implemented into an existing RTC system the three 
research questions of this thesis have been answered and the research objectives claimed in 
the beginning of this thesis successfully achieved. Additionally, the findings and insights 
gained in this research project contribute to several research communities of HCI and CSCW 
as well as Social Sciences in particular the field of research methods. Design Research, 
Engineering and Information Management.
Several limitations have been encountered and explained, which in turn helped to give 
future suggestions: Studying in a real work environment, comparing and studying different 
RTC systems in different work environments, comparing and studying different group 
constellations, implementing and testing the proposed groupware into an existing RTC 
system, developing and testing new system and groupware for RTC, applying the new 
proposed method QRCA as an usability engineering method, and developing a qualitative 
software analysis tool for the study of multiple videos simultaneously.
In conclusion, this thesis showed that there is still much to explore until remote 
tabletop collaboration can be understood as a well-explored research field and until RTC 
systems become as ubiquitous as laptops and traditional meeting rooms.
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D: Can you see what I see?
Z: Yeah. Yeah of course!
D: So do you want to discuss each document one by one?
Z: I think it’s better, yeah let’s start then.
D: Yeah, so if we tick all the documents
open in the main display area, ya, then we go through them one 
by one, we can discuss them. I will start.
So that document is now in the display, I don’t think is relevant
at all, to.
Z: Yeah it’s about the museum, I can see.
D: So we can close that thing, at the x. so that’s closed. M.
Z: Okay the next one I
think is, yeah., there is a ...
D: If we take this one this is the application for demonstration,
Z: Yeah it’s a
quite irrelevant now,
D: yeah so we have agreed that we have a demonstration.
Z: right, ahm
D: I think I would keep this one open.
Z: okay.
Z: Am this is the route we should be able to following then.
D: yah.
We will keep it open.
D: yah.
Z: Similar here I think. I have the document for the demonstration. 
Z: Excuse me, (to Ian)
D: Wait, I will crap it.
Z: this is the thing, I can’t drag it, he can but I can’t.
Ian: Can you try it again.
Z: No, it was here and I want to bring it here but it is out of its (...).
Z: So we have got the two maps, for the two routes
D: okay
Z: and the schedules for the demonstration and one for the state visit.
D:: yes
Z: I think we need to keep both of them.
D: Yeah
D: This is the application for the demonstration I think, keep that open for 
the time being.
Z:
Okay
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D: So this is inner city in Vienna.
think that’s important and quite relevant. atFO g g lD "  |J lN "
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D: Ya
D: This one is Vienna in more detail.
D: So can we start? (asks Christine)
D: So we have to choose the three documents which are most essential.
Z: three documents?
D: Ya
Z: I think ah we can keep the two schedules and ah this map... Yeah this 
one.
D: Ya the largest map, ya. Ya Ya
Z: Yeah it is a detailed map. It says everything. So we can drop the other 
two maps 
D: yeah
Z: and keep the schedule sheets.
D: yeah
8.25
D: Hold that on, lets check ah.
9.15
D: According to this application for demonstration ... 
Z: right
D: if you look at the document here there is a ..
D: this part here.
Z: yeah
D: Describes what you want to have.
Z: Okay, yes. That’s the parliament at 12,
D: Yeah
Z: have a speech of 15 minutes 
D: The US Embassy.
Z: then US embassy at 13.30. Right.
Z: Okay. Ahm. Can we have a look at the map then.
D: I think that would, that’s the US Embassy there.
Z: Yeah the US embassy, can you look at the parliament here. 
D: Hold on.
D: I see.
D: I think.
D: I think that will be the parliament here.
Z: Okay
D: So you want there to be at 12pm. (...)
Z: And can we look at the cathedral here then.
D: So, we need the three documents.
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098
099 D: According to your application, these events are taking place at the 
university, the cathedral and parliament,
100 Z: yeah
101 D: or via parliament from university.
102 Z: Yeah.... That starts from the university then, which is at - cathedral.
103
104 D: So that’s the cathedral here.
105
106 Z: this here is - so
107
108 Z: I think this is the university, ya ?
109 D: Yah
110 Z: okay.
111 D: So at 12pm your want to be at the parliament. And you start at the 
university.
112 Z: Ya. But it starts at the university. Yes, exactly.
113 D: But that’s a ...
114
115 D: So you can write on this form a t ... at twelve 00. you would be at the 
parliament.
116 Z: yes
117 D: And at 13.30 you will be at the US embassy.
118 Z: Yes that’s right
119 and we would like to start at 11 hundred hours at the university.
120 
121
122 Z: Okay.
123 Okay, let us look at the am hotel and the museum, that we can 
start walking on the route then.
124 D: Number One is the hotel.
125 Z: Yeah okay,
126 D: Number three is the.......
127 Z: That’s the museum. We have got the parliament ant we need the stock 
exchange building
128 D: Number five is the stock exchange.
129 Z: right
130 okay
131
132 D: St. Stephan Cathedral
133
134 Z: Shall we begin then.
135 D. Okay yeah. According to your plan, you want to walk to university
136 Z: down to parliament
137 D: down to parliament,
138 Z: Yeah
139 D: you will be at parliament at 12 o’clock then you want to ah ... go to 
the US embassy at 13.30.
140 Z: Oh yes
141 D. at 13.30
142 Z: Yes, then to the cathedral.
143 Here it is.
144
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145
146 Z: Okay. Start at 11.00 from the university. Plus there is a speech an 
opening speech for the demonstration.
147
148 Z: Okay, we will have half an hour speech at the university and the .. at
11.30 we will start towards the parliament. Will that be fine? ...
149 D: So the parliament you will be so....
150 Z: Yeah. We will start moving through here towards the parliament from
11.30
151
152 D: Ahm, No I don’t think I can allow that because
153 According my schedule my VIP will be at the Museum at twelve. I don’t
want ah demonstrators near the museum at that time. I think what you can 
do is you walk round, a different route.
154
155 D. So the stops that you want, are university, parliament, the Us embassy
156 Z: And the cathedral
157 D. and the cathedral. So university, parliament, Us embassy, cathedral...
158 what I could allow you to do, is to, I think.. ., starting at 11.30, you could 
go from the university, to the cathedral to the Us embassy, then to 
parliament.
159 Z: No it is going to be a very long route then, plus there will only be small
roads and we have a large number of demonstrators. This is going to 
create problems for you people......
160 D: for my people?
161 Z: Yeah.
162 The security people then.
163 D: Well you, you decided to walk from the university to the cathedral you 
can’t have a complain about small streets.
164 Z: Yeah, but that will be the end of the demonstration but to go from 
university to cathedral and then US embassy is a long way
165 D: It’s not that long, don’t you think.
166 Z: Yeah, Plus...
167
168 Z: Yeah, what’s wrong with the people over the parliament at 12.00 
hours? Your VIP will be at the museum. Am. I think There is going to be 
a distance between they two, shouldn’t be any problem.
169
170 D: Maybe I could allow that.
171 So you would want to ... 12.15....
172 No , I don’t think I could allow that.
173
174 Z: Mh Okay
175 So your VIP will be at the museum at 12 and we want to be at the 
parliament at 12 which is not acceptable to you.
176 D:yeah
177 Z: So, what we can do is. Ah. Just hold on a minute please.
178
179 D. So we got about three minutes left.
180 Z: Ah, yeah. Okay another proposal is that we will start at a we will start 
at the demonstration at 12.00 at the university half hour speech. 12.30 we 
walk towards the parliament and reach there at one. Hope your VIP will 
not be at the museum by that time.
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181 D:
182 Z:
I think ah
There will be , yeah,
there will be a change with the schedule, the original schedule then.
183 D: I think I a.. .1 see.... if you look at the schedule.. I think it is going to 3fÜ|l ORIENT~
depart at a it says 3.45 pm on the schedule, but I think it would be maybe
3.45... there must be an error on the schedule or something.
184 Z: okay
185 D: so I ...
186
187 Z: What I meant was we move from 12.30 from the university and reach 
the parliament at ah .... 13.00 hours. ... Y our...
188 D: Another option is to start earlier,... I think, is it, lets see. ^  |Üf| ORIENT"
189
190 Z: Starting early will not be an option,.... it will be a lot earlier. Let 
me.... Should be Fine.
191
192 D: Well the start time is, is nine is it?
193
194 D: So we have got less then a minute
195 Z: So, lets say good bye then
196 D: so you have no demonstration there. It is not my fault.
197 D: I can let you go from the what can I let you go from. The
university... to the parliament, to the cathedral to the US embassy and 
two seconds will be left.
198 Z: Yeah. Yeah, having a speech at the US embassy would be feasible.
199
200 D: Time is up.
201
202 29.00
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G: So How can I see that?
B: Have you checked this document **
G: Ah the schedule ** yah 
B. Yeah
G: Okay I am taking the map
** Let’s see the others, as you know it’s really (...)
Lets put it away
B: Okay * But did you close the document?
G: No
B: Ah ** Okay
G. No, did you (Ben: somebody did) Okay lets forget the map, okay 
B: Okay
(Ben: Okay if you want to move you need to press the buttom of the side 
and then pull it)
Okay ** yeah
B: Okay * I think 
G: Yah
B: this is the map with the red route 
G: Okay
B: so we will definitely be needing this one **
G. Okay
B: and here is the university and which one is parliament I think numb 
and here is the university and which one is parliament I think number is 
parliament
B: Okay we will come to that later so first we need to decide which
documents we will be needed So this is one of them
G. Okay, Okay, this one of them or other one ** the hidden one
B: Ah there will be two important ones I guess So let’s keep * checking
the others ahm
G: Okay
B: I think this is irrelevant, Okay, * put it back 
G. Mhm* okay let’s take * this one
B: Shall we keep this one?
G: Okay
B: Okay, I think this is our application 
G: mhm
B: Is it containing important things?
G: Okay
B: Okay, I don’t think it’s that crucial. We know tiiis information already 
where it starts 
G:
the instructions...
G: I think it is important
B: how long speech will take etc so I am putting it away
(Christine: We need to stop cause you lost a document, we have to start
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again, because you lost a document and without that... Lets put back the 
timer to zero, I know this is going influence it but it was just three minute, 
which document was it the schedule, yeah that one.... )
Lost a document which was important, closed it by accident
B: Okay ah, We were looking at this one I think and I ah it doesn’t seem 
important it is our application and we know the details (...) how long it 
takes etc 
G: Yeah
G: Ahm * Let’s get this map
G: I think it is a better map because it has explanations
B: Ah yes maybe we can use the (two either) because the other one **
ahm ** also plus on the map the other one has red this one **
G: okay
B: I think it is easier to see the route on this one ** but this one has more 
details **
G: Yeah Okay mhm
B: Okay let’s have a look to the other documents I think we don’t need 
this one **
Shall we just read the documents first 
G: Okay
B: I think this is completely irrelevant ** okay 
G: Mhm a second schedule
(Ben: Hold the buttom down at the side buttom and then move it 
She has got it (Ben tells Gocke that Banu got the document.)
G: no it is in the other schedule so I think we > don’t need it 
B: It’s the same thing I think ** Okay
G: Yeah it’s written there 
B: Okay
G: and there is another map 
B: This one 
G. Yeah
B: It is the same map ** (blablabla) this information 
G: Yeah the same 
G: So
G: so we need just one two
B: Yeah here the map is bigger under much better, we don’t need that. 
B: yeah, did you look at this one 
G: ahm
B: yeah
B: But actually it says something important Although there are two 
optional things we can overlap in location but not in time ** Ah
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G: Okay now we have three ah ahm
B: Yeah it also says the route shouldn’t overlap with
the state visit appointments so *
G. aha
B: probably we need that document as well **
B: there were two schedules, lets see 
this one
G: No we have seen this one 
B: this our schedule 
it is the same as the other schedule 
G: yeah
B: Okay. So
G: So we need this schedule, this letter and the map 
B: Yap But which map
we need to plot it on this one the red one cause it’s saying so 
G: Ahm * I think
B: Yes we will using this flat route 
G: But 
B: this one,
But we will be using this
G: But ahm we can’t understand the **places from this red one because 
it’s nothing (...)
B: You can’t understand what?
G: Ah The places names > (isn’t essential) one 
B: They are written in the other document this one 
G: Yeah but we just need three, so 
B: Okay let’s (read) them ahm ** I think this three is okay
B: What do you think
G: I think we don’t need two maps * so just leave one of them 
B: Okay but the problem is we need to draw the route on 
G: Ah yeah, yeah okay
the this one definitely but we need the other one as well because it has 
the names of the paces and which numbers are 
G: Okay ah yeah you are right
B: And ahm
B: This is the schedule of the meeting, so ahm it was saying in this 
document that we shouldn’t ahm overlap 
G: Mhm
B: we can overlap in location but not in time So we should avoid this time 
avoid being at these locations at these times 
G: it’s the same yeah
B: So ahm * < Although it seemed like an important documents I don’t 
think will need that later on
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138 B: Ah what does it? >
139 G: Can we use that letter?
140 B: Okay
141
142 B: Okay * so
143 G. So ahm
144
145 G: So lets begin
12.51
146 B: Yeah.
147
148
149 B: Yeah, ** we want to get as close to the visitors as possible * VIP yes
150
151
152 (Ben: So have you find the five you don’t wish to use you don’t need?)
153 Ah yeah
154 (Ben: I will get rid of them yet just press on the corsses in the comer )
155 G: I am pressing Banu I am leaving the documents okay the other ones? 
What do you think? ** < Do you want to (add in) or?
156 B: Ah mh * did you say of ten there are more then five, I think
157 (Ben: We will remove five documents at this stage unless you need more 
time to identify the documents you want to keep)
158 G: This
159 B: Ahm we can entry the five I think
160 G: Okay just press it
161 B: yeah I think one of them we don’t need this one I think
162 Ahm this museum thing I don’t think
163 G: And this one is unimportant yeah
164 B: we don’t need this right
165 G: Yeah ** And the schedule just close it
166 B: Ahm which schedule are you talking about?
167 G: Second schedule page one just press close
168 B: This one
169 G: Ah just press close
170 B: Just want to have another document (...) don’t worry
171 G: Ah sorry This one
172 B: We can keep that and get rid of the other one just in case
173 (Ben: this one has two pages so it would be worth checking)
174 G: Okay
175
176 G: The same, > demonstrations
177
178 B: Let’s keep this one
179 G: Yeah ** we don’t need it either
180
181 G: Ahm ** (where) can I see ** this has two pages
182 B: Oh I not noticed that * shall we see the other page ** ah ** okay
183 G: yeah, here
184
185 Okay let’s close the first page and > carry them (insecure to Ben)
186 (Ben: If you want to keep it you can then keep it)
187 B: No, I don’t think so
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188 G: Okay
189
190 B: I don’t think this is really essential
191 G: No, Okay now leave it
192 B: Okay
193 G: This one here okay now we have
194
195 B: So we want to start the demonstration at 1 lam
196 G: am till pm * so ** okay
197
198 B: and we want to start it at the university
199 (Ben: Hold on hold on, I think you got to forward in your instructions 
here, I think you need to stick to the steps outlined in your instruction)
200 B: okay ** ahm
201 G: Ahm we have three documents here decided first step
202 For route planning we need map and schedule and instructions on letter >
right
203 B: mh, ** yes
204 G: Okay we have decided
205 (Ben: Okay so can get rid of the other ones, just leave three documents 
(for writing) )
206
207 G: What about this map, the other ** this I am leaving it
208 B: which one?
209 G: the other,
210 This
211 I am leaving
212 B: mh
213
214 B: Okay shall we first make sure we know where this places are
215 G: okay
216 B: I mean can we * if we close this can we see yeah
217 G: See, there, ** yes we can because we have
218 Yeah ahm
219 We can’t understand it because it is hidden in the instructions that 
Christine gave you before
220 It’s within University, Parliament, US Embassy and Cathedral
221 B: okay where is the embassy?
222
223 G: Embassy
224 B: okay okay yes
225
226 G:Which one?
227 B: here
228 B: so this one ** it’s here ** here ** so this is the university * so I think 
we know all the places we want to be
229
230 B: Okay this is parliament ah * this one ** this is parliament ** okay ahm 
so
231 G: It’s embassy okay yeah
232 B: Yes, okay so basically we want to start at the university
233 G: mhm
234 B: and then go to the parliament
$ $  HELP ext
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235 G: mhm
236 B. and then ahm yes * it is, so > which was < I don’t think we need this 
one
237 G: through parliament here mhm
238 Three is (museum)
239 This is cathedral yeah no » >  museum
240 Okay ** mhm
241 parliament
242 embassy ** and cathedral
243 Which one ** this one? Yeah
244 Because we know
245
246
247 B: I don’t know if we need the details the name of the roads or something 
like that ** Okay, Let’s close it
248 G: Okay
249 There is know () thing here yeah
250 B: It’s gone > I hope we won’t need it
251 Okay (...)
252
253 Now let’s begin
254 (Ben: get rid of the other two if you not gonna use them)
255 Do what? »  (...)
256 Do we need to get (Marchello is talking something they can not leave the 
documents here ...)
257
258 G: Okay so
259 B: Okay
260 G: So we know
261
262 B: So let’s draw out route ahm we will start at the university here ahm ah
263 G: and we go to parliament
264 B: and at parliament number four and then number * immigration
265 G: and embassy but
266
267 B: Okay ideally we want to be on this route on this red one here and ah ** 
ya * we want to have a speech there
268 G: * you are going to embassy We will decide here and later okay
269
270 B: Can we take this route to the ahm US ** ah here and then we will have 
to go back to number two cathedral
271
272
273 G: we have to the decide here, so let the times
274 B: But I think we should be coinciding at the same time You know I 
think we shouldn’t be at the same ahm place at the same time
275 B: but ahm, actually I didn’t like this route much
276
277 G: Okay now I agree
278 But you have to start from the university so that’s the same time
279 B: So amhm shall we actually check ahm
280
281 B: what the VIP route will be doing they will be at the airport and then
1  Help int
X INTERRUPT-
DIRECT-
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they will come to the hotel which is number here **
282 G: Hotel number one, number one
283 B: So they will taking this route < yep *
284 G: and ** we will go to the cathedral ** follwing this road
285 B: then they will go to cathedral ** then museum, museum is number 
three here
286 G: Museum is number three yeah
287 B: Okay then parliament and there
288 G: then parliament
289
290 B: So we are kind of doing the opposite route they are doing, a little bit *
291 G: aha
292 B: okay
293 G: so it is starting at 11 ami will be at museum at aha
294 B: But we want to be as close to the VIP as possible * so ahm
295 G: Aha
296 B: They will be at the hotel number at am > no that’s to early we want to 
start at ** Okay
297 G: So they will go to * they will be in museum ** no < they will in
cathedral at so there will at at But where are you?
298 B: At eleven we want to start at the university ** yah
299 G: university okay
300 and ** I am going that way at 11
301 B: and from university to parliament it takes half an hour ** so
302 G: (to ourselves) ah I will be at museum at * twelve at
303 B: okay ahm let’s say we are here at yah
304 G: And Yeah I am at cathedral and go to museum
305 B: let’s to this route > we can be at the parliament but > will have a
speech
306
307 G: I am going to museum
308 Where are you now?
309 in parliament?
310 B: Ah yes we should get as close to the VIP as possible
311 so
312 »  parliament
313
314 G: So it’s now for you right
315 B: Yah but**
316 G:* and I am and I am at the museum at
317 B: it says we will be giving a speech at university also at 
the parliament so it will not be 11.30 when we get to the parliament
318 Let’s say it’s twelve
319 G: okay
320 But I am in the museum
321
322
323 B: That’s fine when you get out of the museum ** ahm
324 G: Okay
325 B: **,but it’s like three hours you left the museum **
326 But we can start a bit later, you know, later then am, it doesn’t have to be 
so when you get out the, when the VIP get out of the museum we will be 
there, waiting them protesting them
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327 G: okay
328 B: So how about, le’ts make it twelve
329 G: So I am coming
330 B: Ahm let’s say we are here at one
331 Still there is quite a lot of time so we can’t take too long
332
333 G: But I can’t change because
334 B: We can put this outside the museum don’t
worry
335 we will make our (selves sort)
336
337 G: How (far is it) between parliament and museum?
338 B: mhm
339 Well if university to parliament is like half an hour it shouldn’t be that 
long. It will take a long route like this ah
340 G: It is half an hour so you can come you can begin at and then you can 
be at parliament at 11 and at museum at
341 B:
But we will be giving a speech at the university we want to give 
a speech at the university also we want to have another at the parliament 
so ** okay we can make it like half, thirty, now we can meet here at one
342 G: okay, let write one.
343 Banu the time is finished
344
345
^  DIRECT"
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W: How we can close the document? oh there (I can see this way)
(Ben: via x)
W: Can I call you Lee as a short if you don’t mind?
L: Ahm sure.
W: Yep okay. So let’s start ah which document we needed one by one if 
we start from ah ah this documents aha ah here ah do we really need this 
document ahm I can’t see very clear 
L: Ahm do you mean the application for the demonstration?
W: IIITT ops just a minute LAUGHS Yeah this one I dropped to the top of 
if schedule okay the schedule is here we already have the schedule so I 
think ah ahm I don’t need the schedule * so this one yeah **
L: Alright ahm
W: yeah we can oh because location university parliament and US 
embassy I have all this information here opening speech and then speech 
of the leader this and that whatever I have this speech so we can close this 
document yeah or just leave it aside if you just drag it 
L: Yes leave it at a side that would be great
W: Yap yap we can leave it at the comer top comer yeah drag it there 
okay oh if you bring this document 
mhm
L: I think we need the timetables and the agenda * the schedules and 
timetables *
W: mhm 
L: for the VIP
W: Yeah that’s for the police coordination schedule ah department ah I 
am just checking
yeah we can still consider this one if I drag it in this comer so we know 
that okay so this one is in consideration may or may not needed it, this 
one at the moment we definitely don’t need it okay
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L: ahm yeah
W: I don’t think we need this one
L: ahm yeah I think we don’t need this one for our conversations 
W: Okay so I ahm put it here and then bring ahm this document in here 
and then see what is that application for demonstration (...) police section 
so this isn’t yeah we don’t need this one as well yeah I am leaving it here 
L: regarding you applications I think ahm now we are discussed our roles 
so it means that your applications 
Yeah at this moment we don’t need the application forms
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W: What application ah this is july I have received your Yeah we don’t 
need this one as well
L: yeah I don’t
think we need this one at all so we actually need a closer a
close a bigger scale of the map that we need 
W:
yeah this is one map we are looking at I think this is one of the map ah 
airport ah the schedule is airport and then location one is ah
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L: Yes it shows all the ahm roads the VIP will pass through
W: yeah yeah this is it Okay Yeah it’s says university and everything we
need this document definitely ** we need this one *
L: Yes
W: the top document
L: Yes and for the map the inner cities map I don’t think we need these 
small maps because it doesn’t show anything it can 
W: We need yeah this is not yeah this is not, this much about and this one 
this is the copy of for the copy of the closer map so we don’t need this 
one as well this map yeah ahm 
L: Yeah
because it lis more or less the legible smaller version of what we have the 
closer map yeah
L: yeah, yeah it’s hard to see as well
W: so we put this one aside too yeah Okay so we don’t need this one 
smaller map as well ah
W: yeah we need this one but then I then there are two document here 
L: we need the schedules and we need the map
W: Okay these are the three documents we are needed two maps and one 
document that’s it 
This is one
L: There is another one here 
W: where is it oh I didn’t see that 
what is that bring it here 
L: is ahm
W: Coordination for police security for VIP route I have enclosed (...) 
((reading))
L: okay this is one of the letters that I have sent to you
W: No, I don’t think we need this one as well We don’t need this letter as
well
W: So these are the three only documents then Ahm we need 
L: Yes
W: ahm these both routes and the timetable so we can start with three 
documents and let’s see what we are gonna do ah according to your
L: If you can from the red lines that we have our route down in the map 
that is the route of the VIP that already
W: Yep yep
decided yep,
L: has been set yah
W: and that’s all been set and ahm the timing is giving as
well He arrives at o’clock airport and then am international hotel then
10.30 cathedral twn o’clock ah museum 3 o’clock parliament building 
and ah 6 o’clock stock market building So we want ah we want to be 
there at 3 o’clock at parliament building because this is one of our stops 
where we will deliver our speech we want to deliver a speech and we can 
start from university and we can reach there at 3 o’clock and the 
stockmarket building will be the other thing, But there is nothing about, 
W: there is no information about what time he is going to the ** ah US 
Immigration Building he will not be seen there the Immigration Building
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isn’t it Or will he?
067
068 L: US immigration buildings
069 No from 12 to 3 o ‘o’clock
070 W: Yeah sorry so let
071 L: from to o’clock the VIP will have lunch in the museum which is in the 
locations mh let me have a look location three is the museum
072 okay
073
074 W: Don’t you these two maps are the same?
075 L: Yeah exactly the same but the thing is ahm in the map of the right
handside there is no ahm there isn’t written anything about the locations
076 W: Okay, Okay then that’s fine
077 L: So we need to know the locations based on the
078
079 W: Okay, Okay the thing is that we want we want to see him as much as 
possible so we can deliver our message and what we what we actually 
want and why we want to demonstrate We can catch him at ahm at the 
parliament building and in the parliament we want to have a little short 
speech there so our best point is we want to start at 1 lam there from the , 
from the university So we will start from the university at 11 o’clock and 
we want to reach it so I can tell you the route ah that we want to be closer 
to him So if you look at the closer map ahm so University is here yap
080 L: Yes
081 W: and parliament building is ah number four
082 Ahm I can’t see number four where is number on the map
083 Ok ay that’s number four here on the blue map that’s number four okay
084 And number five
085 L: So what times are you going to have your demonstrations in the 
parliament building
086 W: ahm we, excuse me (cleared his nose)
087
088
089 W: Okay so what we want to do we want to start at 11 o’clock ah from the 
university ahm
090 we want to start at the university where we will have a speech after that 
to go to parliament and have another speech there ahm the walk distance 
from Uni to parliament is 30 min and then march to the US embassy
091 ah yeah
092 L: We agree to let you have your demonstrations at 11 o’clock in the 
university
093 W: yeah, so what we want we can start at o’clock from the university but 
we won’t be able to catch him while he is at parliament so we want to be 
there when he is in the parliament building ah so we want to reach there at 
3o’clock before there there is no other way we can ah we can catch him 
Lunch so Museum of Art
094 L: I think you can only have, meet him at ah 3 o’clock in Rathaus Park
095 W: Because ah
096
097 W: Ahm we are ah in the
098 L: I have ah I have drawn a circle in that particular areas this is the place 
where you are allowed to have your demonstrations
099 W: Yeah yeah
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100 L: I am using a green green pen
101 W: So we are only so I got it yeah I got it
102
103 L: But you aren’t allowed to demonstrate close to the road **
104 W: aha which road
105 L: that he pass by
106 W: okay
107 L: ahm let me write down
108 W: yeah
109 L: this roads
110 W: okay
111
112 W: Our our okay
113 L: with a green line
114 W: our plan is we want to start at I show you where we want to start and 
where we want to go ahm
115 Okay so that’s from where we want to start and then we want to make a 
simple speech or a short speech at this point and then we want to start our 
journey and we will we want to come near to the parliament building and 
we want to, we want to be there when he is present there we don’t want to 
come only and not seeing him so we want to make a point when he is 
there and then we want to go from here to the US Immigration Office and 
stay there and make a little speech there
116 But I can’t see the where is the location for this building the US 
immigration building opposite stadtpark
117 So Where is this stadtpark so that’s over here okay so this our target 
points there we want to go and make some speech but of course we want 
to maintain and ahm (deliver) our message So Ahm I just wanna see that 
what time he is coming to the parliament and what time is meeting in the 
US building I think ah he is there at ah US Embassy ah Lunch (...)
118
119 L. You mentioned earlier that you wish to have your demonstration in the 
university in the morning and we agree you to have your demonstrations 
in the university
120 W: okay
121 L: in the mornings
122 W: okay
123 Okay, But what time will he arriving at the US building the US 
Immigration what are his plan about coming down there
124
125
126 L: Ahm actually you aren’t allowed to close to come closer to the 
embassy buildings in the mornings
127 W. Okay, what time allow we are coming down in the afternoon what 
time is he coming to the ahm to the parliemant building what is his timing 
what time do he arrive at the parliament building
128 So he is coming to the parliament building at o’clock
129 and what time
130 L: He comes to the parliament building at three o’clock in the afternoons
131 Yes at that particular times you are only allowed to have a demonstration 
in ah rathaus park
132 W: yeah
133 L: which I have circled
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134 W: Okay Yep yeh I agree I got it ah but what about in the morning time
we can demonstrate in the (front street) here there, this street we
mentioned earlier yah ahm in this street what about can we demonstrate 
on this street
135 L: which one can you please draw it down?
136 W: yep yep I draw it * ahm * near to near to the parliament building
137
138 L: You can only ahm you can only demonstrate in that blue lines areas in 
the morning
139 W: okay so
140 L: But after you have to leave after one o’clock
141 W: One o’clock okay we can not stay there before one o’clock ah in all
these can you point out which blue lines you meaning
142 L: Okay
143
144 L: You can only stay in this areas from morning
145 W: ten minutes left
146 L: till one pm
147 W: Okay
148 L: after that you have to leave
149 W: Okay
150
151 W: okay, and what time he is leaving at Us Embassy building
152 L: Ahm his leavings
153 Ahm he is leaving at 3.45
154 W: Okay he is leaving
155 what we want to then is we want to start our demonstration at o’clock 
from the university let me tell you that what is our plan if I erase all the 
things so that we can finalize the things ah so we are allowed to do the 
demonstration in the morning at ah here so I would like to start from here 
at 11 o’clock so we will start here at 11 o’clock ah and do a little speech 
here. We will departure ah we will make a short speech here about 20-30 
min and then we will departure from here and reach to the parliament 
building in 30 min and if we start from 11 here we finish our speech here 
roughly at 11.30 and we reach ah we start from here at 11.30 and we 
reach parliament building at 12 o’clock using this route. Ah we will 
gather ahm in front of, because you told me we can use this ah area before
1.30 so we can use this for a short while we can we want to deliver I short 
speech here too.
156 L: Okay
157 W: Okay and then we will start at a at a one, one o’clock from here and 
there is a one hour distance ah from here to the to the US building we 
want to follow this route. Sorry did you?
158 W: we want to follow this route and the then we we come at this point at a 
2 o’clock we want to stay here because we can stay here in the afternoon 
yah, as you told me we can stay here ahm ah in the afternoon so we want 
to stay here for 30 min and we will deliver our speech here.
159
160
161 W: Yep
162 L: Ahm
163 is there any problem (with it)?
164 L: ahm ** you mean at I want you ** I want to know what time you are
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reached ahm I point here * hang on right now wait a minute okay I just 
want to know what time you are reach this wait a minute ah
165 W: sorry say again which point yeah
166 L: I just want to know what times you are reach this part
167 W: which part here?
168 L: They cross in between (...) Burgling road
169 W: Okay ahm we as I told you we will reach here at 12 o’clock in front of 
the parliament building ah we make a half an hour speech 20 min speech 
there and then we will start walking roughly at one o’clock there from one 
o’clock and we will pass through ahm if I am not wrong something like ah 
something like here, we will reach here we will reach here in 15 min, 
quarter passed one, we will passing through this road way you have 
circled
170
171 L: Okay let me write down is about ** about 1.15. _] %%) DIRECT"
172 W: one fifteen
yeha
173 L: ahm here you pass by and you intend to use ahm ihis roads so go to US 
embassy am I right?
174 W: no we can ah we decided to use the alternative route there the other 
area ahm what time will he be reaching here what time?
175 L: ahm
176 W. What time he will reach here
177 L: Ahm he will be there in the morning and lunch time
178 W: morning what time morning what time
179 L: So in morning from ahm I think from o’clock until o’clock you are 
not allowed to you are not allowed to pass
180 by this roads
181
182 W: What time are we not allowed to pass by this route?
183 L: ten to two
184 W: ten to two ah okay we aren’t allowed to pass by this building between 
ten to two ahm okay ahm
185
186 L: Okay so let us conclude our discussions
187 W: then I yeah I want to conclude and make a little change
there so we know what time we should go there ah because ah we start 
from here at 11 o’clock exactly and there deliver our speech of 20 min 
here and terminate here we leave this area and we come here and we leave 
this one at 11.30 and reach here at 11.50 a ah as we are allowed to stay 
here at one o’clock * yah
188 L: Yes
189 W: Ah we can go there and yah then ah we can start at ah 12.15 we can 
start form here we can start from here at a ahm and reach to the embassy 
we will take this route, we will take this route and ah wave to this 
embassy here at 1.15 yeah and we are allowed to do demonstration here 
after one o’clock as you told me, yep
190 L: Yeah
191 and then ah ah we will departure from here at 1. ah
192 L: so you are, the whole evening
afternoon you are staying in the, this area
193 W: no ah yah we just want to spent up to because as we are allowed to 
take this route after that we aren’t allowed to take this route between
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o’clock but after o’clock we can take this route so we will take this route 
and come back here ah
194
195 L: What time you will be in cathedral?
196 W: ah we will reach there at about ah half
an hour we will reach there after 2 o’clock or sharp two Yeah
197 L: yeah yes so is clear now
198 W: yeah that is clear
199
200 L: Okay so yes If clear now o’clock you have you demonstration in the 
university
201 W: Yeah
202 L: and you move forwards to location number four which is the
parliament building
203 W: yeah
204 L: and have a short speech until 2.15
205 W: yeah
206 L: and you move down to the US embassy
207 W: yeah
208 L: at 1.15 at two o’clock you reach the cathedral
209 W: exactly at two o’clock we reach there yep
210 L: yes
211 W: That will be we can catch him over there before three o’clock and we
will also catch him at US building here as well before three o’clock yeah
212 L: yeah
213 W: that’s we want to make it okay thanks
214 L: okay
215
216
217
218
A4. Coded Transcript 4
244
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K: I can see from here there is a big map I am gonna drag it to the middle. 
If I can (asks helpers)
S: Right okay
K: So I guess this is the map of the VIP in red
K: Is there anything else you spotted ?
S: I have to go to
K: Ah it’s interesting. You have to drag them to the middle so that ah see,
becomes more visible
S: Right okay, I understand
K: ok I got the schedule as well in the middle
S: Is it your schedule or mine
K: You can drag it from, from the bottom, ups you did something 
I think you should drag it here, okay, yeah you can put it pack to the 
center so that is comes clearer from the bottom, from the grey bar 
K: ah
K: yeah just like that
K: I don’t know ah I, there is another schedule on the top left, I gonna 
drag it in the middle,
S: yeah
K: I think it’s your schedule, yeah this your schedule Where the one 
beneath is my schedule, or the VIP schedule Can you see?
S: Is it your schedule the one here is it you schedule 
I think it’s yours
K: the one on top I think is okay “secret service (...)” it’s mine, it’s the 
VIP one yeah
S: yeah, and this one is mine
K: and the one beneath it is, is the demonstration, demonstration, * okay 
S: yeah, okay.
K: But that’s should be, hold on, hold on, that’s not important I don’t
think this is the, this is the na ah
S: ah for the schedules I have my schedule in my hand
K: Yah so this isn’t the right one then, so we can discard that I can move
it to the side here We need to find a third document Yeah,
S: And do you need yours?
K: Mine I need cause I don’t have it on paper 
S: yeah so, so we probably don’t need
K: so this is the, this is the VIP route yeah so we need to find another
document
S: what is this one?
“VIP route stops and directions” so this is, so this is the one on the right 
is the stops ** the one on the left is the time
K: So I don’t think I need this because ah I have already got the map, I 
have already got the map here, let me just 
S: Yeah so, ah this is actually could have
K: I have already got this and I got this, so I don’t think I need this I think 
S: Let me see 
K: or maybe
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S: Yeah we already read this map again, so that should be okay 
K: Okay, so what is that, is that 
S: (...) Ahm look this
K: The thing is, I mean you have the times and everything but I don’t 
have the times in front of me, so I need to have a document, so I know 
where the demonstration is gonna be 
S: Yeah I have the (map) in front of me so 
K: But I need something visible
S: Right you need something about myself
K: ah I don’t think I need this 
What is this, na that is rubbish 
S: (...) do you need, do you need that one?
K: what this one of the museum what is this at beginning of the 
demonstration, ah we have one conviction
K: That’s interesting with the force of police in Austria maybe its meant 
to be in the UK 
(...)  “Stop the war coalition”
S. (...)
K: So there will be like, I think this concerns the demonstrators, there are 
like to people expected
ah I don’t know if you can see or I don’t think I can write 
Ah I can write here you see, here Ah
Ah I don’t think this is very interesting ah I temporarily get rid of it for 
now
You agree with that?
S: Yeah
K: Lets turn to three documents 
S: yeah how about this one we haven’t seen this one yet 
K: Yeah I haven’t seen, can you pull it the middle 
S: I am sure we haven’t seen this one yet
K: ups
K: oh (...)
I was trying to drag it outside 
Okay ups, okay you do it 
S: Okay right.
K: okay I will do it, now it s still breaking 
come down with this here for now, what is this?
S: You don’t know, you don’t want that?
K: Ahm I am not sure really, or maybe I needed actually maybe you are 
right
This is not your, you’re your map, your path, ,„ I will keep it, I will kept it 
here okay 
So what is this
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S: whi this?
K: ’’Coordination Police Security VIP: I want to have your guards around 
the airport (...)
Ah not, this is just personal message 
I don’t think there is anything interesting 
This are just (...) for our security 
okay what is this,
S: that’s the map
this is, this is crap, as we said, this one 
S: We got it but cannot see it
K: What is this, yeah this is the one we discard, so I am gonna discard 
everything on the, to the right. So what is left actually there is one, I am 
gonna to discard to the right here, so we don’t need this for sure 
I am tempted about this one, but I think it is redundant information to this 
one
K: I think this is the same as the one underneath it
Yeah I think so
((reading))
S: Is this is your schedule 
K: yeah this, na this is the ah
S: Ah do you mean the left or the right one? Which one are you talking?
K: that’s the thing There is a slight difference one is ours and oine is, so 
this one, this one on the top here the schedule here is the VIP one, and the 
map that comes with it is on the right. Is this one 
is this one 
S: Okay
K: so they contain most the same information
I don’t see, where as this one this one contains the time as well so I don’t 
think I will need this 
S: ahm the schedule
K: I don’t think I will need this But put it on the side 
Yah so then this plus this would be enough for me
S: Do you still need this one?
K: which one? Either this one or this one One or two here, one contains 
ah
K: It’s not much information here, so I am gonna discard this I guess 
So we have three I think here, oh need to discard this 
S: yah we have to, no we got four there is another behind yeah you have 
four and here, so we have to move 
yeah move that one out 
K: Yeah I need to remove 
I am not sure if this is not
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132 K: So, let’s see the one of the right is, is the VIP schedule on the map I 
think it is in red
133 So starting from the airport here, I just, here, yeah from the airport then 
going down
134 S: through here, which is
135
136 K: There is number one here
137 S: university
138 K: Number one is the intercontinental hotel
139 S. Ah how did find, where did you find this mentioned about the number
140 K: Yeah it’s here it’s this one this document
141
142 K: I think it’s mapped , , , , ,  can you see
143 S: I don’t know
144
145 K: See number 2 at 9 am and it comes from intercontinental hotel
146 S: right okay yeah
147 K: Yeah here, okay let’s say this is number, I can actually tell number 1 
here,
148
149 S: Yeah so you can write (...)
150 yeah or we use the same thing
151
152 K: I think I am not sure let me just check the map, if the map has got the 
same number
153 S: The map just have only five or six
154 K: I can see
155 Oh I know why, because the airport hasn’t been numbered
156 S: right
157 K: so so I probably delete that, let me just delete that
158 and ah put the right number ah so here this is gonna be ups * gonna b e , ,
, ,  and okay?
159 S: Yeap
160
161 K: So we are going to the, well the VIP goes to the hotel then it goes to 
the cathedral in the center
162 stays there for one more than an hour and goes to the museum down to 
number 3 , museum platz.
163 Can you see that?
164 S: yeah
165
166 S: Myself I have to go to parliament as well
167 K: so parliament is number which is close by
168 S: Okay
169
170 K: three hours there and then back to number 5 which is the stock market 
building
171 Now can you just explain what is this blue ahm what are these blue, blue 
buildings, the US and the university of Vienna
172 S: Ahm
173 K: yeah that one, is this something you are planning to, actually what
174 S: That one, yeah because after the parliament I have to go to there
175 K: yeah, yeah
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176
177 K: Yeah I remember, yeah looking at that actual here yeah just 
remembered it okay
178 S: And then I have to come back to cathedral
179
180 K: Okay let’s, let’s review your, let’s review your number one?
181 S: yeah university
182
183 K: So you start at the university is number, okay where is your number ?
184 Where sorry, yah the university ah okay yeah, sure So you start actually 
at the, on the reverse sort of path
185 but then you go, you go to the parliament
186 S: Yeah
187 K: Is that one, is it number no that’s not possible
188 It’s too far off
189 I think the parliament, where is, where is the pariiament
190 Is it, is it the US one, no, I don’t think so
191 it’s number 3 so you have, it has to be, let me just check my (...)
parliament is number 4
192 S: I want to change the colour ^  ffj  DIRECT"
193 w here  is num ber fo u r INTERRUPT
194
195 K: yeah it’s this one so you go from there, can you just highlight number 
four,
196 S: yes
197 K:so I can, I can follow
198
199
200 K: yeah , so, you start from university go from there to the parliament
and then you go all the way to the immigration without knowing no, how
do you get there, so you go to the US again after that US immigration and 
Visa although I don’t know how you are gonna do that Then number four
201 S: My final destination is cathedral
202 K: Okay so
203
204 K: mh you are what?
205 S: Ah my ah my final destination is cathedral
206 K: there is a cathedral which is in, can you highlight it, the cathedral is 
number two isn’t it?
207 S: Yeah, it is Let me just, yeah
208 mh (I think I will change) colour actually
209 K: I think it’s number two Okay, let me just, let me just read this (...)
okay
210
211 K: so basically, let me just with different colours so I can, sorry what is 
your path?
212 S: yeah are you sure it should (change)
213 K: Sorry Okay you do, can you alright yeah, so you go from there to there
214 S: yeah
215 K: and you go to the US, yeah,
216 S: yeah
217 K: And then you go back to the cathedral
218 K: Okay
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219
220 K: Now checking, do you have the times of your ah of your ah, do you 
have the time of your of your demonstrations, the university, parliament 
Oh we had a document
221 Ah
222 S: ah (...)
223 yeah ahm
224 Yes, yes
225
226 K: But I think you have it, you have it on paper don’t you?
227 S: yeah
228 K: the times, so the university is ,
229 S: yes
230 K: okay mhm
231 S: (...) we want to start at the university and after that we want to go to 
the parliament and have another speech there () finish and then the walk,
232 K: so there is no time for the parliament?
233
234 S: the walk distance between the university to the parliament is 30 min
235 K: the walk ha, the distance
236 S: yeah yeah, the walk
237
238 K: But when you start at the university what time do you finish ah speech 
what time
239 S:and after that “either at or finished at 3 pm”
240 K: Okay so you, you actually, you, you will be at the parliament at okay 
can you just write, yeah
241 S: Yah
242
243
244 S: “after that parliament you want to go to the US immigrations this takes 
about an hour” ((participant reading))
245 “after a speech (...)”> “after the parliament you want to move to the” 
((Reading)) so < so from here to here is one hour. After the speech of 20 
min your final destination ((reading)) from here to here is
246
247 K: I think, Did you manage so 11 to 3 ,3.30 to 4.30 ()
248 S: 3.30 this is yeah the walk from the parliament to the US takes about an 
hour
249
250 K: Okay so what you, you showing on the right here is the actual time 
between
251 S. Yes
252 K: to government there is another
253 K: So, so
254 S: Yeah Otherwise Is too, yes but there is no information about how long 
the speech is
255
256 K: Okay, so one hour ah ah so you get to the immigration thing, how long 
are you gonna stay in the US immigration () the department or section? 
Any idea?
257 S: I guess it’s twenty min according to the paper I have
258 K: Okay.
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K: You know, judging by the thing, you said it’s one hour SO I think that 
the path from the, from the parliament to the US Embassy, it’s not like 
you have drawn it but maybe something that follow us. Let me just delete ^  DIRECT-
this first.
K: Yeah, so I think your path would be something ah * maybe like this 
K: to make it one hour,
S: yeah
K: I don’t think yah yah so which creates a little bit of problem at this 
point so let me just highlight it
in a, in red, so this problem here which means that is very likely we 
clash at this point here and maybe in this area here which is not very 
convenient
S: Ahm what’s gonna happen in this area. Ups sorry.
K: yeah, I am just trying to put the times I can oh ups not one. Just trying ^  ^  DIRECT-
to figure out the timing
K: So, so we said at the university at 11 till, 3 pm so I wont be passing 
through university but I will be going from five to four between 3 and 6 
which means, if you leave the university at three it’s very likely that we 
are gonna clash I don’t know if you can follow me
K: You see the parliaments, I am leaving the parliaments at 3 pm I am 
telling about the VIP yah, can you see this document here.
S: Yeah.
K: okay, so I am leaving at 3 pm okay , and I am going towards the stock 
market so you see the red, red line and I will be passing through the 
university
S: oh where is the university just by the way ah yeah here
K: the university is the first, yah that one
K: so at, it’s very likely at 3 ,3 ,3.30 lets say we are gonna meet
somewhere half way through maybe around here
ah lets see if you go from here to here, and I go from here to here, maybe
I meet around here.
I think.
I think we will meet half way through and I will be at leaving at three but 
in opposite directions?
S: yeah
K: okay this is one point I want to raise and the second point I want to 
check is ah close to number three, this one.
K. This point here, I just want to verify the time, if the timing is clashing 
or not
K: Okay, we got ten minutes left ah 
S: this (...) the pen, (I leave it), the pen
K: the thing is I don’t think we are gonna clash at a three because ahm 
S: At three we have finished the speech (one moment)
K: no, no, I mean I am talking about point three which is the the museum
IORIENT-
| DIRECT" 
lINTERRUPT-
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294 S: Okay I see
295 K: So the museum visit, visiting from ah to but you will be passing 
through after 3.30 maybe 4 or something so there wont be any clash there
296
297
298 K: Are you sure about the times of the demonstration
299 S: Hang on hang on, Okay, okay, I did a very big mistake
300 K: exactly that’s what I am thinking, cause it is, there is a difference in 
time
301 S: yeah because (the first location), ((reading)) it says “do you want to 
start your demonstration either at 11 or finish at 3 pm”
302
303 K: okay go on
304 S: So it has to start at 11 am or finish at 3 pm yeah
305 K: ah kay
306 K: yeah
307
308 K: I mean obviously it will be less trouble for us if you start at 11 so that 
would be just one point we need to raise if you start at a, at a, sorry, if you 
finish at 3 which means you will be starting maybe ten, 9.30. There will 
be a lot more clashes between us and that is not very good.
309
310 K: So if you can just stick to the starting at ,so we need just to sort out 
this point at the university and the parliament that would be very good.
311 S: okay, so let me just read my (route) first I will start at 11 and finish at 3 
pm and then second I want to start at the university where I will perfom a 
speech
312 K: yeah
313 S: so yeah I am coming here,
314 K: yeah
315 S: and then after that I want to go to the parliament and have another 
speech there
316 K: Yeah
317 S: The parliament is ahm here and the walking distance from the 
university to the parliament is about 20 min
318 K: so yeah.
319 S: it doesn’t say how long the speech is gonna be
320 K: Yeah but that’s the thing considering that if you actually finishes at 3,
3 pm in the university,
321 S: yes
322 K: sorry if you finish at 3 pm yah and will be going towards the 
parliament.
323 S: Yes
324 K: In my case I will, I will be going from the parliament to the ah to the 
market via going through the university so I will be clashing with your 
demonstration and I try to avoid that. We have five min left.
325 K: So. You see the problem the thing in green in brown sorry it’s not 
gonna work again, here, I think we gonna clash here, if we, if you don’t 
change your mind
326 So what I can propose is that when you leave the university you go 
through this part
327 and then you gonna join the parliament instead of gonna clashing with us 
while we would be going from 4 to 5
Q  DIRECT-
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328 S: Okay
329
330 S: But this is gonna take longer than 30 min
331 K: it’s gonna take slightly longer, it’s just you have this bit here but apart 
from that it’s par, parliament
332 S: I meant be able to go into the (...)
333 This is walking so I meant be able to go this way as well
334 K: okay this will give you, I mean here What’s the time ah 3 min left. 
Okay, what I can p, cause you are getting close I mean to you see the 
point where we gonna clash, which is this small road here I am trying to 
avoid that,
335 S: Ah
336 K: so maybe compromise is actually going through this way
337 what’s and then like this,
338
339 K: just to avoid the clash on the main street
340 S: okay
341 K: cause my job is to get you as far as possible from the VIPs
342
343 K: I am just trying to look what we need to do for step , we need to draw 
route on the map with the red VIP on
344 What’s time for demo must be filled out?
345
346 K: So we need to draw, the map for the demonstration ah on the top of 
the red one okay.
347 S: Yeah.
348 K: I mean we have to complete the time for the demonstration, so we 
wanted that little bit. But we need to hurry up So why don’t you fill up the 
times for the ahm
349 S: For each of them yah
350 K: yeah so this time, so something from 11 and going further and I am 
drawing the map okay?
351 S: Okay
352
353 K: no, no, that’s not right you are gonna start, yeah from, from 11 to 3 
pm and then you gonna get through the parliament at 3.30
354 S: But you said if ahm start your demonstration either at 11 am or finish 
at 3 pm
355 K: yeah but the * the problems is if you finish at 3 pm, is it the whole 
demonstration isn’t it 3 pm
356 Yeah that’s the thing if you start, if you finish at 3 pm you have to start at 
ten am or something, so there will be more clashes between us, but if you 
finish, if you start at there will just one clash between us
357 S: Okay
358
359 S: but this ia half an hour so I left at the parliament at 3 pm, oh no 3.30 
pm
360 K: you gonna be there at 3.30 yah
361
362
363 S: and then here I have another speech
364 K: so you start at the university, you are going to the parliament, 
parliament, you are going to the immigration visa which means. You are
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gonna go like this
365 S: this take about an hour from the parliament to, from here to here
366 K: So
367
368
369 K: and then back to cathedral which means here.
370 S: So our (clash) is around here isn’t it
371 K: ha? Yeah that’s the prob, that’s what I was trying, if you, if you start at
and because the problem is that around, around or something it’s likely 
we are gonna be clashing there so that’s nothing that’s the problem so 
you put, did you, oh, put the immigration time We have two minutes, one 
minute left. Ahm can you put here, so you said one hour, so , yeah
372 S: 4.30 yeah
373 K: How long do you need to stay in the immigration thing, immigration 
stay?
374 S: 20 min, yeah.
375 K: okay so 4.30, then ah lets say plus half an hour so plus so, I don’t
know
376 S: And from the US I have to go to the cathedral (...)
377 K: the cathedral there, so lets say half, So twenty min plus thirty min 
walk
378 Okay I think that’s it, thank you very much, shall we, we have 30 sec 
yeah that’s it you drawn map and ya that’s it
379 K: Okay job done, five seconds left
380
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A Al
T Thusara 
D Diven 
G Gabriella
ASKING GROUP D: right, How do you want to do this?
A: ah well
ASKING GROUP T: shall we tell them what we did last time?
DISCUSSING GROUP 2 remote A: Yeah, the at the. Our topic last time was
nature versus development and a basically we 
pointed out the fact as we the create more 
technology and improve more technology we 
somehow distancing ourselves from nature 
and that a a human needs to have strong 
tights with nature and when we separate 
ourselves from nature it causes problems. So, 
basically technology is there to help us but at 
the same time it is creating new problems.
This is basically what we thought.
DISCUSSING GROUP 2 remote D: We came up with a slightly similar story,
actually Gabriella came up with the story and it 
is about oil corruption, where a an oil company 
wants to rip up a forrest to ahm build biocrops 
and they apply to the minister.
A, T laughing
D: what we suggest to do, what we suggest to 
do is we get your story up and we read it and 
we read my our story and use that to come up 
with our story
T, A: Okay, Okay 
D: If that makes sense?
A: Ah yeah that's fine
SUGGESTING GROUP
AGREEING GROUP DEC by 1 I 
ASKING GROUP 
AGREEING GROUP DEC by 1 I
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AGREEING GROUP DEC by 1 I A: Ah yeah that's fine 
AGREEING GROUP DEC by 1 I G: can I open the documents 
ASKING GROUP A: yes, that's fine
AGREEING GROUP DEC by 1 I D: go on then 
AGREEING GROUP DEC by 1 I 
DISCUSSING COLOC G: So, this is ours
D: This is ours 
G: you do the mouse
DISCUSSING GROUP 2 remote D: can you see it
A: yes there is ours 
ours is ...
D: it should be on the list 
A: I think this is ours Yes 
D: Yep.
Reading
DISCUSSING COLOC T; it's like an article
A: alright okay
DISCUSSING GROUP D: so essentially we have written the same
story but in two different ways 
G:yeah 
A: Yeah
DISCUSSING GROUP D: So, now Christine wants us to come up with
another story. Did she say what she wants 
from us specifically?
A: Well, ah
Christine
DISCUSSING COLOC A: Yes, put the two stories together and come
DISCUSSING GROUP up with a joint story
T: come up with a
D: What we need we got it there? We got it
G1 AB 2x2 tc .txt
SUGGESTING GROUP
D: What we need we got it there? We got it 
now.
A: I have a suggestions. We can, we can ah 
add our story as part of your story e.g. as part 
of president reasoning that, technology is 
already separating people from nature and 
now you want to destroy the nature more and 
make the distance more we have this 
argument in the cabinet and we have created 
a team of people who are investigating this 
fact the that technology is distancing the 
human from the nature and now I can not go 
against the things I have already put up and 
we can somehow fit this into your story as a as 
under statement or something like that?
SUGGESTING GROUP
AGREEING GROUP DEC
D: WE change the end of our story so the 
minister changes his mind and instead of 
going with the corrupt...
G: that would be real fiction 
T: Yeah
SUGGESTING GROUP D: ... the corrupt oil company and he says 'no'
and he says what you suggested that you 
know we have to get closer to nature as it is 
more important the more we develop, we 
could do that.
AGREEING GROUP DEC by 1 I A: Yeah 
SUGGESTING GROUP
COMMENT TECH
G: Yeah, Okay, but can we have a look at the 
type setting rules and what we can write 
D: sorry the pen sticks
COMMENT TECH 
SUGGESTING GROUP
AGREEING GROUP DEC 
SUGGESTING GROUP 
COMMENT TECH
T: go there
G: we should define these roles like the editor 
and such 
A: Yeah
G: If you agree I do the typing
D: Yeah we had so much time the last time
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COMMENT TECH D: Yeah we had so much time the last time
our keyboard was not working 
AGREEING GROUP DEC by 1 I G: Yeah, so okay
D: that's for the rules on this document here
SUGGESTING COLOC
AGREEING COLOC
T: we should think about the title and go from 
there cause otherwise it takes time to 
A: yeah yeah
DISCUSSING COLOC A: So we don't need this do we? 
T: no
G: It is, people disagree 
SUGGESTING COLOC T: mumbles, this one
ASKING GROUP D: sorry I can't hear what you say
ASKING GROUP T: Shall we write altogether and later on we
REPEAT GROUP UNDERSTAN can formatting I mean title and 
AGREEING GROUP DEC D: sure
REPEAT GROUP UNDERSTAN A: So who is going to do the typing
D: Gabriela volunteered.
AGREEING GROUP DEC G: i volunteer
REPEAT GROUP UNDERSTAN A: okay so we fit the ideas together to Gabiela
and he types 
SUGGESTING COLOC T: title
A: okay title
T: how do we share the documents 
D: share the application right click 
A: join the stories together and change the 
stories, okay then so we keep the title, the title 
of your story
T: no, we have a new title 
A: but we fitting somehow our things to it
COMMENT TECH 
DISCUSSING GROUP
REPEAT GROUP UNDERSTAN G: what is again your title?
PROBLEMS TECH D: I will go ahead
A: Our title is 'nature our development'.
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ASKING COLOC 
DISCUSSING COLOC
A: Our title is 'nature our development'.
T : can we write there?
A: Diven is writing
D: so is that what you said?
A: Yes. that's.
D: my hand writing is really bad btw
G: is not bad, do we want to , do we want to
discuss that nature always wins?
T: No, Yeah, I mean, we have to put together 
nature and development, they should go 
parallel
A: nature always wins
G: so we merge our stories together as Diven 
suggested so at the way that in the end the 
minister sticks with the environmental friendly 
end ah that the you know the nature wins in 
the end i don't know that way 
A: Okay ,Okay let's put that at the end "that 
nature always wins'.
G: the wording might be different at the end 
well.
A: yeah that's fine, so ah okay then how are
we gonna start now
G: let's open a document an empty
documents okay
T: we have to share it
G: is is that short story.doc?
D: Sorry if you don't know I helped developed 
the desk so I should know how it runs and do 
we things very quickly. I should sit on my 
hands and let do people make things 
A: that's fine, no that's fine, I think we need 
you now, we don't have much time, we need 
your speed.
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AGREEING GROUP DEC
SUGGESTING GROUP
SUGGESTING GROUP 
DISCUSSING GROUP
AGREEING GROUP DEC 
ASKING GROUP
A: Our title is 'nature our development'.
T : can we write there?
A: Diven is writing
D: so is that what you said?
A: Yes. that's.
D: my hand writing is really bad btw
G: is not bad, do we want to , do we want to
discuss that nature always wins?
T: No, Yeah, I mean, we have to put together 
nature and development, they should go 
parallel
A: nature always wins
G: so we merge our stories together as Diven 
suggested so at the way that in the end the 
minister sticks with the environmental friendly 
end ah that the you know the nature wins in 
the end i don't know that way 
A: Okay ,Okay let's put that at the end "that 
nature always wins'.
G: the wording might be different at the end 
well.
A: yeah that's fine, so ah okay then how are 
we gonna start now
G: let's open a document an empty documents 
okay
T: we have to share it 
G: is is that short story.doc?
D: Sorry if you don't know I helped developed 
the desk so I should know how it runs and do 
we things very quickly. I should sit on my 
hands and let do people make things 
A: that's fine, no that's fine, I think we need 
you now, we don't have much time, we need 
your speed.
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COMMENT TECH 
COMMENT TECH
PROBLEMS TECH
SUGGESTING GROUP
A: Okay shall we copy and paste the two 
stories we have, we try to do 
D: that's not so easy to do.
A: Okay
D: we don't have control, at the moment you 
have the ownership, so either your give 
Gabriela the control or you do the typing 
T : OKay
A: Well i will give Gabriela the control 
D: If you look down to the bottom bar, if you go 
along to the end of the list there is ahm two 
parallel lines, horizontally, can you click on 
that, well virtually?
G: two horizontal parallel lines 
D: yeah, if you click on that.
A: yeah, okay 
D: Gabriela can now,
G: excellent yeah
T: just include the bold title ...
D: okay call it title for now, feature the initials 
and group numbers 
D: I can't remember 
G: this bit
A: and mine is AY no Y, A1 
T: mine is ET,
G: ET 
T: yeah, A1
A: we have got 15 minutes left.
D: we wrote the whole thing in 20 minutes last 
time with a broken keyboards 
A: oh excellent
D: so you know how much we were having fun 
G: Okay so
D: let's choose the title 
G: let's choose the title
A- n u r  ,qi in n A s t in n  is  \a /a  n h n n s A  thA titlA in thA
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COMMENT TECH
DISCUSSING COLOC 
DISAGREEING COLOC
PROBLEMS TECH 
PROBLEMS TECH
A: our suggestion is we choose the title in the 
end, so that we write the story and then we 
decide which title is the best 
D: Yeah, that's a very good idea, ah we 
actually rewriting the whole story?
A: ah
T: right and then right
D: okay the easiest way to do this, is if you to 
take control of the documents again 
A: yes
D: if you open your story as a word document 
copy it and copy it in this one and give 
Gabriela the control again.
Ch: no no copy and paste
A: Christine is telling me no copying and no
pasting
G: rules
A: I give the control back to you 
D: you are actually working on their computer 
over there so it is going to be a bit slow 
G: okay
A: I can't do anything at the moment actually 
T: no, but for this document you can put it 
there, with the moving button
D: if you move your mouse, Gabriela is loosing 
control on the shared application because only 
one person at the time can work on that.
A: alright, okay so when we give control we 
can't touch the, basically, we actually can't do 
anything.
D: The workspace and the documents can 
only be accessed by one computer and 
everything is going on on your computer, so if
\/m i mn\/A thA m m  i.qa A a h r iA la  n a n ' f  n n n t r n l  thA
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SUGGESTING GROUP
AGREEING GROUP DEC 
COMMENT TECH
you move the mouse Gabriela can't control the 
mouse.
A: yeah, okay just one suggestions shall we 
quickly go through the the two stories again 
and having the this thing in our mind that and 
how we want to combine them where our 
statement fits the best 
D: yeah, put them on the same side 
A: yeah, so if I bring them up so our story and 
your story then we quickly go to 
D: put them aside next to each other 
A: okay aha
SUGGESTING GROUP D: Your story could actually fit in here or
DISCUSSING GROUP 2 remote A: yes, exactly I was thinking about that 
AGREEING GROUP DEC by 1 I D: so over this but then changes his mind in
the end where the money is offered 
A: yes, yes that's what we think 
D: yes no cut and paste but you can write it 
out again
A: BAsically we make the minister statement 
more sophisticated by ah the story is the 
same. The framework is your story but we 
make the minister statement more 
sophisticated and yeah excellent
T : we can think about the title 
A: yes
D: we might finish on time as well, Christine 
Ch: well done, Diven
D: My job is that for tomorrow 
SUGGESTING COLOC T: the weak politician
A: politician and nature
D- thrAA first n n p  nn fah  n k a v  first n n p  a h m
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SUGGESTING GROUP
AGREEING GROUP DEC
DISAGREEING GROUP DEC 
DISCUSSING GROUP
AGREEING GROUP DEC 
SUGGESTING GROUP
DICTATING CONTENT
ASKING COLOC 
DICTATING CONTENT
DICTATING CONTENT 
DISCUSSING GROUP
D: three first one no tab, okay first one ahm 
G: shall we say yes but the forest is a national 
treasure and the human is close to nature and 
then say this 
A: Yeah 
T : yeah
A: yes yes or technology is ...
T: we can include all of it and propose that the 
w ater...
A: yes, but the forest is a national treasure is 
this the minister statement 
G: yes
A: but I think we can add this as well that the 
minister says that the I have always telling 
people that in peace ... and the human is 
closely bound to the nature and we are now I 
can not go against my own sanes and then 
companies says who cares about the water 
and your sanes and your seat and we are not 
offering a seat on our board of director.
D: full stop speech marks said the minister, full 
stop, and then this bit I have always said that 
the world is full of natural beauty and that the 
human beings are closely bound to it. We all 
appreciate beauty and being close to nature. 
Being close to nature.
T: Is it the whole thing from here to here?
A: mh mh
D: being close to nature 
A: ah
D: What we enjoy, never mind come back 
change that full stop, right we don't use that 
and he speaks again as a paragraph so let's 
say in the speech. Is this exactly what you
wata  QAvinn
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SUGGESTING GROUP 
SUGGESTING COLOC
AGREEING GROUP DEC
DICTATING CONTENT
PROBLEMS TECH
DICTATING CONTENT
SUGGESTING GROUP
SUGGESTING GROUP 
m r.T A T iN n c o m t f n t
were saying
A: yes exactly, excellent
D: saying that every day. New technology is
emerging to
T: Ah that's good, good
D; say our needs yeah, we come back and
change that
G: who creates the right to 
D: However, actually just drop these just 
shows that, cause it sounds like someone 
A: yes 
T: yes 
D: However,
D: we make these un comforts in our lives as 
they are introducing new challenges and 
problems
G: yeah I get it I get it I get it right click, right 
click come on.
D; may be we should right the whole thing in 
italics
and all of the main problems is the separation 
from nature, this is mainly due to the type that 
we are led into a men led world, emersing 
ourselves
A: You know I think I think may be with this last 
one this is due to the fact that may be just 
saying that ahm one of the main problems is 
the separation of the nature and ahm and 
D: that's a good idea. Shall we stop here at the 
separation of the nature and 
A: and keep it after that?
A: yes one of the main problems is the 
separation of the nature and we have to be ah 
conscious about that or more prudent 
nowadays. That is 'you'.
D- t h a t  i.Q r ln w n  tn  t h p  n p y t  linp
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DICTATING CONTENT D: that is down to the next line
D: about nature
D: our building, building on our natural 
resources or destroying our
DISCUSSING GROUP 2 remote A: prudent about the way we move forward or 
SUGGESTING GROUP our direction
AGREEING GROUP DEC by 1 I D: that is excellent
A: and then we can say after all we decide 
D: and it goes back to decide, this is election 
year and I have the voters to think of that.
A: and I can't go against my sanes or
speeches or vows
D: I will look like a hypocrite
D: okay and I can't go, gets my speeches, my
past speeches
G: full stop
D: yeah full stop
A: excellent and then we say who cares about 
the water and the sea and your speeches 
D: and who cares about the voters minister 
A: he does not actually say it he is just playing 
it
D: and who asks for your seat, comma we are 
offering you a position on our board of 
directors
okay we got to type quicker, all you have to do 
is giving up planning application and we are 
finished
A: 30 minutes is finished 
DICTATING CONTENT D: give our planning application the green
light, green light full stop, there are million of 
pounds to be made from this development, full 
stop, and close speech mark, 
a new paragraph and we replace our new 
board of directors, question mark
fV w a i t
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G: wait
D: a place for a new board of directors, 
question mark, I think I can see your benefits 
not your proposals full stop. It would be good 
for jobs and the economy after all full stop, 
close speech mark, exactly, full stop. That's 
what the president gets from the voters, full 
stops and close speech marks and we are 
done. Yes. Job done 
A: good job guys.
DISCUSSING GROUP T: the title
D: the title yeah 
ASKING GROUP A: just one thing title?
SUGGESTING GROUP D: feel with nature
AGREEING GROUP DEC by 1 I A: yes that's good, excellent.
40.46 finished.
Appendix C: Single User Interaction Tables o f Experiment 2
Video
min.
03.35
04.00 
04.13
05.00 
05.30
06.00
06.30
07.22
07.48
08.00
09.25
09.30
09.45
10.00
10.35
C l. Single User Interaction Table for User 1
HCI
Points at left 
top corner of 
workspace 
Takes pen from 
partner and 
drags
gives pen back 
to partner and 
keeps on 
reading 
looks up to 
video channel 
keeps on 
reading 
looks up again 
and smiles 
changing 
between 
looking at 
workspace and 
video screen
points at 
document in 
workspace and 
looks down at 
workspace 
changes 
between 
workspace and 
video screen 
points at 
workspace
changes 
between 
workspace and
HHI User 1 & 
partner User 2
Asked if they 
should tell them 
what they did last 
time
crosses his arms
tells partner to go 
down with the pen
HHI User 1 &User 
3
Looks at User 3 
Listening
replies to a 
question quietly
replies
suggest how to 
write together
Looks at partner
Listening
Shows partner 
document in the 
workspace
HHI User 1 & User 4
Looks at User 4 
Listening
replies to a question 
quietly
replies
268
Video
min.
MCI HHI User 1 & 
partner User 2
HHI User 1 &User 
3
HHI User 1 & User 4
video screen repeats what has 
been agreed
11.11
11.23
11.35
11.45
points at 
document to be 
shared in 
workspace
repeats what he 
said before about 
formatting and 
typesetting rules
answers question 
of his partner 
about who is 
going to type and 
points at person 
on video
asks for a title
shows partner 
how to share a 
document in the 
workspace
replies to question 
and repeats what 
he just said to his 
partner about 
formatting and 
typesetting 
rules, uses hands 
to express
asks for a titel
replies to question 
and repeats what he 
just said to his 
partner about 
formatting and 
typesetting rules, 
uses hands to 
express
asks for a titel
12.00
12.10
12.27
12.42
12.50
points at the 
title
again points at 
title
disagrees and 
expresses the 
need for an 
agenda, looks at 
his partner 
wants to say 
something but 
listens to his 
partner instead
repeats what he 
told his partner 
before
listens
repeats what he 
told his partner 
before: explains 
what they decided 
to write
listens
repeats what he told 
his partner before: 
explains what they 
decided to write
13.00
13.37
listens
agrees
listens
agrees
14.07 asks what the 
topic will be speaks out loud 
what they want to 
next, to share it
speaks out loud what 
they want to next, to 
share it
15.00 laughs laughs laughs
16.00
16.30
points at menu 
tool bar on the 
bottom of the 
workspace
shows what he 
should click 
suggest to keep 
their title 
doesn't explain 
why
agrees with 
partner
17.00 Spells his name 
initials
spells his name 
initials
18.30 asks to move
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Video
min.
MCI HHI User 1 & 
partner User 2
HHI User 1 &User 
3
HHI User 1 & User 4
some documents 
out of the fovea to 
see better
19.28 explains that just 
one person can 
control the writing 
process, 
tries to minimize 
documents
20.42 points at 
document in 
the workspace 
read document 
again
tells partner to 
move document 
up
21.41
21.42 agrees with 
partner
agrees agrees
22.52 suggest to think 
about the title at 
the mean time
23.00 suggest a title 
(turn bodies 
towards each 
other)
24.21
24.37
24.56
suggest another 
possible title 
agrees with 
partner
agrees agrees
25.35 agrees and 
laughs
26.52 asks a question
27.00 reads
28.00
28.12
28.57 identifies written 
mistake
reads out a bit 
louder
comments on 
written text by 
agreeing and 
judging
29.00 keeps on 
reading
30.00
30.45
keeps on 
reading 
looks at video 
screen
31.00 looks more and 
more at video 
screen and 
keeps on 
reading
32.00 keeps on 
reading
33.00 keeps on |
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Video
min.
MCI HHI User 1 & 
partner User 2
HHI User 1 &User 
3
HHI User 1 & User 4
reading, leans 
backwards and 
then forwards 
switching 
between 
reading and 
looking at 
screen
34.00
35.00
35.32
adds a sentence 
quietly 
laughs about 
content 
follows partner 
actions 
and listens to 
partner
36.00 keeps on 
reading, leans 
backwards and 
then forwards 
switching 
between 
reading and 
looking at 
screen
listens to partner looks at video 
screen
looks at video screen
37.00 keeps on 
reading, leans 
backwards and 
then forwards 
switching 
between 
reading and 
looking at 
screen
looks at video 
screen
looks at video screen
38.00 keeps on 
reading, leans 
backwards and 
then forwards 
switching 
between 
reading and 
looking at 
screen
looks at video 
screen
looks at video screen
39.00
39.42
keeps on 
reading, leans 
backwards and 
then forwards 
switching 
between 
reading and 
looking at 
screen
looks at video 
screen
laughs in between
looks at video screen 
laughs in between
40.00 keeps on 
reading, leans
looks at video 
screen
looks at video screen 
laughs in between
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Video
min.
HCI HHI User 1 & 
partner User 2
HHI User 1 &User HHI User 1 & User 4 
3
backwards and 
then forwards 
switching 
between 
reading and 
looking at 
screen
laughs in between
41.00
finished
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C2. Single User Interaction Table for User 2
Video
min.
HCI HHI User 1 & 
User 2
HHI User 1 &User 
3
HHI User 1 & User 
4
03.37 answers question 
of partner
explain what they 
did last time
explains what they 
did last time
04.00
04.43
looks at video 
continuously while 
listening
uses hands to 
express
listens what they 
have to say
uses hands to 
express
listens what they 
have to say
05.00
05.18
05.28
05.48
looks at video 
continuously 
while listening 
looks at 
workspace 
looks up again 
and at the 
workspace again
takes digit pen 
and moves 
document into 
fovea
identifies their 
written document 
starts reading
asks his partner 
where the pen is 
and gives it to 
him
takes pen back 
from partner
agrees with 
suggestions
agrees with 
suggestions 
identifies document
agrees with 
suggestions
agrees with 
suggestions 
identifies document
06.00 Reading laughing laughing laughing
07.00 stops reading looks at partner 
while explaining 
for confirmation
explains what the 
task is
08.00 uses hands to 
explain his idea
suggests what to do
gives content
outline
uses hand
asks what they think
about and waits
09.00
09.42
09.50
listens
opens a document 
with pen 
has troubles to 
open
asks partner
listens listens
10.00
10.30
still with document
turns to his 
partner and 
agrees and asks 
if they need this 
document
tries to follow
11.00
11.32
interact with 
document
asks partner asks who is typing 
and repeats who is 
typing, Gabriele and 
that all the ideas 
should now be 
given to the writer.
asks who is typing 
and repeats who is 
typing, Gabriele 
and that all the 
ideas should now 
be given to the
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Video
min.
HCI HHI User 1 & 
User 2
HHI User 1 &User 
3
HHI User 1 & User 
4
reads instruction 
sheet for the task
Repeats what his 
partner suggest to 
think about a title
writer.
Repeats what his 
partner suggest to 
think about a title
12.00
12.08
12,50
cycles information 
in the instruction 
sheet.
looks at video 
screen
explains to his 
partner why they 
should keep the 
title
asks if they should 
keep the title 
reads out the title
listens
13.19 looks at video 
screen
agrees
and laughs and repeats one of the 
suggestions of user 
4
14.00
14.19
14,48
looks at video
looks down on the 
workspace
listens to his 
partner
asks how they want 
to start now
agrees and 
appreciates 
suggestion
15.00
chooses function 
on menu tool bar
asks how to 
combine and 
suggests and asks 
again how to 
combine
repeats that he give 
Gabriela the control 
of writing
follows instruction of 
u sers
16.34 turns to his 
partner and 
listens to his 
suggestions 
and suggest to 
choose the title in 
the end
17.18
17.40
looks down at 
workspace informs that they 
have 15 min. left
spells his initials 
informs that they 
have 15 min. left
spells his intials
18.08
18.22
looks down the 
workspace
moves document
explains that they 
have decided to 
choose the title in 
the end.
explains that they 
have decided to 
choose the title in 
the end.
and asks what they 
think
listens and explains 
that the rules are no 
copying and pasting
explains that they 
have decided to 
choose the title in 
the end.
19.30 clicks icons in 
menu tool bar and
discuss about j 
document use |
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Video
min.
HCI HHI User 1 & 
User 2
HHI User 1 &User 
3
HHI User 1 & User 
4
19.50
moves document 
around
stops moving 
documents
listens to 
instructions and 
stops moving 
documents and 
listens again to user 
3 and agrees
20.20 suggest to go 
through the two 
stories again and to 
see hoe to combine 
it exactly
exlpains how to do 
and agrees with 
suggestion
21.18
21.34
21.44
looks down at 
workspace and 
has pen in right 
hand
leans backwards 
and looks at video 
screen and then 
down at 
workspace
discusses the 
important parts of 
the stories agrees with user 3 
suggestions where 
the story could fit in 
agrees again and 
summarizes that 
this is what they 
both think
22.05
22.32
leans backwards 
again and looks at 
video screen
looks down again 
reading
turns to his 
partner and 
listens what he 
suggest to do
repeats what they 
could do and that 
the framework is 
one story and the 
statement the other
23.00
23,23
reading, following 
writing
reading, following 
writing
turns to his 
partner and 
discusses a title
24.14
24,30
24,45
24.55 looks down at 
document in the 
workspace
discusses with 
partner and 
agrees
listens to 
suggestions and 
agrees
wants to suggests 
something else 
repeat decision for 
other team 
members 
suggests new 
sentences
25.00 looks down at 
workspace
suggest new 
sentences
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Video
min.
HCI HHI User 1 & 
User 2
HHI User 1 &User 
3
HHI User 1 & User 
4
25.45
looks at video 
screen in between 
and uses hands
and what should be 
added discusses his 
idea
listens and laughs
26.00
26.53
looks down the 
workspace and 
follows typing listens to partner
27.00
27.40
27.52
looks down at the 
workspace and 
follows typing
looks at video
confirms what user 
3 asks about his 
suggestions 
agrees with typing 
and laughs
28.00 reading text laughs again
29.03 still following 
typing but looks 
up after agreeing 
keeps on reading, 
leans forwards
agree with what 
user 3 suggests
30.00 keeps on reading, 
retrieving
31.12
31.35
starts to read out 
loud but quietly 
what has been 
written so far
still looks down at 
workspace
suggests what 
content to change 
and asks what they 
think
32.00 looks down at 
document
agrees and keeps 
on suggesting new 
sentences
33.00
33.12
33.58
looks at video
looks down at 
document to 
retrieve
agrees
repeats content and 
suggest further 
agrees
laughs
34.12 looks up again 
switches between 
workspace and 
video
suggest new 
content
35.00
35,24
switches between 
workspace and 
video agrees with typing 
and adds new 
content
36.00 looks down and 
retrieves
explains what 
content means by 
using his left
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Video
min.
HCI HHI User 1 & 
User 2
HHI User 1 &User 
3
HHI User 1 & User 
4
hand
37.00 looks up and 
looks down again
reminds them that 
time is up
38.00 switches between 
workspace and 
video
39.00 looks up and 
down again keeps 
on reading
40.00 when finished 
agrees but reminds 
that there is no title 
still and agrees with 
typed suggestions
41.00
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C3. Single User Interaction Table for User 3
Video
min.
4s
delay
HCI HHI User 3 & 
partner User 4
HHI User 3 &User 2 HHI User 3 
& User 1
03.00 listens to user 2
04.00
04.38
looks at video
puts his hand 
towards his partner
agrees
explains that they came 
up with something similar 
and mentions that it was 
his partners idea uses his 
hands and suggests how 
to proceed in order to 
achieve the goal
05.24 looks down at 
workspace 
uses pen to move 
document 
starts reading
encourages his 
partner to open 
documents
documents what they 
open and do in the 
workspace
06.00 reading, pen in 
left hand
07.16 looks up
looks down again 
plays with pen tells his partner 
what he is doing
announces that they have 
written the same stories 
but in two different ways 
repeats task and refers to 
researcher and asks other 
team what to do
08.00
08.42
looks at video 
moves document 
into fovea and 
starts scribbling
listens
09.06
starts again to 
scribble
agrees with partner
adds content to user 2 
suggestion and generates 
new ideas how to put 
them together
10.28
10.40
10.55
looks down at 
workspace and 
playing with the 
pen reads 
typesetting rules
looks up
refers to his partner who 
offered to write and to the 
document that includes 
the typesetting rules
11.00
11.12
keeps on scribble
announces that he can't 
here what they are saying
agrees and repeats that 
gabriele volunteered to 
type
explains that they can 
both write in the document
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Video
min.
4s
delay
HCI HHI User 3 & 
partner User 4
HHI User 3 &User 2 HHI User 3 
& User 1
asks for the title
12.00 start writing with 
the pen
listens and writes and 
says that his hand writing 
is bad
13.00 leans back and 
watches his 
partner and looks 
at the video 
screen.
14.00
14.25
looks at video
uses pen and 
opens document
answers his 
partners question
explains that he has 
developed the desk and 
that's why he knows how 
to use it and explains 
what they can do
15.00 explains about writing and 
workspace and helps 
them to use the menu tool 
bar
16.00
16.32
16.43
looks down the 
workspace refers to his 
partners question 
about title and 
instructs him to call 
it title for now and 
refers to rules
still explains
17.00 looks down at 
workspace
follows partners 
writing
refers to time reminder of 
User 2 and explains that 
they had typing problems 
las time
18.00
18.35 looks down at 
workspace and up 
to video
repeats his partners 
suggestions to choose a 
title
agrees with other team 
and suggest how to share 
it
19.00
19.40
speaks with his 
partner about 
typing explains to the other 
users that they can't 
moving the mouse at the 
same time they type as 
they loose control
20.24
20.50 takes pen
listens to User 2 
suggestions and agrees 
with idea and explains 
what they should do 
meanwhile
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Video
min.
4s
delay
HCI HHI User 3 & 
partner User 4
HHI User 3 &User 2 HHI User 3 
& User 1
21.00
21.25
moves all 
unnecessary 
documents in to 
the periphery suggest where the story of 
the other users would fit in 
and give suggestions for 
sentences
22.00 switches between 
workspace and 
video
agrees with suggestions
23.00 dictates what to 
write and how - 
new paragraph
suggests what they 
should write and which 
parts to take from which 
story
24.43 leans forwards asks to 
repeat what 
he said as 
he couldn't 
hear and 
listens
25.00
25.53
looks down at 
workspace and up 
to video
dictates agreed 
idea to his partner 
who writes
agrees and announces 
that this is a very good 
idea and emphasize how 
good this idea is
26.00 follows typing with 
his finger
dictates loudly and 
repeats sentences 
and reminds him to 
change things
27.00
27.44
suggest how to 
keep on writing
asks other team if that is 
what they meant
28.00
28.49
hand follows text 
in document
keeps on dictating 
suggests to drop 
this sentence and 
to write something 
else
suggest to drop a 
sentence and explains 
why
29.00 keeps on dictating
30.00 reads through and 
uses mouse
tells where 
mistakes are
keeps on dictating
31.00
31.30
looks up listens to user 3 and 
agrees with suggestion
32.00
32.33
follows hand in 
text
tells partner that 
they have to
while listening
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Video
min.
4s
delay
HCI HHI User 3 & 
partner User 4
HHI User 3 &User 2 HHI User 3 
& User 1
change this part 
and dictates
33.00
33.32
33,36 uses hand again dictates what other 
team suggested
brainstorms new
sentences
listens
34.14
tells User 4 what to 
write and repeats 
sentences
listens
35.00
35.32 points with finger 
at sentence
dictates and spells 
words
listens and agrees
36.15 keeps on pointing 
his finger
dictates
refers to time reminder of 
user 2
37.00 hand on the 
document in the 
workspace
dictates reads out loud
38.00
38.32
keeps on pointing 
reads
dictates and stops 
dictates
laughs
39.00 puts hand back on 
document
dictates laughs
concludes that they are 
finished
repeats that the title is 
missing
40.00 looks up repeats that they are 
finished
41.00 FINISHED
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C4. Single User Interaction Table for User 4
Video
min.
HCI HHI User 1 & 
partner User 2
HHI User 1 &User 
3
HHI User 1 & 
User 4
03.30 looks at workspace 
and video
listens listens
04.35 looks at his 
partner and 
laughs as he 
explains that it 
was his idea 
looks at his 
partner while he 
explains
05.00
05.19
05.27
05.31
05.50
looks at video 
puts hand on 
keyboard
opens document 
put hands away 
from keyboard 
looks at workspace
laughs and 
agrees 
ask if he can 
open the 
documents 
states which one 
is theirs
tells his partner 
that he should 
move the 
documents 
listens to his 
partner
agrees
asks if he can open 
the documents 
states which one is 
theirs
agree
asks if he can 
open the 
documents 
states which one is 
theirs
06.00 looks at workspace 
starts reading
07.00
07.28
reads and laughs 
looks down at 
workspace and 
uses keyboard
laughs
follows
instructions of his 
partner to use 
keyboard
laughs laughs
08.07 looks at video 
screen
agrees and listens agrees and listens
09.10
09.15
09.35
looks at video
looks at his 
partner and adds 
that his idea 
would be real 
fiction
looks at his 
partner while he 
is explaining and 
agrees
asks his partner 
for confirmation
after finished 
talking
suggests to look at 
the typesetting 
rules
after finished 
talking
suggests to look at 
the typesetting 
rules
10.00 asks if they should 
also look into roles 
editors etc. but no
asks if they should 
also look into roles 
editors etc. but no
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Video
min.
HCI HHI User 1 & 
partner User 2
HHI User 1 &User 
3
HHI User 1 & 
User 4
10.30 looks at the 
workspace
asks his partner 
to open the 
document
reply and he 
suggest to be 
writer
reply and he 
suggest to be 
writer
11.00
11.25
looks at video 
screen
looks down at 
workspace and 
reads
listens
waves hand to 
signalise that he 
will write
listens
waves hand to 
signalise that he 
will write
12.00
12.40
12.48
looks at video 
screen
tells his partner 
that his
handwriting is not 
bad
asks what the title 
of their story was 
and adds that he 
has forgotten
asks if they should 
end the story with 
the statement that 
nature always wins
asks what the title 
of their story was 
and adds that he 
has forgotten
asks if they should 
end the story with 
the statement that 
nature always wins
13.15
13.35
explains that if they 
merge the stories 
in the end they 
need a statement 
refers to user 3 
repetition and adds 
that this is just an 
idea and the 
wording is not yet 
defined
explains that if they 
merge the stories 
in the end they 
need a statement
14.00
14.06
14.15
14.23
14.30
reads
follows his partners 
actions over the 
workspace
start typing and 
uses the mouse
asks his partner if 
a specific 
document is the 
one they need
suggests to start by 
opening an empty 
document
15.18 looks down at 
workspace
tells his partner 
that he can't type
16.00 looks down at 
workspace
documents 
quietly what he is 
doing 
agrees
17.00
17.41
17.57
starts typing 
uses mouse in 
between repeats what his 
partner is saying 
to choose a title
asks for initials asks for initials
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Video
min.
18.00
19.00
20.50
21.50
21.56
22.03
23.37 
23.49
24.00
24.24
24.45
25.00
25.37
25.56 
26.47
27.30
28.00
28.57
29.00
29.46
HCI
uses mouse
stops using the 
mouse and follows 
his partners 
movements on the 
workspace
starts typing, 
switches between 
looking at the 
keyboard and the 
document in the 
workspace
stops typing
continues typing 
stops typing and 
looks up at video 
looks at video 
screen
start typing again 
types and switches 
to look between 
keyboard and 
document
stops for a moment 
and looks at video 
screen continuous 
typing
HHI User 1 & HHI User 1 &User
partner User 2 3
looks at his 
partner
asks his partner if 
he can copy 
content
talks to his 
partner what they 
could do 
listens to his 
partner dictation
repeats what his 
partner said 
adds that this 
sentence is the 
introduction 
agrees with his 
partner and asks 
him what he 
should write next
listens and nodds 
asks them to 
repeat the
listens to his sentence what they
partner dictation just said
indicates that he 
has lost the 
sentence
asks what he 
wants to have 
written
agrees and 
repeats what his 
partner said 
speaks out 
quietly what he 
writes
HHI User 1 &
User 4
listens and nodds
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Video
min.
HCI HHI User 1 & 
partner User 2
HHI User 1 &User 
3
HHI User 1 & 
User 4
agrees with 
partner and tells 
him that he will 
be done soon
30.00
30.45
reads
keeps on typing
realizes mistakes 
reads out some 
words to his 
partner
31.40 stops typing and 
looks at video 
screen
listens listens
32.00
32.56
goes back to typing 
and corrects 
sentences speaks out words 
loud
listens listens
33.00 stops typing and 
reads and stats 
typing again
34.00
34.45
typing
shows his partner 
a mistake
35.00
35.34
typing
stops typing and 
continuous
laughs and looks 
at his partner
36.00 typing
37.00 typing
38.10 typing asks him to wait
39.00 typing
40.00
40.12
stops typing 
takes mouse and 
types again
41.00 FINISHED
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Appendix D: Group Interaction Table of Experiment 2
D l. Group Interaction Table for Group 1AB
Time U serl User 2 User 3 User 4
03.35 asking reading reading reading
03.37 explaining listening listening
04.38 listening listening suggesting,agreeing listening
05.00 listening agreeing listening agreeing
06.00 asking explaining
07.00 explaining listening, pointing
08.00 listening, pointing suggesting listening, writing agreeing nodding listening
09.00 listening, moving pointing suggesting agreeing, suggesting
10.00 listening,suggesting agreeing, listening
agreeing, asks him 
to repeat his 
suggestion
asking
11.00 listening,repeating asking helping, listening listening, waving
12.00 disagreesexplaining asking writing asking, suggesting
13.00 listening,agreeing agreeing listening repeating
14.00 suggesting asking
listening,
explaining reading, suggesting
15.00 agreeing asking explaining typing
16.00
suggest to user 2 
to think about a 
title later
elaborates the 
suggestion of user 1 to 
think about the title 
later
tells user 3 to call it 
just title for now asks about title again
17.00 gives initials of his name
gives initials of his 
name and reminds 
them that 15 min are 
gone
watches user 4 and 
speaks with him 
about typing
asks for initials and 
types
18.00
asks to move 
some documents 
out of the high 
resolution area to 
read better and 
starts moving 
them
explains to user 4 that 
one of the rules is not 
to copy and paste
explains to user 1 
that only one user 
at the time can 
move the mouse 
otherwise shared 
workspace does not 
work
uses mouse and asks 
his partner if he can 
copy content
19.00 explains that just one person can
stops moving 
documents and listens still explains listens
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Time Userl User 2 User 3 User 4
control the 
writing process
to user 3
20.00
reads document 
and pointsun at 
document
suggest to go through 
the story they agreed 
on again in order to 
start writing
listens and agrees listens and agrees
21.00 agrees with partner
agrees with user 3 and 
emphasizes that this is 
what they think as well
suggest where the 
parts of the two 
stories would fit 
together
listens
22.00 listens summarizes the agreed framework
starts dictating user 
4 starts typing
23.00
turns to his 
partner and 
discusses title
turns to this partner 
User 1 and discusses 
title
dictates types
24.00 suggest a possible title agrees with user 1
asks what they have 
suggested for a title
types and asks user 3 
what he should type 
next
25.00 discuss on going story writing
discuss ongoing story 
writing
agrees with 
discussion of user 1 
and 2
listens and nodds
26.00 asks a question
looks down the 
workspace and follows 
typing
follows typing with 
his finger 
dictates loudly and 
repeats sentences 
and reminds him to 
change things
types and switches to 
look between keyboard 
and document
27.00 reads
looks at video 
confirms what user 3 
asks about his 
suggestions
suggest how to 
keep on writing 
asks other team if 
that is what they 
meant
asks what he wants to 
have written
28.00 identifies written mistake
reading text
agree with what user 3
suggests
hand follows text in 
document 
keeps on dictating 
suggests to drop 
this sentence and to 
write something 
else
stops for a moment and 
looks at video screen 
continuous typing 
agrees and repeats 
what his partner said
29.00 keeps on reading
still following typing 
but looks up after 
agreeing
keeps on reading, 
leans forwards
keeps on dictating
speaks out quietly what 
he writes
agrees with partner and 
tells him that he will be 
done soon
30.00
keeps on reading 
looks at video 
screen
keeps on reading
reads through and 
uses mouse 
keeps on dictating
reads
keeps on typing
31.00
keeps on reading 
looks at video 
screen
still looks down at 
workspace
suggests what content
looks up and listens 
to user 3 and agrees 
with suggestion
stops typing and looks 
at video screen, listens
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Time Userl User 2 U ser 3 User 4
to change and asks 
what they think
32.00
keeps on reading 
looks at video 
screen
looks down at 
document
agrees and keeps on 
suggesting new 
sentences
follows hand in text 
keeps on dictating goes back to typing
33.00
switching 
between reading 
and looking at 
screen
looks at video 
looks down at 
document
uses hand again 
keeps on dictating stops typing and reads and stats typing again
34.00
switching 
between reading 
and looking at 
screen
looks up again 
switches between 
workspace and video
listens typing and shows his partner a mistake
35.00
switching 
between reading 
and looking at 
screen
switches between 
workspace and video 
agrees with typing and 
adds new content
dictates and spells 
words
listens and agrees
typing
36.00
switching 
between reading 
and looking at 
screen
listens to partner
looks down and 
explains what content 
means by using his left 
hand
keeps on dictating 
refers to time 
reminder of user 2
typing
37.00
switching 
between reading 
and looking at 
screen
looks up and looks 
down again
keeps on dictating 
reads out loud
typing and asks partner 
to wait
38.00
switching 
between reading 
and looking at 
screen
switches between 
workspace and video
reads and dictates 
and stops typing
39.00
switching 
between reading 
and looking at 
screen
looks up and down 
again keeps on reading
concludes that they 
are finished 
repeats that the title 
is missing
40.00
switching 
between reading 
and looking at 
screen
when finished agrees 
but reminds that there 
is no title still and 
agrees with typed 
suggestions
looks up
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